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The Case Historie.s presented herein .were
written pursuant to a contract with the
United States Department of - Education
through Part C, ESEA Title VII. However,
the observations, opinions, conclusions,
and recommendations expressed herein do
not necessarily reflect the pOsition.or
policy of the Department of Education,
and no official endorsement by the Depart-
ment of Education should be irtf,fred.
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PREFACE

I t

This is a companion volume of the final report'to the Study "A.
Descriptive Study of the Classroom Instruction Component of the ESEA
Title VII Bilingual,Education Program" and contains selected case
histories and case studies of local education projects funded during
the school year 1980-81. The Technical Report volume cor,1tains tFie
major Study findings. In this volume there are references to the
case studies and this volume is referenced back to them...

The purpose of the present volume is -to provide a conte'xt for the
'findings discussed in the other documents associated with the Study,
and to illustrate through narrative discussions Some local program
operations and activities. Because the statistical presentAtions
give profiles of the Basic Program across all the studied projects.
(524 projects in the universe and 60 projects selected for the
intensive field visits), it was not possible nor- desirable in tfie
other volume to provide a holistic view of any one project. Thus
this volume, -containing seleCted case' ,histortes and studies,
presents in condensed form profiles, of individual. projects.

The cases presented here contain as much aepth as the Study's
resources and timing would permit. Generally, the emphasis 'was on
gathering Information-which would accurately.describeeach project
on all key dimeneionsi ethnographic- approaches could only be used in
a limited way. A's notwifhstanding, the cases in this volume
provide a picture of the variety of projects which receive funding
from the Office of Bilingu.il Education and Minority-Canguages
Affairs.

The data base for. this volume derives principally from sixty case
histories (one per site visited) and six case studies. Each member

1....,s
of the Study's'fiel staff was involved in the writing of these
reports. From these ixty case histories and six case studies,
eighteen histories iand four studies were selected for inclusion in
this volume. Special thanks go to Dr. Earl-Jones, who authored the
case studies.included here. .

-
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INTRODUCTIoN

This volume of the Final Report on the Descriptive Study of the
Classroom Iastruction Component of the ESEA Title VII Biliqual
Education Program presents the results from a case type analysis. of
a sample of local bilingual education programs which were visited in
spring, 1981. ,While The iechnical Report Teals with technical

. °

'summaries and descriptive statistics of the 'Basic,Program and a '

sample of sixty projects, this volUme describes a selectionof
programs,i..e., case histories which were ,put together frortilaN
variety of sources and aterials in order to provide a fuller
description of local pr grams in operation.

In order that the reader may bev.er Wuderstand the nature of the
methods used to obtain the narratives and in order to place the'
narraVives in methodological and contextual perspective, a discussion
of the steps leading to the design of the case history method, and
of the results, is provided.

A

1.1 Background to the Method for Dbtainin5 Case Histories

The objectives which guided all efforts during the life of the Study
were as follows:

a To describe the characteristics of a representative sample of
Title VII - funded basic bilingual education projects and to
identify groups of projects which appear to represent distinctly
different instructional approaches.to the education of children
with limited .English ,prof icierfcy. 0

To determine the project objectives, and yre relationship
between skill's actually addressed by'the projects those
skills, necessary to function effectively in an all-English-
medium classroom in the United' States.

To determine the degree of program implementation among local
'education agencies and to identify factors which enhance or
impede project implementation.

The method's used to pursue these objectives included two mail
questidnnatre0-(one to project directors and another to. Parent
Advisory Committee Chairpersons), and several interview guides (used
on site with superintendents, principals, project iirectors, PAC
,Chairpersons7 teachers, federal program coordinators, and teacher
aides). These data Collection instruments were employed in order to
reduce a tremendous amount of quantifiable data to orderly files
which could in turn be summarized into broad Basic Program profiles,
frequencies, and statistical tables with appropriate discussion.
Thus, it was expected that a substintkal amount, indeed, the bulk,
of analysis tor-the-Study would derive from statistical, data. (The
summaries using such data will be found in The Technical Report.)

a
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Another charge was to o tat information and impressions toward a
supporting volume whCch w d contain selected case histories. Such
a volume, it was felt, would .go far in providing a general context
for the statistical analysis supplied in the other portions of the
Final Report, and would help,,readers wits background information on
local projects, especially in terms of certain- behavioral or
.administrativ'e dimensions}, state -of -the -art (or pra,Ftice) problems,
historical or community aspects, aneso on.

Thus, while the purposes of the case histories were relatively clear
duiring the course ,Of the Study's design stage, a problpa presented
itself concerning a method for collecting the dav and prepaTing the
case histories. The authors thought that readers would be interested
in the method used to collect information for the case histories and
the design used to structure the writina of the case histories.
These are discussed in the following pages.

1.2 Distinctions' Between Cse History and Case Study

Generally, the preparation of case histSries implies a qualitative
prbcedure for collecting the data which tends to capture nuances or
elements if a Situation with summarized data. A case history is
presented for purposes of illustrating the situation, or a procedure
orate system -- the emphasis is on. depicting action and relationships.

in some instances, case histories are used as devices for capturing
the essentials which contribute rectly to exemplary cases; as such,
Ithey.illustrate or directly po t to tnose characteristics or
activities which promote an ex raordinary circumstance; or at the

. very least, adhere to normative standards. Narratives of exemplary
case histories are useful for depicting situations or cases vhich
can supply standards for positive comparison, or which cian show
resplts desired in a given fteld or area*

Although case histories can -anal often do employ summary information,
the ui'4.1al presentation is in narrative:Corm, and seeks to highlight
or underscore those attributes which are particularly interesting
instructive, or comparable. in addition, other information is
supplied which can impart ail individuali is flavor, either for
identifying certain features, or for pr viding a context for
understandip the'situation.

*see, for example, Development AssoCiates (1977),, which used as
criteria: improvement in student achievement or attitude; collabo-
ration of state/federal resources; successful teghnical assistance
from SEA; inter- or intra-state regional collaboration; establish-
ment of a PAC; involvement of children from non - ,public institutions;
use of innovative techniques; development of resources for other
projects; development of resources for other projects; determination
of student's language ability; and bringing. together diverse 4

language and cultural groups.

110
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Finally, the illustrative and instructive nature-of case histories
can be seen etheir training or educational use as exemplifies by
the so-called Harvard Case Method, which emphasiFes inductive
reasoning as part of the learning procedure. These then are the
bare essentials of case histories.

'"For project staff members, however, a problem arose ae to the
relationshtp of case histories to other data collection techniques
in the Study: Should a case histOry augment data collected through
mail questionnaires and face-to-face interviews (structured
interviews)? Should it follow a rigid format or should it be guided
by 'themes' uncovered in the field? Should it have same comparable
features toother cases in the Study? .Secause of the limited amount
of time to be spent in local bilingual education projects, the survey
staff would be limited to a one-time opportunity for capturing
impressions and information -- should they then be guided by pNcise
instructions (and lose the opportunity for capturing individualistic
project information) or should they depend largely on general
orientation (and lose the possibility, of comparative information
across all cases)?*

There was also the vexing problem of what indeedconstituted a case
history. Clearly.; time in the field would be too shert to collect
the quantity of information necessary for writing an ethnography of.
each project. Further, the time available after data collection,
would limit how much effort could be put into writing the case
history reports. In search for a pragmatic answer which would
accommodate the demands of the Study and the ultimate'presentatio
of a collection of case histories, a distinction was made between"
case histories and case studies.

Basically, dase histories were defined as treatments which are fairly
'static across situations. These call For rather standardized topics
or concerns which can be useful for compa'ring Across ca'ses.or to a
given standard. Case studies were seen as more individualized
efforts which would provide special views into the why's and.
wherefores of a particular situation. A -colliparison of both'can be
seen An the following chart: %

40-

*See Development Associates (1980) where case stwdles. .focus on
whether successful projects could or did collect data which could be

en as acceptable evidence of project impatt. Also/Developm*nt
Associates (1975) which looked at projects selected on the basis of
success in accomplishing their'studept:optcome objectives.

DEVELOPMENT 'ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Case History Case Study

Structure orgarrized, delineated

Focus

topical in a very general
.sense; recommended or
suggested .leads

direction ,

specific variables, . themes, dimensions, cause
detailed characte'tistics and effect conjectikre.

Conceptual Use interpolative, deductive-, extrapolative, inductive,:
a record analysis or synthesis

Field Procedure accommodation of avail-able free7ra.10ing ingeiry in
data -4 pursuit of information

describing generic or,
general topics

Application
projects projects
all schools orall selected.schools or

Data Structure amenable to agiliegation
across all schools or
projects ,

idiosyncratico'conducive.
'to.obtainkng behavioral
insights, 4eneralizble
in qualitative modes

Once these distinctions were made, discussions were held on the
merits of using ode or tne other method for obtaining the desired
cases to be used in the final report: One argpment proposed thtt

".cases histories ought to be prepared for each project visited (60 in
the sample), ana to accomplish the data collection for this through
the use of a vez::es.of structured and semi-structured observatiab
guides and documklt review forms. *Anot.her argument-held that it
would be .md14 apla-opriate to ..:se a less structured and more
qualitative approach to data colleCtion, and -to carry out this data
collection'only at selected sites. Thviously, it would be possible
to write cases across all visited sites with a Aex.ailed guide"on
hand, but a more insightful analysis could be performed with a fewer
number. Thus, arguments for the first position foctised.on the
comparability of the resulting cases and the utility of case history
data far providing contextual information to help in-.erpret the
results of the survey questionnaire and interview guides. On the
other hand, arguments for'the second position centered around the-
independence of the case histories from the results of the surv4
portion of the Study and the ability of the cases to look into
'issues of implementation not readily amenable.to Studythrough
questionnaire and structured interviews.

Because each of the arguments was compelling, it was decided to
divide the'case writing effect into two parts, the 'first to be
considered the case 'histories' proper, and the second to be
considered the case 'studies.' For each site visited, a.oaset history
would ba written. The data:'for these case histories would come from

DEVELOPMENT AsSocuirES. Me.
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multiple sources inclutding the survey instruments administered at
each site, document review forms, classroom observation instruments,
and site report forms. They would be written by the field data
collectors themselves, and would be shorter in length than the
studies. The case'studies, on the other hand, would be written for
.a smaller number of the sites visited. These would be assigned to
senior staff who would, of course, have available,to them all data

'emerging Lrom the site. As is seen in this' document, case histories
.average 8 pages in length; case studiei average 18. pages in length,
reflecting the in-ciepth t

(
eatment.

Two formal semistructured reporting forms were created to be used
by field staff in collecting information for inclusion in the case
histories,'the "Informal Obgervation Report"*.(used during classroom
observations) and the "Team Member Site Report" (filled out nightly
by each team member for each site visited). Further', a detailed
outline for writing the case.: histories was drafted, circulate ,Among
staff, and revised. It provided section-by-section references .k1,
specific forms and instrument items where information needed to Write
a particular section would be found. Thqoutline, as it was pre-
sented in the'Field Manual given to each data collector, is provided
in the Appendices. A model'case history of a fictional Title VII
project was also written in order to provide the field teams with a
better idea of what their case histories should look like. In
particular, case history writers, ere asked to suimerize data and
impressions on project overview, program development, staff
development and training components, parent and community involvement
component, instructional component, project management, and inter-
mediate outcomes. Case study writers on the Other And were asked
to provide inforthation in the areas of project background and
history, language and cultural consideration, administration and
implementation of the project, instructional concepts, resources and
materials, project interfaces or linkages, personnel, and future of
the project.

In training the data coalectors, emphasis had to be on the Wse tf
the more structured interview guides, since these would provide the
overwhelming base for the report of the ESEA Title VII Bilingual
Edi.:cation,Progrm. The case histories and case studies were
included in training, but collectors wire main14 referred to the
guidelines supOlied in each packet of instructions.

1.3 Analysis. and Selection of Case Histories

The case histories in this volume were selected after all of.the 60
histories had been read. The case histories included in this Volume
were Chosen on the basis of several factors, including applicability'
to the major objectives of the Study, potential reference to several
data topics of the Technical Report, and intrinsic interest, which

*Both of these forms are found in the appendix.
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the case might contain. Also, ecause the majority of the Title VII
projects were Spaniskh-language, t was decided to include Asian

)

language case histor es out of p bportion to their numbers.
Finally, case histor es were inc uded as representatives of many
other almost itentical_projects particularly Spanish - language
projects, i'.e., very 'ttle was to be gained by the inclusion of
projects to a colec which already had their counterparts.

.

1.4 Suggested Uses of this Volume

The case histories, case studies, and associated analysis presented
here are intended to serve several purposes, both within the context
of this Study and within the context of bilingual education ink.
general. They are;

to provide a context for interpreting the results provides:11,in
Volume I, and to provide examples from particular programs
which

r
illustrate these results; and

to illustrate particular program features which, while not
correlated with specific Study results, contribute to under- '
standing the ways in which Title VII programs are implemented.

To assist the reader in using this volume in conjunction with the
Technical Report volume Table f has been developed. This Table
cross references some of the key elements in the cases to the
presentation in the Technical Report volume.

At a more general level, the information in this volume also serves
to proviat a desCription of a variety of different typed of bilingual
education programs which can be useful in understanding both the
nature of bilingual education in the United States 4.t that time
(1980-8li, and how educational programs in general aFe implemented,
in local school districts.

In addition to providing background illustrating the results con-
tained in the Technical Report and Overview volumes and pro;,riding
additional .inf;77-E7.-C7tTthe information in this volume can prove
useful to parties concerned with bilingual education at the local,
state and Federal levels in a number of other ways. For example, at
the local level ,this material can be useful during the planning
process by providing examples of h2w other bilingual projects have
implemented pro,grams in similar saio-cultural and educational
contexts. 'The information in the case histories and case studies '

ca'n also provide suggestions as to alternative strategies which
ongoing programs could adopt. At the state level, the case histories
and case studies can provide state education agencies with profiles
of how local prqgrams actually ImpleMent their programs, the extent
to which they need assistance from the state and the nature of this
assistance, and how state education agencies have helped programs in,
the pasts Finally, the material in this voliime should provide

DEVELOPMENT A.SSOCUTES. INC.
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TABLE, 1

Technical Report Chapter, Case History No.

Chapter

1, 5, 6,

10

20

22'

4 12

13

, 4

15

6, 14

4, 21

2

34 7

7

5

15

Key Element
Discussed .

Examples or PAC
'involvement

Methods of involving
parents

Warent attitude on
involvement in schi$0,1
affairs

Difficulties on the
term "Indo Chinese"

Description of staff
background'
Influence of SEA
gUidelines

SEA role in project
development

Using an externally-
developed curriculum

Development of
curriculum model

efie of English in
Native American
setting

Use of ES4 teachers

Description of p
out

Multiple fundi g

Coordinatidn of
'services to students

Entry/exit procedures

staff training topics

Lack of Coordination
of instruction

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES,
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TAfi 1 (Cont'd)

Technical Report Chapter - Case History-No.

7, 12, 22

Chapter 6

b

4

A

Key Element
Discussed

Community attitudes'
Old project imple-
mentation

19 Parent involvement in
program evaluation

4

21 Timing of federal and
state assistance

9, 22 Korean language
materials

13

6

16

2, 1.0

20

12 .

Spanish language
materials

Lack of curriculum
materials

Post - funding problems

Or

Influence of
principals

Success in program
attributed to
increase self-esteem

Local programs
positive impact

Program's influence
on ,drop -out rate

6, 19 Impact of lack of
qualified staff

2 Mention of students
with little or no
English skills

16
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federal policy-Makers and agency staff with specific illustrations
of how local projects implement the, goals of a national program, of
the particular, problems of lodal program design and implementation,
and the variety of w4ys by which local projects, faced .with
localized needs, resolve problems.

i
In the next chapter, some genera bservations of the case study and
case history-material are discu ed,'and some comments are presented
to help guide the reader in stu ying the cases of bilingual education
at the local level. ....,

C

a
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CHATTER 2: A COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW OF CONTENTS

2.1 General Comments
.

1 . ,

In this chapter some of the major components or elements found in
* the case histories and case studies ark discussed.' As mentioned -,

before, case histories were shorter treatments and comprise 18 of
the 22 cases in this volume. Cass studies which are longer and .

*prov(de more detail, are presented for theether four cases 4Nos. 8,
14, 21 and 22).4$ frecAuse of the rather subjective selection, of cases,
there is no distinct benefit to. be obtained in a comparison across
the cases. For example, because Spanish-language Projects dominate...

the ESEA Title VII projects in number and therefore the .sample, it
Was felt that'the selection-ought to indlude a larger number ,of
non-Spanish language prOjects. Accordingly, besides the .13 Spanish-
language cases, there are five Asian-language projects (Nos 2, 6;

i

9, 17, and 22) or seven, if Ceseig No. 11 arid No. 14 which A so have
Spanish, are included, and there are three Native American rojects

A (Nos. 4, 5, and'8). There is also a single project in a-Middle
Eastern languages

Of the 22 projechS selected for description in this volume', six are
new grantees -- Nos. 5, 6, 11,'13, 14, and 17. The rest are
continuation projects. The smallest project in terms of students in
the Title VII'progiam is No. 15,,with 54 students, and the largest
represented is No..10 with 957. (-See roster of cases on the
following page.)

It'must be emphasized that the cases presented here are not,
representative of the Title VII universe. They were selected because
of their general interest or because they highlight areas,of concern
in Bilingual Education. Upon review, however; some general themes
do appear and a synthesis of selected areas is therefore possible to
assist readers. Thus, in'the remainder of this chapter, analyses of
some key elements or themes are presented. 'The topics covered are:
instructional approach, parent/community involvement, adaptation to
local contexts, innovative programs, materials developmpnt,
coordination of special programs, and State Education Agelity

-involvement.'

2.2 Instructional Approach'
.

Although the cases presented here.are in no way representative of
the universe of ESEA Title VII Besic.projects, it seems, that certain
very marked correlations between ethnic/language group served by a
project and approach t.o bilingual education appear upon examination
of the prqsentations. Generally speaking, projects serving Hispanic
populations fall into a moderately to weakly transitional approach.
Projects serving Asian p'opulations, .as well as those serving mixed
,language groups tend to be moderately to strongly transitional in
approSch, with a substintiel humber bordering on a wholly English as
a Second.tanguage orientation.. .The few,language preservation type'
projects which exist are restricted to- American Indian populations.

4-

.
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ROSTER OF CASES

Student
Case Mo. Method Used L4q2uage(s) Rt,gion Total Appl ica t ions Type

History' Spanish South Central 294 Conti geation (began i977)

2 liiebory Cambpdian, Japanese, North Central 624 Continuation. ( began 1949)

Korean, Laotian, Vietnamese 6

f' History Spanish West 069 Continuation (began 1979)*

4 History, Native American West 211 Continuation (began 1979)

5 Ilistort , Native American West 188 Nuw (began 1960)

6 History Hmonge.Laotian,:Vtetnemee West 150 Nets {began 1900)
..

History Spanish West 779 Continuation (began 1976)

H Native American - North Central 261 ContinuatiOn (began ?, )

History Korean, Mandarin North Central 118 Continuation fl egan 1079)

10 History Spanish North Central,. c957 dootinuation (began 1977)

History Spanish; et. at. North central 350 New (began 1960)

12 History Spanish Southeast 451 Continuation (began 1976)

13 History Spanish . .South Central 160 New (began 1960)

14 'Study Spanish, Korean, Vietnamese West 150 New (began 1900)-

15 History Spanish South Central 54 Continuation (began '1916)

lb History Spanish North Cerkral 242Ar Continuation ( began 1976),

17 History Chinese, Hmong, Khmer, Southeast 694 New (began 1980)
Korean, 'Laotian ',

10 History Middle Eastern West 300 ContinuatiOn (began 1978)

19, History Spanish West 250 Continuation (began 1970

20 History Spanish South Central 346 Conernuation (began 1978)
. .

21 Study Spanish ' North Central 592 Continuation (began ? )

22 Study Umong, Khmer, Laotian, West : 666 Continuation (began 7 )

Vietnamese

20
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informatiow'reported in the cases histories also proVides some
4nsighe into whr these differences in approach appear between
projects serving different populations. The trend toward strong
transitional approaches among projects serving Asian populations
appears to have its roots in cultural attitudes of these populations
towards education, the',role of the school, and the place for native
language instruction. The following comment from the.lcase history
of No. 9 illustrates this.

p.

This project is'exclusive3.y a pull-out program; no in-cliss
instruction occurs. . T4e focus of the program "is to provide
assistance -to LEP students in their native language in aca-
demic subjects while they learn English. There is almost no
_instruction about the grammar of the native language . .

Instead, the emphasis is on rapid and effective transition
to ommumicative competence in English. This emphasis on
transition to English is in response to the-community Which
feels that the native language should be taught at home and
that the role of the school is t enable the students tos,
learn and achieve in English.

The tendency toward strongly transitional, quasi-ESLIpreglrams among
projects serving mixed'language populations, on the tithei hand,
appears to result from such pragmatic factors as the difficulty in
finding and hiring enough bilingual staff, and in acquiring adequate
materials in all of the languages bein.g served by the project.

The orientation toward language preservation of many of the Native
American projects is'apparently the result of the rather recent 4
reversal in attitude by the federal government toward the preser-
,vatton of these languages, and the strong community desire'to
maintain and increase the number of speakers of these languages
within their community. That is, until recently, not only was.there
no federal support for bilingual education or,language preservation
among the Indian population,of the United States, but there was
active involvement in. making these populations monolingual speakers
of English. As a result, the-majority of still surviving Indian
`languages are on the merge of extinction. Many of these Native
Amerid'an populations have seen Title VII, and more recently Title IV
of the Indian Education Act, as a means for reversing this trend.
The strong community support for language preservation among these
populations is illustrated by the following comment from a project
serving a historica/cl* Northeast American Indian group (No. 4):

The language program was designed4to develop curriculum
materials to be used for the purpose of preserving the-
Native American culture and teaching the Native Ameridan
language. There are very few members of the culture who
know the language and culture. All children in the
program are English dominant,, and the program might well
be vieyed as a Native AMerican Indian language as a
secondfliriguage program. . . Some administrators did not
understand the need for bilingual education until parents
vehemently explained-the importance of preserving a dying
culture and language.

DEVELOPMENT A.SSOClitTES. INC.
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The focus on the native Language rather than English is well
illustrated. by the following comments from a project serving another,
Native American Indian group (No. 5):

A constant comment made*by regular classroom teachers, the
principal, and others not affiliated with the project was the
:need for the pioject to contain a strong language and reading
{'English) skill development component since the problem with
many of the Native American students was that.of poor English
abilities., The project, however, did not deal with that -

L.

problem and was not,developing.any future plans to include that
into its instructional component.

.The_ fact that projects serving Hispanic populations. span the range
of transitional approaches from ESL-type to maintenance appears to
be A product of the. large number of such projects, the diversity of
Hispahic populations with their differing cultural perspectives on
bilingual education, and..te cri#ferent community contexts in which
these programs operate.

2.3 Parent/Community Involvement

A major focus of Title VII has been on increasing the involvement of
parents and the locaL community in the operations of Title' VII
projects and the education of their children in general. This'is
signaled overtly both in the requirement for a Project to organize a
Parent idvisory Committee once funded and in the allowance for pro-
jects to have paid staff members whose sole or primary-function* is
that of community liaison. In addition, many projects have under-
taken specific activities in the area of information dissemination,
special events, parent training, in-class volunteering, etc., aimed
at generating greater parental and community involvement.

While many projects report progress in this area, examination of the
cases suggests that this progress is often made where the parents
and/or community are already actively interested in bilingual
education and in helping the schools with the education of their
-children, and were only prevented from doing so through lack''of
opportunity, lack of transportation, home responsibilities, ox lack
of knowledge abbut how to help the school. Much more resistant to
efforts to increase involvement, are communities which are nvt so
predisposed to bilingual education or to assisting the education
process in ,the schools. The case histories reveal that in a number
of communities parents and community members feel that the edpcatiod
of their children is the purview of the schools, and that parents
would only be interfering were they to become invo1Ved. For example,
the Parent Advisory Committee chairperson at the No. 9 project
reported that:

. . . community involvement did not refleCt this (the
very.hlgh community support for bilingual education)
because of . . . the general belief that the education of
the "children is the responsibility of the schools and not
the community.

r:
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Similarly, at the:project No. 9, the author ofthe case history
notes that:

. . cultural values enter into the dynamics of parent
involvein4nt. From the Southeast Asian group's perspective,

is viewed as the school's/job and they have a strong
"non-interference" vale

I

.While the two comments- above ere tak atom the case hi-story of a
protect serving Asian popula ions, it is not only Aiians who hold
this view. For example, in he case#history Hispanic project
the author notes: .1

. .,
.

. . . members of the Hispanic cqmmunityqir e not omfprt-
able with she iSia,of:,being directly 4:10.cUved with the

:school, so volihteering, viAats to school,- fCirmal parent
meetings, etc., are not-a standard mode of operation.

Related to the problem noted above --rs the view held by, solist parents
and community..membe,tFthat they do not have the tecesdary Skills to
be of assistance in EWm.education of their children. For example,
.at the No. 6 project, the Parent Advisory Committee chairperson
noted that:

A
. .many parents felt uncomfortable about becoming

involved IA their children's education because they felt
ill-equip red,to help them.

.......,

...)Also at the project No. 9 It was reported that parents were of the
a

opinioh that, "they have nothing to offer, since the teacher and
school know more about education than they do."

A

The solution to such problems as the,above is particularly difficult
(to formulate becaus, they involve&such intanik4les as cultural
values, personal self-assessment, and attitudes. In a few of the
projects visited, however, -it was reported that appioaches that .-,.,

worked to overcome these obstacles to a greater or lesser'extent had
beep found. For example, it was reported for'project No. 1 that,
"much gieater parental involvement occurred when PAC members --
being parents of project students themselves - contacted parents in
the-community to ask them to come to'meetings, participate in
training sessions, and help develop classroom, materials for the
project." StaffdlindJAC Chairpersh.o..14 at other projecti as well
noted that'PAC members could play a. ritical role in overcoming the
reluctance of- perentsto greater involvement in their children's.
scholDling. 'As-parents themselves, they could understand best the
nature of the cultural values/attitudes which-inhibited parental
involvement and thus best suggest effective means for Overcoming
these. In general, projects reported the greatest success in
dealing with problems such as the above whelk they were handled
informally, i.e., by word-of mouth communications, home visits,
etc. The use of the parent's native language at PAC me tings,

1---ti44'

teacher or project staff-parent meetings,, also peared to
increase parental involvement. An extrepe case o is was reported
for project No. 8 where a wh011y bilingual school had been set up.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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According to the PAC representative interv iewed, the PTA'
at the bilingual school was far. more fictive than the
others. She felt that the bilingual project awakened-
this interest because the Native American Indian language
of the parents was,being spoken at the school and parents
felt more comfortable coming.

while the above discussion has been concerned with impediments to
graa,ter parental involvement in the education of their children in
general', and the operation of.tbe Title VII project in particular,
it should also be noted that some projects had since their inception
had strong parental Involvement and community support. For example,
at project No. 4, The Native American cemmupity has been very much
involved in the bilingual school because0it is essentially a
community school." At another project "the Hispanic community was
instrumental in having the Study (an evaluation of bilingual'.
education in the area implemented and the development of the Title
vzI project as one of the ways to meet the needs identified."

2.4 Adaptation to Local Contexts

There is often a- tendency to think of bilingual education as some
monolithic homOloneous entity which schools either have or do not
have. Nothing could be further from the truth. As noted in the
preceding sections and,in the information presented in Volume I of
this final report, thelhiversity of program types and methodologies
is tremendous. Much of this diversity results from the adaptation
of local projects to the needs, wishes and demographics of the
community in which they are located.

In the case of certain projects, usually those - exhibiting a
particularly innovative or otherwise unusual approach, this
adaptation to the community context is especially visible; For
example, at project No. 4tt was noted that:

In the 1930s, 800 Indian stories were-col/acted from
Indians on the reservation. These stories have been made
available to the. Language Program. A native- speaking
brother/sister is employed by the program to
translate and transcribe these stories, which are
;becoming part of the curriculum. In addition, six elders
from Canada and New York provide technical' assistance on,
a consulting basis.

on the other hand, a number of projects. had evolved in such a way
that ltttle'or -no English instruction took place as part of project
activities, the focus of the project being on native language
instruction (Cases 4 and 8). Again this was in response to the
community whose interests lay in preserving the native language
rather.then improving the English abilities of !the children While
the above examples represent the extremes am regards methodological

- and philosophical approaches to bilingual education, they serve to

116
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point out that the community contexts in which programs operate may
differ dramatically, and that it would be misguided to presume that
any one type pf program or any one approach to bilingual education
w'ould satisfy the particular needs in each case.

'2.5 Innovative Programs

In reaction to the community contexts in which bilingual eduCation
projects find themselves, many have attempted to move away from the
more traditionallapprOaces and to try more innovative methods.
Most pull-out type programs, where the student is removed from class.
for tutorial assistance in English, ,the native language, and/or
academic subjects, are the result of adaptation to features of the
local community or service population. These features include;
small number of students served per class/per school, lack of written
materials in the languages served, community orientation toward an
ESL-type approach, and lack of trained bilingual personnel. While
pull-out to projects represent one kind of adaptation to such
features, other approaches are tepresented as well. For example, in
one particular school district these problems were handled by
establishing "cluster Schools." Because the situation is somewhat
complex, we quote at length here from the case history of the
project in that district (No. 14).

The policy of.,Xthe school district) is that it is always
preferable for students to receive appropriate instruc-
tional programs in the school which is their desigilated
local school. However, there was only one school.in the
district that 'had sufficient numbers of LES students to
support 'a bilingual instructional program wit Students
coming only from'its school attendance zone. Thus, given
the - geographic spread of LES students throughout the
school district, the "cluster" concept'seemed tb be a
.practical, and beneficial approach, to meeting the needs of
the LES students throughout the county

The "cluster" plan established bilingual /multicultural
programs at selected schools which draw students from
schools in geographic prox,imity. The cluster school
continues tJ serve all students in its school attendance,
zone, while accepting students from surrounding zones to
participate in the program of bilingual instruction. The
cluster school is then the home school for any student
receiving bilingual instruction regardless of the school
attendance zone 4e actually lives in.

'In another case, No. 11; the problem of a diffuse service population
speaking numerous different languages was solved through the use of
cable T.V.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCLtTES, INC,
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The school district's decentralized 2-way television
bilingual educttion project utilizes the extensive
communiations network in this city. The interactive
cable television facilities reflect an ongoing commitment
to the effective use of communications technology meet
the.educational needs of the community-at-large . .

The special capability of the cable television facilities
allows simultaneous, 2-way transmission of video1signals
on a single cable.

2.6 Materials Development

While materials are generally identified for Spanish projects there
is a scarcity, or total absence, of relevant instruction materials
in many of these newer languages which has raised problems for the
implementation of programs at vapious sites. This has been due to a
proliferation in recent years inLr.he number of different language
groups served by Title VII programs. A wide variety of approaches
to filling this gap through the development of applicable language,
mathematics and social studies materials have been taken.

Most seriously affected by the shortage of materials have been those
American Indian and Asian languages for which nothing existed prior
to the implementation of the Title VII project. At project Na. 8,
for example, there was no writing system for the American Indian
language of the service population, and only marginal work on
collecting information en the language had.been done by missionaries
and linguists in the preceding years. The solution to the problems
which this posed for the Title VII program were resolved through'an
intensive effort on the part of the Indian community with outside
assistance.

An anthropologist; together with many local Indian assist-
ants, then began the collection of oral histories and
other materials in thlknative language. The tapes were.

Mi
transcribed in prelinISBary script as the present ortho-
graphy had not yet e finalized. . . The linguistic
analysea were done, orthography a' reed' upon, and the
work was begun on the dictionary, grammar, and first
story book. Myths, legends, oral histories, and
descriptions of cultural components were added later.

This simple statement belies the tremendous effort which the develop-
ment of these materials represents. It can take years for a
community.to decide on an orthography for their language, not to
mention the complexities involved in compiling a dictionary of a
language. That the project accomplished so much in such a short'
time may be credited both to the overall cooperation from the Indian
community at large and to the importance which this culture placed
on maintaining their language and culture and seeing that their
children were provided the best possible education.

Case No. 6 also nal mention of the lack of appropriate curriculum
materials as a factor hindering implementation. A similar case is
No. 9. On the other hand, Case No. 10 mentions the various sources

26.
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for instructional materials. Many other cases such as 3,.4, 9; 12,
13, 15, 19, 20 among others describe or list, materials used in the
classroom. Case No. 7 has a detailed discussion of materials used
in defihing entry/exit of LEP students. These cases may point to3a
future problem if the number of languages served continues to grow
and the number of Spanish projects decline. Some of the cases
suggest creative solutions to the problem.

2.7 Program Structure
4:"

Program Structure

Another topic of interest to readers of these case histories may be
the relationship which the Titre VII project has within the structure
of school or school district operations. One means of looking at .

this is via the organization charts provided in the case histories,
and the comments regarding the congruence of these with the
operational relationships which really exiot as reported by the
project directors and other project staff. Although the organization
charts, taken from project proposals, have to be taken at face value
and cannot be interpreted for being. more than they are, the charts
included in-this volume do provide a general sense for the relation
between projects and schools and/or districts.

In some cases, the project director reported directly to
the superintendent,.e.g.,'Cases No.s 1, 13 and.15. And although in
Case 11 the project director is shown on the organization chart to
report directly to the superintendent according to the case writer,
in the original application the project director was somewhat
removed from the superintendent's office.

Often, the Title VII project director is at the 'nub of bilingual
education program operations, as shown in the organization chart for
Case No. 10. in others, the project director_is seen as a staff.
member in a very special function. Case No. 16 describes the Title
VII posltion as follows:

The project director has almost complete control over
programmatic functions that relate directly to the
Title VII projects...However...has little control over
classroom teachers or any functional activity that
deals with the schools...The project directox,..reports
directly to the curriculum specialist... 'J.

According to the organization charts, some projects are directly
under the school board (Case No. 4) an Assistant Superintendent
(Case No. 5), or a Director of Federal Programs (Case No. 6).

Case No. 2 shows three organization charts by way of comparison.
The first chart shows the bilingual program specialist reporting to
the Assistant Superintendent for' Educational Services and responsible
for a very impressive array of supervisory and coordinative tasks.
The next chart, which reflects a program evaluation visit, shows the
Bilingual Specialist reporting to a Program Manager but with some

supervisory and liaison taaks. The third, which is the case writer's
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point, Of view, indicates that the Project Manager had no
responsibilities for supervising staff and reports directly to the
Principal.

2.8 Coordination of Special Programs

The majority of projects visited in this Study have at least one
other federally, state- or district-funded program serving the
special needs of particular portions of the student population
within the district. Most have more than one. These include
programs funded through ESEA Title I, Title IV (Indian Education
Act), Title VII - Migrant, Free Lunch, etc., as well as various state
and local bilingual education, Indian education, handicapped
education, migrant education and other programs. The coordination
of program funds and project activities *thin school districts can
take a variety of forms. In.certain districts, state and local
bilingual education funds are used to pay for staff salaries (in
part or in whole) and materials, thus freeing more of the Title VII
funds for other project costs. Such is the case in project*No. 6
where a state Indochinese program paid for portions of ohe,Titly VII
salaries. In a number of other cases, projects funded through
different sources shared administrative and/or instructional staff,
albhoUgh the students served by the different programs ware kept
separate. For example, at project No. 7, the TitleVII and the
local bilingual education programs shared the same administrative
staff, and inservice training for the instruction staffs of both
programs was held jointly. In addition, the two programs shared
instructional materials. The case histories presented here show
that a number of other districts have similar cooperative arrange-
ments for staff and materialstamong programs. (See, for example,
the'dhscussions in, the case histories for Nos. 2, 12 and 22.)*

In project No. 9,, the school district shows a partieuZirly unusual
approach to, coordinating a number of federally funded and state
programs. Since each of the programs required a parent advisory
committee (the diitrict has Title VII - Hispanic, Title V//-Asian,
Title I, migrant and state bilingual programs), and since each of
the schools in the district benefited from one or another of the
programs, the district decided to establish separate ,parent
committees at each of the district schools consisting of parents of
students served by any of these programs.. In addition, a district -
wide parent committee was set up composed of representatives from
each of the school-level committees. At the district-wide parent
committee there were subcommittees which handled the separate
programs (i.e., one subcommittee for Title VI-Asian, one for the
Title VII-Hispanic, etc.). As a result of this structure, *tile
district felt that it ,eDul maintain a better handle on the overall
benefit being received by the students from the different programs,
and eliminate overlap by the numerous parent committees otherwise
required for the different programs.

2.9 State Education Agency (SEA) Involvement

In many-states,. State Education Agencies.(SEAs) play a role in the
development and implementation of local projects interested or
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involved in bilingual education. The range of SEA assistance or
Involvement includes needs assessment, procurement of funds, project
development assistance; project component support, and evaluation.
The nature of the specific involvement for a SEA will depend on such
factors as availability of funds,. history of bilingual. education in
the state, role vis-a-vis the local education agencies, etc. In
Case No; 5, for example, the SEA was instrumental in helping the
local school district obtain funds and participated in or helped
with the submittal of a proposal. However, as is mentioned in Case
No. 6, sometimes an SEA is not involved at all.

A common role for the SEA is to assist school districts .4-ith
assessing the need for various educational programs. Case No. 19
cites SEA assistance in needs assessment. That outside 'funding
sometimes comes with problems is pointed out in Case No. 21, where
the school di-trict finds that it has to rely on a head count for
funding but the counting is carried out when the school population,
is at annual lows. The timing of funds, that is, when funds are
provided to the LEA also seems to be a problem. Case No. 13 also
mentions the funding role of the SEA. Case No. 3 provides a lucid,
example of the kind of support whicil am SEA provides to early
program development:

"The program has its beginnings'in 1969, when the local school
distriCt hired two bilingual teachers and two bilingual aides,.,
fully supported through local funds...It was not until 1971
that the LEA received State aid rand officially began its
Transitional Bilingual Education Program. Eight bilingual
teachers were hired...Local funds paid 20% of the teachers'
salaries and State funds paid 80%."

As might be surmised. SEA sometimes step in to augment or complement
an on-going program which may be receiving funds from other sources,
e.g. ESEA Title VII, foundation funds, etc. As an example of this, -

Case No. 22 mentions how, in a local project. with a heavy Hispanic
student population, the SEA funds axe used An support of the Korean
component of the bilingual education program.

As noted above, many SEAs provide technical assistance. Aside" from
the needs assessments which are critical to planninkg at both the
state and the local levels, other forms of assistance are needed for
the development of bilingual education programs. Materials
development assistance, and workshop development for project staff,
is mentioned in Case Noy 17. We find, as in Case No. 4, that-SEAs
help in other ways:

-...

"The State Education Agency was helpful in assisting the tribe
to write the proposal and in evaluating the Title IV language
project fox its last three years of funding. The SEA also
compiled statistics for inclusion in the proposal."

This concludes the introductory discussion of the case histories.
The pages which follow contain the 22-cases selected for discussion.
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CASE 1

FOLLOWI -NG K PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGE (PIP) MODEL
4.

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project cube has been in operation since October of 1977, and is cur-
rently in its second tfS last year of funding under Title VII. 'While
Project Sube was the'only structured bilingual education program
which has ever been offered in this school system, the district had
glso been receiving State funds for bilingual education at the' rate
of $15-25 per student served since 1974. These State funds were
used for not-consumable supplies (e:g., books, records, and tapes).
All of the students served by Project Sube were also counted for
State funds; in addition, some students not part of Project Sube
were counted. Th'e school district also had available approximately
$250,000 in local funds in'1975-76 for the procurement of equipment
for bilingual education.

01111.1.
The school district had five schools serving a student population of
4,026 in grades K-12. Project Sube operated in two of these which
served grades K-1 and 2-3 respectively. The students came solely
from within 'the city limits; another.schook district served the area
of the county outside of the city. The total population of the city

)1t0
was 22,220.* _It s located in _an area of rolling hills and prairie.
The prilcipal econ is bases of the area were building materials and
textilei,.and the overall unemployment rate for the city was 6%.

The city was composed primarily of two ethnic groups: Hispanics (40%)
and another European ethnic group (48%). The remainder of the city's
population was Anglo (10%) and black (2%).

II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

Project Sube was one of 19 Title VII projectsto have implevnted one
of the Bilingual PIP models. The Venceremos model was selected for
its adaptability to the local school, district's curriculum and to the
community context of the program. Project Sube adhered for the most
part .to the model in defining the role of the instructional consul-
tant and project director, in its choice of performance objectives
and in the materials used in the project. In teaching, reading
instruction occurred first in the. student's dominant language with
concepts and subject matter being later reinforced in the student's-
second language. This initial instruction and reinforcement took
place often on the same day. Team teaching was the rule within the
project although the precise make-up of the teams cou4d differ.
Normally, in grades K-1 there was a monolingual (English) teacher
teamed with a i ilingual..(Spanish-English) teacher, both of whom were

*Preliminary Population Report, 1980 Census.
4
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assisted by a bilingual teacher aide. The bilingual teacher taucht
the Spanish-dominant an4.bilirigual,studentf, while the monolinguals.:
teacher taught these students along with English proficient students
(the latter not in the Title VII program). This allowed the. Title
VII students to be integrated with non -Title VII students for a por-
tion of the time. For example, the monolingual teacher would teach
the students for-a portion of the day (e.g., the morning) and the
bilingual teacher would teach the Title VII students only during the
rest of the day (e.g., the.afternoon). Instruction was coordinated
between the teachers so that the students received instruction in
the same concepts and subject matter from both teachers in both
languages.

III.' PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

-Project Sube provided bilingual instruction to 367 students in grades
K-3. The majority of the students in the project were English -
dominant, with only a small'number of recent arrivees into the commun-
ity being clearly Spanish-dominant. The English-dominantlgroup con-
sisted both of monolingual English studemts and bilingual children
from the community's established MexicaA-American population. The
few Spanish- dominant students were the children of recent immigrants
to'the area from Mexico, The. emphasis of the project wasstrongly
transitional andthere was a correspondingly heavy emphasis on exit-
ing students from the project at the end of the first grade into all
English-speaking classrooms.

Principals in both' of the two schools in which the project operated
rated the overall academic achievement of their students astgenerally
somewhat higher than national standards, although with significant
variation above and below the national standards. In -grades X-1,
the Title VII project students were rated about the same as the other
students in the school, while in grades,2,-3, the Title VII students
were rated as performing somewhat below national standards overall;
and the LEP students were rated as performing far below national
standards. The low academic achievement of the Title VII, studen,ts
was in part ascribed to problems which they have in taking standard-
ized tests and to the slower pace of the instruction which they
received because of its being carried out in two la'nguage's.,

The student population in the project'remained relatively stable over
the past three years. What chanjes there had been came about as a
result of project and.school administrative decisions to serve more
studnts and not as a result of new students moving into the school
dists4ct. The overall rate of in- and out-migration of students from
the school district was less than 108 per year.

Students were placed in the Title VII pr;ject if they scored below
the 40th percentile on achievement tests in reading English and/or
if determined to be a half year or more beloWgradelevel by an in-
formal reading assessment.
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Both published and locally developed tests were used for placement
along with teacher observations and parent surveys. The same measures
were used for exiting students from the project. Students were
exited if they scored above the 0th percentile on academic achieve-.
ment tests and/or .if,they were judged less than one half year below
grade level in reading by teacher informal assessment. The project
staff was generally quite matisfied_thai these entry and e*it.-
approaches were' appropriate and accurate.

IV. PROJECT PERSONNEL

The project's staff consisted of the Project Director, an Instruc-
tional Consultant, one secretary, and a varying number of teacher
aides. There were ten and one half tee,cher aide positions funded.
through Title VII. all of which were filled throughout the year;
these positions kere divided among a number of aides, some of whom
worked part-tim$.4so that the actual number of teacher aids was
always more than ten. while the position-of Parent Advisory Commit-
tee chairperson had been a single position duKing the previous three
years, medical difficulties On the part of the previous chairperson
required that there be another person selected for this position for
480-81. Both the previous chairperson and the newly appointed
chairperson served together as co-chairpersons during 1980-81.

The position of Bkstructional Consultant was prescribed by the choice
of the PIP Vengerilos model, and was filled in this projectsince.its
beginning. The Instructional Consultant was also Project Director
during the first year of funding. In tie second year, the Instruc-
tional Consultant took over the position of Project Director. During
the 1980-81 school year, the Project Director was on leave from the
project for part of the time to finish her doctoral dissertation.
During this absence, the Instructional Consultant, assumed many of the
Prrject Director's duties. Normally, the Instructional Consultant
was responsible for assisting in selecting and preparing instruc-
tional mAterials, assisting in implementing instructional strategies,
planning and implementing staff development, and monitoring of
teacher and student performance on a weekly basis. The Project
Director had originally been hired during the first year of the
project to serve on a part-time basis as the Instructional
Consultant. Previdusly, she had been the principal of a schoo in a
nearby city. In the second year of the project, the Project Director
and Instructional Consultant changed roles as a result of a mutual
decition about which of them was best suited for the role. There
remained, nevertheless, a great deal of interchangeability between
the two in that either one was ready and able to replace the other
in their role whenever necessary; The organizational chart for the
;Project, as drawn up by the project staff, is provided on the next
page.

V. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The .initial planning for ,the project came about through the efforts
of the first Project Director who,---after being approached on the
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subject by the Superintende'nt's adminittratve assistant (current
Instructional Consultant), went td the Federal Programs Coordinator
and the Superintendent. They, in turn, went (to a private non-profit
research corporation which prPvided substan al assistance in

kt
preparing the initial project application f r funding from OBEMLA.
The Superintendent, along with project staff and the bilingual
teachers, continued to, be a4tiveiy involved in maintaining the

-operation oP the project. Because some materials for the teaching
of English to bilingual students were already in use in the schools
when the initial application was funded, and because the PIP model
selected called for adapting materials already in use, materials
selection and development was not a primary concern at the beginning
of the project. During the first year and in subsequent years,
materials selection and development was carried out by the
Instructional Consultant, Project Director, 'and the project teachers
working in teamS. A ?great deal of time was spent by the
Instructional Consultant, working with teachers and parent groups in
developing materials and in adapting materials from elsewhere to the
needs of the projett. ,. e

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT_

The basic objective of all Ti:tXe VII classrooms in the project was to
teach students concepts and subject content ini lly in their domin-
ant language (for the most part, English) and then to reinforce this
instruction by teaching the same,concepts and subject content in the
Second language. There was general agreement among the project
teachers that the objectives which they se for bilingual students in
mathematics, social studies and science were the'same as those whigh
they would set for monolingual English-speaking students except thTt
in some cases instruction Was somewhat slower-paced because the
material had to be taught twice, once in'each language.

In addition to their need for-special help with English, project
teachers noted that the bilingual students also had need of *
assistance in improving their self-concept and widening.their ranges
of experience.

All project classes were held in school in regular classrooms. No
attempt was made to separate Title VII classroom.; from other class-
rooms in that Title VII classrooms alternated with others in the two
schools.' This appeared to be part of the district's and the pro-
ject's plan to integrate Title VII students with the rest of the-..
student body to the extent possible. All of the classrooms were well
lit and comfortably furnished. Individual classrooms varied markedly
in the amount of- student materials (papers, artwork, etc.) and other
wall decorations and instructional materials present. Overall the
classrooms appeared colorful and cheery. While in a few of the
.bilingual,Claserodlms, materials on the walls ana about the room were
equally in Spanish and English, in most of the bilingual classrooms,
English language materials predominated. There were also few cul-
tural heritage materials to be seen. While there was a great. deal -J
of materials development and adaptation carried out in the project,
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a number414 commercial materials were also used. All of these were
selecte so as to fit in with the PIP venceredos model and the par-
ticular needs cif the students. Three of the princip.11 series used
were

A

Houghton Mifflin Basal Reading Series (English reading)
Laidlaw Readers (Spanish reading)
English Around the world Series (English as a second language)

It was not possible to give a typical scheduli or time line for in-
struction received by studentg,in the project because the situation
differtd grbatly for each teaching team: On the average, teachers'
in grades K-1 reported tlist.-they spent roughly 'equal time teaching
English reading and-iangliage arts and Spanish reading and language
ar..s, and significantly less tithe on English as a second language
than on reading in either of-the two languages. AbOut an hour tomen
hour and one-half were spent on .mathematics, social studies and
science. About one-half hourr a week was spent on cultural aware-
ness. A similar schedUle of activities was reported by teachers in
grades 2-3 except that significantly more time was spent on teaching
English reading and language arts than on Spanish reading and lang-
uage arts. Students in all grades alternated on any given day
between instruction by the monolingual teacher, instruction by the
bilingual teacher, work with the teacher aide, and classes with
nori-Title'vII students ih such subjects as music, art, gym, etc.

VII. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING COMPONENT

Project Sube provided opportunities for both inservice andcformal
educational'training for both teachers and teacher aides. Inservice
workshops for teAchers focused on the project objective, adapting
materials to-the student needs and project goals, and topics in the
teaching of reading and bilingual education in general. Inservice
training-for teacher aides consisted of workshops on the improvement
of literacy skills, orientation to-project materials, instructional
methodology for teaching reading to bilingual students, etc. Provia.
sion was made for teachers to attend classes In readihg fo: bilingual
students, linguistics and sociology in an M.A. program at a nearby
university. the same university also offered courses leading to
bilingual education certification which teacher' aides in Project Sube
could attend.

lk

VIII. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOivEMENT

The Parent Advisory Committee for Project Sube consisted of four
elected members with two co- -chairpersons. It was primarily involved
in disseminating information about the objectives and activities -of
the project to'parenta and other members of the Hispanic community,
assisting in parental'training sessions in bilingual education_
organized by.the project, and developing greater parental invoivement
in the educastion of their children and greater parental support for 4
the project. The PAC went on field trips to obstrve Parent Advisory
Committees in other cities in order to find out how to increase
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parental-involvement and improve the operations of the PAC. Its mem-
bers also looked at Title Vii projects elsewhere to get ideas on how
the PAC could help in the operations of the project. The primary
means used for disseminating information was by word of mouth. Pro-
ject staff found th11-..much greater parental ilhvolvement occurred when
PAC members -- being parents-of project students themselves -- con-o
tacted parents in the community to ask them to come to meetings, par-
ticipate in-training sessions, and help develop classroom materials
for the project. Plans were also made to develop a project newslet-
ter operated through the PAC, but this plan was not put into action.

PAC meetings were held in English; however, translation into Spanish
was provided when necessary. Also, if participants at a PAC meeting
had not followed everything willop6 had occurred at the meeting (for
whatever reason), e memberbf the PAC reviewed the meeting with them
after it finished.

IX. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project Sube made specific plans for the management of the 'project in
three areas. First, in the area of staffing, the projeCt incorpor-
ate& a team-teaching approach wherein a bilingual and a monolingual
(Enlgish) teacher were 'paired to teach the same group of students at
alternating periods during the day. This approach was adopted for e
number of reasons including: (1) a desire to better integrate the
Title VII students into the regular school curriculum through contact
with regular (monolingual) teachers as well as bilingual teachers,
(2) the' lack of sufficient numbers of certified bilingual instructors
in the state, and :3) the English-dominant background of the majority
of the students. Second, in the area of program evaluation, the pro-
ject spentbonsiderahle effort in carryingtout both internal and
external product evaluations of its instructional component with a
primary emphasis on student test scores as a measure of, student gains
throughout the program. Plans were for more such eveluations to be
carried out on a regular (more than once a year) basis. The third
area in which the project made, and, carried out, specific plans-was
in the reporting and dissemination of information about the project.
Excerptsifrom and copies of evaluation reports were distributed to
the school board and the community in general. On a more informal
level, information about the project was transmitted by telephone and
w rd-ofmouth by staff members and members of the PAC, in particular
o members of the Hispanic community.

The Project Director and the Instructional Consultant essentially
shared responsibility for project operatibnan: the Project Director
was in charge of all interactions of an, administrative nature (e.g.,
with the school superintendent, school board, OBEMLA, etc.) and the

. day -to -day administration of'the project, while the Instructional
Consultant handled oversight of the instructional/classroom component
of the project and interfaced between, the project and project
teachers and teacher aides. Decision-making within the project was
a joint responsibility of the Project Director and the instructional
Consultant. When this site was visited, the Project Director was on
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a temporary leave in order to finish her doctoral dissertation and
the Instructional Consultant'was handling all of the responsibilities
for both the administrative and instructional management of the pro-
ject.

'While Project Sube, through the Instructional Consultant, had direct
responsibility for the supervision of,instruction and for curriculum
content in Title V// classrooms, it had limited responsibility for
the official supervision of teachers in these classrooms, student
placement, scheduling of classes, teacher/student ratios, teacher
evaluation, or student discipline. These areas were supervised by
the school principals. The same applied to the supervision of
teacher aides by the project and the school principals eN.cept that
the teachers also had supervisory responsibilities over the,day-to-
day activities of the teacher aides.

For the most part, the project had great control over the material's
and supplies used by the project itself and in the Title-VII class-
rooms, for the training and staff development -of project teachers
and staff, for plans to gain community involvement, for the dissemin-
ation of information about the project, far the evaluation of the
project, and for the general operations of the project office.

Eecause of the lack of sufficient numbersbf certified.bilingual in-
structors in the state, the team-teaching model previously discussed
was,adopted and inaervice workshops were set up to prepare the mono-
lingual and bilingual teachers for teaching, bilingual education.
Also, a number of monolingual regular classroom teachers in these
teaching teams weib given temporary bilingUal certification while
they took graduate coursework toward gerpanent certification.

pf the materia s available for teaching bilingual classes to Spanish-
speaking studen s, most proved to be unsuited to the team-teaching
approach take8 y this prOject. Teachers, project staff and'parents
set up teamst-which were actively involved over the previous three
years in rewriting, translating, and developing new materials suit-
able for the project.

The tibia most important factors which appeared to have helped'in
implementation Of Project Sube were the adoption of a formal mo
for the project (the PIP Venceremos model) and the presence of very
capable individuals in the positions of Project Director and Instruc-
tional Consultant.* The adoption of a formal model for the project
appeared to have been instrumental in'softening some'of the opposi-
tion to bilingual education among school administrators and the com-
munity in general'. Also, the model chosen was one flexible enough
to permit the necessary modification of the project to the needs of
the students and standards of the community.

The Project'Director and the Instructional Consultant elected to
change positions during-the:second year of the project because they
felt that their particular tel'ents were best suited to the other
position (the original Project Director had been a classroom teacher
and felt better suited to the position of Instructional Consultant, .
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while the original Instructional Corioultant had been a school princi-
pal and felt better suited to the administrative tasks of the Project
Director). An'additional benefit of this change was that both indi-
Niduals had previous experience in each other's positions. This made
it possible for them to take over the responsibilities of the other's
office whenever necessary.

The two factors which hindered the implementation of the project were
the lack of sufficient numbers of certified bilingual instructional
personnel in the state and community attitudes that were anti-
bilingual education and, to a lesser extent, anti-Hispanic. The
lack of sufficient numbers of certified bilingual instructional
person-el was a statewide problem whic'h the project attempted to
resolve through its use of team-teaching and inservice and graduate
training programs. Despite these efforts, however, the high
turnover of bilingual teachers (as a result of their obtaining
higher paying jobs elsewhere) continued to be a-problem.

Project teachers, teacher aides and staff, as well as many school
administrators, were unanimous in pointing to community attitudes as
a problem in the implementation of the project. While the community
was 40% Hispanic, another 48% was of another European ethnic group
which for the most part lost its, anguage while preserving its cul-
tural traditions. This latter portion of the community appeared to
hold the opinion that it had had to learn English (and give up its
native lahguage) through a process of total immersion in English, and
therefore, by.extension, there was no need lor a special'.program to
enable the Hispanic part of the community to learn English. There
was also a certain ethnocentrism present within this non-Hispanic
ethnic group which led to generally anti-Hispanic attitudes.
Further, this latter group was the s"power group" in,the community in
that it owned most of the businesses and its members occupied most
of the elected positions, such as membership on the school board.
While it was difficult to be specific in assessing the problems which
these 1.pmmunity attitudes caused for the project, it was apparent
that their existence meant that at each step in implementing the
project additional effort was needed in order to'get things done,

,X. INTERSSIATE OUTCOME .

Overall, the plans which had been set out for the project 'in the
'areas of staff development, project management, instruction, and
parent involvement were carried out as planned. The difficultieS
encountered in finding enough certified bilingual instructional per-
sonnel were for the most.part compensated by inservice training for
Monolingual teachers on a regular basis and by the use,of teacher
aides. While parent involvement with Project Sube was at a low level
in comparison to some other projects'in the same area, it appeared to
be at an adequate level for this community. In general, the'project
appeared to have been highly successful in implementing its plans
and adapting the project to a difficUlt community situation.
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CASE 2

THE PROBZEMS OF AN INDO-CHINESE PROJECT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Begun in the fall of 1979 and expected to be funded for three years,
this project was primarily concerned with teaching', English as a
second language to children who were from one Indo-Chinese country
(Vietnam). The project was under a consortium of three school dis-
tricts with the high school district serving as the grantee and each
of two elementary/junior high school districts serving as a subgran-
tee. The field visit was conducted exclusively with the two element-
ary/junior high school districts.

A. Background Information

.

1. Historical Development ...

The current Title VII project was an outgrowth of an earlier
Title VII project which ran from July 175 through June 1980
in which both elementary/junior high school districts par-
ticipated. It also focused, on teaching English as a second
language; the target language gioup was Spanish. With a sub-
stantial influx of students from Vietnam, the second Title VII
grant - shifted attention to these ohildren, who had little or
no English skills.

In one district, there were 24 schools serving over 11,000 stu-
dents with one elementary school participating in the Title VII
project. In the other district, there were 18 schools serving
more than 8,000 students with three elementary schools and one
junior high school participating in the Title VII project.

2. Context

a. Community Demographics
....

The population of the area including both school districts-
wa's estimated to be 150,000-200,000, Including several in-
corporated cities and surrounding suburbs, the area was a
densely populated vortiOn of aseacoast county near a major
city in the west. Local business, tourism, oil and commut-
ing to the major city comprised the economic foun*ation of
the community.

b. Other Programs for Title VII Students

There' were differences betwee:. the other district programs
in which Title VII students participated. In the district.
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with the single'partici ing school, many Title VII stu-
dents received benefits rorn teachers, instruction and
materials sponsored by Title I, including migrant and from
other state pt grams. Extra instruction and- materials came
from Indian Education Act funds. The Info-Chinese Program
provided many Title VII students with additional
inseructiop and materials and Right to Read offered
materiels to a few Title VII students.

At the district level, participation in multiple programs in
tthe -two districts led to 'a common problem -- the difficulty

of coordinating services to the same child. In addition,
the schoolditrict with a single participating school
experienced a recordkeeping problem as a function of
different program requirements and the necessity of having
to create several files for the same child rather thad-just
one. From the principal's perspective, multiple funding at
the 7ne participating school in the districtdoverlapped with
district assistance and the result was excessive paperwork.
.At ,two of the four schools iv:sited in the other district,
no such admtnistrative problems were noted.

Al/ or most of the limited English proficient students at
all three schools visited in the two districts received
other special instruction services. F4 the single school
Ln the one.district, these services were Title I reading
apdmathamatics. In both of the two schools in the other
district, oral language Title,I instruction was provides.
In one school, limited English proficient students not
receiving Title I oral language instruction received ESL
through another Federal prOgram or a state program. In the
other school, such children also received Title I reading
and mathematics, and stx children received extra
instruction through the Indian Education Act Program.

Multiple instruction services created problems for the
school in the one district and for one of the two schools
in the other district. The problems included scheduling,
providing staff developMent time, extra paperwork and
students interacting with. too many different people all
offering some type of instruction. The third school
principal claimed no problems but explained that all '.

teachers had taken workshops on how. to deal with limited
English proficient students including how to organize
'instruction to help children smoothly move from class to
small group to other class arrangements.

The two'scltools from the same district had good coordination
between the Tile VII program and the regular education pro-
gram, curriculum planning, and substantially less informal
teacher communication. .By contrast, the single school in
the other district had not achieved such coordination. one
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reason offered for this was that the project ijector was
occupying his position without much enthusiasm, preferring
to do something else.

3. Needs Assessment

A needs assessment covering all key topics except non-public
school involvement was conducted by the school irt the one dis-
trict for the 80 -81 school year. No such needs assessment was
conducted for the other schools in the other district although
early plgns called for the use of the district comprehensive
survey being carried out for another purpose. Response for
that survey was inadequate or incomplete amd,themethodology
for the data analysis never crystallized and results became
unavailable.

B. Objectives and Procedures

I. Primary Program Features

The project adopted no externally developed model. Students
who had not learned to read in any lang,la.age prior to entering
the program learned to first read in English, using a common
core approach which minimized dialect and.cultuial differences.
There were differences perceived by the two project Airectoe
in terms of the method which was being Used to teach Englis
to non-English speakers. Both, however, agreed that content
may be explained in both English and the native language at
the same time with the teacher or aide switching between the
-two languages.

2. Plans for' Continuation After Funding

Both school district assistant superintendents agreedthat"the
bilingual education program would be reduced if Title VII fund-
ing was cut beck or discontinued. Reduction would occur in a
variety 9f areas including fewer limited,English proficient
students, fewer teacher aides and bilingual resource teachers,
fewer instructional materials, and fewer inservice training
courses.

Principals at the two schoopls visited in one district agreed
that their school bilin gual programs would be reduced with an-
emphasis oft fewer instructional staff, i.e., fewer teacher
aides and bilingual resource teachers. The principal of the
school im the other district expected the school bilingual
program to rem,..in about the same.

C. Participants

1. Characteristics

The project served grades K-6 averaging 18 students per grade
in the one school in one district. The project served varying
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numbers of students per grades K-6 in the four participating
schools in the other district.

The average number of students served per grade was five in the
elementary school not visited, while the average numbers were
six and forty-three in the schools visited. (The latter school
had at least 60% minority enrollment). Only the single Indo-
Chinese language students were served by the project. although
in the course of the 80-81, school year at one of tha:sclicols
visited, another Indo-Chinese language group with Iiiited
English skills had exceeded the number of children served by
the project.

For the two participating schools in one district, oerall aca-
demic achievement of non-Title VII program' students was at or
below national standards. Those in the.Title VII program were
at or below national standards. At the school in the other
district, all students about equalled national standards.

At the school in one district, the mobility of students was
dramatically high. Over 70% of all students moved into or cut
of the school attendance area during the 80 -81 school year. A
comparable percent of limited English proficient students moved
into the school attendance area while between 21-30% moved out.
The two schools.in the same district exhibited apattern simi-
lar to each other which was much less severe than the other
school.. Between 35-40% of all students left the schoUl attend-
ance area while 20-25% moved in. Only 10-15,% limited English
proficient students left the school attendance area while a
comparable percentage moved into one of these schools. At the
other school, no new LEP studentt could be enrolled because
the school could not exceed the 40% maximum enrollment'of these
Indo-Chinese according to 'state regulations. The project
directors.for both programs indicated that changes in project
enrollment would exceed 40%.

As might be expected, the two schools with lower turnover in
Title VII students experienced few if any problems for the
school instructional program. It was noted, however, by one
principal that teachers experienced some frustrations in that
soon after they saw progress, those students moved and were
replaced by students with few skills 'so it meant stating overt
Insthe school with exceptional turnover in Title VII students,
the impact on the school instructional programs was great and
took many forms, including the continual need to: identify
language strengths and weaknesses, adequately determine grade
level, and try to maintain a one-third Anglo ratio per class.
Communicating with parents of new students also was difficult
since they often had few English Skills themselves' making
translation necessary.
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2. Entry/Exit criteria

Criteria to include and exit students from the program varied
from one district to the other. Reading was assessed at entry

one district for all children, including Title VII partici-
pants, using the Comprehensive Test of Bilingual Skills (CTBS)
as mandated by the district. Speaking and listening comprehen-
sion-were assessed at entry using the Bilingual Syntax Measure
developed by the Psychology Corporation. No specific assess-
ment was made of writing. Similarly, these same measures were
used to determine exit. In addition, overall teacher observa-
tions of student performance were considered. However, Title
VII students typically received assistance in.academics beyond
exit levels of English proficiency. Entry/exit assessment
techniques were deemed moderately satisfactory.

In the other district, the school Title I psychologist admini-
,stered_a commercial reading ability test and the Language
Assessment Battery (LAB) to assess reading at entry. The LAB
was also used to assess speaking, writing and listening compre-
hension at'entry. Other entry assessment tools included local
tests, teacher, observations and parent, surveys. Level of
English proficiency was net addressed since there was no exit
from the program -- the target native language made students
continuously eligible to receive Title VII services regardless
of English proficiency. Satisfaction was minimal with all
entry criteria except parent surveys where satisfaction was
moderate.

. Personnel

For the 80-81 school year, staffing for the district with one
school participating in the Title VII prograd consisted of one
half-time project director, one full-time resource teacher, one
quarter-time consortium-levelresource teacher and six teacher
aides working 40% time, over 10 months, all paid out of Title
VII. Funding for the 79-80 school year was identical.

In the other district, for the 80-81 school year, staffing.con-
sisted of one full-time project director, two full-time resource
teachers, one quarter-time consortium-level resource teacher; five
teacher aides at 63% time and one secretary at 44% time. All per-
sonnel were fully funded out of Title VII except the project
director who was thrte-qvrter time Title VIZ funded. One
full-time resource teacher and one threequartertime resource
teacher were added to the project roster in 80-81 over and above
the' 79-80 staffing pattern.

The organization chart for the district with four schools partici-
patingin Title VII is shown as Exhibit X. One modification to'be,
noted is that instead of a district-level PAC there are separate
PACs for cach school. Another modification is the' addition of a
theater and oral language resource specialist. Exhibit 2 shows
the formal organization chart as it appeared in the first year
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EXHIBIT 2

PROJECT ORGANIZATION' IN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT-
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evaluation report for the other distridt. Exhibit 3 shows the
case writer's perception of how the Title VII program fit into
the school district framework. According to the latter chart,
the project director had no direct responsibility for other Title
VII staff -- rather the school principal assumed this function.'

In hoth districts, the most common teaching pattern w as teacher/
teacher aide. In one district, the ,solo teacher pattern was
equally as common while in the other district, the teacher/teacher
team was used less frequently.

There was one bilingual aide supported:by Title VII funds per one
monolingual teacher. Other aides, often tunded from Title I or
Economic ImpactAid, might also be assigned to work in Title VII
project classrooms. The bilingual resource teacher worked on a
pull-out basis with those students yho had few, if any, English'
skills, or worked in-class with small groups,of such students.

II. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

. Planning the Program
4

Most influential in implementing and keeping the program going in
both districts were the school principal and Title VII teachers.
Equally significant in one district were the bilingual teacher
Aides. In both districts, project teachers were primarily respon-
sible for selecting Title VII teaching materials..

. Changes/Growth in the Program

There were no changes between submission of the grant application.
and actual implementatiori except increased personnel to accompliih
project goals in the district with four Title VII schools. Con-
siderable autonomy was exercised by the principals of each of the
four schools. Consequently, operational modifications were made
to accommodate individual school conditiOns.

Tle other dietritt received project funds in mid-October and had
to turn tack significant grant funds because staff were not able
to spend it all by the end of the first project year. Further-
more, there was an increase in quantitybut not quality of meter-
ials. Modifications were made in this district because of, an in-
crease in the number of students. The project has adapted to meet
local community features and student needs in the form of
materials design, stress on safety, and consideration of cultural
background.

'III. INSTRUCTIONA14COMPONENT

. Objectives

In both school districts the fundamental instructional goal of the
project was to teach limited English proficient students Engl1ish

t
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as 'quickly as possible and integrate them into the regular class-
room. As needed. the bilingual aide translated for those children
who did.not understand the teacher. 4Bt early grades, instruction
may have involved visual, auditory and manipulative activities
with afocus on language needed for daily living. Vocabulary
development wag stressed through identification of objects with
whi0 students ca e in contact.' Most modifications related to
adaptation to ne ds (e.g., need tb review often as students
'forgot what they 1Sarned earlier, and the need to review for
slower students).

Bilingual education activities-included seeing and touching
objects, learning to follow commands and directing others, use of
the IDEA kit, celebrations of home country holidays, cultural
folk tales and art projects. Some modifications were made when
the resource teacher spent limited time in various classrooms.
Rather than being responsible for the whole clais, the resource
teacher worked with most needy children while the teacher an
aide each worked with other groups of-children- Due to the
minimum involvement by the resource teacher in a class where the'
aide left and had not yet been replaced, the teacher depended
upon the most proficient Indo-Chinese children for assistance on
a more regular basis.

variety of techniques were used by teachers to maximize the
opportunity to work with students, especially limited English
ones, in small groups. These included split proficiency group-
ings, staggered school sessions, and access to someone to trans-
late basic subject areas at different times of the day. Few if
any modifications in *scheduling were made.

, .

Teadhers' approaches to materials varied substantially acr oss dis-
tricts as well as across grade levels at the.same school. In the
district with a single Title VI school, materials were limited.
One teacher had none at the beginning of the project, ferreted
out some and adapted them bated on general education skill and
experience. Another teacher had'accees to some purchased
materials and depended upon the resource teacher for additibnal
materials. in the other district, teachers conducted an on-going
review *of available materials and attended conferences to
identify new materials.

Whether objectives for limited English proficient students were
the same as for English proficient students seemed to vary by
teacher.and by subject area. For some teachers, there were no
differences across subject areas. There were leas likely to be
differences in objectives for mathematics and science than for
social science. Objectives.for'limited English proficient
students in social studies might place more emphasis on U.S. and-
native culture, be slower paced., or, focus on vocabulary and
map/continent skills instead of history.

Teachets generally agreed that the Indo-Chinese children had spec-
ial needs beyond their need for English proficiency. In particu-
lar, there was the need to blend the Indo-Chinese and U.S. culture
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because they were so different'. This suggested socialization
skills for the community and for the School setting. Furthermore,
in the home country, education was completely separate and seen as
Ole responsibility of the schools without parent involvement. In
school, the children were extremely competitive, partly reflecting
the need to compete lip the home country to stay in school. Per-
haps an indication or this Rprspective, according to one teacher,
was the general unwillingness of these children.to make a mistake.
Even if the assignment was to draw a picture, these children
preferred to have a picture to look at so they could copy it.
exactly.

B. Physical Layout of Instruction Facilities

In one school district, classrooms were located in school build-
ings but isolated from regular classrooms. At schools in the
other district, bilingual classes ezther took place in classrooms
mixed with all-English-speaking clas oo s or they were pull-out.
Generally, the physical configuration o the bilingual classrooms
did not' interfere with the learning environment and were conduc de
to promoting learning through a pleasant atmosphere.

C. Key Materials

There was diversity in the materials used in project classrooms.
One major reading series used at one school was thewPeabody
Reading Readiness'.- Major reading tools at other-Mlools included
the Borg-Warner Educational Systems $0, Houghton Mifflin Reading
series and SRA Reading Lab. One interesting source of
mathematics materials was grow a nearby ESEA Title I project.
Without exception, in-class materials were exclusively'in English.

IV. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

In the district with one participating Title VII school, inservice '

plans were mostly informal in terms of identifying staff training
needs, encouraging teacher visits to nearby projects and offering
slide and cassette presentations for aides. No- formal education
opportunities were planned. Objectives in the other district were
more structured for inservice with a stress on ESL and cultural
awareness for teachers, encouraging conference and workshop attend- 1

ance for teacher aides, and prov4ding training on special topics,
e.g., how to deal with the American school system, ESL techniques,
etc. Here too no formal educational training was planned bedause
there were no courses focusing on the particular Indo-Chinese lang-
uage at local colleges and universities.'

In the one Title VII school, professional and paraprofessional growth
had been primarily achieved through interaction with staff at other
projects. in the other school district, the major thrust had been
the provision of English language training to teachers in the projec
schools. All other areas in both districts received little or no
'attention.
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V. PARPNT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT'

A. Objectives

In one district where a translator was used with the PAC chair-
person, time contraints prohibited review of specific objectives.
In the other district, the PAC chairperson for the school with,,
the largest Indo- Chinese student population was interviewed. The
short. time for interview and limited English skills of the
chairperson made review of specific objectives impractical.

8. History

./n the district with one Title VII school, community attitudes
over the past two or three years have-changed toward an ESL
approach with the emphasis on transition to an all English-
speaking classroom. In the district with four Title VII schools,
community attitudes remained about the same over recent years.

C. PAC Structure

In one district, 10-12 members who made up the PAC were predomin-
antly Indo-Ctlinese.. Some spoke Spanish. In the school. -level PAC
made up of 6-8 members, most were Indo-Chinese also. In
addition, one individual from each of two other Indo-Chinese
countries was 4 member of the PAC.

D. Nature of Involvement
J

.In both districts, project management eitarituraged parent /community
involvement qe:g., to .attend class activities) through meetings, "

invitations, and messages sent home in therfamilyli dominant,lang-
uage.m The project used a variety of techniques to communicate
with local, community groups and residents. Common to both dis-
tricts were use of the telephone, word-of-mouth and notes pent
home with children. In addition, some of the four schoole'in the
same district had their own projectnowsletters. A district-level _

newsletter was in process. For the other district, district-
written announcements were sent. out as were project-written
announcements. and correspondence. Home visits provided yet
another avenue of communication in this district. In both
districts, the PACs" were involved in disseminating information.

Translators were used to communicate between Indo-Chinese and
Spanish PAC members in one district. Imthe other district,
English was the language of communication for Indo-Chinese from
different countries.

According to both PAC "chairpersons, no parents volunteered to work
in project classrooms. A host of reasons kept parents from volun-
teering including poor English skills, long working hours, other
children to care for, belief that etlucattion was the school's job,
and shyness'.
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V1. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

A. Objectives

No staffing control was exercised by the project director in the
single Title VII school districts local regulations and policies
governed full-time equivalents relative to average daily attend-
ance. In the other district,the plan was to maintain the pre-
vious staffing pattern. Considerable local school autonomy' led
to some modification in one school where LEP students were.not
grouped in self-contained classrooms but were spread throughout
the school. These students received special help at the resource
center.

The same external evaluator who had assessed first year progress
would continue to assess 80-81 student progress for both school
districts. The method of data collection was streamlined to make
recordkeeping for the four Title VII school district more accur-
ate. High student transiency made students' progress hard to
track. The single Title VII school district had no formal plans
for development and procurement of materials. The four Title VII
school districts planned to develop and/or purchase appropriate
materials. This activity had been begun before Title VII came
into the district. Plans for reporting and disseminating infor-
mation were nonexistent in one district and on. an as-needed infor-
mal basis in the other district.

B. Management Strategies

Both project directors agreed that they had little or no control
over many school functions with the exception of the amount of
administrative /recordkeeping time available. One director also
claimed some control over available 'lesson planning time. In
contrast, both project directors did indicate qloderate or sub-
stantial control over most aspects of project operations.

In one district, the school system supervised Project operation
to some extent and project teaching staff to agreat extent. With
the exception of project teaching staff who were supervised by in-
dividual school principals, more substantial control was exercised
by the school system over other aspects of project operation in
the other school district.

Both project directors noted that the local education agency was
instrumental in getting the Title VII project going. In the case
of the district with one participating school, this school was
critical in project start-up.

C. Climate

Across both school districts the attitude of school personnel
toward bilingual education was positive or very positive with one
exception. In'the district with four Title VII schools, the
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attitude of instructional personnel was described as neutral.
Positive ratings in the other district were for the transitional
approach only; attitudes were negative toward the maintenance
approach.

VII. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

Generally stafi\development was not a high priority area. Attentiln
focused more often on recruiting and keeping teacher aides with
bilingual skills. Certified teachers with fluency in the Indo-
Chinese language and English were hard to find. Bilingual aides
were slightly easier to locate and hire, '...lut the ,part -time status
typically led to high turnover. The district with four Title*VII
schools was quite decentralized in that direct responsibility for
project operation lay with the principal of each school. Both of
the two schools visited encouraged staff attendance at Indo-Chinese
conferences. In addition, in-service days at one school were
occasionally devoted to the bilingual program. Overall, the project
offered a few in-service sessions to teachers and aides, mainly in

1 4 ESL. More staff development appeared needed, particularly in light
of aide turnover.

As already indicated, project management with the multi-school Title
VII district was supportive more than directive. The project direc-
tor did visit the project schools, interacting mainly with the
principal, secondarily with bilingual teacher and aides, but only
occasionally interacted with the monolingual teachers working with
bilingual aides. The project director attempted to be responsive-to
individual needs but followed no comprehensive plan. The project
director in the'other district was only employed half-time which
presented a lack of continuity problems with the result that the',
principal was left occasionally "holding the bag...* Lack of
commitment to the project by the director and school principal as
well as personality conflicts among staff led to only partially
effective project operations.

In terms'of the project's fundamental instructional objective (of
teaching English to limited English proficient students as soon as
possible), agreement from central administration down to individual
aides was quite high. Other instructional objectives were more in-
dividually defined reflecting education, experience and philosophy.

Parent involvement could be considered at several levels. At one
level, Indo-Chinese parents were quite supportive of the schools
teaching their children English. Demonstrating this support was the
annual preparation of an Indo-Chinese meal by various parents for .

the faculty of two of the schools visited. But often reflecting the"
situation in their native country, however, parents did not.feel
that their role'was to **interfere" with education in the schools..
Thu:Boat another, level, parents often did not volunteer to work in
the school or'in project classrooms. Of course, other reasons
inhibited parenti from volunteering. The principal at one school,
worked at overcoming parent reluctance by holding parent inservices
that included presentations by representatives of various community
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organizations as well as discussions *of the school bilingual
program. This technique proved quite effective in getting 85% of
parents to training sessions and half of them to volunteer work in
.the schOol.

-1
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CASE 3

A MATURE TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROJECT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

A. Introduction

The gchool District was conflicting a Transitional Bilingual Educe-
.

tion Program in grades pre-school through twelfth grade. The full
title of the ESEA Title VII grant, which stormed part of the pro-
gram, was "Auxiliary and Support Services for Transitional Biling-
ual Education Program." The transitional program.(Spanish/
English) was implemented in four schools, in a total of 25 class-
rooms, K-6. .Each of the schools had a bilingual kindergarten,
plus there were nine self-contained (integrated) classrooms and
12 pull-out classrooms.

There were two Program formats; the integrated bilingual class
and the pull-out bilingual class.. The integrated class offered
the opportunity for native English-speaking children to have an
exposure to the Spanish language and culture and to enhance their
linguistic growth. It also affor.ded the opportunity to the
Spanish-speaking child to acquire English language skills and
share his/her knowledge-ofSpanish with their classmates. The
teacher of this classroom was certified as an elementary and a
bilingual education'teacher. The district curriculum was taught,
as in other classes, but with the addition of the Spanish
language.

The traditional pull-out model of bilingual education served the
limited English proficient student by providing'him/her with a
bilingual education certified teacher who would be responsible
for teaching all the academic school subjects in a bilingual
manner, including the English as a Second Language component.

In addition, there was an ESL program at two elementary schools
and ESL itinerant teachers for two high schools and three junior
high schools. The bilingual program served Hispanic students
primarily, who made up over 18% of,the.school population (2,232
children). In 1979-80, 87.1% of the children in the program were
Hispanic. While there were LEP students other than the Hispanic
students, their small numbers did not allow for more than ESL in-
struction. Of the non-Hispanic languages represented in 1978-79,
Vietnamese (18), Persian (16) and Korean (17) were the most numer-
ous, with twelve other languages represented among the 51 remain-
ing LEP students.

The city had a population of 61,000 people, with primarily blue-
collai, working-class people. The city area is flat, with many
small, single - family houses built around the local industries.
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Employment was obtained at a.neazby military base, in small
industries, subsidiaries of large corporations, nurseries and in
fishing. Despite the diversification, the unemployment rate is
11% (Chamber of Commerce, 1980), and for the Hispanic minority,
11.3% (Department of Labor, 1979). In the school system there
are 22 schools, serving a total of 13,000 students in K-12.

. Background Information

The program had its beginnings in 1969, when the local school dis-
trict hired two bilingual teachers and two bilingual aides, fully
supported through local funds. One of the teachers became princi-
pal of West Elementary School, which housed by far the largest of
the bilingual school programs. It was not until 1971 that the LEA
received State aid and officially began its Transitional Bilingual
Education Program. Eight bilinguajl teachers were hired to serve
304 LEP Hispanic students. Local'funds paid 20% of the teachers'
salaries and State funds paid 80%. Although State funds decreased
to 11% of funding over the years, there was,no projected end to
the program. Indeed, the growth rate of numbers of children
entering the program (40.3% increase from 1977 to 1978, and 75.Q%
increase from 1978 to 1979) indicated that the Bilingual Program
would become a signficant.consumer of resources within the dis-
trict. 4-

The number of students
dom for a site visit were

served by the two schools selected at ran-
as follows:

Grades served by Number of students
The bilingual program served

West Elementary School Pre-K 24
K 31
1 58
2 51
3 37
4 27
5 26
6 14

Total 268

Oster Elementary School K 40
1 28
2 21
3 26.
4 21
5 6

Total 142

At both schools, Spanish and English were the languages served in
the bilingual classrooms, even though there were a few partici-
pants from other language backgrounds but whose English was pro-
ficient.
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Of the Hispanic population in the school district, 40% were of
Mexican origin 40% were Puerto Rican, and 20% were from Central
America, South American and Cuba. The Mexican and Puerto Rican
populations were far more stable than formerly, when they were
more heavily involved in the.migrant farm labor stream. Among.
the LEP students whose language WAS not Spanish were speakers of
'Persian, Arabic, Indian, Vietnamese, Greek, Chinese, Korean,
Japanese, Croatian, Yugoslavian, Serbian, !rench, Tagalog, and
Armehian.

In additionto Title VII, two other p'iograms served the LEP
students at a district level - the State Bil4ngual Program as
mentioned previously, and the Title IV Library Program. At West
Elementary School additional funding sources for the bilingual
education efforts included ESSA Title I, Education for the Handi-
capped 4forinerly ESEA Title 'VI), and,thil,StaWs Gifted Education
-Program. from three to four percent of the LEP students were ,

receiving direct instructional assistance,froM a speech teacher.:
At Oster Elementary School, ther was one LEP student receiving
special assistance because of a learning disability. Title I had
just been authorized in the school and as'soon as a teacher could
be hired the LER students who are at Level 4 (near fluent English)
would be eligible for service. In no case have pro,blems been
reported as a result of multiple funding ppograms.

,Principal's of both schools visited, reported as "moderately ade-
quate" the coordination between the bilingual program and the /
regular program in their schools. The Bilingual Education
Coordinator'(project diredtor) attended the faculty and grade
level meetings_ regularly. Among the faculty, teacher communica-
tion was the means most frequently used to achieve coordination to
a great extent. To some extent, both schdols used the teachers'
formal joint planning,and the overall school curriculum plannin4
which was specifically aimed at coordination.

The Bilingual Education Progiam administrative staff conducted
needs assessments in various areas and at various times. During
this school year A district-wide assessment was made of the detize
for a Spanish as a Second Language course. Later, the bilingual
program would be. conducting a survey among all'the parents in-the'
district; to assess their awareness of bilingual education. Based
on, information gathered annually since 1971, and determined by the
assessment of needs among staff, students and parents as based on
their experience with the prOgram since 1971,'several general
needs assessments were conducted. Specific recommendations made
were the following:

1. Instructional staff: add four bilingual- counselors, two
bilingual community liaison persods, one.6J ingual psycholo-
gist, and one bilingual curriculum specialist.

2. Development of otherwise unavailable materials:, more mater-
ials were needed in social studies, science, and Spanish
language arts.
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3. Adequacy of supplies of already developed materials: ESL
materials needed replenishing and updating: the curriculum
guide also needed to be redone.

-.....

4. Curriculum content: the secondary curriculum needed further
development in vocational education, health education and
consumer educations the elementary curriculum needed develop-
ment in the areas of social studies, science and ESL.

5. Resource and administrative personnels because of the need
for inservice training in language and crosscultural communi-
cation, personnel was needed to do this work.

Applying for and receiving Title VII funds had been a major, step
in filling these assessed needs, particularly in providing the
support staff and instructional materials.

%

.. Objectives and Procedures

In implementing the bilingual classroom instruction, no single
externally developed model was used, but rather a combination of
various approaches, processes, methods and techniques, depending
upon school and grade. LEP students'who had not learned to read
in any language prior to entering the program were taught to read
in their native language before being taught to read in English.
In the approach used to teach English to LEP' students, the assump-
tion was that the best way to learn a second language was to learn
it like a young child learning his/her first language. The empha-
sis was on listening before speaking and on both of these before
reading. Minimal- use of the native language was used and then
only to develop cognitive learning. Priority was.given to conver-
sational skills, with a limited use of mechanical drills. The
goal was for the learner to master language in. a fixed sequence
of skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing). Both
English And,the students first language, could be Used concur-
rently in explaining or in a teaching context, with the teacher
or aide switching between the two languages. during the period.

.'Participants

This school year,
.

there was a total
s

of 818 students in the Biling-
ual Program. 'The languages served in bilingual classroomswere
Spanish and English, with 87.1% of the students involved being
-native speakers of Spanish. The distribution of Hispanic students
by grade level was as follows:

Grade Level Number Percent

R -6 1,385 , 27.1
Junior High 313 17.9.
High Schools 520 13.4

Almost half of the Hispanic population at the K-S level was in
the BE program.- At the 7th/8th grade level, 27% were in the pro-
gramat the 9-12th grade level, 17% were in the program.
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In 1979-80, as a result of meeting'LEA transition requirements, 44
students (6.8%) graduated from the program. Twenty-nine other
students (4.5%) left the program, most of them because they moved
away from the area. Students who enterd the program in grades
K-1 usually exited the program in the intermediate grades.
In addition, the Bilingual Program served seventeen other lang-
uages in two primary and one secondary school, in a magnet school
model. These magnet schools offered a pull-out program of ESL and
of tutoring in the students' native language.

..

Reports of the academic achievement of the students at the two
schools visited were mixed. At Oster School, which was in its
first year of the program, the overall achievement was above
national standards, but the achievement test results of students
in the program were as yet unknown. At West Elementary, 'on the
other hand, both program.and non-program students had achievement
levels at the national standard level, except for the LEP stu-
dents, whose academic achievement was more low than high. Many
students of limited English ability were not functioning according
to their age and grade expectations although they were of normal
intelligence.

The mobility rate of students in and out of the program was ten
percent or less -- a level whilch did not present problems for the
instructional program in the school.

YThe levels of proficiency used in program entry And exit were
based on both coma rcial tests and locally developed tests: in
English reading, th Houghton-Mifflin Inventory: and in Spanish,
the Santillana Readin .Inventory. n spoken English the Language
Assessment Scales (LAS) was used for grades one through twelve.
The LEA developed its own language inventory for kindergarten in
English and Spanish. The level at which the student tested out
determined the amount of time and kind of service received.
Levels one through four were accepted into the program 'nd only
if slot's' were available could those at level five enter the
program. Written proficiency was tested for those at level three
and four only, using the written part of level two of the
Language Assessment Scales. In listening comprehension the LAS
was used to measure proficiency at the same five levels.'

The LAS levels of 1-5 represented the following values;

Level- Interpretation

5 Totally fluent English
4 Nearly fluent English
3 Limited English speaker
2 Non-English speaker; apparent linguistic deficiencies
1 Non-English speaker; total linguistic deficiencies

The criteria for entry into and exit out of the bilingual program
were clearly defined.

.:4_,

t.1,0i-A.,'

Therewere six criteria f r placement into the program! .
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1. The student was from a non-English background, with the
exception of those studerts entering the integrated.
bilingual classrooms.

. The student was below the proficiency level of students of
the same age or grade whose native language is English in
any of these areas -- oral comprehensive speaking ability,
reading ability or writing ability'. (First -third grade stu-
dents must be at least one year below the, District' mean
scores in Language and/or Reading as based on the California.
Achievement Test scores. Fourth to twelfth grade studehis
must be at least two years below the District mean scores in
Language and Reading).

3. Oral language skills would be assessed ln the native, lang-
uage, as well as in English. Students with English profici-
ency scores of 1-4 were eligible for theBilingual Education
Program.

4. Bilingual placement must be recommended by the'Bilingual
Department, after' the student has had a language evaluation.

S. The bilingual staff involved in the assessment explained the
results of the evaluations to the parents.

6. Parents gave consent for student placement in the program.

The six criteria for exiting out of the program and into an all-
English medium curriculum were:

1. The student achieved an English language proficiency-level of
five as/determined by testing instruments used in the pro-
gram. '0

2. The student was above or equal to the established District
mean scores in Language and Reading for his grade placement.

3. The student demonstrated proficiency in content areas in
English appropriate to his age or grade placement.

4. The,student demonstrated speaking ability, .aural comprehen-
sion and writing skills commensurate 'with a native English
speaker of his age or, grade placement.

S. The teachei\recommended that the student be placed in an
all-English'-medium curriculum.

6. The parents consented to the student's withdrawl from the
program.

Before a student could-exit from the program, she/he must be able
to be placed in the lowest grade level for his -age and grade. U.
her/his California Achievement Test scores were more ,than six
months below the median in reading and writing, the student was
not exited.
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The bilingual program developed d set of procedures for entry into
the program. First of all, a Bilingual Census was conducted once
a year'. At the K-6 level,-the homeroom teacher was responsible
for identifying any stude in her-homeroom who was from a non-
English background. This. as accomplished by (1) asking the stu-
dents (older students only) if there was'another language spoken
at home, (2) checking registration records which indtcated lang-
uage(s) spoken .at home, and/or (3) sending home a parent question-
naire, and (4) assistance from the bilingual teachers. At the
7-12 grade levels, the English, communications and bilingual
teachers followed' the. same procedures as above to identify all
students in each school who were from a non-English background.

Registration:of new students'in the school district was done at a
central location where bilingual trained staff determined if
students had a non-English background and had proficiency skills
in English and their first language. Appropriate services were
recommended aftef this assessment took places.

All staff in the district had inservice training on the use of a
referral system for language assessment. If a student' was having
academic problems and was'identtfied as coming from a non-English
background then the staff person would., refer the student for
language evaluation to be done by trained bilingual staff. This
assessment helped determine if'there was a language consideration
that was causing the student's academic difficulties.

The project director, with assistance from individual principals,
was responsible for providing-inservice training to staff in all
buildings n order' to accomplish (4) the Bilingual CensuS, (b)
registration procedures, and (c) referral procedures. /

Tice English language proficiency of students whose first or native
.language is English'was evaluated every spring and on a quarterly
basis throughout the school year.

In the spring, students -were given the California Achievement
Tests. This': test included the folloWing areas in language: read-
ing-comprehension, reading, vocabularly, spelling,language
mechanics and language experience. From the results of this test,
the project established natiohal norms, district mean scores and
individUal school mean scores. The Houghton Mifflin Reading In-
ventory and the Ginn Reading Tests were used on a continuing basis
throughout the year'to determine reading progress.

Staff,satisfaction with entry/exit criteria and procedures ranged
from "not satisfied.to ,"very. satisfied". -Staff were not sitis-
fiecLwith commetoial tests because they were not appropriate for
the grade leveisassigned, they were not comprehensive, they
-required the use of more -than tide test, they had to be individu-
ally administered, and required time and staff to administer.
Staff were moderately satisfied with locally developed tests, but
considered them to be in need of improvement and extension.
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Teacher ratings were also considered moderately satisfactory
only, in that some teachers were not sufficiently knowledgeable
about language development to refer a student when necessary.
Parent surveys were considered sligh ly satisfactory because they
were usually limited to information r arding'the home language
environment. Staffing as a procedure r entry/exit was found to
be very satisfactory because of the high level of communication
of results and recommendations, but its w kness was that it took
a great deal of time, paperwork and coordin then of personnel.

. Personnel

During the three years of Title VII funding (1979-1962), those
bilingual project staff who were paid 1008 fro& Title VII funds
included a half-time secrectary, 1-1/2 community liaison persons,
and 4 bilingual counselors. Title VII funds no other personnel.
The project director's office is housed at the central
administration buildings she has the titic of-Bilingual
Supervisor and works under the direction of the Director of Spec-
ial Education.

The four attendance centers for the transitional program and the
type of classrooms are li.sted below. Pull-out classes had
Spanish- dominant teachers and only if enrollment reached 32 was
there an aide (native speaker of Spanish) assigned. Integrated
classes, some taught by Spanish-dominant and some by English-
dominant but Spanish-proficient teachers, very often had a
bilingual aide working full time with the teacher., Rarely were
there volunteers or student teachers working with the teacher.
Occasional problems arose where the teacher was not a native
speaker of Spanish as the aide'wes, and-'the Spanish proficiency
-level of the teacher was such that errors were made by the
teacher. These errors were observed by the aide (and sometimes
by the students) but the sensitivity of the teacher ..o being
corrected prevented the aide from giving assistance where needed.

West Elementary - Bilingual R and Pre-School
1st grade integrated
1st grade pull-out
2nd grade integrated
2nd grade pull-out,
3rd grade integrated
Combined 3rd and 6th grade 'pull-out
4th grade integrated
5th grade integrated

Larg:.. Elementary - Bilingual X
1st grade pull-out
2nd grade pull -out
3rd grade integrated
4th grade integrated.
Combined 5th and 6th grade pull-oit

I
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North Elementary - Bilingual X
1st grade pull-out
Combined 2nd and 3rd grade pull-out
,Combined 4th and 6th grade pull-out
'5th grade integrated

Oster Elementary -- Bilingual X
1st grade pull -out
2nd grade pull-out
3rd grade integrated
Combined 4th and 5th grade pull-out

During the site visit,, a total of thirteen teachers were inter-
viewed, five at Oster Elementary and eight at West Elementary
School. A summar of these teachers' characteristics reveals

f

that seven of the had three years or less ,teaching experience.

Number of Years in Teaching---------- Number of Teachers Interviewed

Less than -1 year 2

1-3 Years
4-6 1

7-9 3

10-12 2

All but three of the thirteen teachers had been teaching in'their
present position (grade and school) for less than one year. Four
teachers had previous experience of from two to seven years teach-
ing in a bilingual education classroom, and four had previous
teaching experience in a monolingual English-speaking classroom
for one to two years. Two teachers had one year's experience as
an aide in a bilingual education classroom, and one teacher spent
a year as an aide in a monolingual English-speaking classroom.
One taAcher had spent a year as a bilingual resource person, and
these had been ESL teachers for from one to four years. One
teacher had been a music specialist and one a bilingual coordi-
nator, and a third teacher had specialized 'in social4studies.for-
three years. Two teachers riad taught in a monolingual Spanish-

''speaking classroom outside the U.S., one for eight years in
Puerto Rico, and one for two 'Oars in Mexico.

All but three of the thirteen teachers had certification. in
elementary as Well as bilingual education, and 'two of the three.
were in the process of getting their' bilingual education certifi-
cation. Other types of certification held by this group of
teachers were in foreign languages (1), grades 6-12 (1), second-
ary (1), X-14 (1), physical education and music (1). One had a
provisional certificate (1). All 13 teachers had a bachelors's
degree, one had 15 additional graduate credits, and two were in a
master's degree program.

Although ten of the teachers were certified in bilingual educa-
tion, only seven of them reported having had training for teaching
in a bilingual education program (four in undergraduate work,
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three in graduate work). Five teachers had such training during
this school year in the form of inservice training.

As may be expected, all of the teachers in the transition program
could speak, read; and write Spanish. In addition, one/had know-
ledge of Italian and one had knowledge of Swahili., Amharic and
Japanese. They all had taugh,t in Spanish and. all but two reported
feeling very comfortable in doing so.. The group's experience in
teaching in Spanish encompassed grades Pre-d( through 12 in this
distribution: Pre-K Al), K (3), 1 (6), 2 (9), 3 .(9), 4 (7), 5
(7), 6 (6), and above 6th grade 13).

II. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

In the development of the program since its beginning in 1971,
several groups of people had a crucial role. The Superintendent and
his cabinet (directors of departments) and supervisors were involved'
to a great extent implementing the program in various buildings,
interpreting the role of bilingual education to principals and to the
Board of Education, and promoting support of the project director's
work. At the local school leyel, the principals implemented the pro-
gram with efficiency and cooperation. Their attitude was positive,
as was that of the teachers not only in the bilingual program, but
in the regular program as well. Bilingual teacher aides, parents
and community and bilingual special education personnel all were
involved to a very great extent. The parents communicated their
desires and were influential in the development of the program.

The selection of instructional materiels for the bilingual program
was primarily the responsibility of the project director although
there were committees of teachers who reviewed materials and
assisted in the decisions.

Ms history of gradual cuts in State aid to the program brought about
changes (reduction's) most notable in the areas of evaluatioh, moni-
toring and training. Resources were goLngmore to direct student in-
structipA as the number of LEP students continued to increase drama-

,
ticallyr

AlthoUgh the pre;ject plan and scope of work did n-t change between
the time of submitting the project application and actual,implementa-
tion, a major obstacle hindered the implementation process, and that
was the timing of the award. The grant was awarded October 31, 1979,
and school had been in session since August 20. Because of the late-
ness of the.award, the four bilingual counselor slots went unfilled
even after a nation ride search for personnel to fill slos. A year
later one slot still remained vacant, indicating a shortage of.sup-
portive bilingual professionals. The role of the community liaisoh
people and the counselors was held to be so significant for the pro-
ject that the delay in funding in 1979-80 inhibited the 'implementa-
tion of the program that year.
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INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT BY GRADE LEVEL AND CONTENT AREA

The planned annual objectives, as investigated in the Study's`
teacher interviews, were in the areas of general approach to
bilingual education, bilingual education activities, scheduling
those activities and materials as planned for use.

During the implementation of these plans, modifications were made in
the.majority of plans reported. Most of these changes were made in
order to adapt to thz needs of ehe*students as those needs became
more'evident with the passage of time. As might be expected, given
the nature of Title VII funding.for this project, the continued

implementation of the plans would not be dropped should Title VII
funding; stop.

In the comparison of BE objectives and regular student objectives,
very few differences were noted in the areas of mathematics and

-social 'studies and no differences at all.were noted. in science.

The
1
special needs of LEP students apart froSt their need for English

proficiency, were in general that more individualized help was
needed. In each case the teachers were working on addressing those
needs by means of grouping and by maximizing the use of aides' time.

For students in pull-out classrooms; the teaching of content matter
took place mainly in the pull-out classroom.. Thus, many LEP students
were separated from non-LEPs for the 4reaterpart of the day. How-
ever, all library, art and music classes were with mixed groups, as
was-the daily physical education class. This arrangement, while it
integrated the children for these periods, was.found to be'disruptive
for the pull -ou't' teacher who may have had .three different homerooms
represented in her class, each.homeioom with its own schedule of art
music, library and PE. One teacher relieved some of the confusion
by color=doding the desks according to homeroom so that she could.
easily spot check for stray students.

EaCh of the bilingual_ classes in the program.was located in a regd-
lar school classroom. Once the funding from:Title VtI began,.a num-
ber oeclassroom teaching aids were malde.available charits, posters
and books in Spanish for classroom use.

Key materials used in the program included: (1) English Around the
World, Scott Foresman, U.S.A., K-6; (2) I-Like to Read English and
Spanish, Santillana, Spain with U.S. subsidiary; (1) Mathematics
Around Us, Scott Foresman and Co., U.S.A.

A typical tchedule for a pull-out class at the 4th grade level looked
like this:

9:00 - 9:30 Level 3's with aide -.spelling in English
Level 1 and 2's with teacher - oral English

9330 - 10:00 Level 3's with. aid - reading or.language arts
Level 1 and 2's with teacher - spelling in English
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10:30 - Level 2's aLd 3's to homeroom
Level l's vocabulary Unglish) with teacher

11:30 Reading (Spanish/English) and/or gym

12:20 - 2125 Mathematics in groups, in English and in Spanish

1:15 - 2:00 Varies

2:00 - 3:00 Library (Thursday), social studies, science

IV, STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

Four workshops for staff were scheduled for' the school year in the
areas of:

1. Teaching reading to LEP.students..
--,-

2. Crosscultural communication and encounters.
. .

3. Diagnostic and evaluation. tools for use with LEP students.

4. ESL methodology and techniques to use in the classroom.

Participants were paid a stipend to attend the workshops. At the
time of the site visit (January) teachers etported an #verage of
eight hours of inservice for the year.

Four workshops for parents were scheduled in the areas of (1)

orientation to the schools, (2) ESL, (3) health education, (4)
parent conference for bilingual education. Ten parents were able to
participate in each workshop and receive a $25.00 reimbursement for
babyaltting expentes(and transportation.

Each of the above activities was funded by Title yii. Over the
years, the local school system has provided inservice at the schools
to prepare school faculties for ,'the program and to familiarize them
with entry/exit procedure? being implementel. in edditicn, the
program helped to meet state certification ve.ements and provided
opportunities for the continuing career development to personnel in-
the project. In previous years, English language training'wals given
to teachers and to a great extent, to aides.

V. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The community involvement component of the 1:.rogram had at its goal
the involvelient'of parents and community in the planning, implementa-
tion and evaluation of the. bilingual program. The goal was being
achieved by'means of advisory committee meetings, general parents'
meetings, mailings, school visit opportunities, 'ESL classes,'and
annual-evaluation activities:

' C't
V
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Over the previous two to three years, community attitudes in general
toward bilingual education had changed. The climate was more
conservative than before. More people were questioning the need for
bilingual .education, when "my parents did without special help."
ESL was not questioned but even transitional BE was seen as a way
for` parents not to assume their responsibility to learn English and
teach it to the children. In general, there was little support
either for a maintenance program or for cultural pluralism in the
community.

The Parent Advisory Committee was Bade up entirely of Spanish-
speaking parentit monthly meetings were conducted in Spanish and
English with immediate translation. The Committee had as a goal to
include pa'rents of otner language groups but so far they were,unsuc-
cessful. The one Vietnamese woman who came, moved away.

In order to involve more parents in the PAC activities, members tried
various tactics, all with moderate success. Members at one time
resolved to bring one new parent each to the meetings, newsletters
and announcements were mailed, and teachers telephoned parents about
meetings. One problem was the lack of transportation for parents of
children who wer bused to school.

Parents did not work as volunteers in classrooms, nor had they been
asked to volunteer. However, they did participate in several pro-
ject activities. They helped in designing and planning the program,
and in communicating information about the program. They were a
liaison between the community and the program, and advocates.with
the district. They also helped design .parent training. Reasons
given for their not doing more to become involved with their
children's education were that the parents lacked selfthassertiveness
and se1C-confidence, and that the teachers didn"t know how to
communicate effectively with the parents. Parents usually went to
school only when they were asked to do so.

VI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The project management objectives covered a wide range of activities,
some of which are'

1. 1)-6 provide inservice for Oster School to insure smooth transp:
tion of the bilingual program from Stonehill School to Oster
in 1980-81.

2. To evaluate one-third of thA tenured bilingual education
teachers this year, and to assist with the improvement and
identification in the area of performance.. To-continue ongoing
evaluations of all bilingual education,project staff.

3. To..develop an encompassing assessment system for LEP students
in the district consisting of several' components.

4. To develop, disseminate, compile and (compare the data from a
survey to determine the degree of understanding that exists in,.
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the community in regard to bilingual education and the services
offered in the LEA.

5. To develop and implement a Bilingual Staff Advisory Council
with representatives from each Bilingual Center that would
meet on a monthly basis to communicate the needs, problems,
ideas, etc., of their particular bilingual education program
staff in their building.

Although the Project Director reported directly to the Superintendent
this year, and the bilingual education program was under the Depart-
ment'of Special Education, next year it would probably be under the
Department of Curriculum. Apparently, the Project Director had con-
siderable autonomy and authority at district and school levels. She
claimed a great deal of control over all of these: placement cri-
teria and practices, scheduling of classes, instrudtional facilities,
coordination of instruction, evaluation and direct supervision of
teachers, materials and supplies, staff development, student support
services, information dissemination, office' operation, and program
evaluation.

The school system supervised the project operation, evaluation, and
administrative staff only to souse extent. Supervision of project
teaching staff, however, was done to a great extent by the school
system. School system instructional p4tsonnel in general had a pos-
itive attitude toward bilingual education, and the administrative
and supervisory personnel had a very positive attitude as shown in
the active support they demonstrated for the previous decade.

VII. INTERMEDIATE OJTCOMES

A. Implemented Program*

I. Staff Development

Teachers attended at least six inservice activities a year with
additional opportunity for intensive ihservice during the sum-
mer. This was according to State policy and provision. The
bilingual education program coordinated its inservice program
with that of the district. The district required that all
aides attend two inservice activities and have the opportunity
to attend some teacher inservice. It should be noted that the
district had aides only in the bilingual education program. By
means of the training component of Title VII, ten persons in
the district were participating in a three-year opportunity to
pursue a degree and work in areas that met the assessed needs,
of the district -- e.g., bilingual education teachers, counse-
lors, administrators, ESL specialists, and Spanish proficiency.
Aides could be included in this. group of ten. (Once teachers
were tenured, the district reimbursed the teachers for the cost
of course work.)
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2. Project Management

Staffing plans were made to replace some bilingual education
teachers who were leaving, to fill the positions of bilingual
counselors, and to hire new aides, some as additional and some
as replacements.

Plans for the development and procurement of materials called
for constant updating of materials and for work on developing
criterion referenced materials for social studies and science,
in Spanish, as has already been done in ESL and SSE.

Plans for Program Evaluation remained unchanged in this, the
second year of a three-year Study of academic gains in English
reading and language arts.

Plans for Reporting and Disseminating Information required that
individual student profiles be put on a computer and sent to
the state annually for analysis and feedback. Summaries were
disseminated to the Board of Education and administrators in
the district, as well as used for the Title VII performance
report.

3. Instructional

As regards the general approach to bilingual education and
related activities, plans for implementing the instructional
component of the bilingual education program varied from
teacher to teacher and had as their source the teacher. The
teachers had somewhat less autonomy in its scheduling of activ-
ities, depending on whether they were in a pull-out or an inte-
grated classroom. The choice of basic texts was not arbitrary
and teachers had a wide choice of supplementary texts and
teaching aides.

4. Parent Involvement

Plans for implementing the parent involvement component of the
program called for parent education as to what parents could do
to reinforce the learning that takes place in the school.
Also, the AC would be addressing itself more strongly to all
parents of all languages, seeking to provide interpreters where
needed. In order to increase attendance at meetings, each PAC
member was urged to bring one other parent. In order to inform
parents and community about bilingual education, the PAC
planned to print a booklet or brochure to given to the commun-
ity, showing through statistics the effects of the bilingual
education program.
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CASE 4

REVITALIZING AN INDIAN LANGUAGE

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

This Bilingual/Bicultural Education Training Project, located on an
Native American Reservation in a mid-western state, bega1 in October
of 197.9 and is expected to be funded by ESEA Title VII through
September of 1982. Program offices are located in a second floor
wing of the Sacred Heart Seminary building and serve the Tribal
School classrooms located in another wing on the first floor of the
same building.

The Native American Reservation is located in the East Central part
of the state on a tract of land that is approximately eight miles,
wide and 12 miles long, encompassing 65,000 acres. To the east is a
metropolitan city which contains a portion of the reservation within
its city limits. The reservation lies within two counties and
includes two small townships, which have a combined population of
10,378. Approximately 3,000 Native Americal;s.live on or adjacent to
the reservation. The unemployment rate in the metropolitan area is
4.6% (figure from the Comprehensive Plan), while that of the Indians
is 19.8% (BIA Labor Force Report, 1979).

1

The Native American reservation is served by four school districts.
Before June of 1979, Native American children attended either of two
parochial schools on the reservation, c one of the seven public
schools in the four school districts. At that time, 350 K-6 children
attending public schools were served by a language project which was
designed to preserve and teach the Indian language and to train
teachers in the language. This project, funded by Title IV, began
in June of 1974 in Head Start and kindergarten; with increased
funding, children were served in K-6 for the last three years of
funding. This pullout program provided instruction in the Indian
language before school, at recess and during the noon hour on a
volunteer basis only. When funding ended in June 1979, it was felt
that more time was needed for the children to gasp the Indian
language. .

By that time, a Tribal School had been proposed to serve Native
American children, and Title VII funds were pending to teach the
Indian language. All agreed that the most appropriate place for
Title VII instruction would be the Tribal School rather than public
schools. Thus, the Tribal School opened in September of 1979 with a
Language Program that began the following month. With each new
school year, the Tribal School anticipates expanding its services to
include an additional grade: ninety-one kindergarten through 8th
grade students are currently enrolled. An additional 600 Native
American children attend public schools.

Moat of the teachers at the Tribal School received certification
through the -Title IV program while they were teacher aides. The
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Tribal school now receives Title I, CETA, Johnson-O'Malley and Bureau
of Indian Affairs (BIA) funds for staffing. Many students attend a
Title I reading class and-receive federally supported free meals.
Title IV-B funds .support the school's library. "Education for the
Handicapped" funds are also available.

A Title I math class had also been proposed. The State Education
Agency, however, realized that the school was eligible for Title I
funds through the BIA and consequently withdrew their support. Since
the student enrollment does -not generate enough money for Title I
Mathematics and Reading, the mathematics class had to be forfeited.

The fact that the Tribal School provides multiple- funded instruc-
tional services does not present any problems. Coordination between
the Title VII program and classroom instruction, however, is a prob-
lem. The Tribal School rents space from the Cati.vlic Diocese in the
Sacred Heart Seminary building. Title VII offices, school admini-
itrative staff and, classrooms are scattered throughout the building.
There is little formal joint planning by teachers. Coordinated cur-
riculum planning has been a major concern; and staff are currently
working on the development of consistent curriculum formats across
programs. .At present, informal communication between teachers serves
as the basis for coordinated instruction.

The most recent needs assesment was conducted by a consultant from
the University of Arizona. 1n Tucson in December 1980. The most
pressing need was for the development of relevant curriculum mater-
ials. Once materials were developed, it was recommended that they
be cataloged and made more accessible to teachers. The principal is
therefore providing space in the library for a language/resource
area. It was also suggested that the program should get more in-
volved in testing to assess, and document children's progress. The
SRA-is currently being used. . .

II. PROJECT CHiRACTERISTICS AND GOALS

The Language Program was designed to develop curriculum materials to
be used for the purpose of preserving Native American culture and
teaching the Indian Language. There are very few NativelAmericans
who know the language and. culture. In addition. to the 3,000-Native
Americans on the reservation who migrated from upstate. New York in
1823, there are 2,000 scattered throughout Chicago, Milwaukee and
upstate New York, and an additional 2,000 in 'Canada. On the
reservation there are some 35 elders who still speak the language,
but few who know the culture.

In the 1930a, 800 Indian stories were collected from Native
Americans on the reservation. These stories have been made
available to the Language Program. A native-speaking brother/siister
team is employed by the program to translate and transcribe these
stories, which are-becoming part of the curriculum. In addition,
six e3klers from Canada and New York provide technical assistance on
a consulting basis.
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The basic curriculum is a modified version of an -ESL program used in
Tucson Public Schools.. The Learning to Learn Model., funded by Title
III, was developed by a University of Arizona professor who helped
the Language Program modify the model to meet their needs. All
children in the program are English dominant, and the program might
be viewed as a "Indian as a Second Language" program. The children
are now being taught the Indian language, so that they will be ready
to learn cantent areas taught in the Indian languages by next year.

The Tribal School is not a part of the public school districts. It
is under the jurisdiction of the Indian Business Committee, which is
accountable to the General Tribal Council, which includes all 7,000
Native Americans. The school is in its second year, and plans are
being made to expand services through the 12th grade by adding a
grads each year.

The Tribal School.administrator\functions as principal and was also
interviewed as superintendent. In his opinion, bilingual education
will be expanded in every aspect, regardless of Title VII funding.
The Federal Grants Manager (most grants come via the Bureau of
Indian Affairs), on the other hand, believes bilingual education
would suffer from a loss of bilingual teacher's, bilingual resource
teachers and instructional materials if Title VII funding were
reduced or discontinued.

III. PARTICIPANTS

The Language Program officially provides bilingual instruction to
all (52) children in grades 1(-3. For these children, Title VII in-
struction 4s within-class and based on developed curricula. The
fourth-and fifth, (combined) grade class (14) receives pullout and in-
class bilingual instruction, but no curriculum has been developed.
Children in the combined sixth and seventh grade class (15) receive
pullout instruction only. The eighth grade class (11), which was .

added this school year, receives no Title VII instruction at present.
The Indian language is the only language taught-in the program.

While some of the 92 children in the school perform above national
standards, the academic achievement of the majority of students is
below national standards, as is the achievement of children in the
four public school districts. The student population has remained
relatively stable in the Tribal School over the past two years.

There -are no entry or exit criteria for the Language Program. with
the exception of eighth graders, all children in the school receive
some form of bilingual education.

The project staff consists of the project director, a secretary, a
curriculum development coordinator/cultural specialist (a Canadian-
born, native-speaking Indian), a linguist, two community resource
coordinators (a native speaking brother/sister team who translate
and transcribe stories, one of whom is paid by Title .VII), graphic
art consultants, and four teacher aides (two bilingual teacher
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/

inees, one of whom is paid by Title VII: two native speak-
in "Green Thumb" workers funded by the National Farmers' Union).

In grades 1-3,, teachers are assisted by teacher aides for.some part
of the day. The Kindergarten teacher does not work with an aide
because of cut-backs in funding and because of her expertise. She
has certifications in early child d and elementary education.
She, along -with three other tea ers, received their certifications
while functioning as teacher tr inces (aides) in the Title IV-funded
Language Project. Two of the current teacher trainees will receive
certification through the Title VII Language Program. The internal
organization of the project stiff is stfown in Figure 1.

IV. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The person who served last year as the Tribal School's administrator
was the primarymover in preparing the project's application to
OBEMLA. Several groups assisted in writing the proposal, 4.nclvding
the federal grants.manager, staff from the school district's,-Foreign
Language Department, and the Parent Language Committee, a group of
Native Americans.parents whose children had been in the Indian
Language Project in the public schools. The Tribal Education Board
prOviaad technical assistance, while the four school districts sent
letters of support for inclusion in the proposal..

The linguist, who works directly with teachers, is primarily respons-
ible for selecting teaching materials. Additional Materials are
being made available each day with each new translation of the Indian
stories and curricula. Delays in developing curricula, however, have
necessitated modifications in program planning.

The project set out to develop a K-3 curriculum during Year I, and a
curriculum for grades 4-6 during Year II; the latter-tasks have-not
been accomplished and additional curricula will eventually have to
be developed for the seventh-and eighth grades. One of the reasons
for the delay in developing curricula is that they initially
attempted to use the public school curricuipm as a basis for develop-
ing theirs. They consequently obtained the'lau1,14.c school .curriculum,
modified, and translated some of it- -only to, discover later that
public schools were no longer using it betause they found it to be
ineffective. Changes in school administrative staff, provision of
services to additional grades and cut-backs infunding also contri-
buted to the Aelay.

The school is involved in outreach work with the Head Start program,
that is also housed in the Sacred Heart Seminary building. Head
Start children who are now receiving some bilingual education will
be able to make a smooth transition into the Tribal School.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

Since the program officially serves K-3,, curriculum for those grades_
calone will be discussed. The goals of classroom instruction -in the

Language Program are threefold:
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to teach the Indian language,

to teach the rndian culture, and thereby,

enable Indian children to achieve greater competence and
fluency in English.

Children receive an average of 30 minutes of, Indian language instruc-
tion and 30 minutes of Indian cultural enrichment a day. In kinder-
garten, children are introduced to the Indian vowels, consonants, -.
symbols-and 18 basic vocabulary sets. The vocabulary sets are
reviewed and built upon in grades 1-3. Materials used include an
Instructional Methods Booklet for teachers, tapes of the native
'speakers covering grade-appropriate vocabulary and providing a model
for correct pronunciation, and transcribed stories and illustrated
booklets for third graders.

For one of the teachers interviewed, her objectives in teaching math
to her students are lesi comprehensive and slower-oaced than they
would be if she were teaching non-Native AMericans children. In her'
opinion, the objectives in teaching social studies are different for
Native American children, but the objectives are not clearly
specified at present,. so it is not clear how these objectives
differ. Another teacher reported that her objectives in teaching
social studies are more comprehensive for Native American children
because of the emphasis of teaching the Native American-culture.

The one special need of Native American children that was emphasized
by teachers is a need for inner discipline. The project director
noted that achievement scores of NatiVe American children in public
schools tend to drop around the fourth grade. In her Opinion, this
is probably caused by poor Self-image. By the time these- children
reach high school, many drop out.

The Tribal School and the Language Program are housed in a building
owned by the Catholic Diocese. Classrooms are located in the west
'wing on the first floor, language program offices are in the east
wing on the second floor, and school administrative offices are on
the first floor of a long corridor connecting both wings. The
atmosphere in classrooMs was very informal with pictures, posters,
and Indian designs decorating the walls.

Basic texts used include:

The World of Language, published by Follette,
Modern School Mathematics, published by Houghton- Mifflin, and
TKe Old World, published by Macmillan.

All are published in the United States. "System 80" materials are
also available.

The major materials used for Indian language instruction are the
curriculum guides for K-3 developed by the- Language Program last
year. Many of the supplementary materials were developed through
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the Indian Language Project between 1976 and 1978. These include
the following:

A Indian Nature glossary,
A lesson book in the conversational Indian language,
World Problems, and
This is My Family.

k . STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

Inservice training, was intensive. last year because both the school
and the Language Program were new. Less attention has been focused
on this component during the current school year. Training.plans
for teachers and aides include informal workshops covering teaching
methods based on-the Tucson Schools' ESL program, curriculum ideas,
and alternative teaching strategies. Teachers also attend weekly
seminars led by the linguist during which time teachers are trained
to'teach the Indian language. The tribe reimburses any staff pergon
for tuition, books and related fees to become an Indian teacher.
These funds are provided through the Bureau of Indian Education and
distributed by the Indian Business Committee. Two teacher trainees
are taking advantage of these resources this year.

VII. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The organization of the Indian Tribal school within the structure of
the Business Committee is currently being revamped. Accountability
for the Language Program and the role/members of the PAC may soon
change. Until recently, a nine-member Indian Education Board
functioned as the PAC. This Board was initially formed to establish
the Tribal School; it now functions as a monitor of all educational
programs, including Title VII, Title I,etc. The Board suggested
that -the Tribal School elect its Own school board. Thus, a
five-member Tribal School Board was- elected a few weeks ago and
plans suggest that this board may soon function as the new PAC.

The Tribal. School Board plans to meet once a month. Their
responsibilities will include hiring school staff,, monitoring school
staff grievances, discussing the viability of starting new educa-
tional programs, funding, educational needs of, students and teacher
contracts.

The Native American community is very much involved in the Tribal
School because it is essentially a community school. The community
has reportedly become more aware of its potential for personal growth
and development with the establishment of bilingual education in the
Tribal School. The LangUage Program is clearly maintenance, and was
.designed by community members to reintroduce and regenerate the
Indian language. .

Indian language classes are offered at night to parents and other
community members. Native-speaking teacher aides and the Language
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FIGURE 1
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Program's translator/transcriber teach some of these classes with
the expectation that Tribal School children will then help their
parents with the languge at home.

Dissemination of information about the Language Program is accom-
plished via Tribal School newsletters and announcements, post skrds
and written announcements posted in stores and health centers.

During atypical week, at least one parent usually volunteers to
'work in the classrooms for an hour or so. Additional volunteering
is impeded because many parents do not haveftransportation, work
long hours or have other children at home to care 'for. Some are on
other boards and do not have the time.

VIII. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The primary focus of plans for the future development of the project
is the development of additional books, materials, and tapes of
Elders to augment the curriculum. Plans'also include an evaluation

ti

of he goodness of fit between the developed vs. the implemented .

ed cational model. The project intends to continue reporting monthly
to he Education Board, semi-annually to the tribal council, and
annually to OBEMLA. The semi-annual tribal council reports are made
available to anyone.

The project director has direct control over and supervises the
activities of all staff funded by Title VII, i.e.., the linguist, a
teacher trainee, the cultural specialist, a community resource person
and a secretary. She is also responsible for the "native speakers".
(senior citizens) who function as teacher aides. The project direc-
tor controls the amount of time available for project bookkeeping and
other administrative tasks. She has some control over the coordina-
tion of instruction across classes and grades, but sees this as a
cooperative effort involving her, the teachers and the school admini-
strator. Technically, the project director and school administrator
share responsibility for the teachers; An practice the project direc-
tor has assigned the task of evaluating teachers to the linguist. On
'occasion; the project director recommends disciplinary action for
special problems, but the teachers and school administrator are in
charge of that. Project staff has no control over scheduling
classes, time available for lesson planning (both handled by
teachers), maintenance or p.iscxAtion of instructional facilities, and
'teacher/student ratios (b ith han 'by the school administrator).

--..

The project director has ontrol hier materials and supplies, staff -
development and training, office operations, program evaluations and
dissemination of information'about the Language Program. The tribal,
school administrator handles all student support services and most
plans for parent and community involvement.

.The- project director and the linguist *usually make day-to-day
decisions where the curriculum is concerned. Decisions concerning
major changes in the curriculum may also involve the professor who
helped develop their educational model. A major change in the
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curriculum would then have to be approved by the Tribal School Board.
The project direetor also discusses any major plans or changes with
the school administrator. 1

,

The initial implementation of the project was carried out for the
most part by concerned members, including parents and teachers. In
the opinion ef the federal grants manager, public schools were not
supportive of bilingual education and felt it was "a pain in the
neck" to have Indian language instruction in the schools. Neither
were,parents satisfied with bilingual education at that time; each
child received a maximum of 15 minutes of instruction each day, and
although some progress was made, the goals of parents were not being
fulfilled aLd would not be fulfilled unless the program wap run by
the tribe. Tribal members were organized and ready to assist. . with-
in each of the four school districts, an Indian Education Committee
collected statistics from the public schools. The Tribal Education
Board compiled statistics and provided support. )

)

The State Education Agency was helpful in assist,ing the tribe to
write the proposal and in evaluating the Title Iv language project
for its last three years of funding. The SEA al;so compiled statis-
tics for inclusion in the proposal.

i

Now that the school and language program (the two are not separate
entities- -the language program is part of the Overall curriculum and
integrated/interrelated with the school) are i4 their second yel'r,
most are very positive toward bilingual education. Some administra-
tors did not understand the need for bilingual education until
parents vehemently explained the importance of:preserving a dying
language and culture.

l

Some parents are still hesitant about taking their children out of
public schools because they "want their children to get the basics."
This presents a conflict with many parents, because the children are
not doing well in public schools. In the interim, the Tribal School
is still working at proving to the community that it. is, in fact, a
s.hool where the basics are emphasized, but in a bicultural and
eventually bilingual context.
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CASE 5

AN INDIAN BILINGUAL PROJECT AS CHANGE AGENT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Title VII Native American Bilingual project under discussion in
this case history began in October of 1989. It was operating under
a three-year grant which expires in 1983. The project was housed in
a single elementary school which had the highest concentration of
Native AmerizaT students in the district. All children (Native and
non-Indian) in grades IC -3 were provided services by tile project. In
addition to the Title VII program, Native American children were
also provided services through the Johnson - O'Malley Program, an lEA
Title IV-A program, a tribal Title IV-8 project, and Title I reading
and mathematics programs. All students also qualified for the
federally supported free or reduced-price meals program..

The school district which housed the Title VII project consisted of
a total of 12 schools: six elementary schools', two junior highs,
two senior highs, one learning center for the handicapped and one
waiter- native secondary school. At the time of the site visit, approx-
imately 5,500-students were enrolled in the district's schools. The
student-were drawn from a large rural area that was characterized
by grassy trenchlands, plateaus, barren canyons, mountains and semi-
desert regions. 'Many of the Native American students resided on the
nearby reservation. The estimated total population of the county
was 19,500 (1979 estimate from the Chamber of Commerce). The
principal economic base was provided by crude. oil, natural gas and
some chemical production, and was also supplemented by a seasonal
tourist trade. The reservation's economic base centered on
livestock and agficulture, petroleum production, tourism and some
smaller businesses. The overall unemployment rate for the county
was .04% (1980 Chamber of Commerce) while for the Indian Tribe this
figure was 46% (1979 figure from BOA Tribal Planning Office).

The most recent needs assessment was conducted in'May and June of.
1979 and carried out by the Tribal Division of Education. This
assessment looked at the state of Indian language' fluency in children
on the reservation. The findings were used as a basis for the
justification of the Title VII program. In addition, the project was
in the process of conducting an assessment of parent and community
(tribal)' needs and had planned an assessment of,staff training needs
in April of 1981.

II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

The progrem operated on a semi-inclass basis. One Native American
co-teacher or a teamof two Native American 'co-teachers visited each
classroom in grades IC -3 for one-half to one hour per day, two d .8 a
week, Monday through Thursday. The co-teacher(s) taught the
students Indian language and history during that time. The concepts
developed in Indian were very basic and simple and included numbers,

so
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colors, clothing, animals, etc. Simple sentence structures were
also taught. Since the Indian language is not a written one, no
reading could be taught. However, a major task of the project had
been the development of a written language. An alphabetfiad been
developed and was being-used although not being formally taught to
the students. In essence, the program was one of Indian language
and cultural enrichment for,Native and non-Native students alike.
The Native American students in the program all spoke English,
although a nonstandard'form of it was spoken. Not all Native,
students spoke the Indian language although many were considered to
have a passive competence in it. The regular classroom teacher was
typically not involved in the lesson during the period when the
co-teacher was in her/his classroom.

In the opinion of the project's administrative personnel, if Title
VII funding was eliminated, the project' would be reduced. These
reductions would occur in areas of inservice training, the number of
bilingual teachers, the number of students receiving services and

- the availability of materials.

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

- The project provided .services to 375 students iii grades K-3. Of this
total, 182 (491) were Native American with the remaining 193 (51%)
being Anglo. The Native students, according to the principal, were
notLEP in the true sense of the word. Few spoke the Indian
language while many spoke "Indian English," a nonstandard form of
English. The overall achievement of all students in the school was
seen as being about equal to national norms. However, when only the
Native students were considered, this perception changed. Their
academic achievement was seen as mixed with more peforming below
national standards than above. In terms of mobility, both the
project's student population as well as the overall school's
population.remained very stable during the past school year.

Formally, a student qualified.for entrance into the project if
she/hes

, came from a home in which a language other than English was
spoken: and

e. was not performing on grade level in language arts, reading or
'mathematici as measured on the California Achievement Test
(CAT).

In addition, the student had to have parental approval and be
approved by the Bilingual Education Committee, which 'was composed of
the project director, a tribal representative, the school's princi-
pal, a teacher representative and a PAC representative.

In practice, however, all students who were enrolled in .the program
at the time of the site visit had not gone through this process.
The only criterion for placement in the program which was used was
parental approval.
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The exit criteria for the program required that the student:

perform at grade level on the CAT in areas of language arts,
reading and math:

-be approved for exit by the clasiroom teacher and the Bilingual
Education Committee; and

e'have a written follow-up plan developed to monitor academic'
progress.

The project director did, howevtr, indidate that she didn't really
see the program as exitiy students. Rather, she saw the program as
one of maintenance.

The project's staff consisted of a project director', a parent
coordinator, a curriculum specialist, a Aecretary and five teacher
aides (co-teaChers). All worked full -time on this project and all
salaries were paid in ful.lcby the project. All project staff were
conversant in the Indian la'nguage. The internal organization of the
project appears on the following page.

Th.e program utilized twp types of teaching patterns: solo teacher
and teacher/teacher team. 4or the five co-teachers, two worked inde-
pendently while the remaining three formed a single team.. The solo'
teachers rotated among the*classroin grades 1-3 plus the special

educationclass. The team rotated among the classrooms in grades
K-2. No more than one-hdlfhOur was Spent in each classroom per day.
Fridays were set aside for program planning. On these days, the
co- teachers would plan lessons for the following week, develop more
units for the Indian' language curriculum, and hthe informal training
sessions.

4

The parent coordinator's responsibilities included:

the development of ,activities to.involVe.parents in the educa-
tional program of, their children;

inviting Native American parents to paticipate in school
activities;

suggesting activities to teachers to increase parental ihvolve-
ment;

meeting with-students/parentiteacher on updated achievement or
problems; :

notifying parents of accompliAhments of students;

completing reports for project (attendance, involvement and
progress);
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1

involving parent/teacher in the planning of edUcational program
for their students; and

meeting with other project staff meetings and in-service train-
ing sessions as arranged by the project director.

q_n

The curriculum specialist's* responsibilities included:

directing the Indian Curriculum instruction in the project;

implementing program objectives at all levels of operation;

independently planning and performing the normal range of teach-
ing functions that'related to Indian Curriculum instruction:

developing course objectives, identifying texts, training aide,
and materials, daily/weekly lesson plans outlining the-specific
objectives, and methods and techniques to be used in teaching
the lessons;

maintaining all necessary individual student records;

conferring with all participants regarding their progress in
the program/ and

meeting with other project staff at meetings and inservice
training decisions arranged by the project director.

IV. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The Title VII project was not the first Native American bilingual
program in- troduced into the school system. The system had had an
ESEA Title IV- program which was a pullout program in which Native
American students received Indian language instruction. However,
shortly after the program had been put into place, the tribe no
longer wanted the school system to'Vrovide that instruction. As a
result, the system dropped the program, which was then picked up by
the Education Division of the Indian tribe.

The Title VII project came about as a result of the work of several
individuals. The idea for the project was initiated by the dis-
trict's assistant superintendent who approached the research director
of the Education Division of the Tribe about the possibility of the
district and tribe jointly applying for the grant, The proposal was
then written by a committee of individuals representing both the
tribe and the public school system, including the assistant
superintendent, the research director (who is now the Title VII pro-
ject director), the Title VII curriculum specialist (who had been
with the Education Division or the tribe), parents and some
representatives of the SEA.

* This position was vacant at the time of the site visit.
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When the project began in October of 1980, the staff had some pre-
liminary instructional materials to use that had been developed over
the preceding summer. Since then, the program has continued to
develop materials. All project staff were involved in their develop-
ment.

The program has gone through some major changes since its inception
in October of 1980. The changes have occurred in all of the major
component areas of the program: instructional, staff development
and parent involvement. The changes made resulted from a need to
make the objectives originally submitted in the proposal more speci-
fic. This modified set of objectives had been written and were being
followed. One other change that took place was in the area of staff-
ing. The program's curriculum specialist had resigned, which
required that her assigned responsibilities be distributed among all
of the remaining staff members.

v. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The overall objectives of the instructional component of the Title
VII project were:

to develop the Indian language (including oral skills and aural
comprehension);

to provide a cultural enrichment program which )uld instill
pride and self-esteem in the Native American child; and

to develop an understanding and appreciation of the Native
American culture and history inthe Anglo child.

As mentioned earlier. Native American co-teachers visited all
classrooms in grades K-3 for one-half hour per day, two days per
week. During this time, basic vocabulary (e.g., numbers, colors,
animals) along with simple sentence patterns were taught in the
Indian language to most or all of the children in the regular
classroom. All of the materials used by the co-teachers were
developed by the Title VII staff.

The project maintained an office at the school which was housed in a
portable trailer located behind the main school building. This was
where all project staff had their offices and where all materials
developed were kept.

A constant comment made by regular classroom teachers, the principal
and others not affiliated with 'the project was the need for the pro-
ject to contain a strong language and reading (English) skill
development component since the problem with many of the Native
American students was that of poor English abilities. The project,
however, dil not deal with that Problem and was not developing any
future planS to include that into its instructional componeht.

t
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V/. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Training plans for the project staff included both formal and infor-
mal activities. Inservices were planned every month and typically
ran an entire day or for three mornings during asingle week. Two
initial inservices were.held in December 1980: One for the regular
classroom teachers and principal on what bilingual education was and
how it would be implemented in the school, and one for the project's
co-teachers on their role in the bilingual education program. Every
month thereafter, inservices were held covering topics of parent
involvement, curriculum development, materials development, linguis-.
tics, etc. These inservices were attended for the most part by the
project staff only. The regular classroom teachers were invited to
attend but problems arose because the inservices were held during
the instructional day when teachers had to be in their classrooms.
A four week summer institute was also planned to be held in June
1981 for the Title VII staff as well as parents.

Formal training plans were optional. Arrangements had been made
between the tribal education division and two colleges to bring
courses onsite so that co-teachers could attend classes and still
remain with the program. Tuition for the classes was paid for
through the division. At the time of the site visit, only one
member of the Title VII staff was enrolled in a formal training
program.

VII. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The Parent Advisory Committee was formed in November of 1979 to
assist in_developing the project's proposal. However, the PAC had
not really become fully operational until January of 1981. The com-
mittee, which met twice per month, was composed of 12 members, most
of whom were parents of Native American children in the program.
Communication during the PAC meetings usually occured in both the
Indian language and English.

The PAC had spent the majority of the 1980-81 school year formulat-
ing, writing and enacting the committee's bylaws and constitution.
This year was seen as a planning year with the expectation of making

, some impact on the program during the ensuing years. The PAC had
had some input into the project's operations. Besides assisting in
the designing and planning of the project in its early stages, the
PAC also provided input into the hiring of project staff and in
planning teacher training, especially in areas relative to the Indian
language. A major topic of discussion during most of the PAC
meetings had been whether or not the Anglo children should be taught
the Indian language. In addition to the above activities, the PAC
had alio arranged and carried out some parent activities during the'
school year. The plans for the activities had been developed in the.
all of_1980 in conjunction with the Title VII'project dire.ctor. The
ativities have included potluck'dinners, home visitations and work-
shops on bilingual education.
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The PAC., as well as other Native American parents, were kept abreast
of program activities through project letters and memoranaa,
community meetings and the local tribal newspaper. The parent
coordinator, however, had the major responsibility of keeping the
PAC up-to-date on the project's status.

VIII. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The, project developed plans in four specific management areas. In
the area of staffing, the project planned to hire an Indian language
consultant to assist in developing the written form of the language.
Plans also called for finding an individual to fill the vacant cur-
riculum specialist position. The materials development and procure-
ment plans called for the identification and purchase of materials
from NAMDC and other publishing companies. The major emphasis, how-
ever, had been on the development of 20 Indian curriculum units in
language arts and history and in the refinement of an Indian
alphabet. Within the area of evaluation, the project had developed
both internal and external means of evaluation. The internal
evAluation was designed to be ongoing and would focus on materials
and staff. The external evaluation was designed to be much broader
in scope and to be conducted on a biannual basis. Finally, the
project's plans for reporting and disseminating information included
local Media coverage (to be handled by the parent coordinator) and
weekly reporting on project status to the school and district
administration and the tribal education division (to be handled by
the project director).

The project sairector had direct control over the activities of the
Title VII staff. She had complete control over student placement
criteria and practices, staff evaluations and the amount of time
available for lesson planning and recordkeeping. She also had a

' great'deal of control over program operations, including materials
and supplies, st ff. development and training, information
dissemination, and program evaluation. Those areas in which she had

. ,

no control included: maintenance of instructional facility
(principal), teacher/student ratio (district), special disciplinary
actions with students' (principal) and coordination of instruction
across prOgrams. This last area was considered to'be a problem.by
the project's external"evaluator.. It appeared as if no coordination
among any of the programs in the School was occurring.

The initial iMPlementation.of'the project was a, shared responsibility
among the project staff, school principal and assistant superintend-
ent. Avindicated earlier, the. Education Division of the tribe Plso
provided, substantial support and assistance.

The project had ficed some difficulties in its implementation from
both tht tribal and Ang1o.ComMunities. Some of the tribal members
(primarily the elders) were concerned over the:teaching of'the Indian
language and culture to the Anglo' children and over 'the development
of a Written form of the language. Similar sentiments bad been
expressed by members of the Anglo community who Saw no need to teach
the Indian language to.Anglo children. Other problems arose 4a a
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result of the lack of role definition for between the tribe and the
district's Board of Education. Some power plays were still occurring
at' the time of the site visit. However, the most important aspect
of this project according to the assistant superintendent, was that
the project acted as a vehicle to provide the opportunity for the
school system and Native American community to work togetebr toward
a common purpose., .This was something that had not been accomplished
in the past.

IX. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

The project was experiencing some success in implementing its various
management and-instructional plans. Great headway had been made in
the area of curriculum development. Other areas had not progressed
a well. According to the findings of the interim evaluation, the
needs of the project included:

the need to overcome the "we" and "they" attitude that had
grown at the school regarding the Title VII project;

the need to coordinate services with other programs in the
school:

"4, the need for an intensive language experience progsram in both
English and Indian;

theneed for a more intensive teacher training program;

the need to involve all staff (regular classroom teachers and
Title VII staff) the instructional component planning pro-
cess; and

the need to better define the roles of and relationships among
the tribe, the project and the school district.

. ..
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CASE 6

A PROJECT WITH REFUGEE CHILDREN

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Indochinese Title VII program described in this case history
began in September of 1980 and will expire in August of 1983. The
program was housed in two elementary schools serving students on a
pull -out basis in grades K-6. The district also housed other- biling-
ual programs which included:

An Hispanic Bilingual program;
.A Port of Entry program;
A Title IV Part A program; and
A State Indochinese program.

The Hispanic program was funded through another Title VII grant and
some district funds. It had been in operation since 1975 and expired
at the end of the 1980-81 school year. The Title IV Part A program
provided services to Navajo students. There was no overlap between
these two programs and the Indochinese Title VII program. The Port
of Entry' program was funded through state bilingual monies. The pro-
gram was housed in two schools (one junior and one senior high), and
provide4 intensive instruction in ESL and core subject areas. The
point of overlap with the Indochinese Title VII program occurred in
staffing. One of the Title. VII ESL teachers alaries was paid for
using some of these funds. The state Indochinese program was funded
through the Refugee Assistance Act funds. As with the Port of Entry
program, the Title VII program overlapped with this program in terms
of staff -- one of the Title VII program's ESL teacher's salaries was
paid for through Refugee Assistance Act funds.

The school district that housed the Indochinese Bilingual program had
a total of 43 schools: 29 were elementary, seven were juaior highs
and seven were senior highs. At the time of the site visit; a-total.
of 23,219 students were enrolled. 'Of that total, 4,950 (21%)
belonged to one of tk:s following minority groups: Native American
(Navajo), Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander and Black. Of these
minority groups, the Hispanics were the largest (53%) followed by
the Asians/Pacific Islanders (23%). The Blacks constituted the
smallest group (11%) with the Native Americans being slightly larger
(13%). All of the district's students were drawn from a single
metropolitan area, the largest in the atate. The total population
of the area as of April 1, 1980, was 175,885 (Chamber of Commerce).
The area's principal economic bases were in trade and heavy industry
(mining, metal and oil refineries, manufacturing, etc.). This was
augmented by a heavy tourist trade. The latest unemployment figures.
(February, 1981) showed an overall rate of 5.6% which equalled that
of the state. Specific unemployment rates for the Indochinese
population were not available.
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In addition to the Title V/1 program, all students benefited from
the federally-supported tree or reduced price meals program. Other
available resources were dependent upon the school in which the
program was housed. In one school, no other services were available.
In the other, students may have also received extra reading and/or
mathematics instruction through the Title I program.

The program's most recent formal needs assessment was conducted in
April of 1980. The assessment determined the number of NEP/LEP Indo-
chinese students within the district's scho.ls by using the BINL
(Bilingual Inventory of Natural Language).

II. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The project used a pull-out approach in the provision of services to
Indochinese NEP/LEP students. The focal point of the project in ear:h
school site was the resource room where students received intensive
ESL and English language reading instruction. Instruction in other
subje ts, predominantly mathematics, was also included if needed.
Stu nts were scheduled into the resource room by grades and each
re ained in the room for at least 45 minutes per day. The native
la -uage of the student was only used for purposes of 'acilitation

lanation. In addition to services provided t, .gh the
source room, students received individual or small group instruc-
on while in the regular classroom. This. was carried out by
ilingual aides who rotated among the classrooms. In this case, the
classroom teacher would identify the particular area in which the
student required additional help. The aide would then provide that
help. Usually the student would be pulled out of the classroom and
the aide and student would work in the hallway just outside the
classroom. In some instances, the teacher would have the aide work
with a small group of students in a corner of th-e classroom.
Typically, the aide used the student's native language to explain
the specific work to the student.

This aspect of the program, bilingual aide support in the regular
classroom, varied considerably between the two school sites. In one,
the two bilingual aides spent the entire day working with students,
primarily on a one-to-one basis, while in their regular classrooms.
Ra.ely did they assist in the resource room. In the other school,
the three bilingual aides worked' primarily in the resource room with
only two of the aides specifically assigned to work with the K and
first grade students while in their regular classrooms. In-class
services were provided to students in grades three through six only
if requested by the classroom teacher.

As indicated above, reading instruction only took place in English.
This was true for several reasons, including:

Most of the students, with the possible exception of the Vietrw-
,,

mese/. were illiterate in their native langualge and had had
little or no formal education; and
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There was a lack of written materials in all languages served
by the project with the exception of Vietnamese.

Additionally, content was taught only in English with the native
language being used for purposes of previewing,and reviewing that
content. Finally, the project did not have a general approach to
the teaching of English to their NEP/LEP students. The ultimate goal
for all students was to enable the learner'to approximate the English
native language speaker's skills. However, the methods used to
achieve that goal varied by grade levels as well as by school. site.

Opinions on the extent to which the program would be continued after
funding expired varied tremendously depending upon the particulan ad-'
ministrator interviewed. According to the superintendent, the pro-
gram would remain as it was with the district picking up the full
'financial burden. The federal and state program directors and one
of the two program site school principals, on the other hand, indi-
cated teat reductions in the program would occur. The most dramatic
impact was seen by the other program site school principal who indi
cated that if federal support was no longer available the program .
would be dropped in its entirety.

III. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

The project had a total enrollment of 155 students at the time of the
site visit. The students were about equ.411y divided between the two-.
schools and approximately one-half of this total were in grades K-2.
The language groups represented in the program included Hmong," Lao-
tian, Vietnamese, Chinese (Cantonese and Tchieuchow), Thai and.Ksue;
One school was predominantly Hmong and Lao while the other was Viet--

namese and Hmong. The overall-academic achievement in the two pro-
gram schools varied with one being above national standards and the
other being equal to them. In the previous school, the academic
achievement of-the Title VII students (all were LEP) was also con-
sidered to be above national. standards, although the school
principal indicated that most were illiterate in their native
language. In the other school, the achievement 7 all Title VII
students (including both Indochinese and Hispani Y was considered
to be ,mixed, with more functioning academically a.-.)ove the national

standards than below. When only the LEP students were considered,
this achievement level was placed below national standards. . Factors
identified by the principal which accounted :'for this variation
included length of time in this country, extent of schooling in
native'country and availability of appropriate ethnic role models -in

the Title VII program. In general, the Vietnamese students were
considered to be functioning at a higher acadeinic level than the
other Indochinese students.

The project's population has increased steadily i, one school while
inthe other it remained relatively stable during the past year
There has been no out-migration o' students in either of 'the twu

schools. The project director alo'indicated that the system's
enrollment figures with respect to the Indochinese population were
'expected to change dramatically with greater numbers ofHmong and
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Laotians moving i co the school district and Vietnamese moving out of
the district.

Entrance into the project was based on the student's performance on
tests measuring his/herEnglish proficiency in speaking, reading and
writing. Those students who scored at levels I, II or III on the
English BINL, 'six months below grade level on the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test and below 42 on the Far West Written Language Assessment,
qualified for the program. Similar-_y, those who scored at level Iv
on the English BINL, 42' c4cabove on the Far West Written Language
Assessment and on grade level on the Stanford Achievement Test exited
the program. In addition to these tests, teacher judgement also
played a role in students' entry into and/or exit from the program.

The project's staff consisted of the f'lingual education coordinator,
curriculum coordinator, secretary, two LSL teachers, two bilingual
teachers and five bilingual aides. The bilingual teachers and aides,
curriculum coordinator and secretary were multilingual in several of
the:-projectli languagei. The internal organization of the project

-appears on .the following page.

The day-to-day functioning of-he school-based staff varied by
school. The set up in each 'school is, described below;

School I;

The resource room was staffed by an ESL teacher and a bilingual
"teacher." This last individual, in reality, functioned as an
aide in the resource room. The ESL.teacher did all of the
planning for all of the groups as well as all of the teaching.
The bilingual "teacher " -would do previews and'reviews of the
content material covered by the ESL teacher using the student's .

native language. He also worked with the NEP students. The two
bilingual aides rotated among the classrooms in the school and
received their instructions from the regular classroom teachers.
They speat'only a minimal amount of time in the resource room.

School II;

' The resource room was staffed by an ESL teacher and a bilingual
teacher. Each had specific responsibilities in terms of lesson
planning and teaching. The bilingual teacher also spent a few
hours each week at School I to assist the small number of Vietna-
mese students enrolled there. The three bilingual aides.assigned
to the school worked with small groups of students within the
resource room. In addition, two of the aides spent a port ion of
each day in grades K and 1 working with students in theii regular'
classrooms. These two were also available to work with program
students in other grades in their classroom if requested by the
classroom teacher.

The curriculum coordinator, whose pbsition will be vacant next year,
was responsible for the development of a curriculum and materials
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for teaching English to Indochinese. He also assisted in the enroll-
ment of Vietnamese' students at the central office and helped the
bilingual and ESL teachers locate appropriate materials.

IV. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Several individuals and organizations played a role in the formula-
tion of the Indochinese bilingual program. The need for some Sort
of program was initially recommended to the project director by two
community organizations. These two organizations were providing
services to the large number of refugees and kept the project direc-
tor up -to -date as to -the numbers of refugees arriving in the area
and their special needs. The Port of Entry program as well as the
,state - funded Indochinese program were also being overwhelmed with
new students, further indicating a need for additional programs.

The initial decision to apply for OBEMLA monies was a joint one made
by the Indochinese parents and school district staff. One of the
project's bilingual teachers helped to form a council composed of
Indochinese parents. This Individual then presented to this council
the general outline of the project. Initially, many parents were
opposed to the project because they were concerned that their
children would not learn English. Eventually, however, they were
convinced that the project would be in the best interest of the
children.

The prime movers in the actual planning and preparation of the pro-
ject's application to OBEMLA were the project director, parent coun-
cil and one of the bilingual teachers. They also received very
strong support and backing from the superintendent, the school board
and other adminstrative staff.

The initial selection of materials was made by the project's indi-
vidual ESL and bilingual teachers. More suitable materials were
being developed by the curriculum specialist at the time of the site
visit.

The project had gone through some changes since its inception in-the
Pall of 1980. These included:

A change in the project organization -- The outreach aides
originally requested by the parents and included in the appli-
cation's staffing design were dropped. Tilm, had been included
to deal with school/parent problems. However, the bilingual
aides and teachers dealt with these problems, thus negating the
need for the outreach aides; and

A change in the use of the resource room and aides in one of the
project schools -- Initially in this school, all Indochinese
students came to the resource room at one time and stayed any-
where from one -half to three hours each day. The ESL teacher,

A 94
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bilingual teacher and three bilingual aides all stayed in the
resource room which could have as many as 50 children in the
room at one time. This situation became intolerable because
there was too much noise and confusion created by having all
the students in at one time. The school changed its approach
and adopted the one used by the ot4er project school. In this
approach, students were scheduled into the resource room by
grades while two of the three bilingual, aides rotated among the
regular classrooms to provide services.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The goals of the Indochinese Bilingual Project were fourfold: (1).

to make the Indochinese students English - proficient; (2) to develop
basic mathematical skills; (3) to acculturate the Indochinese stu-
dents and their families to American society: and (4) to develop the
Indochinese students' self-esteem.

Intensive ESL and reading instruction was provided in the resource
room for a prescribed number of minutes per day. Some mathematical
skills were also worked on although the emphasis was on English
language acquisition.

Both of the pull-out resource rooms were located within the school
buildings themselves. Both rooms were large, well-lt with both
artificial and natural light, and attractively decorated and
arranged. Both had ample supplies of books, equipment (language
masters, taps recorders, etc.) and consumable materials. A variety
of materials adorned the walls, including children's work and
drawings and teacher -trade and commercially produced instructional
materials. Both rooms were arranged in learning clusters with a
variety of learning activities available to the students in each
cluster area.

The materials used by the project varied by school. There was not
any one reading or ESL series used by the- program since teacher
preferen..:e was the basis on which texts had been Selected. Minimal
native language materials were evident. Those that were available
were written only in Vietnamese.

The process of scheduling students into the resource room also varied:
by school. In School I, students in grades 1-6 were scheduled into
the resource room for 45 minutes each day. In addition, the rotating
bilingual aides may also see a student or small group of students
while in the regular classroom for 15-20 minutes per day. In School
II, students were scheduled into the resource room in one and one-
hal hour intervals. Students were scheduled according to ability
levels rather than assigned grades.

VI. STAFF DEVE7,0PMENT AND TRAINING

Training plans for teachers and aides included both formal and infor-
mal activities. On the informal side, two district - sponsored inser-
vice training sessions had been conaucted at the time of the site
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visit. Both of these were attended by'both teachers and aides, and
dealt with the topic areas of ESL instruction and - bilingual educa-
tion. The curriculum coordinator was also sent to a workshop that
dent with the topic of education for the Indochinese.

Formal educational opportunities were available for all program
staff. The plans, however, were developed more to address the needs
of the Indochinese aides and teachers. An agreement b'. been drawn
up belween the program and a.local university which st ip a non-
'degree, self -paced track for the Indochinese staff. L. .*ses to be',
- taken had, to relate to education. Thus far,- -two had en*_ lied in the
program. ;Fpr,:the.professional staff, tuition was paid .y the prograM

,ai the uhisteriity of their choice as long as the courses taken were
relevant to, education. Two of the professional staff were enrolled
in a-UniversiWprogram.

..,

VII. PARENT /COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The Parent Advisory Committee was composed of parents and two members
of the Title VII project staff -- the two bilingual teachers. The
languages spoken by the parents were Hmong, Vietnamese, Lao and
Chinese. Very few spoke English. As such, all information had to
be translated into primarily among and-Vietnamese. This translation
was carried out by the two bilingual teachers. One of the teachers
served as the chairperson of the PAC.

Minimal planning had been done by the PAC. Most of the areas in .

which plans had been developed had been formulated by the PAC chair-
person and the project director. However, the PAC had had some input
into the-initial design of ti-e project and assisted the project
director in the dissemination of informaticn'about the project to
others in tie community.

The major emphasis of the PAC activities had been in the area of
assiiilation into American society. The PAC chairperson and the
other bilingual teacher spent the majority of the year conducting
workshops for PAC mem' s covering areas of'most critical need:
health and hygiene? t responsibility of parents in the American
educational systems acculturation? etc. Turnout at these workshops
had been considered to be adequate.

Within the area of volunteering in the schools, very few parents had
done so. Reasons suggested for the poor parent participation in
cluded poor English communication skills, limited educational levels
(many were illiterate) and unavailability due to working, hours. 'The
PAC chairperson also indicated that many parents felt uricomfort.able
about becoming involved in their child's ed'Ucation pedause they felt
ill-equipped to help them.

,..
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VIII. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
.

. , .

The project developed pJans 'in three specific
_
management areas for

the 198-81 school year. in the area of l'taffig, two ZSI. and two
bilinguel_tea.chers nad been h' -red to staff the resource rooms. Five
'a-ides hadals been.hired. In terms of the future, more aides were
seen as being needed if the enrollment continued to grow. However,
nO plans had been formulated for hiring more staff for the 1981-82
school year-

Much emphasis had been placed on the development and procurement of
materials during the 1980-81 school-year. The curriculum developer
spent the year 4esigning a detailed, step-by7st:ep curriculum for
t,eaching English to Indochinese. He also identified a number of ESL
and native language texts for,use by the program's teachers. This
management plan wills no.t be continued,into the 1981-82 school] year
due to lack of funds. /

t
1The third area of manigemeiiiplanning concerned project evaluation.

il

Plans.calied or the evaluation to be conducted by an outside evalUa-,
tor from one f, the local Arniversities. This individual wouldeval-
'uate three components of the project: instruction, staff development"
ancrparent involvement- An,,interim evaluation had just been
completed at the time of oL. site visit, Project staff, principals,
regular classroom teachers, students and parents were interviewed
concerning the, project's intended vs. actual outcomes. The format
developed for the evaluation' would remain constant throughout the

.life of the project
..

.

Outside of the reporting requirements stipulated by OBEMLA, no
additional reporting and dissemination plans had been formalized.
However, the project had published articles inthe.local newspaper
and aired television spots to inform the community at large about the
project: The project director also had to present an'oral annual
report to the' Federal.and State Programs Chairperson-

. 0
.. .

The project directo-: had direct control over the activities of all

e
project staff including

P4 e
teachers and aides. She had a great deal

of control over studen placement CriterAe and practices, teacher/
aide evaluations, and theaa6lint of administrative time available to

, .

the project- She also had a great -deal o" control over all aspects
of project operation including materials' and supplies, staff develop-
inentand training, parent and community involvement plans, student

r esupport services, info mitiori dissemination and program valuation-
Areas in which she had little or no control included scheduling of
classes and amount Of lesson planning timt available which were the
responsibility of the program's teachers; and the provision and main-
tenance of the schools which.cime under the jurisdiction of the two
principals- She shared responsibility with the two principals-for
the coordination of instruction across classes/grades/programs and
for the conduct, of special disciplinary action with program 'students.

I
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The initial implemen'tatAon of th.5. projects wa's carried out for the
most oa::'t. by the prJject director and the"ritle VII teachers. One
of the bilingual teucherscin particular had been instrumental in
'implementing the program in his school as well as in generating
strong parent and community support for the program. In addition,
the superintendent had maintained strong support for the program and
provided, whatever.asnistance was needed. 'Co a small measure, the
two school principals helped (one more than the other)" in gaining
acceptance of the program from the regular claSsroom teachers in the
two schools. For the most part, however, the ps%acipals remained
neutral..towards the program. Finally; neither.thA SPA or OBEMLA,had'
prorided any .assistance to the project.

1

Theo major difficulties faced by the project..wer lack of qualified
staff and native language materials. The-prdject_reIied very heavily
on its'curriCula6 developer and one of i'ts bilingual teachers to deal
with, the latter problem. The previous problem was more difficult to
deal wOhl'but opportunities made available through the project's
arringements with.a local dniversity (as discussed in the staff
development section) were attempting to rectify this problem.

IX. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

The project had made some progress in implementing its various plans.
Students had been identified'and enrolled. Some impacts on the stu-
dents were being noticed by the Title VII,staff and the regular
teachers as well. Their English skilli%ere Improvi.ng as were their
basic academic skills. The greatest areas of weaknesses were ix
staff.development and program coordination. In-service training,
especially for the aides who had little sphoolingthemselves,,needed
to be more frequent and more focused ,on specific skills rather than
broad topic areas. Within the area of coordination, the Title VII
resource room staff and regular teachers met very seldom for the
purpose 'of planning and coordinating teaching objectives between ,the.
classroom and resource room. It appeared that the two carriedout
their respective teaching activities without much, if any,

/coordination.
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CASE 7

HISTORY AND CHAEGE IN A BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROJECT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

This Milidguai-Bicultural .SpanishiEnglish Project,- located in a mid-
weistern state, began in September of 1.'76. It exists within the City
sohools system and is housed in an elementary and a high school.
One class in each of grades thtee, four and five at the elementary
chool, and one class in each of grades ten and eleven at the high
school, are part of the Title VII program. Other locally-funded . g

bilingual education programs also exist in these.two schools as well
as in other public schools in the system. These include an in-class
bilingual education program at another elementary school, and an
itinerant resource program. The city also has an ESAA Desegregation
Program that contains a, multicultu.sal/multillngual component.
Student/I.:enrolled in the prograd are autonomous from those
enrolled in these other programs. Program services do not. overlap.
However; the administrative staff is the same for both the,Title VII-
and LEA bilingual education piograms. Classroom materials are -also
'shared among theprogram. In addirt.pn, teacher and teacher aide
inservices
are held jointly between the Title'VII and LEA bilingual-edftcation
staff.

The publf:cschOol system is composed of a' tota..1 of 19 schools: three
senior high, five junior high and 11 elementary schools. The total
student enrollment is 13;270. Of this'total, 58.6% are Caucasian.
20.5% are Hispanic, 19% are Black, 1.7% are Native .American and .2%
are Oriental. The students are drawn'from the .city which is located-
in a heavily industrialized area. s indicated, the area's economic
base is provided by heavy industry` including steel production,
automobile assembly, mineral mining, ship building and chemical
manufacturing, to name a few. The most recent estimate, base-d on
the 1980 Cenius,.shows the cfty's population to be 87,849, making it
the tenth largest city in the state., The unemployment rate for the
'city was unavailable. However, the county's unemployment rate is
'14.1% (August, 1980). This is about double the average unemployment
rate for the area in 1979, which was 7.4% (figures provided by the
Chamber of Commerce). Reasons for this increase are many. Some
industries have closed and moved to the warmer and.less harsh
clistates of'the southeastern part of U.S. 'Massive lay-offs in the
autoloobile/and Steel industries have also had an effect in the city.
The unemployment rate for tie Hispanics in th'e community was not
available. Howeverthe Hispanic community is a well established
and stable one and 'it is expected that their unemployment rate would
be no greater than the county's overall rate.

T
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In addition to the Title VII program,4her Hispanic bilingual students
a:so benefit from the federally- supported free or reeducedpriced
meals program. Other federally-funded piograms available to thglem, if
needed; include ESEA Title I (reading and, mathematics? and Educaticn
.for the Handicapped.

The City Schdls'also have a bilingual education Itinerant Resource
Program and a Title VII multilingual /multicultural, component at the
city's magnet school set-up under the ESAA.. The itinerant program
was created as part of the city's Lau Compliance plan and was
instituted during the 1977-78 school year. The itinerant program
serves monolingual/Spanish, bilinguaL/Spanish and bilingual/Spanish/
English students, as identified on the Dailey Language Facility Test,
who attend schools not having an in-class bilingual education
program. It covers all grades X through 12. Students enrolled it
the elementary level -receive native language' reading instruction*and
ESL-oral instruction. English and/or native language instruction
specific content areas is available, if needed. At the junior and
senior high school level, students receive ESL instruction and sub-
ject content in English and/or native language'instructian on a
tutorial basis. Students at the senior high school, level are pro-
vided in-class ESL instruction and tutorial services in specific con-
tent areas. The ESAA program provides ESL and content area tutorial
services to--LEP students attending schools affected by the school
desegregation plan.

The most recent needs-assessment was conducted in the Fall of 1980.
It was a school -wide assessment which appraised the educational
needs thought as most important by parents and'the extent of.'
effectiveness which parents felt the schools.fic0 in those- areas_.-:'
The Hispanic parents identified reading in English, writing in

cultural heritage and native language instruction and
mathematics as being the most important areas of emphasis in their
child's education. This information primarily verified what the
project staff already knew.

The Title VII project itself conducted a needs-assessmentdur4ng the
1979-80 school year. This assessment pertained solely to the high
school component of the program."---"Eke most pressing needs were Abr
high school level bilingual materials, placemedt test translations,
more adequate teaching space and subject content area bupport. To
meet these needs the project has, to date:

instituted a tutorial prograM which is scifeduled during the stu-
. dent's study hall and conducted in English and/or the student's

native language,

found a less isolated teaching space in the school for use by
the program: and

almost completed the translation into4Spanish of the high
school 'mathematics placement test.
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the two resource specialists have also jet aside a considerable
amo,.:nt of time this school year for the identificati,In and develop-
men: of materials for the .high schoo1. program. Some of these ma;er-
ials are curre'r.tly/being used trl a multicultural studies course being
offered at t_1the, high sdhool for the first time this year. Other /

materials also being worked on include those for ESL and mathematics.

II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

The project has developed its own in'class.approach to bikingdal
education.. instruction. All LEP' - student's receive ESL-oral and'ESL-
reading instruction daily.- 'Reading is taught in English for those
students who entered the program in K or'first grade; New students.
with limited. English proficiency are first taught...reading in their
native language using a standard fora. of.Spanish. These students'
(LEP: reading abilities are, assessed using, the PrestriPtiVe Reacting
Inventory which is used to develop pre-reading and initial reading
activities.

The underlying assumption of the program in terms of teaching English.
to LEP students is that Engli4h should be taught in the same manner
in which the .child learns his native language. Thus,.ehe program
places initial emphasis on the student's ,listening and speaking

'Prior to being introduce'd,to reading. Conversational skills
are also stressed. In addition, at a result o; this basic assumption
that the best way to learn a new languige is tb acquirs.it in the
same way the native language is learnt/1,, e'minimum of drilXwork is
used. Instead, everyday conversational English is introduced through
exercises. The ultimate goal of the program is to enable the. LEP
student to approximate an English-speaker's skills in'areas of;
syntax and meaning.

If ESEA Title VI; funding, were to be eliminated, alloof the project's
administrative staff believe that the bilingual education program
would be reduced.' Reductions would primarily result in fewer
bilingual teacher'aides, bilingual instructional materials and
Special teacher/teacher aide inservic training. However, .much of 'e
the program' would remain as a result of iinstitutionalization efforts

N -
on the part of the LEA since the beginning of the project.

III! PROJECT PARTICIPATION

The Bilingual-Bicultural Spanish/English Project has a current total
enrollment of 129 students.` The elementary component at the
elementary school provides bilingual instructiok to 69 stUdentos in
grades three to,five. The ethnic backgrounds of these studentl are
85% Puerto. Rican, 10% Mexican and 5% Anglo. According to the
principal, the overall academic, achievement of students in the
elementary school is sguil to the national standards. In contrast,
th2 students enrolled in the Title VII project are perceived as
functioning academiially belownational standards. The greatest'
difference betw4en Title VII and non-Title VII students occurs.in
tfie area of reading achievement, where scores for -Title VII _
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students are lower than those for the overall etudent body. The
lower scores z,re.setan as "a result of the student's limitea English
proficiency. However" no significant differences in achievement are
seen between the two groups in the content area of mathematics.
Overall, alQ. individuals interviewed felt that the project was
having a positive impact on the Title VII students' academic
capabilities. In additin, the project is believed to have
instilled in parents of Title VII students a stronger recognition of
the impotance of education in their chi.ldren'sllives.

The prOject's student population at the school has resmained
relatively stablt,duri.ng -this current school year. According to. the
principal, less fhan 10% of the Title VII population has moved into,
ok out of, the school's attendance area. The majority of those.now
entollbirg in, the program are limited English proficient. If one.-
looks at the entire T.I..4le VII project (elementary and secondary), a

the course of this school year. it is estarated that, anywhere fripm,
...-1different picture. emerges. According to the project director,Ikover4*

30% to .3.5% change in the Title VII population will occur. Although
this estimate, includes both ill- and out-migration of students, the
major portion of this mobility. has been accounted for thus far by
students enrolling in the program.

Entrance intb-the project is determined by .the student's abilitieS
in English reading and speaking. 'All students'enrolled in the city's
public schools are administered the Dailer..ant.tTest
which is used to determine the .student's-language Those .

students who are found to be monolingual in Spanish (MS), bill.nguel"
with greater facility in Spanish (BS), or 0.14figual with equal pro-

/.--ficiency in Spanish and English (B)., are eligible for the prograi.
Once enrgned in the program, these' students are given the Bilingual
Suntax'Measure I or 11 to help determine the language in which.sub-
ject content areas should'be reinforced. The students are also NJ
assessed for placement by the Holt Basic Reading System, parts of

`which have been translated into Spanish. The studerit' Spanish read7
ing skills are also assessed using Prtieba de Lecture Intel -Am. Nivel
I o II. All of these tests are adminiAtered'hy the projeot's "

teachihg staff: resource sPecialist andfor'insternal evaluator'. Addi--
cional information'ehout the student.is also garnered through teacher',
observations end a parent interview. the test information,
along' with the teacher end'parental inputris used tR-provide the
Most appropriate instructional setting for the student. Once
enrolled in the program, a student can remain in the bilingual
setting for irks entire public school educatioh, if ,.the student and
Parente so desire.

Exiting' a student from the prograi involves a three !pep profess%
This process begins with the. teacher's judgment of the student's
readines1 'to' enter a regular English reading program'(and exit the
E'SL program). . Next, objective data in the student's cumulative
record are considered. This includes performance on both standard-
ized and criterion referenced tests. In 'order to allow for some.'

.regression th5t-might ticCur when 'the student moves from ESL to r'egu-
'lar English language instruction, Nhe foleoWing crtteria are used f
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,e In third grads, the student must score in the 84th percentile on
the California Test of Badic Skills (CTBS); and

In fourth grade, the student must meet the mean on the CFBS for
the City Spools by the end of the schOol year or the student
must score at the -50th percentile on' national norms, whichever
i$ greater.

The final step in the exit process involves the joint decision by
the school principal, classroom teacher, and project di5ektor.
Parental input is also included in this decision-making process.
All staff involved with the 'project indicated great satisfaction
with the entry /exit- criteria. However, on# potential problem was
identified in the exit process --- ,'students may only exit the program
at the end of the'school year regardless of whether or not the
parents wish the child to remain,in,the progrA. This particular
situation has occurred this year. The parents of a student enrolled
in the program did not wish for their child to articipate in it.
However, the child has-been retained in the program and is to be
excluded from Spanish language 'arts and ESL instruction. During
those instructional periods, the child is to be given other adativit
ties to do. The childWill not be removed from the program, until.,
the next school year.

Lt

The project's staff cdsistsof the project director, a secretary,
one resource specialfst,'an internal project evaluator, a student-
parent advisor, three teachers and three "teacher aides. All staff
members, with the exception of the internal roject evaluator, are
bilingual An Spanish and Englisjh. .thelin rnal organtzatibn .of the
project is on the following page. -

Each teacher is assisted by one teacher's/.] On rare occasions, a
- ,

parent volunteer may also be present in the classroar Both teachers
interviewed are certifired'in elementary education within the state.
Neither has a bilingual c ificate since the'gtate doesn't have that

4::
type of certification av ilable at this tide. One of the two
teachers interviewed is a cent college graduate with about five
months of teaching 4xperience. The other teacher has over 24 years
Of teaching experience. Much of this experien '; e took place in Puerto
Rico.' Since coming top tilts country, he has served as a bilingual
edtcation-Clasroom t4aFher aild ESL specialisp in' a bilingual educa-
tion program in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Prior to his involvement in
the Title VII program, he served as an itinerant resource teacherin
one of the city's locally funded bilingual edubation programs The
resource specialist is involvid primarily in curriculum /materials
development, insezvime training, and student testing. She is also
responsible for the supervision .of the teacher aides. Pribor to .

serving in this capacity, she was a classram teacher in one of the
school system's LEA sponsored bilingual.education programs and the
current Title VII program. She is also a certified elementary school
teacher in the state and has a total of seven years' teachin
experience. The student,Tarnent advisor acts as a referral s rce to
the teachers in the elementary program. She intercedes in student
problems (notof a disciplinary nature) where home.visits are ,
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necessary. She also assists parents in identi.:ying and utilizing
othe'r services in the community which may c4 needed (e.g., jot
employment centers, applying Ifor food stamps, majority '

of her time, however, is spent with the secondary program. She has
five years of.teaching'expe,rience, three of which wekispent within
the Title VII bilingual edcation program In additgqn to her state
elementary education certification, she also holds a reading special-
ist certificate, a supervisor certificate and an elementary principal
certificate, all from the state. The internal project evaluator mon-
itors the academic progress of students enrolled in the program. He

also provides some training to the teacher aides in the area of test-
ing. He has '17 years of experience in the tielsd of education. The
teacher aides in the prograi are all high school graduates. One also
completed one year of college. 'All are full -time and have be,an with
the program for at least two years.

IV. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The Bilingual-BiculturalSpanish/English Project is the second Title
VII 'grant implemented in the City SchdOls. The initial Title VII
bilingual education pilot demonstration grogram began in September
of 1970. This first prcject'came about as a result of the efforts
of the 'school system's executive director of 'curriculum and
instruction and the supervisor of categorical programs (now Personnel
Director).; These individuals found that there were schools-within
the system having high concentrations of non- and limited English-
Speaking students. In_these same schools, they also fOund a great
.iar4 problems in the instruction uf these students, ai well as very

' low teacher morale and a great deal of teacher frustration. These
factors led them to the recognition of the need for .a bilingual
education program and to seek out sources through which one could *be

. funded. They were successful in garnering support for a bilingual
education program from the city council with very strong backing from
the Hispanic community. A campaign was also launched `to inform the-
schools and community at lerge about bilingual education. Several
worksbops, sehahars, panel discussions, etc., were geld. These
various activities were conducted by some of the most nationally
well-.known advocates of bilingual education.

The executive director and "the school psychometrist were the key
individuals involved in-this project's initial application. Minimal
input to this application was also supplied by a few council members
and representttives from the PTA in the school where the .lingual
education prog.vam would be housed. En September of 1970, a 60-month
grant was awarded to establish a bilingual education pilot demonstra-
tion program, in an elementary school. This program provided services
to limited English proficiency students at two grade levels.
Initially, Title VII funds covered four classes in kindergarten and
first grade. In the second year of funding, the LEA started institu7
tionalizing- the program. During the 1971''72 school year, the LEA
assumed financial responsibility for the kindergarten program while
grades one and two were covered under Title VII funding. For each of
the remaining three years, the bilingual education program grew
verticallAby one grade.. By the final1funding year (1974-75), the
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Title vI.T. program-was in the flOurth and fifth grad,as with the LEA
having the total f-_nancial commitment for the bilingual education -.

sgrogram in grades through three. In September of 1975, all Title.
f.undtng had ceased. The eleme.ntary school bilingual education,

program, however, continued under the auspices of the LEA. This
program is still in operation today with' the only major change being
that all classes in all grades kindergarten through sixth are.
totally bilingual.

DurAng the period of 1975-.76, no federally supported bilingual edu-
cation programs existed in the City SchoOls system. At this time;
additional schools in the area were identified as having high
concentrations of limitedEnglish profic:ent students who would bene-
fit from a bilingual education program. Parents of students in'th.ese
schools also began questioning why services weren't available. The
project director set out, with the backing of the superintendent and
executive director of curriculum and instruction, to apply fur
another Title VII grant. The original application for the City
Bilingual Bicultural Spanish/English Project was submitted to OBE
during 'the 1975-76 ,school year. Funding for the program began in'',
the Fall of 1976.

,

The current Title VII project has gone through several changei over
the course of its close to five-year existence. .The initial-change
in t e program, as it was described in the original grant applica-
tion, was in the number of schools participating-in the program. By
the m= Title VII funding war received, two of the,.original tour
schools had to be excluded from the program due to A'dramatic,drOp'
in the numbers of qualifying students. Neither school had.enough
students to meet Title VII participation requirements. The program
has also gone through several stages of development at the elementary
level- Initially, it began as a pull-out program where bilingual
aides provided instruction in ESLand Spanish language arts. The
aides worked under the supervision of-a resource-specialist. This -..

method of instruction was intially adqpted because, the school system,
could not find bilingual education teachers. Atte,: the first year,
the project .staff became dissatisfied using this ,system. They were
unsure Qf what and how the children were learning. During the,.next
school year, the bilingual aides were placed in classrooms with mono-
lingual English -- speaking teachers. The aides were stilkresponsible

e ifor ESL and Spanish anguag arts instruction. The resource special-
ist also 'provided a great deal of support to both the aide and
teacher. The final stage in the development of the project occurred
in the following year. Bilingual classroom teachers replaced the
monolingval English-speaking teachers with the bilingual aides

-.remaining in the classroom. ESL and Spanish language arts instruc-
tion are now the responsibility -of both the teacher and aide.

, ,

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The overall long-term goals of the instructianal.component of the
project, as stated in the 1978 continuation application, are:

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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to provide formal training in areas ofAistening and speaking,
befcre introducing reading and writing in English as a second
language;

to teach English as a second language to nore-English-speaking
and limited English-speaking' students;

to teach the ognitive areas to students in their native lang-
uage while they develop competency in English;

to provide language instrl.ction in the native language and
English;

to proviae cultural studies whichrelate to the s.tudeftts par-
ticipating;

to develop and implement a systematic evaluation of the biling-
ual education program terms of student achievement;

to implement an assessment of the development of positive
attitudes;

to identify.and develop the best methods for teaching children
of limited 1nglish speaking ability; and

to provide a basis for identifying the most effective methods
for teaching English as a second language.

In addition to these overall objectives, very specific inseructional
objectives have been developed for each of the three grade le4els.
These objectives are for the areas of ESL oral, ESL-oral reading,
ESL-reading, Spanish language arts, Spanish as a second language, and
cultural heritcge studies. The other content area-objectives used
are those developed for the grads levels system-wide,

As previously indicated, the Title VII elementary component is.houied
in the elementa,y school. The classrooms are located along both
sides of the hallways' (five lit all) , with the -principal's office.and
nurse's suite located along the center hall'ay. The bilingual class-
rooms are located among tha other classrooms of their. grade level and
are physically indistingishable from the regular classrooms. The
classrooms are large, well -.lit and well-maint..ined, and generally.
attractive. The rooms had well-stocked libraries, mainly with books
in English. Various comtherdial and student-produced.materialswere
on the, walls.. The room arrangements were very similar with the
students' desks being arranged in three cluiteil 'with-four rows of
three desks across in each cluster. The teachers' desks were
situated in the front of the classrooms.: The teacher aide in each
classroom had a work area located in the back of the room.

The three gredes in the projectuse the same reading, mathematics
and social studies series: Holt Basic Reading, Macmillan Mathematics
and the Ginn and Company Series in social studies -- Our Country

ti
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5th) and.Our-People (4th). In Spanish language atrts, the third and
.fifth grades use A Cada Paso, while the fourth grade uses Conozcamos
a Puerto Rico.-

A typical day of a student enrolled in 1 : he program would closely fol-
low the schedule below:

Mathematics
ESL
Spanish Language Arits
English Reading
Science
Social Studies

45 minutes /day
45 minutes/day
30 minutes /day
30 minutes/day,
30 minutes/day
30 minutes /day

5 days/week
5. aays/week
5 days/week
5 days/week
5.days/week
5 drys /week

.The students also hive art, music, physical education, library, and
an enrichment activity. Each of ,these periods lasts 30 to 40
minutes and is held.one day per week; According to the teacheV,
students in the Title VII program do not attend these activie1,,es
with non-Title VII students. Each of these activities is carried
out with one class at a time.

VI. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

This year, teacher training plans have been developed only for inser
vice training. The funds previously allocated for formal educational
.opportunities were unavailable this year. Teacher inservices are
scheduled on a formal basis 'once a month during the school year. The
topics covered in these inservices are selected by the project
director, resource teachers,, and the internal project evaluators
with input from the teachers themselves.

The inservice plan for teacher aides is designed by the resource
teacher and the individual aide. Usually, one inservice per week
takl,place and is held,at the school where the program is housid.
The range of topics could include student testing, use'of materials,
lesson planning, etc. The resource specialist writes up. th4 objec-
tive(s) for the teacher afde inservice, and' submits them to the
project director. Teacher aides are also invited to attend those
teacher inservices which are relevant, to their classroom duties.

One joint teacher/teacher aide inservice is scheduled each year. .

This is heljd prior to the beginning of the .school year in late August
and covers 'a three-, to four-day period. The purpose of this
inservice is to preview the coming school year. The range of topics
covered during this inservice include: the philosophy of bilingual-

,bicultural education, new' teacher orientation, new (and old)
instructional materials, student identification and testing, human'
relations; and classroom management.

VII. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
/-

This year the Parent Advisory Committee voted not to have a chairper-
son. However, although not voted on formally, the Student-Parent Ad-
visor has assumed the role of the chairperson, ihich is fully
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acceptable to the parents. During the current school year, the PAC
has planned'activities in four specific areas, most of which relate
to the instructional companeni of the project. Specifically, the
PAC has been providing assistance to the project staff by helping to
acquire a computer learning system for the high school program.
This system ould help to expedite the learning of English. The
Ac also is assisting in the identification and hiring of bilingual
teachers and will participate as the project's representative in
bilingual education conferences. PAC member& have also observed in
each ot the project's Classrooms. This is done annually with a
debriefing conducted by the project director immediately following
the observation.

There has been very active participation in the PAC by parentA, but
there is a need to increase that participation, especially froMother
areas of the city. The current ,PAC.. is composed of eight members.
including two parents, the proj4ct director, and the student parent 4...
advisor. s

The PAC informs the other parents and the- community of .its activities
through the muse of flyers which advertise PAC-sponsored events and
.other activities. Letters are also sent via the students to inform'
parents of upcog meetings, PAC adtivit*es, etc. On an informal
basis, information is also disseminated by telephone. All of the
notices, flyers, letters, and other written materials disseminated
by the PAC are written in both English and Spanish.

PAC meetings, are usually conducted in both English'and Spanish. In-
formation is usually presented first in English with the main points'
being translated into Spanish for clarifications, When- controversial
issues are being discussed, the meetings are bilingual. Spanish is
almost ajiways used when soliciting input from the parents to ensure
active involvement and participation of all members.

Very feu/ members of the PAC volunteer in .the classroom. In the ele-
mentary school, all classrooms have a designated room mother who pro-
vides the teacher with whatever assistance is required. As stated
earlier, PAC members observe in each classroom. In addition, the
PAC, as well as other parents of children in the program, provide
input to the furtber deyelopment of tOe project's cultural enrichment
program. They help _to identify.topiC areas.to be covered as well as
suggest specific classroom activities to be conducted.

04.
. VIII.

.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
HI

Four areas of project management have been, or are currently being,
addre'ssed by the program. First, there were plans to hire two
bilingual teachers for grades four and five. These two individuils
have been hied. Second, the project has been, and continues to te,
involved in curriculum. materials development and procurement. Thi-s-

has been a major emphasis of the project since its inception'four
.years.ago. Thus far, the project has developed an ESL Survival
Packet, Espanol como Lengua Vernacula(threelevels), a Cultural

1
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Heritage Studies and Activities guided a *Multicultural Studies
course, and an ESL/40LT Supplementary Activities Guide. The project
is currently finishing the ESL materials for the upper grade levels
and, is translating the upper-level mathehatics program into

'Spanish. Attempts have been made to develop and procure bilingual
materials in the content areas of science and :social studies. This
has since been 44iscontinued due to the time and availability4
constraints placed on the project staff.

The third. area of plInning pertains to evaluatihn. One major change
in the e-valuation plans has occurred this school year -- that change
being the loss of funding for the external evaluator. This indi-
vidual had been doing a longitudinal study of the.project and had
collected data duri-ng the previous four years. As a result of the
loss, the project will not receive a summative, project report on the
students included in this Study. The project Will continue to retain
the services of an internal evaluator. This individual has been fol-
lowing the academic achievement of a group of students for the past
three years. He also monitors student performance do standardized
tests and compares it to the performance of non-Title VII students.
Previous evaluations have- also'been conducted by an Evaluation
Dissemination and Assessment CentelT located in a nearby state.

The final area of project management planning deals with the .9ro-
ject's repotting and information dissemin#tion activities. On a
quarterly basis, 'the project distributes Keusletters to the parents
of children in the program as well as to community groups.
Information about the project is also disseminated'through a school
district-wide paper and in.the Latino news section of the local
paper. The project director very active in bilingual education
at the state level and travels to numerous conferences giving presen-
tations on the project.\ In fact. one interviewee stated that the
state's Department of Edilcatios often refers requests for information
on bilingual education to the project staff, especially the project
director.

The project director has direct control over the-activities of the
'resource specialist, internal evaluator, student-parent advisdr, and
secretary. She shares responsibility with the principal for the

k three classroom teachers. The resource specialist and teachers share

or has
over the activities of the teacher aides. The project direc;

or has.a great deal of conttol over the placemenW criteria and prac-
tices of the project, the 'amount of administrative/recordkeeping,time
available aml`tne coordination of instruction across classes and
grades wit in the project. She has no, control over the scheduling of
classes ( andled by resource specialist and principal), the_aitount of
teacher lanning time (decided upon by the school board), maintenance

*At the high school level only.
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of the instruct:.onal facilities (handld by the school district),
discitaining of students (handled by teacher and pricipal) or
teache=/student'ratios. The project director also _as a great deel
of control over project materials and supplies, sta f development and
training, project information dissemination and office operation.
She also has a reat deal of control over program evaluation, but
shares some of this control with the internal evaluator. The
project's parent and community involvement plans are primarily the
concer.of the PAC and student-parent adNisor,.although the project
director does have some supervisory control. The project director
has some control over student support services, but these are
primarily the responsibility of the principal and other adminis-,
trative school personnel. In terms of the overall project, the
school system supervises the project's teaching staff and operation
to a very great extent. However, most of the actual overseeing and
decision-making au=hority for the project ts in the hands of the
project director with some input from the PAC.

Through the course of the previous.-four years, the project has en-
countered numerous difficulties in implementinq its plans. Intti-
ally, the' ommuni:ty was polarized with most of the Hispanics wanting
the program and the rather extensive eastern European community not

,

wanttng it at all. The. latter strongly objected to their tax monies
being used"for this purpose. Members of this segment of the
community felt that they had come to this country without any special
efforts made to accommodate them. They felt that they'had made it
without special treatment and so could the Hispanics. TrTs attitude
.has been very difficult to dispel, and after. four and 'one-half years,,
t,he project must still deal with it. Progress in countering these
negati,xe opinions has been slow, but steady.

Anothdr difficulty encountered by the project is one that exists, to
a limited extent, within the Hispanic community 'itself. Some members'
of that community do not wish to see the program in operation because
of the velry same attitudes expressed by the eastern Europeans.
Others confused the bilingual, program with the desegregation issue.
They Saw themselves being forced to take an unpopular\stnce on a
very controversiakissue and, instead chose a position which would
not alienate them from the larger community. Steps have been taken
by the-projec staff to better inform the Hispanic community so that
misunderstandings of this kind would be less likely in the future.

A final area of difficulty still exists, altbough on a very limited
scale, within the schoolsIthemselves,primarily with principals and
teachers. The base for the problemstems from the way in which the
bilingual education program is institutionalized. As the program
moves to another grade level, a bilingual teacher must be placed at
that grade level. In some instances, a regular clasiroom teacher

,

has had to be displaced in order to accommodate the bilingual class.
Some of these teachers, especially those who have been in the system
a long time, resent being moved, which has c'reat'id some hostility
toward the project.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES. INC.
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Overall, ttceeproject is now more or less viewed as_an institution of
the school.kyjtem. The strong backing of the school board and the
central administrative staff, as well as the extensive PR campaigns
launched by the project staff, have succeeded'in making the climate
a more accepting and understanding one.

IX. INT$AEDIATE OUTCOMES

-The Bilingual Bicultural Spanish/English Project is well designed and
appears to he accomplishing its primary goal -- the integration and
accommodation of Hispanic families into the mainstream of the
community. The project's strength is primarily due to the strong
commitment and professionalism of the project director. She has been
a driving force behind the project, as well as being a very visible
and respected individual in the aommunity. In addition, she is''at
the.forefront of the movements to have bilingual education become
institutionalized at the state level, and to have the state
recognize -and provide certification in that field.

_AcCording.to the data collected by both the internal and external
evaluators, the Title VII program students appear to be making signi-
ficant aqademIc progress that is attributable to their enrollment in
the ,program. In addition, students' attitudes toward school are,
seen as being more positive and their attendance has increased as a
result of their participation'in the project.

To date, the accomplishments of the bilingual education program as
identified by the project diredtor include ; *'

provision for bilingual bicultural education to students of A

limited Englishlanguage proficiency;

provision far bilingual bicultural education to students 6f.
'limited Spanish language proficiency;

scheduling heterogenous self-contained elementary bilingual
classrooms;

placemarlstif bilingual teachers in the elementary classroom;

placement of bilingual teacher aides in bilingual and
monolingual English classroom;

provision for bilingual tutoring services;

development of curriculum and guides:

a. English as a SecondLanguage Survival Packet

Taken from the project's 1979-1980 Protect Evaluation Report.
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b. Espanol como Lengua Vernacu a
Elemental - Jard.l.n de I fancia
1WITWFITTEN- Primari
Elemental n. Intermedia

c. Cultural, Heritage S tudies
Objective and Activity Guide

d. Multicultural Studies
High School Course

e. ESL/HOLT Supplementary 'Activities Guide

adoption by Board of Education of an elementary Spanish basal
reading program;

development of inservice workshops for teachers in a bilingual
setting in both non-credit sessions and graduate credit
courses; and

involvement of the community in monitoring the Bilingual
Bicultural Education Program.,
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CASE ,,8

A WELT.-ORGANIZED INDIAN PROJECT

,4I% CONTEXT OF THE SERVICES
. 4.

.4' ') /--,

The Title VII Elementary 'and Secondary Edialcation Act project in this
sample district was closely tied to a Title IV Indian.Eclucatison :
grant. The litter', had the responsibility of collecting, editing,
and publishing Aterials in the local Indian lariguage for this

:district and three others, and-for another Indian language project
in another section of the state. Ethnic Heritge'and Johnson-
O'Malley funds had also been utilized. 'Without the production of
materials, many of-the Title VII project implementation activities
would have beer. impossible. Both will be treated in this.case ....

history for that reason.

The present activities of both fun ds grew out of a common history.
In the early years of the Indian movement, language af&d culture
became important i -ssues in the struggle. Sever'' Indian groups
pressured for more use of their languages, consideration tor 'their
cultures, and generally better education for their children. In
1969, a consortium of two tribes obtained some planning monies to,_
conduct-a survey of the usage of those languages and the extent of
limited English proficiency among the school children. The survey
served as a needs assessment for the early work toward bilingual
education among those groups.

In 1970, the ;acal Indian people withdrew from the consortium and
entered into an agreement with the local, school district to carry
out the work required to facilitate native language development.
That agreement had continued to the time of the, Study, with the
'nearby reservation school functioning as a part of that district.

An anthropologist, together with many local Indian'assistants, then
began the collection of oral histories and other materials in the
native language. The tapes

had

transcribed in preliminary script
as the present orthography had not yet been finalized. The Wycliff..1
Bible translators also did some language Wark during that' time but
their project was abandoned. The l.nguistic analyses'were done, an.
orthography agreed upon, And the.workwas begun on the dioionarp,
grampar, and the firs:it story books, Myths, legends, oral.hi-stories,
and descriptions of Cultural components were added later.

The early materials were mimeograped and were reviewed with children
and adults. The usemf local Indian assistants in the linguistic
work had givep several of them a considerable teChnical/ knowledge
about working with languages. They accumulated many college credits
during the collection and analysis efforts and several earned college
dugreeZ.and teaching certificatee in the state - in 1981, the sample
district alone had 18 certified local Indian teachers and several

42
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others.wers teaching in other districts; ten years earlier there had
been only-three sich certified teachers'in the entire state. The

1

potential educational, cultural, and economic imp'att was great.

The Title IV materiels develppment project was formalized for the
lot.%41 Indian fa.ngvage in 1976. Two other districts began using
ft,'IlOse- materials, through SEA Title VII, in 1978, and a fourth was
fedde4=1 4n 1980. The portion of_ the Title IV EIA pro' t'serving- the
other local ndian language was begun,.in 1978. Th t group did its

- own oollecti n and editing; the sample district prepared the final
printed ications. .

The 1981: perspectives of the work, then, were viewed in terms of the
'massive cie'velopment effort over the twelve -year period - from a point
at which the langulage was nDt even a written, to 'a stage in wilich
many materials were published, and the language was being taught.
Many insiitutions had made significant contributions: the Indian
officials* and people, the 1oca4lschool district, a community college,
a state university, and the federal government through its support
and encfuragement.

II. THE STUDY SITE 7

The sample district was located'in a Northern state and in an area'
where the Northern Plains begin. The geography is rolling hills
with a number of small and large rivers intersecting the grasslands
that occupy a large portion of the terrain. All of the towns in the
area are small although a major-city is located about 50 miles away.

Two separate sites must b4 described since two distinct Topiilations
occupy the territory embraced by the saMple.distriict. The most
important to this project is the reservation 'lands held by the tribal
group,'ondkof the largest Indian controlled areas left icn the United'
States. Only a portion of that reservation lies within the juris-,
diction of the local school district. Other portions are served by
three.other districts and by a private school. In contrast to the
situation in many other reservations, here almost all the residents
are of t'he same tribe; only a very small minority was of other Native
American groups or were Anglos. The reservation is governed'
communally., that is, there is no tribal council per se and large
community meetings make the major decisions concerning the land and
the people, similar to the governing seructure of space Anglo
communities in the New England states. -

The economy of the reservation was unusual. Funds acc ed to it and
to individuals from 'several sources: federal monies fro tribal
agreements, leases for grazing rights,'leases for grai farming,
leases for mineral exploration and production, and fro sore
commercial' concessions operating within the reservation. Ih
addition,'many of the residents worked on the reservation in the
tribal offices, in 'the Head Start and school, in the stores, and in
several other services such as health, nutrition, law enforcement,

0
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ame'manamethente and land surveys. Some also w wked off the
reservation during parts of the year, especialrYrin the different.
agri'culturrilDursnits and in logging. A much small number worked in
stores &ed. in,government offices outside the reservation although
..infreasingly, those persons with full-time employmdnt off the
reservation resided in the. town itself.

Both the reservation and the town benefited froth aspmall tourist
trade. A national monument was nearby, another battle site not far
removed, and the Indian fair and 'rodeos drew substantial numbers of
participants and Spectators. Restaurants avd motels,..b th in the
town'ad the reservation., served the tourist; trade.

The town was largely Anglo; only about 15% of the inhabitants was
Indian. Most

were
the employees in the stores, government office ,

and schools were Anglo but the number of Indian employees had. grown
substantially in recent years. As in most agricultural communities,
the population was airly conservative in political and economic
outlook. The Anglo population spoke only-English; no AngloS°spoke
the Indian language but a few of tie school personnel had taken some
lessons through the project and the community college classes.

In essence, then, the two popUlations lived side by side and inter-
acted in many ways, but their cultures remained separate.
Interviewees-reported that the relationships between the two groups

-were good but that little social interaction occurred beyond the
ordinary speaking relationships when groups met together in school,
church, or other organizational settings. -There appeared to be
Little antipathy between the two groups; they simply maintained a
kind of "agreed upon" separation.

III. THE SCHOOLS . .

The district operated a primary school, an upper elementary, a junior
high, and a senior high scho9X in the town and the W0-6 elementary
school on the nearby portion of the reservation. The students from
the latter school were bussed to the town for grades seven through
twelve. Similarly, children from the nearby agricultural area were
also bussed, thus no special treatment was ,inferred from that
arrangement.

Thelboard and the administration were fairly conservative in their
approaches to education, stressing the basics of rtAding and
mathematics. Rather precise standards were set for passing from one
grade to another and for graduation from high school. An innovation
adopted to reduce the number of retentions in the elementary school'
was the institution of a "preparatory" year between kindergarten and
first grade for

Is

those who had not reached a functionilg'reading and
number readines by the end of-kindergarten. The preiaratory year
stressed readiness during the first half and then moved on to actual
readipg and arithmetic during the latter half. Combinations of '
first/second and ,they grades made it, po'ssible for students to move
ahead according to individual learning, which was different from the
total mass competition,found in a single grade Anstkuction. These
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two adaptations were reported to be functioning well; the reading
scores of the students were said tg:I.be near national norms. Some
.Indian children were enrolled in the preparatory year and in some of
the combination grades. n the latter were limited English-speaking
students, Angles and indiails viho had not attended kindergarten but.
were six yeari' old, and, reported'IY, a relatively large proportion,
of 'prema'ture birth children that had not develabed sufficiently for

:srfirst grade.

The teachers .and administrators were mostly Anglo in the town
schools, but some local Indian teachers were also eMpl;C.yed. All 'of
the instruction in the town schqols was in English, althbugh
occasionally the native language was used to assist thoSe children
with the understanding of terms or concepts.- Standard commercial
text series were used throughout the grades with sup*ementar,y(
matels-purchased commercially ors made by the teachers. A
relatively large nu ber of reeding aid materials were present, in the
rooms and the studs ts^were using them. A-few special mathematics
materials were also available.

The Title VII project operated only in the school on the.reseivation.
That school, kindergarten through sixth grade, was presaged by a Head
Start.program but it was reported that fewer than half the children
attended those classes. The principal in the reservation school had
been there for eleven years and was described by everyone as an
extremely,well organized administrator with a great'deal of know-
ledgeriabout teaching generally an4 especialIY about Aaching reading.
The school administrator and an iti*/terviewed board member stated that
when the school came into the district, the reading level was
"abysmally low" but that during the.principal's'tenure; the standard-.
ize reading scores had risen such that 75% of the, children was at
or above the national norm. Few schools, including the town schools

`,in the district, have equalled that performance., The mathematics
scores.were still lower than they should have.been but the school
was preparing some special programs to improve that condition.

The school building was pleasant and attractive. One part was a'Irery
old structure but had been maintained carefully; a newer section was
added to accommodate the increased enrollment during the last several
years. The classrooms were clean, well lighted and ventilated, and
properly painted. Carpets were utilized for a part of the floor
space and linoleum tiles covered the rest. The walls were decorated
attractively with both local Indian and general US cultural
materials. .A great deal of work done by the children was displayed.

The conduct of the children in the Title VII schoql was e emplary.
No wandering or disturbances were noted in the halls. Wit in the
classrooms, the pupils paid attention to,the teacher and t e aides,
worked hard, and participated freely in the discussions.

The teaching staff was about half Anglo and half from the local,
Indian tribe (one Native American aide from another tribe worked
therealso). Both the teachers and the aides were well trained in
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teaching English as a second language ('not needed for most pupils
since they were largely bilingual), reading, culture, ana.several
other subjects. Local Indian speaking aides-were available for at
least a pa4t of each day in the rooms where the teachers were mono-
lingual English speaking. Aides also conducted special English,
reading, social studies, and .mathematici instruction to small groups..

The local Indian community exAreasedk a great deal of pride in the
work of the schools.. Interviewees iinVariably spoke about the
influence of the,principal as a m jo factor in te hiah achievement

the tea hers, noting'that-the princ-ipal and the district had been1
and con uct of the pupils. They a s were very complementary about

concerned with finding the best teachers th #y could, including well
trained Indian teachers. many of the local Indian interviewees
contrasted the present state of education 4,r1 thesbhool with that
present when it was a,feder4 government school, notXng that enormous
progress had be,e.made. The admipistiators of the district and some
community people from the ton also new about the achievement in the
Title VII school and were pleased with it..

C j

The Indian and the Anglo communities were copcernfd about the
possible reducebein federal funding assistance to the schools.

. ESEA Title I, Johnson-O&Malley, and federal impact. funds were used
N

.extensively in the remediation programs. A fairly large proportion
of the children were eligible for free lunch programs which were
cited as important to.the general growth and development of those /
children. Stmilarly, the communities were concerned about reductions
in bilinguAl education since both Title VII ESEA and Title V IEA
had contributed to the academic achievehient of the school opulation-
as a whole. Individua.ls 'believed that muc of the aca is progress
of, the Indian students was'due to the incrlased feelings of identity
and self-worth that had emanated from the projects. The state did
not have a bilingual law nor did it proide funds for bilingual
educations the loss of the federal funds was thus seen potentially
as a very damaging factor in the future Oucation of the Indian 1,

children. a

IV. 'THE PROJECT
, 1

An associate sujerintendent in the central office of the district
served as the coordinator of all federal and state programs, working
closely with the principal and with the director of the Title IV
work in the reservation school. The three persons shared the
responsibilities for the eral administration, and

theof te work in a gapized manner; no overlapping
or dubious responsibility areas- were,found. The'arrangement had
\been in%:effect for several .years,. made possible hy the solid.
(professionalism of the principal and both the present and the
previous directors (the previous irector had been fromoted to

tprincipal of the primary school) 'n thetown). The project director,
ife.cause.of the multiple duties-Of publication and instruction, was

is.
. 4
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aided by specialists in the native languaige, aide training, editing,
and the print shop. All But one of these assistants spoke the local
Indian language. Instructional aides And workers in the art and
print' shop were all from the local tribe except fdr the previously
mentioned aide from another Native American group.

The project offices and other facilities were housed in a separate
building on the reservation school campus. They included a private
office for the director and joint space offices for the other
employees. An attractive training room was available. The art and
print shop was small but the space was used efficiently. The
materials produced were displayed attractively and adequately stored.

All the aides were given inservice training every Monday and Friday
afternoons. The training session which was observed included work
in mathematics 4n both English and the local Indian language, by
experienced teachers/teacher trainers. The classes concentrated on
the mathematics being taughti,in the school classes, and were
designed to further the knowledge of the aides in the mathematical
functions in both languages. Other classes were in reading and
writing tie native language, in teaching English and native language
and reading, ib the social studies including native culture and
history,*and i4# several other subjects appropriate to thTmentary
program. Teacher training was also given through ihservice and
those sessions were also concentrating on matheira-tics, the riew
thrust in the school. At the time of the observations, no Anglos
were enrolled in classes to learn.the_local Indian language ali.bough
some had done so previously. Difficulties with the instructiOn(one
trainer was too technical and the other inexpe;Aenced in teaching
adults) had caused them to temporarily abandon the classes. Most of
the aides and all the Indian teachers had taken credit courses in
the native language through a community college that offered that
work on the school campus, Several of the aides had alto taken a
number of regular commlinity college courses for under-graduate
credit and some were pursuing teacher credentialing courses in.a .

state university that had specialized in -thelocal Indian language
and teaching Indian children. Most of the.. .Indian teachers with
certificates had begun their careers in the early linguistic work
and followed that up as aides in the school. A considerable career
developient ladder had been pursued through both the ESEA and the

IEA projects, and with a great deal of success. It was also noted
that there were many Indian students in academic fields other. than
educatioh in the same state university and in others.

In coOperaion with the community college, the state university, and
the project, adult education Classes were also conducted'. Many local
Indian people had taken the native language reading and writing
courses but few of them were classified as literate in thtt language
up to the point. The classes were.colltinuing, however, and greater
progress was expected One stimulus to further adult learning of
the native language was the classes ill the school; wh n children
took their langukTe" lessons and materials home, the dults became
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imicerestea and expended further efforts into learning the written
language. (Every adult Indian on the reservation spoke the 'language
fluently and all but the elderly also spoke English fairly well.)

V. INSTRUCTION

The Title VII classrooms were taught in a combination of strategies:.
whole class instruction with some general materials, small groups
within the classroom by the teacher, for differing performance
levels, and small groupsboth Inside and outside the class- -for
specialized assistance in reading, mathematics, local Indian
language, and native culture, taught by the aides and specialists.
Pull-outs from the classes were kept to a minimum because the school
philosophy was that the teacher should.maintain-"control of scope and
sequence of the curricula; that was deemed difficult to achieve when
children are away from the general supervision of the teacher. The
combinalkion appeared to be appropriate; the observations showed the
groupings to be appropriate, the instruction geared to the
performance levels, and the specialized instruction to be needed and
worthwhile.

The school used a single reading series for the elementary grades as
did the district as a whole. That series was supplemented by
additional word attack skills and practice materials. Many of these
were commercially produced but others were made by the teachers and
the aides to address specific needs of the pupils. A single
mathematics series was. also used and, again, supplementary materials
were provided. The other subjects were taught mainly by special
materials in the primary grades and via commercial texts in the upper
grades. Almost all the local Indian culture materials were those
produced by the Title IV IEA project and those included the
dictionary, grammar, stories, myths, legends, a history, and music.
The publications could be supplemented by several tapes, flannel
board sets, games, and concrete objects such as dolls, clothing,
models, and useful things familiar to the children. The printed
materials were almost all in both the Indian language and English,
thus facilitating their use in either language.

The strategy for the language arts was the following:

In the kindergarten 'through th;rd grades, the main language of
instruction was English. The native language was used to
explain words and concepts and to generally facilitate the

improvement of English and the academic subjects. Exercises to
increase the nativealanguage vocabulary were carried out but
reading and writing were not taught in that language.

o The main language of instruction in grades four through six was
also. English but lessons in reading the native language were
given/ writing the native language was not a major thrust of
the program.

P

The local and other Indian cl4tures were taught in every grade.
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When the Title v// students transferred to the town schools,
beginning in seventh grade, the remainder of their instruction was .

in English but some cultural elements were taught in social studies.

The Anglo and Indian teachers were fully literate in English. The
small errors observed were about equally distribUted between the
Indians and Anglos and were no more than would be .seen in

pupils
mono-

lingual English classroom. A very high proportion of the were
bilingual. A few in kindergarten and the primary grades had some
limitations, chiefly in vocabulary and grammatical construction, but
they were improving rapidly. The observer could not judge the native
language flueacy of the teachers, aides, and children but outside
community persons reported that the teachers and all but the-Indian
aide from another tribe spoke the language fluently. Even ttiat .

latter aide was said to be learning the language rapidly. Native
language literacy had been taught to the teachers'''and aides for only
a short time, due to the state of the art in the creation of the
orthography and the materials, which were judged by the teacher
trainer to be "fair" and improving rapidly. The-project was in the
-process of standardizing the vocabularies for mathematics, science,
and social studies; thus the staff had more difficulty with those
subjects than with the vocabularies for general culture and living
themes.

VI. BILINGUAL INSTRUCT -ION

. The primary grades approach to using the'native language, that of
facilitation and increasing the vocabulary-in that language., was
deemed by the district to be the best for the conditians. .District
staff stated that the children,arrived at school with defidiencies
in English and needed to improVe rapidly they were to succeed in
their school Subjects and in social and economic life afterwards.
They also stated that because of the structure of the language, the
words were frequently very- long and thus difficult for small children
to learn to read and write. The teachers pointed out the length of
the words in many of the publications as examples of that problem,
One example they cited yaks a common word, rodeo., which is a
Combination of a root woid, for place, and, with' the addition of the
descriptives of "horse bricking" and the ap priate sex, geuder, and
action direction as prefixes and suffixes. (the xample is for use in
the sentence "Jess goes to the rocreo"). ',Obviously, those words of
such length and complexity are diffiCult to teach. It must be
pointed out, however, that both the structural complexity and the
_length in this Indian language are not much different from those in
Magyar (Hungarian), Welsh, Finnish, and Samoan - and the children of
those languages learn to read and write the languages at the
beginning of their school careers. Further, since there is evidence
that teaching reading anc.writing in both the primary language and
in English at the. same time produces the highest achievement of any
other pattern, some reconsideration of the practice may be needed.
Nevertheless,the project was pursuing exactly the program that it
had specified'initi proposals and that, in itself, is not common
among 12i1ingual'programs.

1
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When native language =eading was introduced in the fourth grade
(since the studied year was only the second in which reading
materials had been available, all three grades were on about thi
same level), the-major, common root words were learned via phoirgtics.
The orthography was almost completely phonetic, thus word attack
skills were taught simultaneously,with the root words. Flash cards,
word lists, and the printed materials were the main vehicles of
instruction. The students were encouraged .to use the studied words
in sentences, to discuss the variations in them that would otccur in
different, contexts, and to practice the materials Leveral times to
instill their written form in their memories. The children read
quite fluently in their beginning books, from the flash cards, and
from the word lists. They used the dictionary to probe other forms
of the words.

It is also important to note that this Indian language is indeed
living and developing. The cuestion fo the project is not the
revitalization of the language but rather the-improvement and
utilization of its written form. There is a considerable flexibility
to the language, accomodating tothe addition of many foreign words
and concepts. As in the case of the rodeo example, descripti.ve
phrases.can often be combined to add to the vocabulary. It also
appeared that this process was a'continuing one, with progressive
refinement and adoption of words and ideas. A major strength of the
language was also -that the adults obviously speak a very high level
of the language and that they understand the grammatical structure,
even when they may not be able to explain' why they should be as they
are. For instance, a new term in mathematics was discussed and
gender formulation of the word, only its root. The term has more
than one application and the discussion centered on ttilizing the
precise root for the partiCular application.- Fortunately, the
number system of the language was based on ten, as is the Arabic
system,. and that facilitated the expansion of the language into the
higher mathematical operation and concepts.

Only occasionally were English words, or roots borrowed from-English
words, observed in usage. The trainer explained that there were two
circumstances for mixing. The most important was, -that sometimes the
speaker simply did not know the correct word in the native' language
or "was too lazy" to recall it. The other ease was that in which
the community had not yet agreed upon a term/word for a new
introduction. She emphasized, however, that the community, almost
without diSdussion, would' quite quickly arrive at a common term/word
if it was needed with any frequency. One of the primary
difficulties, she observed, was when a generic word had been applied
to a specific object ortaction, andwhen that'usage had become
common. Later, if gther specific.s were needed within the generic,
the problem was exacerbated. The opposite problem was also said to
occur, for example, she noted that the specific term for orange pop
had later been also applied to almost all sweets; she laughingly
observed that long arguments about the case were common at the time
of the Study because of the need to put the term into the dictionary..

A
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The native language instruction is'held separately from the English
instruction except when a word from the other language is needed as
an explanation. The strict separation was deemed .to be an important
instructional...tenet. Similarly, and again with the exception of .

explap.etions, the pupils were expected to speak the language .of the
class(. If math were taught in the native language, then all the
pupil talk was to be in that language; the same applied to English
when math was taught in English. Violations of the rule were
infrequent. Only rarely were two students heard to talk to each
other in the opposite language of the class. In the halls and on
the playground, the native language predominated but some English
was used by all the pupils.

VII. PULLOUT INSTRUCTION

As stated previously, pullout iiNruction was minimal. Since some
students chose not to study readibg in the native language, some
accomodation to that had to be arranged. The specialists and the
aides worked with those that did during specific periods While other
students remained with the English-speaking teacher. Some remedial
reading was also done and that, too, when insufficient numbers
within a class were available at a particular level, was conducted
elsewhere. The native culture and crafts were taught to larger
groups of students, frequently from different grades, so in essence
these plso oonslUtuted pullouts in some cases. English as a second
Languaige instr.ction was generally held in the regular classroom but
in the upper g Ades, a few newcomers to the school were aided
individually i another setting.

'VIII. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

The teachers and the aides were trained in ESL meths and had -

obtained some cimmercial sets for that instruction. ' Most ESL was
taught in kindergarten and first grade; rarely was a pupil so
different from other classmates that specialized assistance -was
needed. Instead, the school had adopted a unified English language
approach, introducing the needed vocabulary with adequate practice
at the beginning of any lesson, whether English reading or any other
subject. This.preface work then led into the regular lesson. If
pupils were found to be deificient as they progressed in the regular
lesson, they were given practice individually or in groups so that
the ESL remained closely associated with the material in the lesson.
Similarly, then, ESL was never taught as oral/aural only, but rather
was always within the integrated English language arts approach,
including reading and writing. The bilingualism of most of the
students, with the limitation mainly in vocabulary and certain
grammatical constructions, appeared to make this most appropriate
for that school.

IX. REMEDIAL READING

Most of the remedial recoiling was taught within the classes. The
principal had intentionally kept the class size as small.as
possible, ranging from 15 to 21 students. Those classes with the
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le.wer numbers contained many of the students with reading problems,
so that the reading teacher could pay extr6 attention to those
children. Some students came to the school from other sites,
however, and if they were in the upper grades, they sometimes did

)'

not fit into any group

6

'n existence. In those instances, they were
given special remedial reading assistance outside the class.

The
f

he remedial reading nstruction was a fairly standard version of
assessing reading wea nesses,Itintroducing exercises-to improve .

reading skills, and qiving the students a great deal of practice in
both word attack skills and\tight reading. While the materials were
fairly standard, the conduct of-the work was not - it was of very
high quality. The remedial reading teachers had graduate work in
that field, had had a great deal of experience with these children,

in the primaay grades were le rning the word attack skiljes. Those
,6,1and demonstrated that they c uld carry out the work. The students

in the upper grades had difficulty with those skills but that is a
general phenomenon for that age. For those 'students, the teachers
were concentrating on sight learning within context. I one of the best
approaches.

X. REGULAR ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

The several previous sections have dealt in consi erable detail with
the regular English instruction; therefore, it will only be
summarized in this section. One of the most important aspects of
that instruction was that the-district had ,a set of goals and
objectives for English instruction, kindergarten through twelfth
grade. that applied equally to every school under its-jurisdiction.

It also had an adopted series throughout the elementary grades, one
single series that thus provided continuity - scope and sequence
to the instruction. Further, it had adopted sets of supplementary
materials, especVally those for additional work on word attack
skills, that were also the same throughout the system. This aspect,
uniformity pf the major series with the flexibility of utilizini\
other materials as supplementary, is a .strong approach and has
generally'been shown to be superior to adopting different series for
different grades, or even allowing different schools to use
different series.

The second'etrong aspect was, that through teacher curriculum
committees, an English language arts curriculdia had been -developed 40

/.for the entire district. That included a grade by grade set of
minimum requirements for passage to- he next grade. Every teacher
knew what was expected and appeared to be strivlag to achieve the
objectives Also. the teacher could receive help,from specialists =

1.11 remedial reading when needed, making it possible to concentrate
greater efforts on the 'learning of those children with problems
rather-than having to "just do the best she could" with them in her
room.

A third strength was that the grade requirements' were stated in
behavioral objectives with the approximate percentages of the
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vocabularies to be known before proceeding on to the next material.
In no case was the percentage approaching 100, a common error that
often severely deters progress-since almost no child will at any
given time be able to demonstrate total. mastery. The behavioral
objeCtives were realistic for the developmental stages of children
at the different ages.

It is important, too, to note that in most of the observed rooms,
reading was literally taught in every.subject. Vocabularies were
introduced at the beginning of each lesson, definitions given or
sought in dictionaries, discussion of their particular uses in'the
lesson were conducted, and the children had an.opportunity to hear
and say them before tackling the technical lesson itself. In the
bilingual classrooms, the vocabularies were also giveii in the native
language. For those rooms that were nbt bilingual but in which the
native language was taught by another person at spettfic times, those
aides and specialists consulted with the regular teachers, obtained

cthe vocabularies and concepts with which the children were having'
trouble, and they incoripiptAd those into the native language
instruction period. The combination was a-commendatory practice-

'In summary, the regular English program was a strong, continuous
curriculum that incorporated'oral, aural, reading, and writing
-activities into a nearly complete language arts program. It was
closely int grated with the work in the native language, from the
facilitation ctivities in_the primary grades through the reading
ixercises.in t e upper elementary years. The teacher and aide's
preparation was keyed to the curriculum with specialists provided as
needed to supplement the general district'thrast. That degree of
organization was unusual among the observed diAtricts and probably
accounts for the very high proficiency of the students as they read_
in the classes and their high standardized achievement test scores.

XI. MOBILIZATION OF RESOURCES

Thetdistrict had mobilized local,'state, and federal funds as nearly
as'they could within the total financialresources, to provide a good

'education for the children. The existence of ESEA Title I and Title
VII, Indian Education Act Title IV, aohns4-O'Malley, and other types
of assistance was a solid indication of the district's desire to
-achieve quality education and also to employ a variety of techniques
in that puriuit. Federal impaOt funds aided the district generally,
and these, too, were incorporated to supplement, not supplant, the
required local/state-fundedsources.

XII. LANGUAGE PERSPECTIVES
Z1.

As described more fully in other sections, the district instituted a
strong language curriculum for English and a modified bilingual
approach for the Indian language speaking students. The officials
had thought out the processes employed, in light of theory and
research,'and were implementing the designed program to an unusual
degree. There were NO important deviations'frem the proposal or the

4
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curriculum. While the researcher did not agree totally with the
,conclusions reached, es noted earlier, the uniformity of the
implementation of thA,Title V/I.activitfes was so strong that the
possible disadvantages appeared to be overcome. 1,

XIII. PARENT ADVI4ORY COMMITTEE

As wienoted In an earlier contextithe local people prefer to carry
out decision making as a group. The adviSory committee for the two
projects, then, was constituted by the population within d' community
meeting. That vehicle for parental input had been very successful,
remaining within the native, culture and still fulfilling the
functions for which-an advisory committee was intended.

Parental participation in'the project activities was also quite high.
Many parents and other,community members expended a great deal of
time in helping with the many curricular and extra-curricular work.
The cultural event were those that brought about the greatest amount
of direct-assistance but attendance at any program at the school was
high. It must be oted,* however, that the native interviewees
expressed resist ce .to their direct participation in decision-

.

making about the actual academic instruction. They said that workr
was given to the/principal and the teachers: they would help with
*vents, discipline, and contribute oral'history materials but it was
not their "blade to interfere" with the instruction. The combination
of the project working within the Indian - valued community structure
for the committee, and the interest on the part of the community
members to help where they could., appeared to be one that worked
very well under these conditional-

To conform to the Title VII regulations, the community decision-
makers had agjeed on who'among them would serve as the signatories
for the proposal and the other documents necessary for review.
hose persons abided by the decisions of the group and performed the
ormalities. The combination of the community meetings with
designated signatories, was an excellent adaptation to both the
culture and the federal regulations.

XI V. FUNDING SOURCE$
.0

The funding sources, themselves, have been mentioned in several
contexts in this case study. Essentially, they were:

Local district tax revenues
State apportionment funds
Federal impact aid funds
ESEA Title I (regular).
ESEA Title VII (bilingual,
Title IV Indian Education Act
Johnson-O'Malley

SchodA lunch monies from the PL 480 USDA appropriations and
comuildities were also used extensively.
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A major facet of the mobilization of tesoUrces was the management of.
the several funds. Thedistrict had a clear chain of authority with:
the responsibilities apportioned appropriately and in compliance ,'
with regulations. Each official knew his/her accounts, programa,
and activities. commingling' of funds was at a minimum and within
legal limitations. Further, the'strong.commitment to the 'Sharing of .

responsibilities with the pfincipals aiircreA, greater strength to the
mobilization of resources. Decisions were made jointly and with the
appropriate consultation with.the community through the native
people and with the school board. There was no indication of
dissatisfaction with the management system nor with the ways the
funds were expended.

All of the administrators, teachers. and community peOPie were
deeply conclg4rted about the possibility of the removal of some funds
or their reduction. The district had put together a package that
was providing a good delivery of services. If funding were lowered.
it would be nearly impossible tc continue the services at .the high
level of effectiveness observed since the district has very limited
tax resources (the reservation is exempt from local taxation) and
would find itIvery difficult to continue the high-quality work if'
any of the funds were substantially reduced. The bilingual program
was particulasAy vulnerable mince *he state did not provide monies
for bilinguallkctivites The concerns of the adminfttrators and
the community appeared to be valid.

There was some hope that the mnerai,reserves on the reservation
mightlbe a greater source of reltenue to the tribe. Should that
occur, there was some expectation that the tribal government might
provide some monies for the biliingual program.- The continued
production of the materials-in the native language was a specific'
consideration. However, there were no signs that the mineral
reserves would be put into production within.any immediate time
period. Until that occurs, if it does,the district'would be unable
to count on any-resources from the reservation since th.at organi-
zation was barely able to meet minimum obligations fqr/its people
with the revenues accruing at the time of the Study People hoped
that federal officials would seriously consider c tinuing the
production of the materials and the funding of the bilingual program.
The tremedidous investment in the collection of materials, their
editing, and publishing, have to date provided only the 'basic ones
needed. Now that the orthography, grammar, and dictionary have been
produced, the project. is in a position to proceed efficiently with
the preparation ofmaterialv for other grades. Since the programs
have been run effectively, discontinuance would negate muth of the
previous work accomplished and would jeopardize the unusual academic
growth of the children.

1

XV. ATTITUDES TOWARD:THE PROJECT

'The attitudes toward the project must be .discussed in terms of 164,r
groups:. local Indian community members, Indian children, school
staff, and the Anglo community. Each group expressed, or manifested,
differing perspectives about the project and.its outcomes.
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The local Indian community, a decade ago, had considerable skepticism
about the activities and whether or,.not they would make a difference
in the education of their children. Their experience with the
federal school, for nearly a century, had been unsatisfactory.
HoWever, their decisions to change to a cooperative agreement with
the local district 4emcnstrated that they had seen Indian children
in the district perform at a higher level. That provided the
impetus for their decision to change. As the work of the collection
of the materials progressed, with the vast cooperation of the Indian
community and with the utilization of native' assistants, their
attitudes began to change. They saw members of their commulaty
going to college, accumulating creditt, and later degrees. Also,
when the district began to hire the graduating Indian teachers, and
:when-these-performed very well .in he-system, thei-r feelings of the
possibility cf advancement increased. Finally, when the actual
orthography and publications began to emerge, they began to see the
ideas as feasible. A good many of them took some of the natire

,language literaqy classes and to feel that their language was indeed
worthy and that,it-had a future. The high incidence of fluent

.,speakers in the tribe and the conversion of that fluency to beginning
literacy, were major elements in the present attitudes.

The Indian interviewees, selected at randoM with no assistance or
interference from the project, expressed a very positive attitude
about the,Tiile VII project. They saw it as important to the
continued vitality of their-language and culture. They said that.t
had given them a great deal more confider.ce in the economic world of
the United States.

The attitudes-of most Ind.:Ian children were also very positive. They
w excited about learning to read their language; their only
teser. tion was about.the limited Possibilities to learn to write
it. 'A few Indian youngsters, mostly at the secondary level. still
had serious reservations about the utility of literacy in their
native language. Those had not had the opportunities at the
elementary level to participate in the program and it is probable
that their doubts emanated from that lack.

The school staff was extremely positive about the project and its
activities. They felt pride in what had been 'accomplished, both in
-terms of the materials, which were of very high quality, and the
academic improvement of the children. Indeed:, some of those from
the town schools were envious of the reading progress in the Title
VII school and were seeking ways to accomplish those same .results in
their schools. The aforementioned doubts about teaching reading An
the native language at the primary level and writing at the upper
elementary level came from theories and opinions of some college
professori and other professionals that may have been in error.
Eve4 in this case, however, tbe professionals showed evidence of
beginning to re-think the procedures utilized and to consider other
alternatives. That, too, showed that the attitudes were positive.

The .Anglo community existed in a curious "interaction /isolation"
from the Indian community. While nearly no overt prejudice was
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exhi,bited, there were signs that the integration of the two
,coMmunities was far into the future. ThR previously noted minimal
social interaction, the nearly total limitation of the interaction
to the economic spheresand the fact that no Anglo spoke the local -..,

Indian language, even though they had lived side by side for a
century, indicated that at least the interest in the language and
the local Indian culture was low.

Nem-ertiteless, many of,t'he ihterviewed Anglo communities knew a
considerable amount about 'th'e project and its products. Most of
those'that knew about them expressed pride in those accomplishments.
Few were aware of the high reading scores:of the project school,, but
-they were cognizant that the Indian children were performing well in-
Ih'igh-schoo/ and in college. They invariably .praised. the long-time
principal in that school, the teachers iinCluding the Indian
teachers), and the materials.

In essence, then, the atititudes about the project were positive,
even though some reservations were expressed by some groups. The
relatively short experience so far with the materials and the
teaching o'f native language 'reading no doubt accounted for some of
the reservations. There was also- a very firm feeling that English
must be mastered by the Indian children - that that was being done
was a source'of atisfaction to 'nearly all the groups. While the
Title IV and Title VII activities were seen as one effort, and the
specific work of Title VII could rarely be separated, the Combination
enjoyed a substantially positive attitude:

. XVI. SUMMARY

The site or this sample case study was a combination of twc:?'
populations: Indian speakers on a reservation and the nearby,
mostly Anglo community with some Indian sReakers. /The reservation
economics depended primarily on lease monies,' federal funds accruing
to The tribe, and work on the reservation or in the nearby town and
agricultural community. The Anglo town was a service center for the
ranching and farming areas. Some mineral exploitation, mostly
exploration at the time of the Study, was an additional asset both
to the reservation and'to the general'population.

The two communities, Indian and Anglo, interacted in the economic
sphere but with almost no social relationships outside the school.

'Nor Anglo, besides the school personnel,' spoke the local Indian
'language. The Indian people, on the other hand, -were almost ati
bilingual. Some children and some elderly spoke limited English:

;Abe others were fairly to highly proficient in that language.

After decades of an unsatisfactory experience'with ,'federal govern-
ment school, the reservation had made an agreement with the district
for the provision of the education of their children. The reser-
vation school served kindergarten. through sixth grade. A preschool
program was available but it was not administered by the district.'
The children from the reservation school, which wasthe Title VII
schbol, attended,junior,and senior high school in the town,
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During the early days of the Ind-vi movement, a consortium of three
tribes had received some federal planning monies to conduct a survey
of the usage of the Indian languages and th 'opportunities for 'those
in the educational systems. Subsequently, he tribe served by this
project left the' consortium and joined with the local district in
the, collection, editing, creation of an orthography (the language
had not had-,a written'-form previomely), a grammar, a dictionary, and
several oral histories and other materials. The funding for most of
that work was through Title IV Indian Education Act monies but some
funds from Title VII ESEA and Johnson-O'Malley resources were also
helpful. Title vii ESEA, at the time of the Study, was used almost .

exclusively for the bilingual program in the project school. Teacher
and aide training was also a maj9r factor in the implementation of
the. project.

The. native language was used to .facilitate instruction in the primary
grades: native language reading ,was taught in the upper elementary
grades. Writing the na4ve,linguage had a low priority within the
goals Of the project. The district had a detailed curriculum for
the English language arts whidh was followed closely within the
project-work. A single text series was utilized throughout the
system for the elementary gakades with supplementary materials,
especially for additional practice, in'phonics and other word attack
skills. Behavioral objectives were stated for 'each gra,de and
promotion depended upon the achievement of those. objectives. The
district had also,adopted a "preparatory" year betwatia kindergarten
and first grade for those children who had not met the readiness
requirements of kindergarten; this provided an early reinforcement
of the readiness and was reported to be an important component in
the high degree of English reading achievement of the.children.
Further, the district provided combinationl,grades so that children
"in between" a grade could continue tO'progress without being
retained or promoted into a grade for which they:were not reidy

The instruction in all subjects was extraordinarily well conducted.
The teachers and the aides had been well trained and were energetic
in their instruction. In the target school, the reading score of
75% Of the children were at' or above the national norm. The mathe-
matics scores were still below3....ex,e3 but a new thrust to improve 0
those was beginning. Native history and culture were taught
throughout he elementary program.

Celi4

The m erj.als produced by the IEA Title IV project were ofexcep-
tional quality. A great deal of effort had gone into collecting the
materials, validating them with community members, editing them for
the appropriate grade, and producing them with excellent art and
printing. That efforwas especially commendable. The Title IV
project also provided Some artistic and printing services to three
other projects, together with some teacher and aide training.
Assistance with the printing of materials for another tribe was.*
tendered as a part of the project agreement with the federal
authorities.
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I 'rie management of the projects was unusualily strong. Clear lines of
! 'authority had been established andeaCh took assigned responsi-

biliW2.2andcompletedotha/tasks with little supervision from the
higher positiOns. Accounting was carefully done, and the records' of
the projects .Mere kept tEb.roughly and neatly.No.bverlapping of
authority was discerned and no gaps appearedin the management
structure. The school district, through its board and administrav
tors, worked closely with the local Indian community for the ' )1
completion of the tasks for the projects and for the instruction in
the 'reservation school. The Indian group managed its own affairs
through a community meeting structurerather than a tribal council.
That cultural component was also used in the parent advisory
committee functions; the community, met in general session'for.the
necessary considerations. .members were_assigne4 the tasks of
subsequently ticting.as thesignatories to the Project documents, a
worthy compromise between native organizat.t,onaL structure and
federal regulatios.

.

The attitudes towards the ESEA Title VII project could not always be
separated from the general/ attitudes about the combination with lEA
Title IV and the other funding sources since they were brought
together into an integrated whole, although these progams were
accounted separately in compliance with federal and state
regulations. he attitudes of the Indian people had begun as strong
skepticism a decade before but had changed to pride and,confidence
in the accomplishments of the project. Elementary grades Indian
children were unanimously positive about the projects; most
secondary studWtts were but some who had not participated in the
native language literacy program still held some doubts about the
final result. The school staff members were very positive in their
attitudes and they cited the enormous improvement in thecperformance
of the children through the activities.of the projects. Some doubts
were exAessed about the advisability of teaching native language
reading to primary children and native language writing at any
level, but that was a professional judgment rather than a problem of
attitude. The Anglo community members had little concrete knowledge
about the projects and many were about teacher reading and
writing in the locarlanguage. They were proud of the productionof
the materials, however, and of the high performan.:..eof the Indian
children.

The ESEA Title V/I project, then, in combination with the /BA Title
IV project, had in part been responsible for huge strides in the
education of the Indian children. Further, the activities ha
stimulated the etry of many Indian people into linguistics,
teaching, and other academic fields. The increase from three,1
certified local Indian teachers in -the entire state a decade ago to
eighteen in the sample district alone, is an enormous benefit of the
projects.

The communities and the p rsonnel were understandably concerned about
the possible redUctions or eliminations of- funds. The district had
a low tax'base and few possibilities of expanding it. Since the 4
several federal,state, and local funds had been brought.tOgether
into what the district saw"as the best possible combination for the
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improvitd education of the.LIndian.childrenthe concerns were real.
Additionally, the development of the orthography, grammar,,
dictionary, and teaching materials had just been completed shortly
before the Study. Many more' materials were needed ror other grades.
The pr4vious investment in this important work would be seriously

.

limited should their funds be removed.
0

The projects, their management, the materials and the instruction
- '-

were all of high quality. The early results of the programs showed
an important potential for the improvementof the lives of the
Indian children. The entire effort was judged commendable and one

I that might well serve as a model for other Indian projects.

-de

a
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CASE 9

SUPPORTING ASIAN LANGUAGES IN THE HOME, ENGLISH IN THE SCHOOL'

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

This project which serves the Chinese and Korean LEP population is a
pull-out program which has been in operation in seven, out of the
thirty-seven public schools, in this suburban school district since
October of 1979. Prior to the implementation of the project, the
district had another Title VII project. This earlier project began.
in 1969 and operated under Title VII funds until 1979. Unlike the.
present- project, however, this earlier project was an in-class
program which served the Hispanic student population. In addition
to Title VII funds, this earlier program was also supported by local
district funds. At present, bilingual education for the Hispanic
students is handled through state andjocal.funds. The project also
benefits from state and local funds which are used for materials,
bilingual teachers, and some bookkeeping and administrative expenses.
There are also teacher aides, funded by the district, for teaching
the Ch:..nese and Korean students, in addition to the aides funded
under Title VII.

e
The school district in which the project is located covers an afflu-
ent suburban sector of one of the country's. largest cities. The dis-
trict consists of three suburbs which are socio-economically and
demographically

of
similar. The population of the district is

68,254, and there are 23,456 students tn grades K-I2 in-the dis-
trict4s 37 public schools. Half 8f the communities served by the
district are ocated within a flat valley and the other half within
low foothills. The climaie 'is semi-tropical and semi-arid.. The
communities a e for.the most-part residential and consist of single
and two-story single family homes. The few industries in the aree.
are involved in manufacturing, warehousing, and wholesale. The x--..ti

overall unemployment for the county is 8.3%. This school district
is, as noted above, in a particularly affluent residential area, and
thuWthe unemployment .rate here i\significantly lower (abo-At 2%).

.,

The most recent needs-assessinent conducted for the project appeared
as part of the 1979-80 evaluation of the project. Need was noted
then for additional skilled native language staff in both Korean and
Chinese (as well as other proposed project languages'such as
Japanese), development and/or procurement of more suitable Korean
language, and Chinese language materials in math, science, and
social studies, for additional teaching space for teacher aides,'and
for teacher training insensitivity toward and awareness,of'stu-
dent cultures. Since the apfearance of this needs aseessme ,, steps
have been taken to tackle each of these areas. However, it is
reported that serious problems remain in locating and/or develop-
ing enougt native language materials in content areas and in provid-
ing suitable space for teacher aides to work with students.
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II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

The project is exclusively a pull-out program; no in-class in-
struction occurs. The focus of the program is to provide assistance
to LEP students in their native language in academic subjects while
they learn English. There is almost no instruction about the grammar
of the native language nor in reading in the native language.
Instead, the emphasis is on rapid and effective transition to
communicative competence in English. This emphasis on transition to
English is in response to the community which feels that the native
language should be taught in the home, and that the role of the
schools is to enable the students to learn and achieve in English,.

Reading is taught first in English to all students. Students are not
taught to read in their native language and are given_ supplementary
materials to read in the native language only if they already knew
how to read in this language when they entered the school. The
approach of the program .to the teaching of English is for listening
to precede speaking, and for both of these to precede reading. The
emphasis is on learning_ language skills in a fixed sequence.

In the opinion of the projct director, were ESEA Title VII funding
to be eliminated, the tutorial aspect of instruction characteristic
ofithe project would remain, but the other aspect of the program
would be sharply curtailed or eliminated..

III. PARTICIPANTS

The project serves a total: of 131' Chinese- and Kdrean-speaking
students in grades K-6 in seven sc ools. The breakdown by schools
is given in the table below.

School Grade No. of -students Languages

I K 6 Korean & Mandarin
1' 8 Korean Mandarin
2

3

8, Korean & Mindarin
Korean &Nandarin

4 11 Korean & Mandarin
$ 6 Korean &Aandarin

II K 3 Mandarin
1 Korean & Mandarin
2 / 4 Mandarin
3 6 Korean & Mandarin
4 5 Korean & Mandarin
5 5 Korean & Mandarin
6 '4 Korean

III 1 5 Korean & M darin
2 3 Korean
3 5 Korean &.Mandarin
4 4 Korean & Mandarin
5 1 Korean
6 1 Korean
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School. Grade No of students

IV K 1

1 1

2 1

3 2

4 1

6 1

V 1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1

VI K 4

1
1 6

2 4

3 3

4 1

( 6

2

2

VII 2 1

4 1

6 .2

Most of the students who receive instruction
Taiwanese families.

Languages

mandarin
mandarin
Mandarin
Cantonese & mandarin
Cantonese
Mandarin

Korean
Korean
Korean
Korean
Korean
Korean

Korean & Mandarin
Korean & Mandarin
Korean & Mandarin
Mandarin
mandarin
Korean & Mandarin
Mandarin

Mandarin
Mandarin
Mandarin

in Mandarin are from

The academic achievement of all students in the Title VII program,
including the LEP students, was consistently rated high -- as high
as that of the other students in the schools -- by the principals.
This was credited to the students having come from affluent families
and having already received a good educational background in their
native countries prior to entering this school system. The princi-
pals also noted the strong emphasis placed by Asian parents on the
education of their children. The school system overall has a very
low (less 10%) xate of inmigration and out-migration. Thus, this
was considered to have little effect on the Title VII project.

IV. PERSONNEL .

The project's staff consists of the project director, a secretary,
two community liaisons (one for the Korean and one for the Chinese
community),:and nine teacher aides funded through Title VII. In

addition, the activities of the teacher aides are coordinatpd by a
resource teacher and,paid ttrough,state bilingual funds. There are
also teacher aides paid for by tie state.- Half of the teacher aides
are fluent, native speakers of Korean, while the other half are
native speakers of Mandarin. Many ,f the teacher aides are
originally from Korea or Taiwan, where some of them were school
teachers others worked in related professions. The project
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director and resource teacher are Hispanic, and while neither speaks
nor reads Korean or Chinese, this appears to have caused no
Aifficulties*for the project since their duties are primarily
administrative and mal-kgerial.

The teacher.paids are divided among the seven'schools served by the
project. Studets requiring tutoring are normally taken out of class
to another room)(in some cases, the cafeteria or merely Into the
hall) where they work with the aides. In a few cas :s, arrangements
have been worked out for the teacher aide to assis.... the student in
class, but this is generally not favored by the teachers in these
schools.

V. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Those principally involved in writing the initial application for
the project, and in getting the project going were, the assistant
superintendent for instruction, the principals of the tprget schools,
the teacher aides, and above all, the Korean and Chinese communities
and parents of bilingual students.

Because of their knowledge of the languages a/nd their backgrounds in
education, the teacher aides and community liaisons are the ones pri-
marily responsible for selecting the instructional materials -for the
project.' The community liaisons review the materials available from
Title VIrresource centers, as well as other materials development
centers, and the materials available from abroad. They review the
potentially relevant materials with the teacher aides, and thendbake
suggestions to the resource teacher. If approved, the materials are
ten acquired. The staff noted that; at present, the availability
of appropriate materials from either here, or abroad is a serious
problem.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

Instruction within the project is handled entirely by the teacher
aides. In most cases, instruction.is on a pull-out basis, although
there are a few instances in which thq'teacher aidelgo into the
regular classrooms to work with the rtudents. In all cases,
however, input from the regular claa'sroom teachers is minimal; -and
coordination of the instruction by the teacher aide with that of the
regular teacher is very haphazard and uneven. A frequent comment by
project, staff was that the regular classroom teachers did,not take
the contribution of the teacher aides seriously enough. There were
also statements to the effect that regular teachers felt that teacherstatements
aides were overstepping their responsibilities and providing too much
content instruction.

The program -is heavily transitional. While all subjects are taught
to the students in their native..language until they acquire a command
of English, no attempt.is made to teach them their native language
per se. For example, tf a student does not%know how to read in the
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native language, s/he is given oral assistance in the native lang-
uage, and is taught to read to English and not the native language.
Students are exited from the program as soon as they reach grade
level in English reading, speaking and listening comprehension.

The seven schools served by the project are all located.withi.n a few
miles of eac-r. other. The project itself is housed at the district
instructional services buildinO, which is within a s'ho'rt distance
from all of the schools. One difficulty faced by the project has
been the inade uacy of the teaching space in which the pull-out

1instruction ius occur in a few of the project schools. In these
schools, there s insufficient classroom space, (as a result of rapid
growth a few years ago in the student enrollment) and pull-out
instruction must occasionally tat -se place in the halls or in other
not entirely suitable locations. In most of the schools, however,
there is a separate room which is reserved for bilingual pup-out
instruction. '

As noted earlier, there has been some problem in acquiring and/or
developing adequate native language materials for the project. As
noted by the community liaison staff members (who also serve to a
certain extent as resource personnel)-, the most widely used texts
are the Korean language and Chinese language encyclopedias, as well
as the bilingual dictio aries. Of the materials which the project
does have, the following are those texts inos-t widely used:

...

.4' ----

Chinese materials

Math Workbooks:
Books Co.

Mathematical Reasonin,. Hong Kong:

Hong Kong: Childrens Books.'

What e Do When We Grow Up. Hong Kong: Sun Ah Children's Books.

Math Training for Children.

Tin Fung

Source BookSs Why. When. Where. Hong Kong: Unicorn Books Ltd.

Science "Encyclopedia°. Hong Kong.

Stories of Scientific Invention. Hong Kong.

Chinese Nationalitiesong Kong.

Prelioric World. Hong Kong.

Seejnd Tell. Hong Kong: Sun Ah Children's Books.

SCocieSfor Children. Hong Kong:'--Tun Ah Children's Books.

Korean materials

Dong-A's Practice Book: K-6. (mathematics). Seoul: Dong-A
Publishing Co.
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Encyclopedia of Learnial.
Deng.

(social studies). Seoul: Sam Sung

Concepts in Science: K-6. Seoul: Kum Sung.

Language Arts Series in Korean. _Alhambra, CA: .National Asian
Center for Bilingual Education-- Alhambra City Schools and
Institute for Intercultural Studies.

VI/. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

Because of the pull-out nature of the project, the focus of training
is on the paraprofetsional staff (teacher aides), with only limited
inservice training in the teat ing of English to LEPs being provided
to regular classroom teachers. There is also inservice for these
teachers on the culturesdf,phe rean and Chinese students aimed at
increasing the understanding'by the teachers of the target groups.
Teacher aides receive inservice trainipg in the use of bilingual
education materials, materials develollavnt,, and classroom.management
and instructional tephniglaes. In addition, teacher aides are
provided with the opportunity to follow course work for their state
bilingual credentials Inservice training for regular classroom
teasers is conducted.by.the resource teacher and the community
liaison person, as 'is that for teacher aides.

0

VII. .PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The description of the Parent Advisory Committee for the project is
complicated by the fact that there is a separate Parent Advisory
Committee for bilingual education at each school served by the
project. These' PACs consist of parents representing all of the LEP
students in the school, including the Hispanic students. The
Chinese and Korean parents represent only a minority of the members
on each of these PACs. These school PACs act to fullfil the require-
ments'of all of the bilingual education programs which serve the
school, including the state program, Title I, and locol program's, as
well as Title VII. There is, in addition, a district level Parent
Advisory Committeee for Title VII. The PAP meets in two separate
sessions: one entirely in Spanish for the Hispanic parents and one
in English with translation into other languages for non-Hispanic
parents. This latter session serves the parents of students in the
project. The membership of the district-level PAC consists of
representatives from the school PACs, although all parents are in-
vited to attend sessions.

The one PAC chairperson interviewed found it difficult to speak about
the project and community involvement in-bilingual education overall
in the district. This would appear to be due to a reluctance to
generalize from the school his PAC worked with to all schools in the
district, to generalize for both the Korean and Chinese communities,
and because his PAC dealt with allk matters at the school reiguiring
community input and npt just bilingual education. He did, however,
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feel that comitunity support for bilingual education was very high,
but that community involvement did not reflect this because of lang-
uage difficW.ties and the general belief thap the education of the
children is the responsibility of the schools and not the community.

IX. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Students entering the project are all pretested in English. This
information is used as part of the process and longitudinal
evaluations which the project conducts on a yearly basis. The in-
formation from these evaluations is disseminated to district admini-
strative staff and other interested Aarties. In addition, the pro-
ject also puts out a yearly press release on the project. Informa-
tion is disseminated more regularly to the community on an informal
basis through the community liaisons and the PAC meetings.

The project director states that she has great control over all
aspects of program operation, maintanance, hiring, etc. In fact,
the, only greas where the school's control was said to be greater
than that' of the project director were in regulating the student/
teacher ratio and in providing support services to students. The
significant control exercised by the project director appears in
part to be because the project director serves a number of schools
in the district, not just one or two, and because the project is
pull -out in nature. The district itself is said to exercise libtle
control over the operation of the project.

The general attitude of the community, district staff, and school
staffs toward bilingual education is reported to be Very good,
although it should be noted that this refers to strongly transitional
bilingual education. There is a strongly anti-maintenance bilingual
education attitude, at least among the Korean and Chinese communi-
ties. 1

X. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

The evidence suggests that the project is. doing a very good job of
implementing its program as put forXh in its initial application,
and that the program is essentially responsive to the needs and
wishes of the community it serves. Certain short term problems,
suchas the availability of native language materials and the
adequacy of tutorin locations do, however, need to be worked out.
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CASE 10

A MODEL OF PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The prOsject described in this case was in a school district located
in a major Northeastern city of an,estc4ated 1,700,000 people,. The
unemployment rate in the region was over seven percent. 'No estimate
was available for the Hispanic population, but it'was said to be 'a
great deal higher.

Project FELT (Families Education and Learning Together) was begun in
1977 as part of the program at a model bilingual elementary school.
The school itself was opened,in 1969 as a total bilingual 'school for
grades pre-K through 6, that is, all students attending the -school

the bilingual program. Because of overcrowding, grades 3
and had to be transferred eventually to other schools. Title VII_
provided funding for this bilingual school for six years beginning
in 1969. Under the project entitled Let's Be Amigos,.Model A, the
school district picked up an increasing portion of the funding each
year until it was funding the total program ,out of its operating bud-
get and some Title I funds. The district followed this same pattern
With a number'of the programs which were initiated under Title VII.
At the time of the site visit, there were bilingual programs 'in 34
schools and' ESL programs in 27 (ESL staff were required to be '*biling--
ual). An estimated 9,000 students were involved in these programs.
The majority were Spanish-speaking, but various Asian and European
languages were also represented.

Project F LT was initiated at the model bilingua)., school to demon-
s rate methods and techniques for involving parents in order torein-
f rce`Oe educational development of their children. The district
a ticipated five years;_funding from Title VII and hoped to continue
the project with local funds, although that hope had diminished
because of serious financial crises. The model bilingual school *
served a ghetto neighborhood of predominantly, Puerto Rican and Black
families. The area was plagued by the .problems common to stick:
neighborhoods: dete,i*rating housing, very high unemployment ,and
crime rates, overcrowding, and high mobility.

Because of the low Socio-economic status of most studtunts, the model
bilingual school provided various compensatory programs in language,
arts6..WmN math. Intensive ESL was also provided to those students ''

whose English proficiency was very low, frequently those newly
arrived from Puerto Rico. Students participating directly in' Project
FELT received additional, instruction during the summer and partici-
pated in field trips.

No needs assessment has been competed recently, but the project was
evaluated annually. Adjustments were made in the project based on
those evaluations.
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II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

Project FELT was designed to complement the Let's Be Amigos program
at the model tilingual school by involving Hispanic parents i.n the
,ducation of their children. Goals of the project were to improve
the.academic achievement of limited English proficient students
through the involvement of parents in their children's learning
experiences and to develop positive self-esteem in- LEP students
through parent programs geared to enhance the participants' know-
ledge and-appreciation of their origin and heritage. The project
provided educational programs

including
parents to prepare them for 'topingCwith their new environment, insttuction in communication

skills and basic education as)well as workshops in nutrition, family
living, consumer education and health. In addition, parents received
orientation to community resource's, had field trips to cultural,
educational and community sites, and were given briefings on the
philosophy and'goals of .bilingual educa'tion. Parents observed cheir
children in learning situations, became familiar with the in-
structional texts and materials used, and worked with teachers in
developing instructional packets that could be used at home with the
hildi-en to reinforce what had been taught in the classroom.

The school which their children attended was opened in 1969 aS,a
totally bilingual school in which bilingual, biculturalbinstrdCtion
was provided to all students. Reading and other content areas were
taught first in the students' dominant language, with oral de.velop-

sent in the second language. Since this was a maintenance program,
Spanish reading instruction was provided even when students were
capable'of.functioning in English. This program received Title VII
funds for six years and then was Ricked up by the district. This
pattern of using Title VII to establish new programs which were.then
integrated in the district budget was expected to be- followed with
Project FELT when Title VII funding would be ended. Serious fiscal
crises facing this large city district were casting some doubt on
that expectation, however, at the time of the, site visit.

III. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

Fifty-seven p.?,X7ents5and'ninety-five students pa ticipated in Project
FELT'S educattkonal program during the summer of 980. As required
by the project's design, these parents and students were all Spanish-
speaking. During the 1986-81 school year, 226 adults participated
in various courses. These,were broken doWn. as follows: 83 in Span- Pl

ish GED classes, 60 in English GED classes, 100 in ESL classes, 15
in Spanish as a First Language classes and 8 in Spanish as a Second
Language classes. Both English.-speaking.and Spanish-speaking partic-
ipants were involved in these courses. The school year program in-
cluded not only parents but other members of the students' families
and the school community as well. Enrollment forms indicated that
approximately 50 percent were parents, but the forms did not request
information which would have allowed the project to ascertain the
specific relationships of other' participants to children currently
enrolled in-the school.
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The school ha an average enrollment of approximately 900 students
in pre-K thro gh the'fourth-grade. According to district statistics
for 1979-80, 7)4.8 percent of them were Spanish-surnamed; 23.1
percent were ggglack; and 2.1 percent, other. Seventy-six percent of
the students were from low income families. The composition of the
school had changed rather dramatically since 1969, the year it
opened, when the student body was 47.3 percent Spanish-surnamed,
33.2 percent Black, and 19.5 percent other. The percentage of
Hispanic stuidents in this district of 230,000 as a whole had been
growing steadily from 2.1 percent in 1967 to 5.2 percent in 1975 and
6.7 percent in 1980.

All of the students who lived in the school's attendance area
attended the school and were, therefore, automatically participants
in the bilingual program. They were assigned ixt_classes according
to their language background. A locally developed "ESOL Screening
Test" was used to assist in this determination. English-dominant
students (including Spanish-sur ed whose first language was
English) were assigned to "Angl " classes while Spanish dominant
students were assigned to "Lati o" classes. Avera4e class size was
19.5 students. Since this was a maintenance program, .there were no
procedures for exiting students. Spanish-language instruction war
maintained in all grades.

The great majority of the Hispanic students were of Puerto Rican
heritage. This factor was one of the elements'in the very high
mobility rate experienced by this school. The school'was said to
have a base population of 862 for the 1980-81 school year and had a
total of 905 new admission4;and drops, a mobility rate of 105 per
cent. The principal and administrative assistant emphasized that
this definitely did net,emean that the entire student:4body turned
over. Some students eAiolled and withdrew more than once during the
school year. (District statistics indicated that the school had a
mobility rate of 50 percent for 1979-80.) Everyone agreed that the
mobility rate was much higher among the Puerto Rican students than
others. Families were said to enroll their children in September
and then take them back to Puerto Rico in December, .sometimes for.
several months, and.then return in the spring. Families also moved
to other towns or cities with Puerto Rican-populations and often.
returned. In some cases, these moves occurred two or three times
during the school year. The school was also located in the southern

,end of a corridor through which Puerto Rican families in the city
had traditicnally moved, which was another factor contributing to
the transiency. The newly arrived families settled initially in a
barrio near downtown and moved farther north as their economic
situation improved,. ultimately reaching an area near the suburbs.

As would be expected, this high mobility ;ate had a negative impact
on academic achievement. The principal indicated that the
performance ofthe student body as a whole, as well as of the limited
English proficient students, in relation to national standards was
mixed, with more below than above them. Virtually everyone felt
that students who remained in the school from pre-1C or K through
fourth grade did quite well. Meeting the needs'of the more mobile
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students required special attention t$-planing and staffing as well
as flexibility and creativity on the part of the teachers. The high
mobility rate, hbwever, was one of the leading sources of teacher
frustration.

IV. PROJECT STAFF

The administrator responsible forfall bilingual and ESL programs'in
the district was the director of foreign language education. Under
her were a numberof supervisors and coordinators, one of whomhad
responsibility for-the model school and, another of whom coordinated
the adult education component of L;soject FELT. The supervisoi: of
the school program played a major role in selecting curriculum
materials and in planning ana implementing staff development. A1-1
of these nelviduals were bilingual.

The principk1 of the 'model school, who was in his eighth year in
that position, had been promoted and left the snool just prior to
the site visit. Fortunately, he was able to make himself available
for an interview for this. Study. There were two acting principals
during.the site visit. All of these individuals, as we21 as the
administrative assistant and school secretaries, were' monolingual
English. The new principal, a Puerto Rican woman, had taken-over by
the-end of the data collection effort In this school. The faculty
fell into three general categories:._ bilingual, Spanish-dominant,
and'monolingual English. , The monolingual teachers were those who
were on the faculty prior. to the start -of the bilingual program and
who chose to stay. (As othermonolingual staff left, they were
replaced by bilingual personnel.) The monolingual teachers-taught
"Anglo" classes or were specialists in areas such as2pcience and
mathematics. The Sjani4h- dominant teachers taught Ming classes
and taught in Spanish only.,. (Those who were selected to be inter-
viewed hid all been teacheri in Puerto Rico or a Spanish-speaking
country. They were proficient in,English, but not completely fluent
in all cases.) The bilingual teachers taught either Anglo or Latino
classes and taught in either or both language dependihg upon the
instructional situation. Some of the specialists, such as the ESL
teachers, were bilingual; Teachers of Anglo and Latino clpsses were
teamed at the various grade'level for second language instruction
and"Yin some cases, for subjects such as 'social studies. An aide
was assigned to each team of teachers. Some aides worked with three
or four teachers. Some were monolingual English-speaking, but most
were bilingual. Since this school was used as a training site by
local colleges and universities, teachers were assisted by student

'teachers fairly often.

Ten members of the school faculty, staffed Project FELT'S summer pro-
gram. They served a.resource specialists and developed curriculum
for use by parents in working with their child n. The latter activ-
ity continued through the school year. The prin ipal was this coordi-
nator for the summer program, handling administr ive mattefs related
to recruiting and enrollment, etc. The district contributed-the time
of, the project director (director Of feign language education),
bilingUal supervisor, and the coordinator of the adult education
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component of the project. Title VII paid for three adult education
specialists for the 'project. Consultants such as a Spanish-speaking:
psychologist and Spanish speaking physician served as leaders of
various workshops conducted for the parents.

......,,...

A chart illustrating the administrative structure-of Project FELT is
displayed in Figure 1.

V. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Project FELT was'an outgrowth of the bilingual program at the model
schOol which was first implemented in 1969. Prior to that year, the
district had no formally designated bilingkal programs in any of its
elementary or secondary schools, but it had had an ESL program for
several years. Most instructors in that program were bilingual and
provided assistande in the student's native language. The ESL pro-
gram begain in 1963 with a summer program which included ESL as well
as math and language arts in Spanish. The staff. went doorito door
recruiting Spanish-speaking children. . Enrollment was, only( 22 on
theirthe first Monday, but grew to 196 by Thursday. Prior to that ESL
program, tilWre were special English-for-the-foreign-born teachers
who operated out of ,the special education department since the '

students were considered linguistically handicapped because they
spoke Spanish.

The project director felt they had already learned a great deal from
their experiences with the ESL program,when Title VII came along.
They built on that experience in developing their first TitleV/I
project, Let's Be Amigos. The model bilingual school (designated as
Model A) was a Component of tee .,project. That school was due to
open in 1969 to replace two old buildings in neighborhood with a
growing Spanish-speaking population. A year was spent planning and
preparing for the implementation of a total bil gual :school. Meet-
ings, including breakfasts and luncheons, were held with the faculty.
unions and community:- Parents-at both old schools had to vote on
whether they wanted a bilingual school. Meetings ware held in par-
ents' homes to ,discuss issues and problems. The faculty and unions
were assured thiat jobs would not be threatened. Nokone was fired,
but vacancies were frozen as they occurred and filled with bilingual
staff. The principal supported the program completely and was very
involved in the planning. His successor.who arrived in 1972, also
supported it fully.

The program began with pre-K and K and cycled up to Sixth grade. In
the first year, there were fifteen students whose parents didn't want
them to participate, but by November, they had all changed their J.--.--...

minds. It took six years to cycle up to sixth grade. but then the
fifth and sixth grades had to be transferred to other schools because
of overcrowding. '

School district administrators were said to have misconceptions and
misgivings about the bilingual program from time to time, but as
Title VII funds phased out, the district picked up the costs. After
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sa years, the district funded the entire program from their operat-
ing budget and some Title I funds.

As was true'of the Let's Be Aletigos program, an annual evaluation was
built into Project FELT. Adjustments in the program were then made
based on the evaluators' findings. Modifications were also made
based on suggestions from the participants. Afternoon adult classes
were added, for example, to accommodate parents who wanted tf be -

able to attend class while their children were in school and_then
take the children home at the end of the school day. ./

VI INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The objectives of Project FELT, as st ted in the second-year evalua-
tion report, were:

To increase parents' knowledge about bilingual progra.ms.

To improve the achievement of pupils whose parents participate
in the summer and school-year programs on the Inter - American
Test of Reading in Spanish (Level 1) and the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test of Reading Level 1) to a statistically significant

) degree when grade, age, length of residence in an English
1/ speaking environment; And years of attendance in a bilingual

program are taken into account. .

To improve school attendanbe of pupils whose parents partici-
pate.

To help parents develop pelde in this new environment by pro-
viding six workshops d aling with history and culture of Puerto
Rico,. family relation , domestic, rts, consumer education, and
drug iddiction.

.To provide courses during theday, and/or evening during the
. school year in order to teach communication skl.11s in English
or Spanish. At least 15 parents will enroll in each course.

To provide courses in:basic education in English or Spanish
leading to the GED diplomas. At least 15 parents will enroll
in each course.

To take parents and children during.the summer and school year
on field trips to cultural and historic sites.

Project FELT's adult education component did provide afternoon and
evening GED classes in English and Spanish, ESL classes, SSL classes
aid'Spanish eh a first language classes. The program provided a lot
of support and encouragement to participants -- for example,
providing a bus and accompanying participants to the college campus'

-where GED tests were given.

The coordinator of. this component repoeted a 90 percent success rate
for those taking sections of the' GED test in Spanish and 70 percent
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for th= GED test in English. The evaluators reported that the number
pas g all the tests and receiving a GED had grown each year (nine
in the first year, 30 in the second, and 34 in the third).

In addition to the above classes, a series of workshops were con-
ducted for adults. One series focused on family relations and
another on family health. ToPiCs included consumer education, cancer
and drug abuse prevention, Puerto Rican culture, and domestic arts.
Orientation was also given to various community resources. Represen-
tatives of colleges, for example,' were invited to talk with FELT par-
ticipants about financial aid. Thirty-seven participants were
atte ng a community college during 1900-81. Participants were also
tau ht practical skills like filling out various forms, including
empl went applications.

All of the above activities took place during the school year. The
goal fall of them was to help parents with their educational needs

at they could in turn assist their children. One of the ele-
ments included in the adult classes was an explanation of the child-
ren's curriculum, including content and techniques for working with
children. During the sumer, parents and children participated in
PELT together. The parents were divided into two groups to work with
teams of curriculum specialists,.one team for grades pre-K through 2
and the other for grades 3 and 4. Parents learned concepts and then
worked on curriculum packet's which they made and took home. Packets
included games, fisrstr-cards, and other audio-visual aids to stimulate
a child's learning. The staff found*thet there were some parents who
needed instruction in the concepts themselves before they could be
expected to help their children. Sere, for example, were illiterate.
A Spanish enrichment program was-developed 'for them and they attended
-that in iieu of the packet development activities. Several staff
members mentioned the pride felt bp a mot'het who learned to sign her
name during the summer program. Staff handledthe needs of this tyke
of parent.with great sensitivity. They used the same materialp with
this g*oup as with those who were developing - materials so no one
would feel they were being singled out. The specialist working with
them on literacy and basic mathematics explained that they would
need to understand the materials in order to follow up with-their
children.

Parents also began to observe instruction,of their children who were
taught by- resource specialists who worked with each grade level.
Parents watched and listened to activities co ducted by the
specialists-as a rule. Occasionally parents were encouraged to lead
groups foila few minutes so they could experience a teacher-like
role also. The project evaluators found that language arts were
emphasized more than planned vnd that the-specialists were
encouraged to try rormal and innovative instructional approaches.

Songs, stories,, and learning-centered games were used more f equently
than they would be during the school year, A number of cultural and
educational trips were also conducted for parents and children, some
jointly and some separately. Curriculum specialists also took
parents to a local library and secured cards for those who didn't
have them.

I
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During the first three project years, the curriculum developers pro-
vided consultation and assistance to parents on helping their child-
ren during the school year. During the fourth year, they devoted
their time to refining and completing the various curriculum packets
which had been developed. It was hoped that these would be printed
and disseminated to all parents of students in the school before the
end of the 1980-81 school year. A number of packet materials had
been forwarded to the district's Multilingual Instructional Resources
Center (MIRC) for final preparation for printing at the time of the
site visit.

The MIRC served as a resource for the faculty of the model school as
well as the other bilingual and ESL programs in the district. The
center contained a circulating library of over.1,500 volumes,
teacher reference materials, curriculum materials prepared by
teachers in the district, videotapes of demonstration lessons and
also held special events. Professionals at MIRC were also available
to assist with the production of curriculum materials. Supplies of
the texts and other materials used at the model bilingual school
were kept on hand at the center.

Major texts used for instruction in the Spanish language were the
,Laidlaw Brothers basic reading series, Matematica Para La Education
Primaria la Latin American translation of an Addison-Wesley Text),
Hablemos, Ninos (a locally odeveloped series for SSL). For social
studies, the program followed the district curriculum guide, but
supplemented it with materials aboutiand from Puerto Rico. In the
past, the district developed a good dityl of supplementary materials
in the areas of Spanish as a first language, ESL, SSL, and Puerto
Rican history and culture in both Spanish and English. These were
also available for use at the model school.

The instructional approach at the model school was to place children
in either Anglo or Latino classes, depending upon whether they were
Englith- or Spanish-dominant. Initially, children spent 90 percent
of their class time learning in their dominant language and ten' per..
cent learning their second language. Depending an-their needs,
child n also received intensive ESL, remedial reading, and
mat ema ics.' Children also received some instruction from
mo olingual specialist teachers in subjects such as science, art,
a d physical education. The design called for Anglo students to
continue learning all their subjects in English pluS Spanish as a
second language. Teachers and aides mentioned that some of these
students had learned to speak Spanish as well as native speakers.
The Latino students were to begin reading in English in mid-second
grade and learning mathematics in English in the third grade. For
fourth grade, they were to receive all instruction in English and
maintain reading in Spanish. Since the model school covered only
pre-K through 4, all students transferred to other schools for fifth
grade. most of the staff felt this design worked very well for
students who began at the school in kindergarten and remained for at
least two or three years, if not all the way through the fourth
grade. A lot of adjustments had to be made, however, for the large
number of mobile students. Most Spanish-speaking did notbegin
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reading in English until the end of the second or early third grade,
for example. During the site visit, one third grade was observed
where all instruction was done in Spanish except for one period of
English language arts provided by the monolingual English member of
the teacher team. Faculty members who were interviewed mentioned
examples of students who attended no school while they spent the
winter in Puerto Rico and were well below their grade level when
they returned to the model school in the spring. The school also
enrolled students in the third and fourth grade who were monolingual
Spanish speakers. Examples were also cited of nine and eleven year
olds who had never attended schOol prior to enrolling here.
Obviously. these students could not make the transition to English
as envisioned in the model design. Intensive ESL and remedial
instruction in Spanish had to be provided for them at the model
school as well as follow -up ESL or bilingual instruction when they
went on to other schools for the fifth grade, if necessary.

The building which housed the model school was relatively new, having
opened in 1969, and was designed to facilitate the team teaching
approach. The Anglo and Latino classes which were Matched usually
occupied adjoining rooms with sliding dividers. children then moved
from one room to the next to receive instruction from the English
dominant or Spanish-dominant member of the teacher team. There was
a large cafeteria and well-equipped media center which contained
both English and Spanish language materials. The building was well
lilt and regular classrooks were spacious enough to accommodate learn-
ing centers. Because of the open design, noise could be a problem.
However, some of the rooms used by specialist teachers were rather
small and a bit crowded with furniture. The FELT program used the
community room, cafeteria. and teachers' lounges for its afternoon
and evening classes. The art work, bulletin boards, notices. etc..
reflected the bilingual nature of the school and the racial and
ethnic groups of the community which it served.

VII. STAPP DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

taff development and training were not major components of the Title
VII funded Project PELT. The district and its bilingual, program pro-
vided opportunities for both.formal and informal education to the
professional staff. Systemwide workshops were offered at the
school. Since contracts required that staff be paid for compulsory
training, attendance at after-school workshops was voluntary.
Seminars were offered for, master's equivalency credit as part of
leadership development courses approved by the SEA. In addition.
seminars on methods of-teaching ESL were, ,offered periodically and a
course on functional Spanish for the classroom (SSL) was offered
every fall. spring and summer., The bilingual program supervisor
also provided on- the -job training to teachers.

Parlti-professioilals were permitted to attend any of the workshops for
the professionals and any district-wideonew designed for them.
Although aides were encouraged to contidlie their education. there
were no funds to pay for that. Aides at the model school indicated
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that they had had regular conferences with the on-site bilingual
coordinator in the past. The coordinator, however, had been on
leave for much of the 1980-81 school year because of the terminal
illness of her yount son. These informal training sessions,
therefore, did not occur during that school year.

e

Staff development was emphasized when the Let's Be Amigos program
was first developed. A number of workshops, called bridges of under-
standing, were conducted for administrators and school staff.
English language training was provided tO Spanish dominant teachers
and SSL courses made available to the monolingual English staff.
Since there was a need to develor, a large number of native Spanish-
speaking teachers for the biling ..1 program model, the district
developed a special certification program in conjunction with a
10-Cal university and the state department of education. This

-bilingual teacher training institute sought to identify and train
members of the Spanish-speaking community who had the potential to
'teach in the program. Candidates were individuals who had been
teachers in Puerto Rico or Spanish-speaking countries, had completed
at least two years of Study beyond high school, and/or,had acquired
experience through work in community organizations. Trainees partic-
ipated in intensive summer programs and then received provisional
certification to work during the school year. One hundred and twelve
trainees successfully completed this program during four years (1969-
72). They then pursued undergraduate and graduate degrees at the
cooperating university and permanent certification from the state. A
number of the faculty at the model bilingual school, including the
bilingual supervisor, had participated in the bilingual teacher
training institute.

VIII. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The recognition of the need to involve the parents and community in
the education of their children was led to the development of
Project FELT. The project more than met its objectives for the num-
ber of parents to be involved, but staff felt more parents needed to
be closer to the project's operations. Parents were not heavily in-
volved as volunteers in the school, but had been involved in
decisions about the program. The principal said that parental input
was critical to the program design, e.g., determining the percent of
time to be spent in Spanish and in English and in adding advanced
SSL for Spanish-surnamed students who were English dominant but had
some Spanish proficiency. He also pointed out that parents had been
strong advocates of the program whenever it was threatened. This
was illustrated during the site visit when groups of parents were
observed at the school drafting letters to the school board
protesting proposed funding cuts which would result in a reduction
in bilingual services at the school.

There was no specific advisory committee for FELT. There was a city-
wide bilingual advisory committee for all programs serving Hispanic
students. According to the chairman, of 100 members, 75 were parents
of children in a bilingUal program. The committee met once a month
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on a regular basis, more frequently when required. Meetings were
held at a different project school each month. The PAC started as a
committee for Puerto Rican .affairs which was. concerned wi.th adjust-
ment of families to the U.S. culture. Over time it became a strong
advocate for and supporter of the bilingual program. When the prin-
cipal of the model school was promoted, the PAC expressed the
parents' strong desires t- have a bilingual replacement. Eventually
a Puertor Rican woman who. .d been involved in bilingual education in
the city from the beginning was appointed to that position. When
bilingual teachers were threatened by teacher layoffs, a group of
parents arranged to meet with the superintendent and secured an
agreement that bilingual personnel would be considered separately
because the qualifications required fortheir jobs were different
from those of monolingual teachers.

IX. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project PELT was directed by the director of foreign language edu-
cation, as were all other bilingual and ESL programs in the district.
She had been in that position since the inception of bilingual educa-
tion in the district and had developed considerable autonomy in most
areas directly related to project administration. She indicated she
had a great deal of control over materials and supplies, staff
development and training, parent and community involvement plans,
information dissemination, office operation and program evaluation.
Responsibility for other areas was Shared with other administrators,
especially the principal. These areas related more directly eo
activities that occurred in the school such as scheduling, provision/
maintenance of instructional facilities, coordination of instruc
tion, and evaluation of teachers. Areas such as lesson planning
time and teacher/student ratios were covered by union contracts so
the project had no control over them.

The principal was seen by project management and the PAC as a key to
successful implementation of bilingual education. The model school
had been fortunate in having principals who were enthusiastic sup..
porters of the bilingual program. Project management also placed
high priority on securing the input and approval of parents and the
community. The project director and other staff made themselves
accessible to the community and utilized suggestions and recommenda-
tions from parents. This effort paid off in strong support in the
Hispanic community for the program. Bilingual staff had a good deal
of pride in the program and felt this was transferred to the stu-
dents and the school community. In fact, the model school had over
a thousand visitors a year who came to observe And learn.

The district administration had demonstrated support by picking up
the cost of bilingual programs as Title VII phased out. That was the
plan for Project FELT, but it was placed in doubt by financial prob-
lems facing the district. The broader community was not seen as very
knowledgeable about the bilingual program, and it was widely assumed
that it would not support bilingual education if choices had to be
made on what programs to cut.
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X. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

Overall, Project FELT was achieving success in implementing its
plans. Participation of parents and other community members exceeded
levels set in project objectives, and those adults profited from
their participation as dbmonstrated by their performance on GED tests
and the numbers who went on to higher education. The project evalua-
tion found that children whose parents participated in FELT achieved
better than similar students whose parents did not, and the longer
the parents participated, the higher these children's performance
was. These students also had better school attendance records but

Itat
the evaluator .,could not attribute t is definitively to Project FELT
since other posible explanations that record were found when
student characteristics were examined.

The bilingual school program had be -en functioning for almost 12 years
and as quite strong. Some faculty members, especially monolingual
English speakers, did have some criticisms of the program particu-
larly regarding the amount of time spent in Spanish. Although none
felt the program should be ended, some felt it should be modified, in
certain ways. There was also some evidence of communication
breakdown in this large school which might have been attributable to
the fact that there were two interim principals in the school before
a replacement was appointed for the principal who had been promoted
to another position. The school had also been closed twice during
the 1980-81 school year by district-wide strikes. Under the
circumstances, some difficulties seemed inevitable. Even so, the
program was seen as necessary, even by those who wanted to see some
modifications. The new principal had already begun to hold staff
meetings where a sharing of ideas was encouraged. Staff seemed
optimistic about their future role in the program although everyone
was apprehensive about possible cuts in funding.

The district had submitted an application for continuing Title VII
funding for the fifth year of Project FELT. Project management
planned to use that year to consolidate the project and particularly
to pull together those elements which could be replicated by other
schools. The fifth year was also to be used to finalize plans for
institutionalizing Project FELT as the district had &One with
previous Title VII projects.
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CASE 11

USING CAWLE TELEVISION FOR INSTRUCTION AND STAFF TRAINING
it

I. 'PROJECT OVERVIEW

ch of ye pr 1980-81 was the first year of this three-year EsEA_Title
VII/bilih4ual-Bicultuzal Education project 'for the 'Unified School
DiAtrict, located in a western state.

ti

The city is located 50 miles .southlof a major, metropolitan area.
When it incorporated on December 27, 1971, the city had a population
of 16,000. One year later, its,poputlatioh had grown.to 20,00Q. Its
current population is estimated t.15 be 65,000. Forecasts.show that.
the city.'s population growth Will crest It a community,of 240,000
people and .is expec'ted to occur late in the dIsade of the 80's. The ,

city is being developd as i planned community in cooperation with i.
the city and the City Company, a private corporation, which owns and
controls over 80,000 acres in the county. -

The Unified.School District presently consists of 21 K-12 schools
(two high schools, one alternative high school, three middle schools,'
15 elementary scjitOztas) with an additional' four schodls presently'
under construction and serving a population[ of over 14,500
There are no non-public schools establishes-within the boundaries of!
the Unified School District,. 'The Unified School District is
expanding to keep pace with the residential growth of the community.
The Title VII project is designed to proVide supplemental services ;

to each new school as it is opened and will accomodate future growth
of the school district.

The district opefites t rough a decentralized management model- Each
school site manager an Phis/her faculty shareliajor responsibilities
for decision-making, b th with respect to curriculum offerings and
to fiscal control.

The Unified School District initiated an ESEA Title VII Bilingual
Education project in 1973 entitled WESTA which primarily served the
Spanish-speaking migrant labor population. However, the firs year
there was also one clastroom in _each of the K-6 grades t4at was
Japanese. At the end of the first year, the Japanese pulation
resisted the bilingual education program, and the Spanish population
supported it. Beginning the second year, Spanish-English bilingual
teachers wW-24e. hired and the resource teachers dropped. The pro4ram
was expanded it now serves pre K-12. The schools served by
the WESTA project are feeder schools - one elementary, one junior
high and one senior high school. The program is in-clats and uses-
both transitional and maintenance emphases.

The Unified School District's decentielized -way telelAsion
bilingual education project utilizes the extausive communication
facilitiei in the city. The interactive cablittoplevision facilities
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reflect an ongoing commitment to the effective use of communications
technology, to meet the educational needs of the community at large.

The Unified School District conceived and jointly developed the 2-way
Interactive Cable Television System with the community Cableviaion
Company, a subsidiary of the City Company. The city 2-way television
system's first interconnection was between two schools in November
1974. Building on the initial success of the first test, the number
of origination sites now operational on a daily basis has grown to
21. At each of these sites is found simple, inexpensive equipment
operated by children and adults.

r

The special capability of the cable television facilities allows for
simultaneous, 2-way transmission of video signals on a single cable.

Consistent with the educational policies of'the Unified School
District, school facilities, including the telecommunications sys-
tems, are accessible and open for community use and participation.
Other origination points available to the community include City
Hall, the state university, the County Branch Library in the city
and the offices of the cable operator, located in Sandy Hill.

While the Unified School District has contracted for the exclusive
use of two channels on the 30 channel system, a third, public access
channel has been dedicated by the cable operator (in compliance with
state law) for use by the community. The channel can be seen in all
homes subscribing to the CATV service. Viewer participation via
telephone is encouraged during live programming.

II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

The project utilizesa 2-way Interactive Video system which is
diagrammed and explained below.

Instruction Via ,2 -Way Interactive Video
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The diagram shows how a lesson is conducted via the 2-way Interactive
video system. Each site has 2-way interactive television,c-apability
which includes two television sets, one amera and one signal trans-
mitter. The 2-way video s stem allows u rs to transmit their own
video signal while recei ng another q-r, alternatively, to receive
two video signals from istant schools. The system permits users to
simultaneously see themse vesAdtegroup with whom they are talk-
ing, or to view two distant groups conversing and to then join in the
conversation when appropriate in the lesson.

If more than two schools are conferencing, the 2-way system allows
groups at other school sites to observe the lessons and then to com-
municate with the schools by using oneof the two channels when they
are called upon to que_ry or contribute to the discussion. 'Switching
from one school to another is accomplished by oral commands from the
users. One school is asked to turn off their signal transmitter to
allow another school to use the channel. Using two channels simul-
taneously in a 21-site switched network allows any two schools the
opportunity to communicate while every other site can watch and
enter into the discussion when they have something to contribute.

The project utilizes a maximum of four sites for any single lesson.
The instructor is at school sites on a rotating basis to assure face-
to-face contact with a small group of students grouped according to
skills and age, and is in contact with other schools via 2-way Inter-
active Video. The lesson is directed with the teacher and students
listening and interacting in much the same manner as with any lesson
in a conventional classroom. Each school has a student aide or in-
structional aide who has been trained in the use of the 2-way Inter-
active Video system and in techniques of cross-age tutoring. The
aide operates the camera for the students and assists the instructor
with appropriate reinforcement activities for students located at
each of the remote sites.

If sites not actively participating in the 2-way i,mactive lessons
wish to only observe and listen, they may do so simply by tuning in
their televisions to the appropriate channels. -k

The project goals for 1980-1983 are as follows:

To facilitate English fluency in all areas - listening,
speaking, reading and writing. _..i

Li

To.provide supplemental bilingual support ir content areas in
the participating LEP students' native lanivage as necessary -

for students to progress academically while acquiring English
fluency.

To enhance cross-cultural understanding and bicultural Skills
to both LEP and non -LEP students.

To improve home-school communication and to assist parents in
acquiring skills necessary to reinforce their children's
learning experiences.
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To provide staff training activities which wiIl'build the on-
going cp-acity of the district to serve LEP students.

To acquire, develop, and disseminate materials which will in-
crease the capacity of the district to carry out the services
after funding.

To direct these goals toward increasing LEP students' self-
concept and motivation, and ability to participate fully in all
school activities.

To enable the district to assume fiscal responsibility for the
bilingual program by seeking out, utilizing and evaluating local
and state resources and by proving the efficiency of the local
delivery system.

1
In addition, the Unified School District developed 1980-81 goals for
LEP/NEP programs as follows:

By,June 1981, district staff will review, evaluate and update as
appropriate the curriculum, programs, materials, and systems
related to English as a second language instruc -tion and primary
language support acting on input from community, staff, and
administrative groups, as reported, to the Board of Education.

By June 1981, the district and its schools will implement the
mandates of state and federal laws, regulations, and programs
for LEP/NEP students as indicated in each school's educational
plan and/or each student's bilingual individual learning
program (BILP).

By June 1981, tthe district and its schools will deveIop.a plan
for providing LEP/NEP students with skills in English and con-
tent areas which are prerequisites for passing district profic-
iencies as indicated in each school'''s educational plan and/or
each-student's bilingual individual learning program (8ILP).

By March 1981, a district staff will provide sites with supple-
mental ESL (English as a second language) instruction based 'on
the San Diego ESL Continuum via the Interactive Video system,
as indicated by video schedules and attendance surveys.

,By June 1981, as needs related to UP/NEP students are identi-
fied, district staff will provide staff development workshops,
technical assistance, and conference information for classified
and certified personnel as indicated in Oistrict records.

III. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

Limited English Proficient (LEP) students are identified through a
process which includes the following:

California State Mandated Home Language Survey;
Language Assessment Battery (LAB) by McGraw-Hill,
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California Test of Basic Skills; and
School Advisement.

The state department of education's approved Home Language survey is
sent annually to parents of all pupils in the schools. All students
whose parents indicate a language other than English are indiVidually
tested with the Language Assessment Battery for English speaking,
underitanding, reading and writing skills (McGraw-Hill). Those
whose scores fall in .the LES/NES category are considered LEP.

The state test of basic.skill's was administered to Unified School
District students in grades K-8 and 10 in February, 1980. A
statistical analysis of student performance showed that those LEP
students examined by the test (not all LEP students were able to take
the English language version of the reading and language arts sec-
tion) performed lower than the total student population in reading
and language arts.

In assessing.the nature of the identified LEP population the follow-,
ing were relevant factors:

Students have well-developed native languages appropriate for
their age and grade levels.

A significant number of these students attend weekend classes
which teach native language, culture, and/6r content in the
native language.

Students come from middle to upper-middle class socio-economic
groups..

Students have had excellent readiness and educational exper-
iences in their native languages.

Students have relatively positive images of themselves and of
their cultures.

Students have had relatively poiitive experiences in the domin-
ant culture and have relatively positive attitudes towards the
dominant culture.

Fourteen schools with a. -total of 218 LEP students, representing 24
languages, participated in the project. LangUages represented were
Korean, Japanese, Chidese, Vietnamese, Spanish, Parsi, Pilipino,
Portuguese, Hindi, Armenian, Gerilan, Dutch, Danish, Arabic, Thai,
Turkish, French, Hebrew, Russian, Italian, Pakistani, Samoan,
Chamorro, and Lebanese.

IV: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

In 1973, the Unified School District initiated an ESEA Title VII
Bilingual program to primarily serve the Spanish-speaking migrant
labor population. Initially',.the Japanese linguistic'group was also

.,
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served. However, the Japanese community favored total immersion in
the English language. As a result, the program begat serving only
Spanish-speaking students.

In 1978-79, the industrial development o the city precipitated an
influx,of European and Asian engineers arrd technicians with their
families, which in turn moved diverse multi ngual, multicultural
groups into the school district.

The project director and superintendent were amcsg the first to
recognize the potential of the existing communications network for
-serving this multilingual, multic:iltural LEP student population.

The first six months of the project were de-voted to planning the
project and materials development. Actual instruction began in
February 1981, with two bilingual/biculturil.resource teachers and
seven bilingual teacher aides.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

Given the rather unique factors of the LEP-student population, the
project selected a mainstream approach which is based on English as
a second language, with support in the primary language in content
areas applied to the extent necessary to allow children to achieve
competence in the English language. This is accompanied by a parent
education program and student activities to foster cross- cultural
understanding between LEP and non-LEP learners.

This approach was chosen based on the following research:

James Cummins' findings that acquisition of a second language
is dependent on the sound development of the native language,
and that sound native language development is a viable prere-
quisite to acquiring a second language.

Richard Tucker's findings that socio-economic status, self-.
image, and educational background should be factors in-.
seleckrig an.appropriate approach for addressing LEP 'students.

Stephen Krashen's theory that the kinds of feelings ("affective
filter") students have toward the culture of the "target" lang-
uage (English, in our case) is related t how willing students
are to involve themselves in acquiring the new language and is
strongly correlated to subsequent success in learning.

Rand Corporation's "Federal Programs Sup orting Educational
Change" study which included criteria of effective plaAnin4
strategies for implementing a federal p ogram.

The identified LEP students remain at their neighborhoods schools
and are mainstreamed in t1heir regular classrooms. They.are geograph-
ically dispersed and are not sufficiently concentrated to form
natural bilingual classrooms. Sites provide students with the
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federal and state-mandated bilingual individual learning programs
(BILPs) which reflect the approach above.

The ESL instructional component uses strategies to raise normative
achieve:tient and affective behavior. The Areas of listening, speak-
ing, reading, and writing are sequentially addressed. Students are
diagnosed and placed on the San Diego ESL Continua (K-6 or 7-12) and
mastery oft objectives is assessed on an ongoing basis. Once on the
continuum, udents are skill-grouped by: primary grades (K-3),
upper grades (4-6), middle school grades (7 -8), and high school
grades (9-12). Site level instruction is continued as well as
expanded, if necessary.' The supplemental ESL instruction provided
under this project and delivered via 2-way Interactive Video follows
the same groupings. All instruction utilizes the San Diego Con-
tinua's sequence of skills. Teachers' manuals and student activitiei
serve as a framework for other materials that have been keyed to the
continua. -Unique to this project, the "Natural Approach" to second
language acquisition is used to implement and/or adapt the San. Diego
Continua. This gre tly strengthens the critical communication coat."
ponents of the' Cont nue. Key lessons are video-taped for re-use and
training purposes. %

The Natural. Approach emphasizes an evaluational acquisition of sound
linguistics and - follows the pattern in which the first language is
acquired. Its tenets include:

Listening comprehension (in context) as a prerequisite to oral
production:

Correction by expansion;

Oral production .that is meaningful:

Focus on communication before form:

Strong vocabulary development based on students' environment
presented with pictures and media:

Personalized instruction: and

Speech modeled slightly above students' level (X ).
tit'

Following are the premises for the Natural Approach tolLanguage
Teaching:

Students can acquire grammar without .consciously understanding
the rules if they hear and understand language used in a real,
natural, communicative situation. They will not acquire lang-
uage doing exercises and'drills.

The most important factor in language acquisition (as opposed
to conscious learning) is effectivity: students must feel
comfortable interacting with peers and instructor, and unless
there i,s strong group support for every individual in the
class, that individual will not-acquire a second language.
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c

Language is best learned if the goals are semantic and communi-
cative, not grammatical. First, the topics for students to
dJ.scuss should be chosen, and then the necessary structures are
selected.

Listening comprehension i the basis fo acquisition of the
ability to speak, i.e., students mu first learn td comprehend
the target language. Students'sho d t be forced to produce
until they.are affectively ready.

1

Vocabulary is the most important 4actor'in.learning to compre-
hend the spoken language. Students must recognize the meaning
of a great many words before they will function in another lang-
uage. Teachers should concentrate on vocabulary using all
possible techniques, especially visuals.

The class hour should consist of a series of communication
activities which foster effectivity and motivate the student'
into express her/himself. (

Correction 4-student speech errors is not a factor in eventual
correctness and impedes classroom communication. Speech errors
should be corrected only by natural expansion.

The students should be taught communication steategies'whick
will allow them to interact outside. the classroom with speakers
of the target language.

VI. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

At the onset of the project, the resource teachers and project
director received intensive training to enhance their skills. The
training covered both curriculum and management so that skills and
resources were utilized most effectively. Resource teachers' skills
as trainers were sharpened, including techniques and methods particu-
larly useful for instruction via OLway Interactive Video Skills and
resources acquired by the district's Title VII CALFAIA (Spanish/
English) project were disseminated, adapted, and expanded to this
project's director and resource teachers. This included extensive
work done with the Center for Leadership Education of Los Angeles,
emphasizing the area of role clarification which was especially_
valuable for a categorical program operating in a decentralized
school district.

A training needs assessment was conducted (see attached staff
development survey) which indicated that the greatest training need
was on the use of the San Diego ESL Continua, closely followed by
linguistic differences between English and native.langUages_of LEP
students, end'ESL methodology including the "Natural Approach."
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VII. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
:'

The primary parent/community involvement seems to be through the
community cable television. The lessons can be viewed at home
through this medium. Parent's visit the classrooms to observe the
lessoni and methodology, and support the project. The PAC was
involved in the application process; however parent attendance at
PAC meetings seem to be a problem. Project personnel are interested
in increasing parent involvement, especially in the area of parent -

education.
.14

VIII. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
i

Shown later is the project organization chart as submitted in the
projt application. However, in reality, the organizational
structure would be similar to the following:

SUPERINTENDENT I

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT -

OF EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
SERVICES

CURRICULUM \
COORDINATOR '...

1

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
OF BUSINESS
SERVICES

,TITLE VII
PROJECT DI1ECTOR

"WO

4

In this arrangement, the project director reports directly to the
superintendent, with the curriculum coordinatoi and assistant
superintendent of educatioilal support services serving in more of an
advisory capacity with some oversight functions and Little authority.
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IX. INTERMEDIATE OTITCOMES

The Multilingual/Multicultural Project is an excellent example of
the use of modern technology in meetigg the educational needs of the
LEP/NEP student population. This population is geographically
dispersed throughout the community, resulting in insufficient
numbers of students at any one school to establish a traditional
bilingual education program. Therefore, the 2-way Interactive
Television System is, in effect, a "transportation' system. Instead
of transporting students (at great expense and perhaps in violation
of desegregation laws), instruction is transported to the students
via the Community Cable Television System:
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ASSISTANT SUPT.
OF BUSINESS
SERVICES

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

BOARD OF EDUCATION'

SUPERINTENDENT

ASSISTANT SUPT.
EDUCATIONAL

SUPPOtT SERVICES

[CURRICULUM
COORDINATOR

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

FEDERAL PROJECTS (TITLE I

BILINGUAL EDUCATION I

PRINCIPALS

FIFTEEN ELEMENTARY
THREE MIDDLE

FOUR HIGH SCHOOLS

TEACHERS/AIDES

DISTRICT
INSTRUCTIONAL
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (IMS)

ITITLE VII PROJECT DIRECTOR
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TITLE VII STAFF DEVELOPMENT SURVEY

Name LES/NES REPRESENTATIVES

TALLEY SHEET

School

Date

The following list has been suggested ds topics for staff development for staff par- -
ticipating in the Title VII/Video Projct. Please help us to identify workshop in-
service priorities by indicating Your needs. Use the :first columns for your individual
needs, the second set of columns for your estimation of staff needs at your building,

Thank you

- Feel competent, not he needed; - Feel competent, but some help needed to
k*en current in vleid; 3 - Need help in this area; 4 - Need neln, to j orlorltv

Self Needs

1 2 3

Staff Needs

2 fS 4

1. Contents of Title VII Plan

_,

:. Linguistic Differences between English and
native languages of LEP students

3. Use of San Diego ESL Continuum (placement/
mastery testing activities, record keeping)

4. ESL Methodology including the
"Natural Approach"

3, Rilingual Teaching Methodologies

L ]

b. Cultural Heritage of LEP students

,-

7. Effective home-school communications .

-

. How to work with aides, tutors and volunteers

9. Use of Video/Media Equipment

10. Other (please describe)

,
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CASE 12

INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF AN URBAN HISPANIC PROGRAM

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Bilingual/Bicultural Project began in October 1976 on a five'-year
funding cycle. It is now in its fifth year, ..thich began in August
of 980. The project is spread out among three elementary schools.
Three other schools in the district also participate in another Title
VII Bilingual Migrant Program, which was funded for a.five-year cycle
in 1977. The Bilingual Migrant Program is administered from the same
office as the particular Title VII grant which we studied. The
resource teacher had responsibilities to the other schools in addi-
tion to the three schools specified in the basic grant.

The two schools we visited were Oron Elementary School and Seise
Elementary School. Both schools serve grades K-6. The total Humber
of public schools in the district is 43, serving a total of 30,238
students in grades K-12. The population of this county has grown
100% in the last 10 years; it is the fastest growing community in
the United States. The county is on the seacoast, mostly flat with
scrub woodland. The major base of the economy is agriculture (salad
vegetables and flowers). Tourism and fishing are also_- important.
Overall unemployment for the area is 4.9% (figures obtained from the
state employment service). No serarate figures were available for
the Hispanic population.

In addition to the Title VII program, many of the bilingual students
also receive other federal benefits, such as free or reduced price
meals, and ESOL instruction, and from the state, compensatory educa-
tion services and basic skills instruction. These instructional ser-
vices all provide for additional teachers, instruction and materials.
Several of the bilingual students also participate in the ESEA Title
I and Title I migrant program, and a few benefit from ESAA and Educa-
tion for the Handicapped.

Because of the fluid lifestyle of many of the students served in the
program, the most recent needs assessment, conducted internally,
determined that the greatest need was for a restructuring of the in-
structional model. In the new grant proposal submitted recently, an
Achievement Module System was proposed whereby participants in the
bilingual education program would have a greater chance of completing
a unit of instruction. In addition, the project manager determined
that teachers needed training in bilingual education procedures and
techniques. In a broader sense, there is a need for internal
consistency in testing, evaluating, monitoring and designing
curriculum for the bilingual student as (s)he progresses through
school, and followup on a student's progress once (s)he leaves the
project is needed.
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II. PROJECT CRARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

The projeCt has developed its own educational afpproach, with inclass
instruction occurring a majority of the time aid regrouping in a
semi-departmentalized way for reading in some Instances. Also, the
teachers' aides, henceforth referred to as tutors, do float between
classes on

--.
occasion, and on ocsasion the students are pulley' from

classes not designated as Title\VII classes to receive ,instruction
from a tutor, an ESL teacher, a learning disabilities teacher, etc.
In general, the program in the schools adjusts to accommodate the
student population as it changes during the year.

Spanish monolingual students are taught reading first in Spanish.
Students who are considered LEP receive parallel instruction in
Spanish and English reading. English-dominant bilingual students
are taught to read in English first, with Spanish introduced at a
later date for enrichment. In teaching English to non-English
speakers, Spanish is used to explain English grammar.

The schools follow a "no pencil, no paper" policy in kindergarten
for the first half of the year to enable the learner to master
English in a fixed sequence of skills of listening and speaking
first, then reading and writing. At all levels of teaching English
to non - English' speakers, use is made of mimicry-memorization,
repetition and pattern drills. Other content subjects, it was
observed, are taught in English and Spanish. LEPs spend a good part
of their day at the table on the side with the tutor, receiving
instruction that is separate from the regular classroom instruction..

In the event that Title VII funding stops, the school district admin-
istrators thought that the basic program of instruction to the chil-
dren would continue, but other components -- such as procurement of
additional materials and staff development -- would cease. The
county kas institutionalized much of the bilingual education effort
began through the federal Title VII projects, and currently several
tutors and the project director are paid through the county. There
is strong support for bilingual education in the county.

III. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

The project serves a total of 196 students in grades IC-3. We studied
two schools serving a total of 139 students in grades IC-3. These
schools are located near large migrant camps and have the largest
concentration of transient Hispanic students in the county. Records
show that these two schools have the shortest school year attendance
by the transient Hispanic student, with a high (30% and greater) per-
centage of out-migration. The students come from two ethnic back-
grounds: Mexican-American and Puerto-Rican. All of the students are
from low-income families. Eighty percent of the Hispanic transients
do not graduate from high school, and their average attendance is
60% of the school year. The overall academic achievement of these
schools was estimated to be about equal to national standards, while
the students in the Title VII programs were estimated to be perform-
ing below national standards.
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Entrance into the project is.determined by scores on the Stanford
Achievement Test and the Crane Language Dominance Test. Starting
this year, the California Achievement Test and the state Skills Vest
are replacing the previous tests. These tests are administered by
the project's staff. Students who score one standard deviation
below the mean a_e categorized into one of three levels of language
proficiency: Spanish-dominant, bilingual, or English-dominant.
Parent surveys and resource teacher.observations are additional
approaches used to determine a student's entry into the program.
When a student scores it the mean level of these standardized tests,
(s)he.is considered proficient and is exitede again with resource
teacher recommendations used to augment the score. The project
management staff feels that exit criteria ought to be raised in
order to give the bilingual student the 'st chance at' succeeding,
although students who are exited after showing the first signs of
proficiency often fall behind again because help is no longer avail-
able to them.

IV. PROJECT PERSONNEL

The project staff consists of the project director, the project man-
ager, one resource teacher, nine tutors (teacher aides} and one
secretary. The project director is the only staff member not paid
out of Title VII funds. Iii addition to the Title VII Bilingual/Bi-
cultural Program, this staff also works on the Title VII Bilingual
Migrant and district programs in bilingual education. All staff
members are bilingual in Spanish and English and are from the same
language group as the Title VII students. Because of increasingly
large enrollment, the county has hired additional bilingual tutors.

There is one tutor assigned to one class in each grade (K-3) which
has the greatest number of LEP students. However, due to increasing
enrollments, additional LEP students in other classes either are
pulled out to receive instruction in the class where the tutor is
assigned, or the tutor will "float" to those classes. None of the
teachers interviewed had bilingual certification; two knew some
Spanish but didn't use it a lot; and one teacher had had' previous
experience in bilingual education in another non-Spanish speaJsing
country. one teacher has been attending classes towards a M ter's
in Bilingual Education, but was told that project money for his had
run out this year and had discontinued her courses. Almos all of
the tutors paid for by Title VII are attending the commun.
college, and four will graduate with an Associates Degree in
Education. Further study at the university is planned. -There is
currently no state teaching certification program in Bilingual
Education. The resource teacher has 16 years of experience in
bilingual education, twelve of them in a classroom teacher' setting.
He was a specialist'in curriculum development and teaching
techniques in Cuba. He works directly with the tutors, assisting
them with the use of materials, techniques and procedures for
dealing with specific teaching situations, and instructs them on how
to effectively communicate with parents. Another man, who is a
member of the Title VII Bilingual Migrant staff, acts
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as a. home-school coordinator. His job is to serve as a liaison
between the families of the bilingual students and the schools. By
constantly calling on members of the community, he brings information
and a sense of concern to them. The people in the community trust
him and feel comfortable t lking to him, and he in turn tries to
help them overcome some of heir problems by encouraging them to
participate in workshops of ered through the local county community
college and sponsored by th Title VII project.

V. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

In the initial stages of the project development, the superintendent
of schools was very supportive, such that the project director did
not have to compromise on her goals in setting up the project. Other
district-level staff, such as the federal research director and the
director of elementary education, provided assistance in organizing
and setting up the bilingual project office. The tutors also seemed
to have contributed a great deal to the ongoing success of the
project.

Since the project began, changes in state and federal guidelines...1144
lessened the freedom the project originally had over how they would
conduct the program. Specifically, the state minimum competency exam
and entry -exit criteria forced the curriculum plans to change to a
greater emphasis on teaching English to children at an earlier stage.
The project staff feels that these criteria do not allow for flexi-
bility\in judging when the child is ready to learn English.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The goals of classroom instruction in the bilingual-bicultural pro-
ject are in the process of changing. Starting next year, Spanish .

reading instruction will be more carefully targeted toward those
students who are monolingual Spanish-speaking. It is the opinion of
the teachers and principals that to teach reading in Spanish to stu-
dents who already know some English is to encourage a maintenance
approach, and they view this ta be contrary to the goals of bilingual
eduOation in the-cOuntry. Essentially, instruction by the teacher
is done in English, with the tutor providing individual instruction
in the same or different subject area. Depending on- the level of
the student. (s)he either receives instruction along with the rest
of the class in such subjects as science and social studies, or may
be pulled out to attend extra instruction in ESL or, if judged to
have learning disabilities, individual instruction in specific sub-
jects. All extra instruction is done in English mith no bilingual
aide.

One of the schools is located in a series of trailer units adjacent
toa small main building. Students walk a short distance to the
cafeteria, etc. Classrooms run in sequence: two first grade classes
are divided by a curtain which is partially open for a large part of
the day so that LEPs and the tutor are free to move'back and forth
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as necessary. Project classrooms a.
bre

mixed in with regular class-
rooms. The materials on bulletin boars and walls in project
classrooms are all in English, and indistinguishable from those in
the regular classrooms.

The other school is located in a single building with six outdoor
corridors laid out one next to the other, with the library at one
end and the cafeteria at the other end. Project classrooms are

.1mixed in with the other classrooms and are indistinguishable physic-
ally. Again, materials on the bulletin boards and the walls are in
English.

The principal texts used in grades K-3 in the project are;

Bookmark Reading Program, Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich Company,
U.S.A. English (used in second grade).

Keys to Reading, The Economy Company, U.S.A. English (used in
second grade).

Crane Reading System, Crane Publishing Company, U.S.A. Spanish
(used in grades 15 and 1).

All other texts, in-luding mathematics, social studies and science
and other instructional materials, are in English. The Spanish
texts are kept on a distinctly separate shelf and in a different
location in the room from the regular English reading series. No
other Spanish reading materials were seen.

VII. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

The project has been successful in implementing some of its staff
development plans. The tutors have attended classes at the local
community college on a once -a --week basis, and ten tutors will earn
their Associates of Arts degree this year. There have been no inser-
vices provided by the project. staff this year, but in past years they
have reviewed the inservice plans developed by the county and marked
which ones are bilingual specific. Teachers are required to attend
three days of these workshops at the regional teacher' center at the
beginning of_the year, according to the project director. However,
teachers reported they had not received any inservice trainipig for
teaching in a bilingual program this year, and that in previous years
such training has been spotty. The project staff reported that over
the last five years four teachers had received their master's
degrees, and four more will receive a master's this year. Fifteen
teachers are currently enrolled in language acquisition classes.

VIII. PARENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The Parent Advisory Committee as such has held monthly meetings since
September, but has not held a meeting in the past two months. The
members of the Hispanic community are not comfortable with the idea
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of being directly involved with school activities or operations, and
as a zesult, voluneeering, visits to school, formal parent meetings,
etc., are minimal. When the project was started, a group from the
Title VII project called PIBE (Parents Involved in ,Bilingual Educa-
tion) coordinated with another Title VII project in a neighboring
county to present activities, workshops, etc., to parents of Title
VII students. They offered a stipend as incentive for involvement,
and this year a more local PAC was formed from the parents who had
been involved in'PIBE activities.

At the time of the visit, members of the community expressed concern
about the amount of Spanish the LEP child was using in school. They
favored a transitional approach. However, initially community
members understood the program to be maintenance. People had strong
feelings about teaching children in English and initially thought
that the goal of bilingual education was to perpetuate the native
language through its use in education. In the past two years, there
has been a change in their attitude toward understandj.ng what the
Title VII project does.

The chairperson of the PAC was chosen because she knew the Hispanic
community well having grown up in one of the Hispanic neighborhoods.
Information about meetings, which are in Spanish, is
announced at church, on television, passed through word of mouth, and
sometimes through letters sent home from school with the children.
Topics discussed most frequently this year include issues of
communication and how the parent can communicate with the school
about their child's education. The school-home coordinator has
presented (formally at meetings, and informally at church and home
visits) ideas for increasing communication and parent involvement.
The parents are hesitant about participating mainly because they
feel out of place, insecure, and fearful about visiting the school.
Principals at both schools were unaware of the activities of the PAC.

)
IX. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

113projectplans to continue with efforts to involve more parents
in program activities. This year is the project's final year; pend-
ing refunding, there are plans to continue a strong commitment to
staff development and to more carefully monitor, organize and assess
the progress of the LEP student. Supplies and materials are also
needed, and the project hopes to continue to develop them on a local
level.

The project management is shared equally by the'project director and
the project manager. They consult each other on everything and work
as a team. As such, they have a great deal of control over placement
criteria and practices, the planning of time spent on bilingual
activities, the direct supervision of Title VIl staff, including
tutors, the procurement of supplies and materials, staff development
and training, parent and community involvement plans, student support
services, inforAtt:i.en'dissemination, and office operation. They have
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no control over teacher/student ratios or the evaluation of teachers
at the school level, but'have some control over the scheduling of
classes and the coordination of instruction across grades and pro-
grams. Efforts at achieving greater coordination are underway now
as the project director visits each Title VII class.

The current staff has been with the project since its beginning, and
the project director extends her involvement and commitment to
bilingual education through the use of a television station. ;Vesicles
acting as -roject director, she has her own television show daily
through wh :h she disseminates information on project activities.
She is a well-known, respected, and liked person in the community
and has succeeded' in obtaining political support for bilingual
education. The county also has shown strong support for and
commitment to bilingual education in recent years and has helped
institutionalize much of the Title VII program.

Difficulties the program has had are evident in its somewhat spotty
success at implementation. The project has met with some opposition
and misunderstanding at the school and community. levels. '71-dividuals
who were interviewed noted that there are racist attitudes work
around, and a lack of understanding of the bilingual educati
concepts which the project has advocated.

X. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

Whether or not the project is partially refunded or totally defunded,
the commitment to .bilingual education will remain in the county.
More visibility in tkeschools on the part of the project staff,
especially the re-purce teachers, would enhance the project. A
refinement of the testing and placement procedures would help the
credibility of the curriculum. The county area is large and the
project the'refore difficult to administer in a cohesive way.
Nevertheless, its presence has positively affected the students, as
is reflected in a reduced dropout rate over the past five years.
Improved self-concept, lan which the program has had a definite
impact, has ledto an increase in students' incentives to stay in
School.

it
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CASE 13

A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM IN A HEAVILY MIGRANT, POOR DISTRICT

I. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

This Independent, School District's (ISD) Title VII Bilingual-
Bicultural Basic 'Project operates in the only elementary school in
the city. The current funding cycle for the Titre VII program began
in October, 1980 and will end in July, 1981. This is the first year
of a three-year grant that is scheduled to end in July. of 1983.. The
initial Title VII grant was awarded in July of 1977 as part of a
'Demonstration Project in Bilingual-Bicultural Education' that ran
for three years, ending in June 1980. Oth components supplementing
the Bilingual-Bicultural Basic Project include the I.S.D. tax levy
monies, as well as State Bilingual Program funds. However, state
and local funds for bilingual education are quite limited. The
state provides $25 per child per year from grades K through 3; and,
according to the project director, I.S.D. has a very limited tax
base and is one of the poorest school districts in tHe state.
Hence, the Title VII Program is the primary source of funding for
the district's bilingual education efforts.

There are only two schools in the distrlict, an elementary school nd
one recently built high school, with a total student population
1,989 in all grades. The Bilingual Program located only in t e
elementary school and serves grades E through 5. The elementary
school is old, in poor condition, and overcrowded having over tw ce
as many students (1,339) as it was designed to hold

The city is a small rural community with a populatio of 4,300, and
is located along the Mexican border in an agricultural river valley.
The economy of this area is based on seasonal crops, primarily
vegetables, citrus, and sugar cane. The entire river 'valley area is
economically depressed with no major industry and an unemployment
rate of over 16% according to the state employment commission. Since
this part of the state is overwhelming Hispanic, the unemployment
rate for the bilingual population is also 16.%+. This rate probably
underestimates the unemployment situation in the area since 75% of
the families in the city and surrounding communities are migrant
farm laborers and-leave whenever work is unavailable locally.

The I.S.D. bilingual program was designed to meet the needs of LEP
and non - English- speaking students in first through third grade. In
the 1980-81 school year, a total of 225 Mexican-American students
were served by the Title VII Program. According to the
Superintendent, 75 -80% of the target students have migrant farmworker
parents. The school district is overwhelmingly Mexican-American,
with around a half dozen'Angloigtudents in the elementary school.
The project director estimates that over 90% of the students in the
district are limited English proficient.
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In addition to participating in the bilingual program, virtually all
the Title VII students are involved in ESEA Title I (migrant and non-
migraht), in the Right-to-Read program, and in the Free Lunch Pro-
gram. The superintendent said that 98% of the children in the school.
.district participate in the Lunch Program. Title VII student also
participate in Title IV and ESOL Programs. A few students, according
to the project director, are involved in the Emergency School Aid and
Education for the Handicapped Programs. The district's multiple fed-
eral school prograls attest to the poverty of the area. From the
project director's perspective (he had just been appointed to head
the Title VII Program at the time of the interview) as the previous
Federal Coordinator for the district's substantial number of
federally sponsored programs, there are no significaAt administrative
or student-related problems created by student participation in more

'than one program at the same time.

However, a few teachers felt that too many instructional services
occasionally disrupted the continuity of some students' classroom
instruction. The elementary school relies on informal teacher
Ommunication to achieve coordination betweeh-.the various federally
provided instructional programs and the regular school curriculum.

The Program's Most recent needs-assessment contained in the current
Title VII grant application was conducted in May 1980. The needs
assessment identified instructional staff, classroom
space, and funding as the pr gram's most pressing_needs. Currently,
tht district pays the lowe'strteacher salaries in the state and
consequently has a high (30-50%) stiff turnover each year. The
elementary school which was designed for 600 students now holds over
1,300; moreover, at least 75% of the area's population receives some
form of public assistance. Hence, the city has veiry little in local
funds foi the schools and relies heavily on Title /II and other
federal monies to provide educational services to its children.

I

II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

The Bilingual-Bicultural Project provides services, to 225 Mexican-
American students in grades 1-3. Partly because the city is a
staging area for emigrants from Mexico who often stay in the val-
ley for only a.brief period before moving further north, and partly
because many of the children came from migrant families, the project
enrollment is subject to a moderately high mobility rate of_35%.
The net effect, however, is a 25% increase in student enrollment
versus a loss of-.10% due to the factors previously indicated.

The principal described the overall academic achievement of non-Title
VII students in his school as about equal to the national average.
However, he went on to describe the academic achievement of students
in the Program as 'high' or above the national norm.

1
n i'Entry in the Program is based on multiple indicators and begins

with a Hom Language Survey. Additionally, each child's English
proficiency in reading, writing, and listening comprehension is
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determined through scores on the Language Assessment Scale (LAS) and
the California Achievement Te-s (CAT). If a student scoressat or

ti
below 3 (1 is low) on the Engl sh segment of the LAS or receives a
score equal to"or lower than he 40th percentile on the CAT, s/he is
cpnsidered to be Limited English Profiient and is admitteo into the
Program. The test results are corroborated by teacher observations.
The project director reviews all test scores and other student in-
formation-beloremaking the final decision about entry into the
Program. f

Students can exit from the Program when they are able to transfer
into English reading at grade level. Other exit criteria incluae
scoring at Level 5 in the English version of the LAS and scoring at
or above the 40th percentile on the Language and Reading Subtests of
the CAT. As with entry procedures, the project director reviews all
test scores, as well as student history and teacher obs4rvations
before making the final. decision.

Project staff include the project director, one resource teacher,
seven teacher aides, a secretary, and a community liaison person,
all of whom are funded entirely by Title VII.: At the time of the
site visit, the resource teacher had not beenhired yet; however, a
candidate for the position had been interviewed and selected to fill
this position. Other staffing changes included the resignation of
the previous project director just prior to tie site visit, on
January 7, 1981. The current project director was appointed by the
I.S.D. school board the following week on January 13, 1981. The
.newly designated project director had been t11e Federal. Projects as
well as Title I (Migrant) Coordinator for thl district prior to
joining the Title VII Program.

In the classrooms, the most common teaching ,pattern waseeleacher/
teacher aide team. Seven bilingual Title VII classroom teachers
worked with seven Title VII aides in the elementary school. These
teacher/teacher aide teams were distributed across three first- grade,
two second-grade, and two third-grade clessirooms. All the teachers
and aides are fluent Spanish-English bilinguals. The bilingual pro-
gram was in self-contained classrooms and had no pull-out components.
The bilingual classrooms were mixed with regular English-speaking
classrooms within the school building.

IV. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Bilingual edt...tion began in the city in 1977 when the school
district received a three-year grant from ESEA Title VII for a
demonstration project in bilingual - bicultural, education. This early
program was much like the current project, serving the same
linguistic population within a self-contained classroom arrangement,
and vith the same size staff as does the present grant. However,
the early, demonstration project served 160 kindergarten through
second-grade LEP children, unlike the current project, which shifted
bilingual instruction from kindergarten and substituted two third-
grade classrooms. The current program has also expanded the number
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of students served from an originally projected 160 to 22S. This
increase reflects the high degree of overcrowding in the school as
well as the influx of large numbers of new, non-English-speaking
students into the area.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The goal of the Bilingual EdUcation Program in the city is to develop
students who are proficient in English and who can successfully
transfer into an all-English curriculum. To this end, the bilingual
program has chosen an educational approach focusing on individual
student needs and using a small group and individualized
instructional approach. Project staff and teachers encourage the
use of English as much as possible in both classroom instruction and
in other school activities. The project director stressed the need
not only to teach the non-English-speaking student English but to
encourage LEP `children to use English in as many settings as
possible, especially since the Janguage in the home :ended to remain
Spanish.

The teachers in the Title VII program tended to be new teachers,
with five out of seven having less than three years' experience
teachtng. The majority of the Title VII teaching staff had been
trained in bilingual education, with six of the seven having both
elementary and bilingual certification. In terms'of their teaching
objectives for the limited English proficient student, all teachers
who were interviewed said that their teaching objectives did not
differ in mathematics, social science, or science from those
objectives used for the English proficient student. However, these
.peachers did agree that LEP students do have special educational and
social-emotional needs. These special needs were identified as
additional instructional support in reading and language development
as will as an accepting supportive environment in the classroom.

The classes observed reflected problems associated with the high
degree of overcrowding in the elementary school and with the
deteriorated condition of the school buildings. The classrooms were
of medium size, well lit, sparsely equipped an furnished. These
rooms were also somewhat-noisy due both to construction in the
school and to the cramped conditions in the classroom where two
groups could be heard simultaneokisly practicing different lessons._

Overall, there was very little material not of an instructional
nature on the classroom walls and bulletin boards. The language of
these materials was usually English. The language of instruction
was English with Spanish used when a child either did not understand
or needed clarification. The only exception to the use of English
for instructionaltpurposes was the use of. Spanish instruction for
those students who were non-English speakers. The focr of the
Bilingual Program was to use tile native language only '.til the
child can function in academi-C subjects taught in English. The
aides usually provided individualized and small group instruction in
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Spanish while the teacher worked with the rest Of the class in
English. However, in general, little individualized attention for
the students was possible given the physical conditions and the low
teacher/student ratio-.

The key texts used in grades 1-3 in the Bilingual Program were as
follows:

For English reading:

The Key to Reading Series. The Economy Co., U.S.A.

For Spanish reading:

Libro Primero, Segundo de Lecture. La Escuela Nueva, Madrid.
Spain..

School Mathematics Concepts and Skills. Houghton Mifflin Co.,
U.S.A.

For Social Studies:
,....,...

People at Home and Communities and Social Needs: Concepts in
Social Science. Laidlaw Brothers, U.S.A.

Ginn Science Program, Level A. Ginn and Company, U.S.A.

Teachers estimated that other instructional materials in these four
iareas were approximately 90% in English with about 10% of all these

supplementary materials in Spanish. Overall, project staff and
teachers agreed that both the quantity and quality of instructional
materials was sufficient and expressed no need for any major
modifications in this area.

VI. STAFF DEVELOPMENT ANC TRAINING

The Title VII Program provided both inservice training and formal
educational opportinities for teachers and aides in the Bilingual
Program. At the beginning of the school year, the teaching staff is
polled to identify their training needs. Consultants specializing
in the areas selected for inservice workshops provide the training.
The teachers expressed a strong desire for further training in
bilingual educatSon;and were also interested in workshops in lesson
planning, development of learning centers, and in classroom control.
The Title VII teaching Staff found the inservice sessions valuable
and wanted training to be expanded.

Both teachers and aides can take courses toward a master's or a
teacher's certification degree at one of the local universities
through the Title VII Program. Most of the teaching staff had par-
ticipated in-this formal educational program which pays for up to
six college credits per year and includes transportation costs.
Title VII'aides were especially encouraged to become certified
teachers to help the school district with its staffing needs.
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VII. PARENT AND comet fl INVOLVEMENT

The objectives of the Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) in the project
were to support the Title VIII Bilingual. Education Program in fund-
raising Activities and with classroom instruction (in Spanish) in
order to help the school and children. 'To accomplish these objec-
tives, the parents' committee hap organized.interested,parents to
volunteer in the school and has disseminated information about the
program to the nest of the community. Another PAC activity, accord-
ing to the committee chairperson, was raising money.to support
student activities by sponsoring various cultural and social events
throughout the school year.

The parents' committee hso assists the Title VII program in develop-
ing ideas or projects for cultural events for the classroom and had
a special program designed to involve parents with their children's
education. The PA'C chairwoman commented that she and the otne'r com-
mittee members found the Title V.T.I program receptive in providing
information about the bilingual program's activities in the school.
Project staff and paFents seemed to have good rapport and communica-
tion.

.

The Title VII program-communicates with other parents and the
community at large through a'project newsletter, and-encourages
involvement through notes sent home with the Oliidren about project
activities. The, Title.VII program also has a community liaison per-
son who arranges and schedules parerit participation activities, makes
home visits, and assists in utilizing community resources for-the
program. Additionally, the community liaison person works closely
with the parents' committee in disseminating information about the
program to parenbs'and the community. /

Although parent participation in the school was good, the
chairperson felt that the migrant status,Of many families and the
long hours both parents work limited parental involvement with the
school. However, the PAC chairperson. felt that 'parentswere
interested in their children's progress in school and wanted
information about their children's education.

The parents' committee was very concerned about the future of Title
VII funding for the district and,expreiSed'their desire to see the
bilingual program continued. .Pafents felt that the Title VII pro-
gram has been instrumental in helping their children learn English
and receive a good education, espeCially in 1 ght of the limited
resources available in the school district.

\

VIII. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The implementation objectives for the bilingual education program
were developed by the prior project director who resigned in early
January of the 1980-81 school year. The new project diredtor
administers the daily operations of the Title VII program in keeping
with these previously established.objectives. These instructional
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objectives as contained in the current grant proposal) are as
follows:

The use of the child's native language for ihstruction in the
language arts as well as in the development of concepts in the
content areas;

The development of a systematic program for teaching English as
a second language;

The development of skills and competencies in listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and other academic skills in
English and in Spanish;

The reinforcement of the acquisition of academic skills and
concepts through a second language, English;

The attainment of academic success in the different sut3ect
areas in Spanish and in English at the same level as other
children of the same age;

The development of a program to facilitate the conceptual growth
and improvement of reading and writing skills in English and in
Spanish at the same rate as other children of the same age;

The assurance that pupils develop a positive self-concept;

The establishment of a scope and sequence order for the
teaching of skills in English as a second language., language
arts and the content areas in English and in Spanish to pupils
of limited English-speaking ability;

The identiftcation of adequate criteria by which to determine
pupils' readiness for the teaching of reading in a second
language;

The orchestration of teaching by planning together to carry out
the instructional program for pupils of limited English-
speaking ability; and

The selection of sequential teaching strategies for each
subject area.

In addition to these instructional objectives, the Title VII program
also has staff development and community involvement objectives. The
staff development objectives include/promoting internal program
stability through decreasing thE high turnover rate in both admini-
strative and instructional staff. The project director plans to
encourage the school district to increase salaries for teachers and
decrease the overcrowded classroom conditions. Other staff develop-
MAt objectives involve a continuation of both, inservice training
sessions and formal educational opportunities, at the local
college. The community involvement objectives include information
dissemination activities, as well.as ways to encourage parental and
community involvement with the bilingual program.
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The project organization chart, Figure 1, presents the formal lines
of authority and responsibility between School District and Project
staff.

The project director shares control with the` chool district in the
amount of lesson-planning time available to teachers, teacher
evaluation, and disciplinary action with students. In all other
areas, such as placement criteria and practices, staff development
and training. office operation, program evaluation, parent/community
involvement plans, and information dissemihation, the project direc-
tor reports exercising a great deal of control.

In this project, the principal is in charge of coordinating the
Title VII instructional program with the regular school program.
The school system monitors project operations, administrative staff,
and project teaching staff. The consensus Among those inte*-viewed
was that the attitudes of school system administrators, curriculum
supervisory personnel. and instructional staff toward the Title vIl
program and bilingual education were very positive and supportive.

The State Educational Agency (SEA) has provided the bilingual program
with assistance in reviewing project operations, and has provided
technical assistance in staff development, in implementing the
program's instructional component, and in selecting instructional
materials. While the Title VII program found this assistance help-
ful, project staff expressed a need for more technical assistance
from the SEA primarily in grant preparation and program evaluation
design.

Additional assistance in implementing the Title VII program was
received from the superintendent and assistant superintendent of the
school district, as well as the school board, all of Illhomtprovided
initial support and assistance in planning project opetalikons. Pro-
ject staff agree that the local need for bilingual instruction is so
overwhelmingly appareht that both the local community and the school
system are extremely supportive of the project staff's efforts to
acquire Title VII funding to develop a bilingual program for non-
English-speaking and limited English proficient students. The
I.S.D. demonstrated its se...sort for the Title VII program by using
local and state funds to take over the program's bilingual bicultural
kindergarten classes in 1980-81, thereby allowing the Title VII
program to expand into the third grade.

Moreover, the district also pledged to supplement Title VII staff
development by providing some additional funds for teacher training
when the program's resources for this component are exhausted.

IX. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

The Title VII bilingual program has achieved success in the areas of
staff development, and in improving the English language reading
skills of its children. Other areas where the bilingual, program has
had a positive impact are the academic skills, self-image, and
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cultural awareness of the students. The area of greatest impact/is
in the children's attitude toward school as reflected in a de4ne
in student drop-out rates and a decrease in disciplinary problems.

This project has the basic elements necessary for a successful
program, with its trained and certified teachers, concerned and
competent new project staff, and sufficient bilingual instructional
materials. Internal curriculum planning and monitoring/eval,pation
issues still need to be addressed. However, if federal funding were
to continue, this program could make signiticant gains in providing
a gualtty education as well as meeting the needs of its limited
English proficient students.
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CASE 14

USING A LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT CENTER

I. THE STUDY SITE

The sample school district in this case study serves a county in an
eastern state that has experienced a steadily increasing growth rate
during the past three decades. Earlier, it had been an agricultural
county with towns that attracted middle- and upper-class pro-
fessionals from a nearby metropolitan center. As that city grew,
more and more families left it and took up residence in the
surrounding counties. As transportation improved, (by including a
network of mass transit) the areas further from the metropolitan
center became accassible for residences. Apartments and condominiums
have been constructed in more recent times, making it possible for
families with less ...teens to enter the area.

The major economic base for the area is services to the residents,
government agency work, military base employment, and smaller busi-
nesses attending special needs of the government entities. To.urism
plays a substantial role in the economic life of the community.

The pre-World War II population was essentially Caucasian with a
substantial Black minority. During that war, and accelerating
afterward, increasing numbers of foreign citizens and immigrants
began to move into the area. Generally these individuals lisod in
scattered towns bordering the metropolitan center. Since these were
primarily professionals, they and their children spoke at least some
English, attended private schools, or acquired English rapidly, thus
creatinc few instructional difficulties for the public schools.

The first-'l esse minori y group to take up residence in the county
was the Koreaiii\ Man came during .and after the Korean War, and.
appeared to prefar' e smaller towns rather than,the main city for:
their residences.\ These first Koreans were mostly professionals,
had often learned nglish before arriving, and only their children
heeded,assistance There was a.stvong sentiment for literacy in
both Korean and English within this group. Later immigrant groups
froe52s04have included,many laborers. These often had fewer
resources, than their professional counterparts and tended tolive in
apartments, sometimes crowding more than one family into a dwelling
space to save money while they were getting started in the U.S.
During the past decade, as the earlier families improved their
financial standing, that group has moved into nearby neighborhoods,
many of them out og_phe 'county. Changes in regulations regarding
the number of persons that can reside in a given living space,
together with increased resources among the latter wave of Korean
immigrants, caused some shifts in the residential areas utilized by
them, with some moving toward the northern end of the county and
others leaving. FL
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A relatively small but active Spanish language group had teen in the
county for three decades. Again, they tended to be professionals
with substantial economic means. They maintained the Spanish
language in their homes, however, and wanted their children to do
so. These early Spanish speakers were mostly from Central and South
America, but with a sprinkling from Puerto Rico and Spain. The
Cuban crisis brought increasing numbers from that area,'Is did the
several political upheavals in the Dominican Republic. Mexican-
Americans have been a relatively recent addition to the community.

The Vietnam War brought refugees from that country and neighboring
Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand. As with the previously discussed
groups, many of the early immigrants were professionals or former
U,S. government employees in their countries. Among the refugees
however, were included a very wide array of occupations, and many of
these people were poor. Additionally, the ethnic Chinese in those
countries were unwelcome there and joined the refugee flow. Most of
these speak either Cantonese or Mandarin but speakers of other
languages are also present. The adults spoke the language of the
country in which they resided, as did the older children who had
attended schools in those areas. One of ':he major difficulties of
the refugee settlement process, as in the previous war years, was
that schooling outside the main cities was very limited and many
youngsters had had little or no schooling in any language; this
applies particularly to the Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians, as
well as to some of the ethnic Chinese.

At least 30 other languages are spoken by families of students in
the county. Arabic, Farsi, rdu, Hindi, and Portuguese were the only
ones with important numbers. The Arabic and Farsi groups were sti;1
increasing, ir aftermath of the problems in Afghanistan, -Ira,5,
and Iran. Bus ..less and professional families from the Near Eart are
now involved in the economic life of the area.

In the last three years, particularly, many apartment buildings were
converted to condominiums. Since many of the recently arrived famil-
ies did not have the financial resources to purchase, they were
forced to seek other housing. .This movement, .combined with the pre-
viously describf housing changes, brOught about a considerable
instability in residential patterns, which,.of'course, had serious
implications for the schools since the moves took many members of
these limited English-speaking groups into different school catch-
ment areas. Similarly, as the newer arrivals acquired more English
and sufficient training or experience to obtain different
employment, the work sites also occasioned transiency in the area.

In ge , the residential patterns for the county had been in a
stat of flux during the past decade and especially d"ring the last
fiv years. Tpere was no evidence that this condition would change

a short period of time. Family transiency and student mobility
appeared to be a continuingpxocess in the 'near future. The. earlier
Korean and Spanish groups were said to have established themselves
economically, and were making progress in the acquisition

..Immrw=
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of English and market skills. Members of the other groups also
showed evidence of improvement in their economic and linguistic
conditions, and as these occur, residential movement can be expected
to continue.

II. ThE SCHOOLS

The county district is comprised of twenty elementary, junior high,
and high schools. A small net decrease in the number of students
had occurred for several years and the decline affected some schools
more than others. Some changes in the school drawing areas had been
made and the institutionalization of cluster schools for some of the
languages helped toward equalization. Still, some schools were more
fUlly utilized than others. The high mobility and transiency,
however, inhibited the efforts toward the most favorable use of the
facilities.

The school personnel were essentially older family Whites but growing
numbers of Blacks and Spanish-speaking teachers were noted. Recent
Korean-language university graduates had also become teachers; or:ly
a few other language groups were represented on the staffs.

Despite the earlier noted decreases in the school population, the
district still served a large number of students.' The changes in
the population in the communities, with a relatively high increase
within the laboring and clerical groups, had caused the financial
resources of the district to be strained since their taxable incomes
weretlower in relationship to the services needed. Further, since
special assistance to limited and non-English proficient.students
requires a greater investment in teachers, aides and materials, the
district expenditt: as were adversely affected as the non-English
group increasingly became the larger number of students.

)

The modified economic structure of the community was partially com-
pensated by the growth of federal assistance to the schools. Title
I, Impacted Area Funds, Indochinese Refugee monies, and Title VII
had helped with the losses of other revenues. Nevertheless, these
had been insufficient when compared with the needs, and the county
was investing considerable sums in some of the assistance programs,

..

especially the provision of extra English instruction.

One of the strengths in the district was the long tenure of many of
the teachers and administrators. Many held master's degrees or had
accumulated many university credits past the baccalaureate. Some
had developed specializations needed within the regular program and
for the special English services.

,

The schools appeared well kept, clean and orderly. Little disrup-
tion was evidenced in the halls, and the classrooms presented gene-
rally disciplined environments conducive to-learning. The princi-
pals were suitably informed about the students and their needs, ex-
pressed concerns for-their ccitinued learning, and seemed well versed
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on population changes in the county. The principal and the teachers
appeared to communicate well with one another. The principals and
teachers were acquainted with members of the community, including
those from the minority groups.

The greatest problems expressed by the personnel were those related
to the transiency of the students. After developing and maintaining
programs at one site, the district was faced with the difficult
decision whether to move existing programs to other places of need,
or whether to simply develop new ones elsewhere.

III. THE PROJECT

The district had three Title VII prcjects: one for a special high .

school program and two for elementary schools. Each was sought at a
ifferent time and for somewhat different objectives, making collF,r,...

sli lidation of them-undesirable from the district's point of vie'. ',-

T e major thrust of the three was the special assistance given to r
liaTted and non-English proficient students. In addition, Korean I.: v._-

and Spanish literacy programs were maintained in some of the schools.
Facilitation for learning, but using the pupils' home language, 2S
provided in Vietnamese. The concentration of the other language_
was so small in any one school, and scattered across the several
grades, that it was not financially feasible to provide instruction
in-them.

Only one of the three Title VII projects was .uded in the Study
sample. That project operated in three. elementary schools and only
two of those were sample schools for this national evaluation effort.
The two sample schools operated gull -out piograms since the number
of Spanish speakers was under 20 in each. The third school operated

4 a bilingual Spanish/English program and, additionally, served
students from several languages in specialized English acquisition
programs.

At one project school,a part-time resource teacher and a full-time
aide, both Spanish.-speaking, provided the instructional support. At
the other, a full-time resource teacher and a full-time aide, again
both Spanish-speaking, assisted the pupils. In the non-sample
school, four Spanish-speaking bilingual teachers taught essentially
self-contained bilingual programs. Aides were available for part of
each day in that school.

An important part of the services to limited English proficient stu-
dents was the language assessment center operated for the entire
district. Specialists in language assessment worked full time at
the center and they were assisted by Korean, Vietnamese and Spanish
specialists from the central office, as well as by aides in the dif.-
ferent schools and community members thit volunteered their help.
The center sf.rved as the intake center r new arrivals. The as-
sistancesistance giv n to parents and pupils at the center as they entered
the district was cited as a major aidlin introducing them to the
U.S. educational system and to the co1nty. Testing in English was a
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primary function of the center, but testing could also be conducted
in some of the other' languages. The explanation of cite services,
provided in the community and cluster schools, helped the parents
choose the preferred school and program. ,i

The project management was carried out in the central offices of the
district. A project director, funded by both Title VII and local
funds, had the primary responsibility for the operation. He spoke
Spanish and had a broad knowledge of bilingual education and English
acquistion. He.was assisted by three language specialists: Korean.
Vietnamese and Spanish. Clerical assistance was provided.

The management of the actual implementation of the instruction was
shared between the central office staff and the principals at the
project schools. They collaborated on the placement of the pupils,
the provision of specialized services, as needed. and available, and
on the scheduling of the services. The resource teacher in each
school was of particular help to both the director and the principal,
since thcy knew the schools, facilities, and materials, and could
advise them on possible ways to implement the services.

The director also worked closely with the superintendent and the
other central office professionals.. District accounting services
were utilized for the project funds and the same regulations applied
across all sources. Regular financial statements were tendered.
Coordination betwee:1 the director .D' the project and those managing
other educational services were important in the allocation of
respohsibilities, provision of services, and efficient use of funds.
Since the specialized English assistance programs were mostly
district-funded, collaboration among these officers was essential.
Similarly, assistance with the mentally, emotionally and physically
handicapped among the limited English proficient students was

e'dobtain through the central office specialists.

IV. INSTRUCTION

Two distinct types of instructions are provided though the sample
project. In the two schools where the n 'ler of students in any
grade is too low for a classroom program, )ut where assistance is
still needed, the limited English proficient students are assigned
to a English-speaking classroom; some could participate ih most of
the class activities and others could profit little from them. In
both cases, the students were pulled out for special help from the
resource teacher and the aide, if they spoke Spanish/ those of other,
languages worked with the resource teacher on special language
problems. Students with severe oral/aural Eriglish difficulties also
attended an English as a second language class or a high-intensity
English program. A few were also receiving remedial reading
instruct .on.

The third school had'enough Koreans. Vietnamese, and Sp. ish "to pro-
vide instruction in those anguages. The full literacy program was
available only in Korean and Spanish.. The Vietnamese students
received assistance in their subjects through sides that could
explain the materials in Viktnamese.

...
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.
V. PULL-OUT INSTRUCTION

The chi: .en in the pull-out Spanish language program left their
.regular classrooms, by grade, and went to the resource area. Most
of the groups were comprised of two and three students; one combined
two grades and had seven students. The resource teacher and the
aide had conferred with the regular teacher beforehand to determine
the areas in which the students most needed instruction.. The
program provided mathematics books in Spanish, which followed the
same general pattern, but not lesson-for-lesson, as the English
mathematics series used in the school. Sou', texts in ttle social
studies and science were also present although none was1;used during
the observations. The mathematics instruction was conducted in
excellent Spanish with all the terms used correctly. Explanations
of each type of mathematics problem were given, drills conducted
when needed, and the students then'Worked the problem. Afterward,

...

the problems were discussed th each student, explaining the
mathematical functions carries. out. At that time, the instructor
also reviewed the same terms in English, making direct correlations
between the two vocabularies and with the mathemat% ical function.

.,
('During One observation session, students from the upper elementary

grades who spoke languages Other than Spanish and English worked
with the resource teacher, on social studies. -Vocabulary was
stressed, concepts explained slowly and in great detail, and the
students 'were asked to verbalize what they had been taught. When
two,or more students spoke the same language, they were encouraged
tb.help each other. Ail. important feature of this assistance was the
help given on subjects, or portions of subjects, the students had
been unable to grasp during the regular class period. While none of
these students was non - English- speaking, several had not yet
acquired sufficient English,to progress without considerable help;
others were beginning to comprehend the materials with the individual
explanations and verbal feedbdick. The resource teacher and aide
knew each student well and the areas in which they needed assistance.
The coordination between what was being studied in the pullout and
in the regular classrooms was apparent with every group.

The implementation of the Spanish pull-out program included some
reading, especially of the textual materials. The students had some
reading skills and, with the assistance of the resource teacher and
the aide, were improving thc-m. Even though this was not a basic
premise of the pull-out program, it served as a vehicle for
furthering the students' knowledge of the subject matter,
mathematics, by their ability to read. When pupils mispronounced a
word or used a word incorrectly, the sentence was written on the
board correctly and some practice was given. The Spanish
instruction, even though brief, was thorough, including accents,
vowel-consonant changes, and sentence construction.

An important strength of the program was the high literacy of the
resource teachers and the aides-in both English and Spanish. All of
tilem had had university training in Latin America. and English

et,
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training in the United States. They had also had training in te$ch-
ing English asa second language and conducted those exercises wen
excellent modeling, frequent drills, and explanations for the pa -
terns. The combination was unusually competent.

VI. BILINGUAL CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

The third project school served as a'cluster school for the Vietnam-
ese and there were substantial numbers in each grade, kindergarten
through sixth. most of the rooms were taught with a monolingual -

English speaking teacher but with the assistance of Vietnamese
aides. This aklowed for nearly complete repetitions of the subject
matter in both languages through small group instruction. Almost"
all the aides still had some difficulties with English reproduction,
but they understood that language well. While no Viptnamese specia-
list was available during the observations, subsequent interview
information classified all of them as fully literate in Vietnamese.
No reading and writing instruction was given during the observations,
but some of the older children were said to be able to benefit from
the Vietnamese materials present in the classrooms:. Some problems
were described for a few students whose first language was Chinese
and who spoke less than fluent Vietnamese. Generally, these were in
the lower. grades. Even with these pupils, teaching the subject
matter in oral Vietnamese was beneficial -- at least they could
explore the vocabularies and concepts in a language they knew better
than English. Most of the students were fluent in Vietnamese and
participated fully in the small group. activities. The aides insisted
that the students verbalize a great deal. They also gave the
pertinent English vocabulary for the concepts being studied.

The Korean language program was offered as a class tha-t encompassed
reading, writing and culture, and that brought students from several
classes together. Most of the students appeared to be quite
advanced in Korean, with reading and writing skills. A text was
provided which combined language arts and th-e social studies. Many
teacher-made mat rials were also present, and several were used at
different times during the instruction.

The Spanish language program alsj brings students together from
different classroOms, approximatiely on a graded arrangement. Nearly
all the observed students were ffrom Central and South America and
most of them appeared to be at bout grade level in Spanish language
arts. Some exceptions were notable, especially some children'from
Nicaragua and El Salvador, who had apparently lost some learning
time during the difficulties in those two countries, and were not
working at the same level as thhir age mates. Again, the teachers
were highly literate in English and Spanish and performed well in
their instructional functions.

This special training was provided in two ways: in the bilingual
classrooms, the teachers incorporated some English as a second
language methods and techniques with those-studenti who had arrived

VII. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
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recently, or for some other reason had not progressed well eough in
oral/aural ErIglish. The teachers demonstrated that they had had
training in the subject since they, for the most part, modeled care-
fully, insisted on a great deal of practice, used unison recitation
and individual recitations. The materials were from a recently
created popular series and appeared to stress the vocabulary,
structure and sentence length appropriate for the grade.

A second format was to provide the English as a second language
instruction on a pull-out basis, grouping the students by their Eng-
lish ability rather than by grade. Highly trained teachers. offered
this instruction, utilizing a variety of aids, practice methods,
modeling, and tying the oral/aural practice to written materials.
While reading was not a direct goal of the program, the use of flash
cares, board sentences, and other written versions of what was being
studied, helped bring the two forms of the language together.

VIII. HIGH- INTENSITY LANGUAGE TRAINING

A second district program was offered to those students who had ac-
quired a significant amount of English but still experienced
difficulties in communications. These classes were very active,
utilizing modeling'and unison recitation, followed by individual
repetitions. Interestingly, some monolingual English speakers were
enrolled in this program with the idea of improving their spoken
English.

The teachers were well trained and demonstrated a variety of methods
and techniques during the classes. The fist moving pace they set
gave a great deal of practice during a one=period class. A few
written materials were utilized in the instruction but these were
auxiliary, mostly to explain the pronunciation or sentence structure.
The teachers worked in more than one school and the training was
offered on alternate days.

IX. REMEDIAL READING

A number of students that had been Lim t Tnglish proficient were
also pulled-out for'speciali2ed remedi 1 reading Instruction. The
groups were small and included others i.e., English speakers) who
needed the help. A considerable array of teaching aids and materials
were present in the room, including records, vocabulary lists, remed-
ial reading series and flash cards. Emphasis was placed on acquir-
ing word attack skills and the younger ,upils as well as the older
ones were assisted mainly by sight word recognition and word recogni-
tion within. context. The teacher held a special reading certificate
and, had had much traihi 1 in the techniques for remedial reading.

The remedial reading teat er also worked some periods with the
English as a second lam age teacher, especially when the students
had made considerable rogress with their oral/aural English, but
were still having dif iculty with connecting the sounds to the
written form of the language. The collaboration developed a very
constructive format for helping students progress from the spoken to
the written language.
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X. REGULAR ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

Since the pullout pupils were enrolled in a regular English class-
room frr a portion of every day, the regular instruction was observed
briefly to capture the general thrust. The classes used all English
texts for language arts and for the several other subjects. Reading
was approached phonetically in the lower grades, moving more toward
sight reading later. Vocabularies, definitions, meanings, sentence
construction, grammar exercises, spelling and writing paragraphs and
stories were observed in the several rooms.

All of the rooms utilized group instruction, with the groups ranging
from seven to ten students. Generally, the project students were in
the lOwer reading, groups, but some were in middle groups for
mathematics. The social studies and science classes were tendered
to all the students in the room.

The classes were composed of several groups, with minorities making
up nearly half in most rooms. Many of these, however, had little or
no difficulty with English. No room,had more than eleven limited
English proficiency students/ most had four to seven.

XI. MOBILIZATION OP RESOURCES

Two special features of the situation under which the program was
operated were brought out in the general descriptions students from
many language groups were scattered all across the county/ and the
high mobility of the families and students occasioned important
changes in the composition of the language groups in many of its
schools. High transiency within the county, into and out of nearby
counties, and from other countries, made program planning tenuous
and implementation difficult to provide in a continuous pattern.

XI/. LANGUAGE PERSPECTIVES

The 1,024 limited English proficient students .identified in the fall
of 1980-81 were distributed unevenly across the elementary grades,
w...th 207 in kindergarten, 252 in first grade, and declining relati-
velyto only 15 in sixth grade. Three schools contained about 150
each; the others had from 10 to 84. Residential areas provided some
concentration of students with the same language, but none was any-
where nearly exclusive to any school.

One of the most important steps taken by the district in order to
furnish a higher-quality assistance to these students was to create
what is termed cluster schools. Parents were offered the
opportunity to leave their children in the community school or to
have th.m bused to the cluater schools. About half the families
with pupils of the three target languages -- Spanish, Korean,
Vietnamese -- chose the c.tuster concept.

The creation of the cluster schools allowed the district to concen..
trate more resources in those plants. Bilingual teachers, bilingual
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aides, appropriate textual materialt, and extra services in English
could then be brought to bear. Fortunately, enough certified Korean
and Sl'anish language teachers were available, making it possible to
offer bilingual, instruction or specialized classes in the languages.
Vietnamese, however, presented suite a different problem; almost no.
certified teachers were found for the classes and this caused the
utilization of oral/aural Vietnamese rather than full literacy-
programs. This was somewhat less serious tha it might have been;
since many of the pupils had had only a small -'unt of .instruction
in the language previously, and some. had had n e at all. There was
little reading and writing skill .that could be zed to further the
English instruction.

As noted earlier, the shifts among the language groups had not ceased
and, did noeaPpear 'to be stabilizing. Increasing numbers of Arabic'
and Farsi speakers, augmented by populations of Khmer ana Lao
speakers, seemed to be a trend. Certified teachers who speak Arabic'
and Farsi can probably be found; the chances of finding certifiable
Lao and Khmer speaking teachers is remote, since few university
graduates entered the migrant stream, and still fewer are currently
enrolled in universities in the W.ited States.

while some Vietnamese are now in college, and some came here with
degrees, their numbers are still small for the relatively large
"number of refugees entering from that country. It would appear
likely that several years will go by before the supply of bilingual
teachers begins to meet the need.

Fluent aides have been available in several of the languages and
these have provided the basis for the instruction utilizing those.
languages. The experience at other districts has shown that even
aide support will be difficult in Khmer and Lao, should their numbers
continue to grow. However, since an even greater proportion of the
students who speak these languages have had no appreciable amount of
formal education, concentrating on English instruction forthem is
likely to be indicated.

The training a` ootential aides will becoMe of greater and greater
importance. n aides are found who are well educated in the
regular subje_ a and who are literate in the languages, they will
still probably be deficient in English. Teaching methodologies and
Special techniques for working -with English-speaking. teachers, and
acquainting them with the resource materials, will be a large under-
taking. Further, since many of the present aides, although quite
proficient in their work, need additional training in teaching.meth-
odologies, the work may well be compounded for some years to come.
Some assessment of the availability of the appropriate language
aides and the possibilities of training them for teaching should be
conducted for any group in which the numbers of students shows a
growth trend.
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X:II. ENGL.:L:5H INSTRCTIL'N a

A significant element of t o mobilization ofPresources was the as-
sessment of student needs in English, the effects of earlier programs
on their progress, and the institution ofidifferent Assistance modes
to help them. While there are. limitations to the help that can be
given due primarily to the concentrations of students in the schools,

[the district has gone to exceptional lengths to remedy the slow
1?rogress of some students.

A major strength of-the program, and a part of the-strong school and
community support for special assistance,-was the high aehievemenc,
of the Koreans in the full biliteracy program. Those stuaents learn
speaking, reading, writing, and culture in self7containea classes
wherever possible, and sjith. specific .lang_uage courses at tne junior
high and high school levels. Despite the change in the ocqupations
of ,the Korean immigrants,_ and with a co'rresponding decreast in the
level of Korean literacy4....the:full program has producea students that

. not .only became literate ii0Korean but acd,itionaily became fully
literate in English: as a group`, they have scored' higher than the
monolingual English speakers. That success inclinedthe district' to
look toward that same model for the other languages. Only Spanish
has i'ad the numbers to create, and maintain such a'proqram through
bilingual classes. There are also numerous certified- teachers in
that language.

The other students were enrolled in regular, English program class-
rooms. In those, the regular reading, spelling, and grammir work
was conducted utilizing established commercial series. Thy pupils
are thusfe posed to, and learn to varying, degrees, the matekials
a- ailabl or all students. This was of special importanca since
the district has generaly placed the new limited English proficient
students in the grade that approximates that for their age. Some
regrouping of students by performance level occurred in these, but
many students au necessarily still working at a considerable
disadvantage., Even regrouping could not account for all the
extremely ide differences. The system appeared to be quite .

?Ikl

positive or the stude ts that- eve acquired a great deal of Etigrisn
but gtil were classiCfied as limited in proficiency. Since reading
and written language skills we e acquired before verbal proficiency,
the students could benefi:t,...i. g eat deal from inclusion in a regular
English classroom.

Another assistance mode we's that of teaching a subject in the Native
language and bringing students up to a higher skill revel while they
were learning.English. The observed instruction in this mode used
Spanish texts, but added thee apprdpriate English vocabulary for the
functions and concepts. It was reported that this kind of pull-out
assistance ha4 been much more successful with mathepatics than with
science or social stRdies. In the observed pull-out programs,

.

students varied a great deal based on their previous education -
from none at all for some, to at least the beginning instruct.ion, to
a relatively high degree of past learning of that subject in their
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home oililtries. These students, too, had to be gi-ouped according to
their le.vel of performance in the subject arAd tic amount of literacy
they possessed,in.tile language. In m'b.st casts, the null --out progr:Ja
amounted to tutoring, since, the numbers were small-and the resource
teachers and aides coordinated :their work closely with that `of th..
teacher in the regular English classroom.

English as a second language was another effort that was-reported to
be of great help. The observed classes concentrated Mostly on oral/
aural skilli, moving from the concrete tor.the abstract and following
that with 'sentence practice with substitution. The upper group
used written materials-as well, makins, the direct tie betwe.enoral
and .4eading. -Cnly flash cards, sentence strips, and labeled.otjacts
were used for the beginning group.' The English-as a second language ,

instruction was,charactdrized by a high amount of modeling of the
w.ords, phrases, and sentences, foil-owed.by.group and individual
repetition, sufficient to bring most of6 the.group.to nearly correct
pronunciation.. The continual modeling/repetiticAl appeared to be.
efficient for the English-acquisition. The combination of that
mdde-l' with the written fOrm Of English a ver=1.s!tron4 mectium for
tt.e group with .higher'Englist skills,.

The high-intensity language training generally, :provided for`, those who
had gone beyond English as a second language but,who still had some
difficulties With pronunciation, .enunciation, andtsyntax, provided
.additional transition into the regular English classroom work.

The high-intensity classes varied qfpnsiderabiy in the amount of oral/
aural as compared to the combination of that with reading/writing, 1

but generally reproduction was the malor thrust. Irregular verb
-forms, comparative adjectiVes and adverbs, structural sequence, and
statement to question activities comprised most of those observed.
The classes contained 'some monolingual English-',speaking students who
were experiencing difficulties with those same skills.

Remediil reading was also provided for some of'the limited English -
speaking student's. These tended to be students from grades 3-6,
most of whom had made great advances in the oral.reproduc'tion of
English, but who lacked some of the reading foundation needed for
their grade. The word attack approach was combined with sight memo-
rization in order to capitalize on their developmental stages. -The
classes also contained monolingual students with similar reading
problems.

The' mobilizatioh of the several assistance modes provided a pro-
gression through which the limited, end non-English-speaking pupils
could move. Duplication was thus reduced to a minimum, which saved
resources, and perhaps more importantly*, the students comprehended
that they weremoving forward through a system.
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XIV. FuNcIsd sccRcEs

As was mentioned _n several other sect ions of the Stud;, distsrict
cbmbining several fUniding sources io prdvide the complete

package. Title I, federal impact aid, Title VII, and during some
yeirs. Title IVc for materials and li.trary,- supplemented what could
be paid for from state and district funds. The district attempted
to pay for all teachers,_ whether in the regular classes in which
'limited English proficiency students were enrolled or for the spec, al
English help when possible. The federal funds we,-e most used .for
aides, language specialists, and materials. Nearly air t4'e special
English,assistance programs were paid for by the state and district.
funds

The creation of the cluster schools for deignated languages also
represented an effiient mobilization of resourJes. while not all
parent's of limited English proficient children Chose to send the
pupils to the cluste- schools, enough did, so that.at least some
help could be gctven. 4ome language groups were more amenable to
that procedure, partioularlykorean and Vietnamese, and thus
bilingual classrooms could be provided. 'Pull-routs and primary
"language classes were furnished when the numbers were not great
enough for a bilingual classroom and when certified bilingual
teachers were not ava*lable. The-lystem, even though incomplete
because of parental choice,- not onrY allowed for more ,services to
the pupils but it also saved monetarydresources_sj.nce generaliy an'
aide-or teacher could teach two to twenty tudents at the 'same
cost. The Special English' assistance could also then be set up with
a full system. since there would be enough students to give both
Englishas a second language a #id high-intensity langutge training
for sufficient 'numbers to justify thecost.

Finally, the' language assessment center represented a highly
efficient format for' conducting that work as well As for furnishing
help to parents-as they brought their chilarcn into the center.
Testing is an,expensive proposition and if tesi;ers had to be housed
inithe individual schools or travel extensiveli: from school to
school, the costs would have beeh greater. Further, trawling
testers cannot always be available at the exact moment a.pare'it
comes in; thus the parent orientation would have been more fragmented
and less timely. In addition, some community schools had their
optimum enrollment; the opportunity for the language'assessment
personnelNto explain those conditions and describe the advantages to
the cluster schools helped even out the enrollment to a considerable
degree. Utilization of the fadilities was thus more efficient.
Perhaps most important of all, the many language groups in the
county, 7t least twenty with sufficient numbers to be of major
concern, would have made t.ie testing financially impossible in the
individual-schools. 'Through an on -call list of persons that would
help, either paid'personnel or volunteers, aid or assistance could
be given to all the major language groups. By combining the several
funds from different sources, the center was maintained as a
smoothly operating testing, counseling and referral system.
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XV. ATTITUDES TONARD THE PR6JECT
$

The county was multt-ethnic and multilingual and the personnel felt
that that helped as a basis for favorable attitudes toward bilingual
education even though research has not always shown that condition
to be a contributing factor. Further, the'community fully realized
that tt would likely remain multilingual because of its proximity to

. many military and other federal agencies. The cosmopolitanism of r

the area was seen as a contributing factor to the generally
favorable attitudes toward the project.

Many district staff members and several community persons motedsthat
the flrst project in the district, that for the Koreans, had createa
a substantially positive climate for bilingUal education. Those stu-
dents, particularly those in the'first wave, ha4 learned extremely
well, as noted pteviously. Their high success laid a tasis for' atti-

. tudes favorable to Stlingual education for'other groups. Immigration
of Spanish speakers from Central and South America, most often busi-
ness and professional people, comprised the second effort. Those
students, too, generally well educated in their own cdo:ntries, made
:very rapid progress in the bilingual sye'tem and helped create a
positive attitude.

In neither of the two earliest prOgrams were the numbers very great
when seen as part of county enrollment as a whole. The later
immigrations of persons from the Caribbean ware large and they become
.more visible. Subsequently, the Indochinese refugees, although few
at the beginning,.increased very, rapidly. ,When those were combined
with th'e others from many countries, the impact on the comitunities

/ and the school system was much greater. The educational level and
the occupations also changed during this tim e with workers and their
children making up the bulk of the immigrations. Some of these
children had litt1:0 or no education in their own country and thus
they presented a very different set of prdblems for the schools.
The Uorker population contended with the laborers already in those
occupations for jobs. Their arrival and entry into the schools were
viewed from a different perspective than from the earlier
immigrations.

Many 9ommunity members within the blue collar occupations expressed
oppodition to the immigrations and to bilingual,educat,ion. They
emphasized thit "English is American," and that "they shouldn't have
come here if they didn't want to learn English." The business and
professiOnal community members interviewed, however, were much more
incilined to be positive. They often had reservations about the
schools generally aad were especially concerned with what they saw
as the lowered achievement of all pupils. Several pointed with
pride to the Korean program and suggested that bilingual education
can work'... That the community had voted extra taxation to support
portions of the services seemed pretty solid evidence of favorable
attitudes toward thsproject.

The tchool administration members interviewed seemed genuinely in-
terested and favorable. They'expressed many kinds of,concerns

- because they had gone through four years of changing populations in

4
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the individual schools, high transiency, and the need to furnish
more resources than 'previously. .Only in one case, however, ,w. re
there expressions of opposition to bilingual education per se. And
those were tempered with a recognition of the changes tnat had taken..
place in the educational levels of the arriving students.

The non-program teachers held mixed reactions to the protect. Some,
especially in,thope schools where the bilingual .aides helped direct-'
ly with those claSsroom activities in which the children were haVing
difficulty, tended to be ,quite favorable-% The enrollments"in their
1:756We' were reportedly large and they,appreciated the tutorial or
Small group teaching that they saw as helping the students to come.
closer to level.. Some teachers, however, were6ppo,sed to bilingual
education. They most often cited how many of the LAP children were
be;.ow grade level, how, many pupt/s ther received who still had trou-
ble kith English and they alleged that thenumbers had increased to
such a point that it was slowingdown the progress of:the regular
students. Those teachers, and many of the others, had one concern
that was repeatedly voiced: there were to many pull-outs for
various reasons, making-it quite difficult-to maintain the 'classes
in a steady progression in the required subjects. The
administrators recogniied this problem but found no other way to
provide the services.

The attitudes of the'parents variq. as great deal. As formerly noted,
the Korean parents were strong suO4orters of the bilingual program.
A fairly active Spanish-speaking group also had given considerable
assistance at different times. The Vietnamese, Cambodians, and
Laotians were of the opinion that they should not "interfere" with
the school or the teachers in the conduct of their duties. The
Chine'se held4similar attitudes. One important evidence of parental
support was the parent-teacher organization at one school which. was
offering free classes in Spanish and French immediately after the
school day. T5e organization totally financed the project.

XV/. SUMMARY
ti

The sample county school system had gone -from nearly no non-English-
speaking pupils to scattered individuals, mostly'quite well edu-
cated in their own country, to the very successful Korean program,
an extension into Spanish, and then into an era when limited Eng-
lish speakers made up a vey high proportion of the district's ,

enrollment. Further, the most recent immigrations had brought laboe-
ers children, often with much less educati%n and, in the case of
the /ndochinesi groups, many students'with no previous education.
While that historical perspective wouldoften be a negative aspect,
the success of the-Korean and the early Spanish programs lait a
basis for tore positive_ attitudes.

The program administration as of .very,lowXost to the federal
government.. Most of the 'teachers, too, were not paid from federal
funds. The aides, special materials, and some of the specialists
for the program were Title VIZ-funded. The very low-cost project,
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wren combined withotherf4aerally funded progra'ms and those paid
for ty the State Zino district, combined for the pro':is.ion of
conside'rable assistance to the limited English-speaking population.
The transiency and 'residence changes had made extreme difficulties
for the-tproxision of services. Nevertheless, the project contimued.
to serve all those it could by adopting new approaches to educating-
these children indior adapting some approaches found successful -

elsewhere. ,The combined bilingual classroom/pullouts, English as-a
second language, and-high-intensity language training were. comtined
into a system for progression through the skills.

The teaching personnel were unusually competent; they spoke the
primary language of the pupils, for 'Pile most part were highly
literate in that language and in English, and knew now to teach both
sm/11 and large groups within the several models included in the
program. The special English programs were also characterized 'by
having well-trained, teachers. All of the full-time teachers were
certified in the state, which had no special bilingual certificate.
Necessarily, the aides in th'e Indochinese lahguages who had nai :.ess
time in the linIted States,,for the improvement of their English, were
hired for their ability toteach in the Native language.nservics
and courses at nearby universities t,had helped aides and teachers
le,l.rn more about the languages, English and teaching methods.

The attitudes toward the program were mixed,.with business and
professional people more positive than laborgrs. The.latter group
tended to consider the competition for jobs with thg question of
bilingual education. Koreans were very positive; the Indochinese,j
and Spanish generally felt that the -sohools,were outside,their.
responsibilities and although most of them want the program, they
would make few statements directly relatedto the conduct of the
project. Non program teachers'and one administrator had reservations
about the program; the attitudes of these and some of the cammunity
members were intermingled with what they, believed to be agener)el
le%Sening of educational quality and With some feellng that
bilingual education had contributed to it.

Table 1 shows the distributions,oCcildren in different language
groups, and Figure 1 is an organizatioal Chart of the project.
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Table 1 .

PROFILE- Of LIPITED NGLISH PROFICIENCY POPULATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLSk
-BY 1.01N UAGE GROUP AS REPORTED BY STUDENT OR PARENT.

4980-1981

School Number

Language'

.

2

1

2

-2

2

9

8

3

2

5

2

1

3

13
11

14

3

1

3

11

4

24'

21

8
5

1

1

9
1

6

2

2

1

1

5

33.30
40
25
11

7

9

2
12

3

1

1

1

17

8
-6

2

2

1

2

1,

7

1516
107

7

3

.2

13

5

'3'

5

1

1

3

8

22

3

1

-1
5

1

1

.

1

.

9

4

2

2

,

1

2

1

r

.

1

10 111

79

15

3

6

5.

4

1

6

2

7

2

2

1'

3

12

4

3

3

3

1

1

3

1

2

12

5

3

4

3

1

2

1

13

2

3

1

2

2

1
1

1

.

1

1

14

26

23

10

2

41

1

2

4

2

15

*

16

11

4

3

4

3

1

' -9.

17118
.1..

9,
6

3

1

1

i 1

i r

3

4

1

4

3

2

2

19

9

3

1

3

3

20

12 i

4

2

1

1

1

Total

306

303

74

54

.38
38

35
32

26

19

8
9

9

9

8

7
,

3

4

3

3

3

2

2.

2

2

2

2

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1*

3

Spanish .

,VietnamASe
Lao ',

Arabic'
Farsi

Urdu

. .40r in

-Khmer"
..

Hindi

Chinese
?ortuguese
TLorkish

Japanese
Thai

Indonesian
French
Greek
P#shto

Tagalog
Malagassy
Amharic
Nepali
Polish
Setswana
Yorubi
Romanian
Creole
Fanti
Armenian
Burmese
on .

Finnish
Mungarian .

. Russian
Slovene
Tilrinya
Samoan

Total. 10 35 49 84 147 69 165 52 13 141 34 1.819 77 28 21 19120 22 1,023

-
-

*No figiaei were
.

supplied. for this school.
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Figure 1
STAFF AND COMPONENT OUTLINE

TITLE VII ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY PROJECTS

Elementary Staff

Located in project
schools, serving
project students at
elementary. level
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/
/

L

Director

/ COMPONENT .

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Intake Staff

Locatedin center
serving..students and

parents at elementary
and secondary level

INTAKE COMPONENT

ELEMENTARY
INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

COMMUNITY COMPONENT,

A

A

SecoudaiSe Staff

Located in project
schools, serving
project students
at'secondary level

SECONDARY
INSTRUCTIONAL' CCOMPONENT
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CASE 15

DEVELOPING A MODEL

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Bilingual Education Project, Located in a primary.. school in a
southwestern state, began a five-yea'r funding cycle in September of
1976 and is due to end in.August of 1981. Of the for public schools
in the distrAct, the primary school is the only schooT, serveid by the
project. .

. ,

The primary school Serves gradesK-3 and has a total enrollment of
N77 students. Thirty-seven percent'of these students are, Hispanic.
The students all live in the city, which, has a total population of
4,500. The rural town, has aioroximately 150 sguke miles, located
on a prairie plateau. The principal economic base of this ,community
is provided by cotton, soybean and cattle ranching. Several
residents commute 25 .triles.e-o the state capital for employment.
Several others work in local brickyards. The overall Unemployment
rate for the county is 4.1%, 'with a slightly higher 5.8%
unemployment rate for the Hispanic population (figures provided by
the state employment commission, January 1980).

Beside the, students in tile-Title VII program, 52% of the students in
the primary school are on the.federally supported free lunch program.
Approximately 50%, of' Title VII LEI> students also participate in ESEA
Title I and Title I Migrant programs*, which provide extra reading
a'bd mathematics instruction, as,well as ea State Bilingual Program,
which contributes $25 per year per 'student. A few LEP students in
Title VII also receive more instructioh from HILT and ESOL, and the
school gets some funding from ESEA Title VII'and ESEA Title VI
(handicapped). The school tends to pool many of th se funds and
then redistributes them as needed to instruction, ma erials and
supplies, and staff. Because of ,the many sources of undin% to meet
the various needs of the students, there are-romea-disinistrativee
problems of excess paperwork,1nd of finding qualified staff.
Teachers .also. must allocate extra time to plan and coordinate
individual instruction' plaits.

4

The most recent needs assessment, included inothe 1981-82-new grant
application for. Title VII funding* identified a large percentage of.
limited English proficiency students at the kindergarten.and first
grade levels. For the past three years the Bilingual.' Project- has
not officially designated that 'Title VII funds serve kindergarten,
but has been providing services to this grade anyway. Because of a
pressing need to provide instructional intervention 'as early as pos-
sible, Title VI/ funding will ret \xrn to officially, supporting a"
kindergarten program, with the goal of increasing the Ehglish lang-
uage skills of:the youngest participants.
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PROGRAM, CHAPACTERISTIcA-S AND GOALS

In order to Identify potential recipients of bilingual services, a
Home Language Survey is administered at the beginning of the school
year. Fr -nn this,. survey, identified potential recipients are then
given the Language Assessment SCale, or the Bilingual Srli-ax Measure.
The results of these instruments are used to categorize students
according to their Spanish and English language proficiency.

The project teaches reading in English first to English-dominant and
English monolingual students, and reading in',Spanish first to limited
English proficient students..- The basic ,approach to teaching English
to non-English speakers assumes that language learning is basically
habit forming, and emphasizes listening before speaking, and both of
these before reading. Awlittle use as pdSsible is made of the stu-
dent's native. language., Repetition and pattern drills, sight words,
and mimicry-memorization are the basic .teach,iing techniques. By
experiencing the English correspond,ence to Spanish language, the
student will master Engli;sh in a fixed sequence of skills, i.e,
listening, speaking, reading and writing.

The school principal, who is also acting as superintendent at the
present time, and the Title VII coordinator both think that were
Title VII funding to be eliminated, the bilingual education program
would .e dropped. Efforts would be made to continue to provide some
level of bilingual instruction, but it is anticipated that the pro-
gram would be very minimal.

III.. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

The Bilingual Project serves 40 children in grades:1-3 officially,
but serves kindergarten-students also. The language group served is
Spanish;. the students are Mexican-Ameritan. They academic achievement p
of program participants is estimated to be about equal to national
standards. The rateof"in- and out-migration is low (4%), but it is
thought tjo disrupt the contfnuty of the bilingual education program

wsomewhat. All new students are tested (within a week of entrance)
and categorized along-the following lines:

C.1_tegory 14 Minimal production or proficiency demonstrated in
either language;,liAited English- speaking ability;
requiring further testing for diagnosis

Category 2: Labored proficiency in English; minimal to labored
proficiency in Spanish; limited English-speaking
ability ,

Category 3: Minimal to fragmented proficiency in English;'labored
proficiency in Spanish; limited English-speaking
ability

Category 4: Minimal to fragmented proficiency in English; near

4

perfect to pe+fect proficiency in Spanish; limited
English-speaking ability
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Category 5: Near perfect to perfect speaking proficiency in toti:
languages; not limited English- speaking ability

.Category 6; Near perfect to Perfect-English-speaking proficiency
and minimal to labored Spanish proficiency; not
limited English-speaking ability

The Title VII coordinator and the elementary supervisor are respon-
sible for administering the LAS /tests -in Spanish and English. The
Title VII Coordinator. trained a testing team in the school district
which included several Title I Migrant Teachers and Title VII 'aides.
Students who fall below Category 5 are eligible for project benefits
and will remain in the project until the end of the third grade or
to t'he point where the student scores at or over the 40th percentile
in the reading subsection of the SRA achievement tests. Although the
project director is satisfied with the use of these tests, she thinks
that very few. (less than 20%) cf students who leave the project are
able to function effectively in am all-English-speaking classroom.

The project staff' consists of the Project Director, the Curriculum
Coordinator, a teacher aide and one secretary. The Project Direc-
tor's salary is not coveeeby Title VII funds, but by Title I funds-
All staff members, with the exception of the secretary; are biling-
ual. The curriculum coordinator and the aides are native Spanish
speakdrs. In addition to the paid staff, a Parent Advisory Committee,
chairperson voluntee.rs time to chairing monthly meetings. She is not
native Spanish speaking, but is bilingual. The organizational chart
which follows illustrates the placement of the Title-VII project
within the school organization (project staff outlined in solid
lines, other staff outlined in broken lines).

"Figure 1

Project Organization

1.

Superintendenti
1. J

r (

7.. I Project Director, i-.e., .

t1

I

Director of Curriculum Primary School pri%cipalp
and Special Projects t. J

PAC Chairperson
(Volunteer)

PAC
(Volunteer)

Bilingual Curriculum
Coordinator

(Resource Teacher)

Aides

Teachersl
I. J

Ala the teachers of the 'Title VII classes have their bilingual
certificate- None of the teachers hive had experience teaching in
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bilingual classrooms prior to their current position. oz
teachers have 'been teachir.a in their,zuzrert porition i;rim: ry
school for over four years. One teacher is new this year. he
Crriculum Coordinator who also serves as a resource teacher for the
most limited LEP students has been in his current position for five
years and has no previous teaching experience. One of the aides
is working toward a college degree.

Iv. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Th4''first application to OBEMLA for Title VII funding waa made in the
spring of 1974. The tilingual parents in the community were actively
involved with the Project Director in planning the'initial pro,lram.
4Aftei Lnat year, the Title VII Coordihfi,tor was hired and he and the
Projec: Director were the key persons involved in planning the in-
structional model and selection of materials. The,:ommunity at iarge,
is somewhat suspicious of bilingual education, and the Scooi Board
has progressed from hostility to a more tolerant recognition of the
need for a Title VII program. Bilingual parents have not been
involved in the project since Ats inception, and reasons for this
vary, depending on the respondent. It is thought that some parents
view the Title VII program as a compensatory or experimental program
and therefore don't want to associate with it- Apparently the school
board discourages parent involvement in school matters. Also, the
fact that the two key figures in the PAC operations, the Project
Director and PAC Chairperson, are both Anqlo may make bilingual
parents feel that this is not "their" project. There has,been a
relatively positive change over the yeart in the attitudes of the
teaching staff, school af!minist.Tators and the school board toward
bilingual education. Esse-tiaLly the project implementation plan
has not changed since was submitted eve years ago, hence has not
adapted itself to meet the local community features. While there is

great deal of Spanish used loc::11y, those it power still don't
admit to the need for bilingual instruction. Teachers have adapted,
however, to the fact that Spanish-speaking students have incividual
needs,and have attempted to provide instruction to meet these needs.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COM.=ONENT

The goals of classroom instruction in the Bilingual Project, as
expressed by the project's teaching staff, are:

To make sure that the students understand the content of the
subjects being taught, using Spanish when necessary, and

To teach English as a Second Language and eventually eliminate
the need for Spanish Language Arts.

According to one teacher, the.objectives in teaching Title VII stu-
dents do not differ. from -those for regular students. Teachers also
mentioned cultural awareness reinforcement and improved self-concept
as two special needs which Title VII students might have.
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According to the project proposal, the project in the city planned
to provide English and Sanish reading instruction to children of
limited English-speaking ability in the first and second grades, to
provide,t,ilingual mathematics instruction to cnildren of limited
English-speaking ability in the first and second grades, to provide
instruction and activities to children of limited English speaking
ability and to English-dominant children grades K-2 to increase
their positive attitudes toward Mexican - American culture, aan to
provide bilingual instruction to children of limited EngliSh-speaxing
ability in kindergarten in basic concepts, langtiage arts, mathematicl
and social studies.

Mathematics and ,reading are to take place it the Bilingual Teaching
Center, otherwise referred to as the Resource Room, and not i:-. the
Title V:1 classrooms. Teachers taught the whole class without tv.e
use of an aide (except in the Resource Room), and over 505 Of the
bilingual aide`s time is spent running off ditto copies, hall duty,
lunch and other non-instructional activ-ities,

proposal for 1951-83 makes many significant changes rr. the in-
structional program. The Project Director claims that it has taken
seven years to develop and refine a model that is useful.

The first grade classroom had bilingual and ticulitural materials on
the walls, such as posters and numbers. None of the children's work
was on the walls. The children's work books were kept stacked on one
side -of the class. Cotner reading books were available on thesame
bOokshelf: however, they were all in English. The only bilingual
materials available in the classroom were tales to listen to in Span-
ish, but no audio apparatus was available in the room.

The three pxincipl& texts used in grades 1-3 are:

1. TAG (reading series); The EconOmy Company, USA (an English
-reader)

2. School Mathematics: Concepts and Skills, Houghton Mifflin
Company, USA (an English math book), and

3. Patterns of Languages: English, Litton Education Publishing
Inc., USA (an English language arts workbook).

LEP studeits are pulled out.for two hours each day during the reading
period to receive Sparri&h reading instruction in the Resource. Room.
The key texts there are:

1. Laidlau Series
2. The Economy Company ,Series
3. Southwest Educational Development Laboratories materials

VI.. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

All professional staff participate each spring in a staff development
organization compensatory time system. The teachers work with the
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principals and the Project Director to develop plans for the .pcomintg,
year. Lists of workshops and seminars offered by the Region i Ser-
vice Center are handed out, and teachers are free to choose w en t.)
take their compensatory tithe to attend these seminars. Tte staff
also receive training from the Title VII Coordinator, who develops
specific curriculum plans for teachers and aides. The topics in-
cluded are the development of the organization structure of the
.tilingual,Teaching Center, correct materials usage, development of
the Spanish/English reading curriculum guide, and the effective
utilization of student aides.

Cther staff development activities are formal educational opportu-
nities for the aides. Title VII money is available for tuition and
expenses, and one aide has taken advantage of this. There,are also
inservices, but the teachers expressed dissatisfaction with these,
saying there is nothing new bking presented. There have been no
inservices yet this year.

.VII. PARENT AND COMMC!ITY INVOLVEMENT

The Parent.AdvisoryOommittee meets once, a month during the school
'year. The purpose of these meetings is to/Cnform the PAC of the
organizational structure of tile school and to'review forthem /hat
federal funding sources are available to the school. Most meetings
consist of a ipresentation by the Project birector regarding the new
giant application, any new stati,stics or news whiCh is pertinent to
the Title VII program., etc. The chairperson and the Project Director ."
areprimarily responsible for informing parents and the community
about the meetings,:and they do this through newspaper articles. In
an effprt to inspire more community involvement, plan? are in the'.
works to publish t regular newsletter disseminating the contents of
the meetings after"-tfley. occur.

/The PAC is made up of Hispanics, Blacks and Anglos English, Spanish
and German languages are represented in the PAC, but meetings are
conducted in English. The chairperson is new as of this month
(January 2981),-,and so far this year no members have dropped out.

Because of the lack of understanding in the community regarding 4

1541ingual education, parents are reltictant to get involved in PAC
activities. Eurther disSemindtion of information through letters,
and news articles'is being attempted in hopes of explaining the pro-
ject to the Barents According to the PAC chairperson,'""volunteering
isnot a standard oierating prolidure" in the state. The school
board in the past has not encouraged parents' involvement in school
affairs, s'o Volunteering in the school and involvement in program
planting is an avenue of parent participation yet to be explored.
The project has no community liaisOn person and could probably bene-
fit from one, especially since the chairperson works in the state
capital and is an Anglo.
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VIII. PROJECT MANAEmET

The Project .Director -- whose real title is Director of Curriculum
and Special Projects -- is primarily responsible for designing place-
ment criteria and practices, classroom scheduling, instructional
coordination, PAC activities, information disSeminati,on, office oper-
ations, and program evaluation. She shares responsibility with the
school prinpipal for evaluation of teachers, and shares responsibil-
ity with the Title VII Coordinator for secOrOg materials and sup-
plies, staff development and training, and program evaluation. 'the
Title VII Coordinator has more direccontrol over curriculum
planning and selection of Materials, as we'.1 as the training'of the
aides.

Currently the leadership in implementing thqrproject is coming from
yhe Project Director and the Title VII Coordinator; Because of the
heavy dependence this school community has on subsid,es, it is dif-
ficult to plan implementation strategies because it is hard to know
when funds will become available.

The l98. -82 grant application shows an ambitious and greatly aug-
mented implementation plan. Bad on seven years' experience with
bilingual education, the new proposal, has set-specific goals for the
selection and placempnt of students,'the instructional approach, and
staff development. Each of these goalsiis supported by detailed
performance objectives which are part of Ole evaluation design.

IX. . INTERMEDIATE OCITCOMeS

Overall, the project has shown growth in terms of being able to
define specific guidelines for bilingual education. This has been
accomplished through the hard work of the Project-Director and the
Title VII Coordinator.- If this project is to succeed in the class-
room, where it needs most to succeed, it willrbe,necessary to trans-
late the implementation plans into.direct and tangible benefits to
the students*. Major efforts should be made to train teaching staff
.in such'a way as to clearly guide them in teaching bilingual classes.
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CASE 14

A SPANISH-LANGUAGE PROGRAM

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The ESEA Title VII Bilingual. Education Project "Title VII Project
Hope/Proyecto Eaperanza" is administered by the school district cen-
tral.office. .Project funding was initiated in -January 1978 and will
end in December 1981.

Prior to the funding of the ESEA,Title VII BilingualAEducation
Program, the school district operated a state bilingual educat/on
program. Funding for this program began in 1973-74 and was
terminated in June 1979. Project funding was for $80,000 which
serves 300 Hispanic students in various grades and schools through:.l
out the district. Other btlingual education funds were received
from the State Bilingual Hiagram which began in September 1977 and
is ongoing. The funding level is $152,372 and comes from EIA and
the school district. Students served numbered 690 Hispanics. The
program emphasis is on a transitional in-class type of program.
However, when the numbez4 of students eligible for entry into this
program is lbw, it then becomes a pull-out type program.

There are two school districts involved which, when cdgEined,
operate a total of 4(0 schools that serve 21,245 students.

I -

The school districts have a population of 812,883 with the largest
city having a population of 80,500. The' cities in which the projects
are located consist of one small and one 'large city in a suburban
layout with primarily one- and two-level single- family homes. Geo-
graphically, the cities are located in a valley basin spreading into
foothils of mountains and having a desert coastarclimate. The
major industries of the region are electronic appliances, citrus pro-
ducts, and plastic/rubber products. According to the State
Unemployment '-omission, the unemployment rate was 7.4%.

In addition to the Title VII--4ogra,m, students benefited from other
,egovernmental programs:

Innovative Program;
State Bilingual Program;
State School Improvement Program:
Local Bilingual Programs:
ESEA Title I;and
Head Start.
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,In general, tho fact that students received assistance from other'
federal and state programs did not appear to pose any major-problems.
Essentially, coordination between Title VII and the regular classroom
activities was achieved through informal communication, joint teacher
planning, through the overall school curriculum, and to a greater
extent, through the Title VII project director.

For the current school year, the project completed a needs assessment
that focused on;

Staff development training;
Curriculum and instructional materials;
Parent and community involvement; and
Non-public school involvement..

The needs were identified through a survey and were subsequently
analyzed and modified by teachers, parents, and teacher aides.

The program in 1979-80 piloted and is currently using the "Reading
Spanish Management System." The system utilizes the student's
native language to teach,basic concepts, that is, content may 1:.6
explained or taught in one language and then immediately in the
other langudgeduring the same period. Mathematics might be taug t

drl
in the student's first language for half a period and then the

i
s me'

content might be taught in English.the second half of the perio .

Plans for continuing the program in its present form depend on the
extent of funding provided by Title VII. Any reduction or discontin-
uance of Title VII would mean':

Fewer LEP students would be served;

Fewer English proficient students would be served;

There would be fewer bilingual education classes':

Fewer bilingual educatiOn teachers and teacher aides

Fewer bilingual instruction materials;

Fewer hours of bilingual, instruction using first language;

Fewer languages;

There would be a shift from ".in-class to a pull-out" program;
and

Far less recognition of the need for bilingual education.

The program served three schools in the two school districts. One
-school district's program was conducted in the Stokes Elementary
school and the Linda. Vista school. Stokes Elementary school provided
bilingual services in grades 1-4.for 30 students per grade level.
Tipton provided Title VII exclusively for 31 kindSrgarten studOnts
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The Mountain Dale'Elementary school in the Scott school, district
served 30 students in grades K-3. The students reaeivingTitle
service were Mexican-American froia principally Spanish-speaking
homes. In general, the mobility rate (in- or out-migiation); of
21-30% for all three schools was greater than for Title VII LEP
students which ranges -from 0-10% (in- or out-migration), thus, no
great problems were apparent in relation'to student mobility.
Students ih the Title VII program compared well, acad'4mically, with
students in general'at the national leVel and specifically with
students in their respective schools.

.Entry into the program was based on the use of pUblished commercial
tests, a language assessment scale, and teacheiobservations. Exit
from the program was based on students' ability to read at grade
level and achieve level 4 on the language assessment scale. The
entry/exit assessment methods were quite satisfactory.

The program staffing pattern for 1978-1981, included:

One proja6t director full-time (12 zronths);
One resource teacher -- full-time (10 months);
Eight teacher aides -- full-time (9 months);'
One secretary -- full-time (12 months); and
One 'community liaison aide -- half-time (10 months).

All instructors were bilingual and had participated in bilingual
education workshops.

Exhibit I shows the Organization Chart and provides insight into how
thP program was integrated within the school district.' All teachers
had BA degrees with certification in-bilingual, early childhood, and
elementary education. 4

1

II. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The individual most responsible for planning and obtaining the Title
VII grant was the Assistant Superintendent for Special Programs. His
primary role was to write the grant proposal. The project had wide
support from school principals, Title VII teachers and teacher aides, t

and bilingual parents in the community.,
"0,

0-

The program has xemaineid relatively the same as described in the
original proposal. Priiary changes have included the adoption of
the reading Spanish nianagement system, increased cooperative staff
development, and more integration of classroom instruction with
bilingual education activities.

0

III. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT BY GRADE LEVEL AND CONTENT AREA

Generally, the classroom teachers were unable to articulate specific,
course`'- oriented objectives related to classroom instruction,
bilingual education activities, 'scheduling activities, or materia*

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES,, INC.'
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.

development. Most objectives were loosely stated and primarily
activity-ociented; e.g., teach child basic subjects in primary
language!' oral 'language,.and English as a second language; increase
knowledge of other ethnic cultures; develop materials that will
'reinforce learning activities. In actual practice teachers made no
distinction in leatning/academic objectives for limited English
proficient students or English proficient students.

The Title VII classes were located in the elementary school and
,integrated into.the all-English classroom instructional component.
In, general, classroom physical layout, differed, ranging from tradi-
tipn.;1 classroom set-u ', learning clusters, mix of learning clusters,
mix of learning cluster concept and traditional classroom layout.
All classes had ample educational materials that students could use.
The walls were well utilized with a combination of student- and
teacher-developed materials posted on them. Alj.classrooms were well
lighted, well ventilated, and acoustically acceptable. Instruction
was an even mix of Spanish and English with Spanish used vhen the
student did not understand Engliiph. Key materials utilized were:

Las MatematicAs en Nuestro Mundo --.USA
Holt Data Sank System -- USA
Lecture en dos Idiomas -- Spain

Class scheduling varied from 10 minutes to 45 minutes per subject
area.

IV. STAFF MANAGEMENT

Staff development activities were developed for profeqsionals and
paraprofessionals and were exclusively in-service in nature: The'
objectives for staff development were 'as follows:

Classroom management an-implementation of instructional
approaches to meet student needs;

Multicultural skills development to increase staff awareness of
how cultdr4 affects students;

Oral language development;

Teaching reading in Spanish; and

Legal aspects of bilingual legislation.

No formal education activities were planned for or required of staff.

V. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT COMPONENT

The Title, VII program has diligently worked toward greater community
and parental involvement in.the program. Ho'wever, parental involve-
ment in the program has been minimal and sporiadic at best. The PAC
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has existed since the inception of the program and has an appointed
chairperson. Attendance is spotty and active planning by the PAC is
tail. Plans were primarily developed by the Title vii project stiff,
specifically the project director and community liaison person.
Although much effort has been made to get active parent involvement,
the program has net with- minimal success in this,area. Meetillgs
which were held regularly were open to all parents in.the community.
Those attending meetings were predominantly Mexican-American with
Spanish as their first language. Thus, meetings were generally he'ld
in Spanish with translation provided for those parents who did not
speak Spanish. 'Parents and community become. involved through
participation in social activities planned by the Title vi/ project
staff. 'The community liaison person was actively involved in these,
types of activities and had ai her duties and responsibilities:

Supply refreshments for parent workshops;
.04iganization of workshops:

Home Vistitationt:
Delivery of mail;
Attendance at parent meetings
Contact presenters: and
Reproduction of materials for PAC.

The project had established six management objectives fpr the cur-
.

rent school year inthe following areas:

o,Staffing

- To have all teachers in the classrooms obtain a bilingual cer-
tification; and

- To have a community liaison aide available half-time to Make
home ,contacts, translate, trouble shoot between parents eald
school. 4

Evaluation

- Pre- and post-evaluation to determine project instructional
and managemerit performance.

Development and Procurement of Materials

- Procurement of claisrooM materials that are needed for
Lecture en dos Idiomas and the Economy Series :,-and

411

- Work with parents to help,them design culturally oriented
materials.

Reporting and pisseminating Information

Provide progress and project evantation information.

The.prpject director has almost complete control over programmatic
functions that Prelate directly. tothe.Title VII project, for example,

DEVELOPMENT AssoctArzs
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placement criteria and pra'ctice's, scheduling of Title VII classes,
teacher/student ratios development and procurement of supplies. How-
ever, the prciject director has little control over classroom teachers
or any functional activity that deals with the schools: For example,
such areas as lesson planning time, Atalp,tenance of instructional
facilities,!'evaluation of teachers" suprvision, anadisocipline are
the domain of the school principals and the school district
management level personnel. The pcject director reports directly
to the curriculum specialist who inturn reports to ehe general
consultant and director for instructional support. The project
director directly supervises a resource teacher, community liaison
person, and teacher aides.

The project has focused on the development of a team approach for
designing and implementing bilingual education programs for students
in-need of. the24.-serVices. Essentially, theNpko-iect has received no
significant adrsistance,.other than funding, from ids funding source.
They have relied primarily on their own in-hou\e..... capabilities and
resources. Fihally', the program has been successful in raising Oft.-
awareness level of'the community on the need andibenefit of bilingual
education. Athhcigh this change in attitude has been slight it
represents a positive accomplishment for the project.

VII. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

a

Overall, the program has been successful -in contri.buting to the 4(
stitutionalzatiod of bilingual education. In addition, the project
has developed a comprehensive set of bili gual reso e materials
-that will further enhance the institutiontlization f the project.
Finally, teachers can be provided inservice traini g on a planned:
and need to know basis.
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CASE 171)

A CASE OF COORDINATION AND SUPPORT -

I. 'PROJECT OVERVIEW

The.Title VII ESEA Oriental Bilingual Project began operations in the
CityrrSchool District at the beginning of the 1980 -81 school year.
Also known as the Title VII Supplementary Bilingual Education
Program, and informally as ROWER (an acronym of the five project
school names)/ program termination'ip anticipated at the end of the
1982-83 schodl year. The City Schools have had an Adult ESL program
since 1975, supported by state and local funds. State and local
funds are now used to support both the AdultESL program and an
elementary and secondary level bilingual education program. The
Title VII prograsi operates in, conjunction with the elementary and
secondary bilingual education program.

One hundred seventy-threeschools serve approximately 113,500 stu-
dents, although the Title VII program operates in only five of the
city's one.hundred four elementary schools. The SMSA has a
population of 876,000, with the city population estimated at 664,838.
Both urban and suburban areas comprise p.m 280 square miles of the
incorporated city.. The unemployment rate in this distribution
center on the Mississippi River is 6.3%

In some schOolas, the Title,V/I program operates in conjunction with
Ethe district ESL piogram, while in other schools Title VII is the

sole bilingual program. *Principals report very few problems in
coordinating the Title.WII instruction and the ESL program, .14, the
ESL instruction is conduCted on a pull-out basis. Some students
served by the Titlel`VII program also rkceive Title I reading and -
mathematics instrudtion4 and again, no coordination problems are
reported.

Coordination of the Title VII and.reqular classroom instructional
programs is reported as moderately to very adequate. This coordina-
tion is achieved by infokmal communication between the project staff
and the regular teachors,.through formal *joint planning sessions,
curriculum .planning aimed at coordination, and weekly meetings of
the Title VII and regular teachers. The intent of the Title VII pro-
irem is to allow LEP students to develop full competence in the
English language. Although LEP students who have not yet learned.to
read in any.laguage are taught to read first in English, two langu-
agesare used for all or most of the instruction. Depending upon the
English proficiency of the students, content may be prdviewed or
reviewed in One language and 'taught in the other language. As stu-
dents become more proficient in English, content is-taught
simultaneously in both languages. The goal of the program is to
develop the English language ability of the program students through
use of both languages until the student is able t perform at an
adequate level in a program conducted solely in

/
glish.'

2 1 3
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Plans for the continuation of bilingual education programs after the.
termination of Title VII funding are incomplete, as the Title VII
project is currently in its first year. Speculation by project staff
suggests that bilingual education efforts would either terminate, or
continue at a reduced level with fewer bilingual teachers and aides,
less emphasis on staff development, and fewer hours of instruction in
the student's native language.

The table below summarizes current Title VII participation in the
five target schools:

c:

Participation in Target Schools

Grade Level Renfro O'Brien Willowton Elm Heights Itegina

.....

K 12 2 0 6 14

4 0 4 10 0 12
2 5 4 11 0 a
3 15 2 3 0 7
4 6 3 . 0 22 8

5 12 3 0 10 . 5

6 4 / 4 0 13 1

L....

Total 54 22 24 51 55

The students served have home language backgrounds of Cambodian,
Chinese, Among. Lao, and Vietnamese: The overall academic
achieyement of the LET Title VII students is low in relation to
national standards, as is the achievement of all the Title VII
students. The overall academic achievement of the non-Title VII
students is equal to or just slightly below national standards. No
achievement changes have yet been measured, as.this is the first
year of program operations, but principals report that LEP students.
seem to be improving.

The mobility'rate of4the student population is generally low, with
important v-ariations. Total school enrollment has remained fairly
stable, although roughly ten percent of the student body, both enters
and leaves the enrollment area. Among the LEP students, out-
migration is low, unless the community leaders decide to relocate in
another area. In the event of such a decision, a majority of the LEP
population of a particular community would move. Similarly, if a.
particular language group community elects to relocate in the area,
the LEP student population will dramatically increase. The project
director reports that leaders of 'one pairticular language community
are considering relocating outof state. If they decide favorably,'
many families may soon move.

All students in the City Schoals have been adminitered a general
home language survey. As new,students enroll, they also receive a
home language survey. After the initial assessment, an English
language proficiency test is administered within two weeks of
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enrollment. The Cedifornia Achievement Test (CAT) and Bilingudl
Syntax Measure are used to assess English language proficiency.

After consultation with the Bilingual Edubation Consultant, the
Curriculum Specialist, and the student's parents, program assignment
is made. Teacher observations are also used 111 assigning a level of
English proficiency (scale from A to E).

The project director reports dissatisfaction with the commercial
tests and parent surveys as entry criteria. As the CAT is used
district-wide, it is also used for the LEP students,.although some
have no English proficiency and test results are almoSt useless.
Similarly, parent surveys serve only to indicate what the home
language is. Self-reporti tend to be subjective:, but provide. some
indication of English proficiency. Teacher assessments rely on the
testing and assessment knowledge of the teacher, but provide an

'approach to determining program entry, according to the project
director.

Program exit is based on performance at or above the 80th percentile
on'the CAT in reading, speaking and listening comprehension coupled
with teacher observations. Again, the project director is only
slightly satisfied with \eacher observations as an exit criteria, and
is not satisfied with the commercial tests.

Project staff include the project director, a position requiring 50
percent of the current project direCtor's time. The remainder of her
time is taken up by her duties as Curriculum Specialist. In
addition, twenty bilingual aides and six English as a Second
Language Teachers have been ret4ned. .Additional ESL teachers and
aides are supported by local funds or by the State Indochinese
RefUgee Assistance Program. The Title VII project staff also
includes a full time project secretary.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The key individual responsible for planning the program was the
assistant superintendent, with the assistance of the superintendent.
School principals, regular classroom teachers, and the. bilingual
community were also greatly involved. The school principals were
responsible for designing the program as implemented in their
schools. As each school has its own individual characteristics, the
program had to be adapted to meet the needs of the target schools.
Teachers assisted in educating the community to the program, and mem-
bers of. the community accompanied the teachers to ,..ranslate. Church
groups and'charity organizations were responsible for sponsoring
refugees and encouraging them to settle in the area. The Coordinator
of Federal and State Programs was primarily responsible for materials
selection. Changes in the initial program plan have been made,
although primaria.g,in the area of, staffing. The project was unable
to locate an.Asian Curriculum Spedialist or a bilingual secretary.
As a result, a bilingual aide is responsible for translating program
communications.
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III. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT BY GRADE LEVEL AND CONTENT AREA

Instructional performance objectives are:

for children to achieve as high or higher than their expeicted
scores as established from pretest results in English with the
CAT in the three basic Skills areas of Total English. Language
Skills, Total Reading - Skills, and Total Mathematics Skills.

for 90 percent of the LEP students to show awareness and appre-
ciation of United States culture as measured by a locially:
developed U.S. Cultural Awareness Test.

for 90 percent of the program students whose primary language
is English to demonstrate sensitivity and appreciation of cul-
tural diversity as measured by a locally developed Oriental
Cultural Awareness Test.

for English-speaking students todemonstrate some basic knowr
ledge of Oriental languages by learning some linguistic skills
appropriate to their age in the first language of their LEP
classmates, as measured by a locally developed test.

for LEP students to score at or above system level in Reading,
Language Arts and Mathematics after three years of program in-
struction, as measured by the chili' in English.

Teachers' objectives include the use of the LEP students to instruct
English proficient students in the language of the LEP students', to
increase cultural awareness by teaching the customs and observing
the holidays of the LEP students, and to build the confidence of the
LEP students in their ability to perform at an appropriate level.

The LEP students are assigned to regular classrooms with a bilingual
aide', and are then pulled out daily for eighty minutes of ESL in-
struction and forty minute*. of native language instruction. In some
cases, the, aide also teacWes basic skills in the native language
in-class to all students in the class. Native language i- nstruction
is provided by locally funded Native Language Instructors.

Key taterials.for English instruction include English Around the
World, Hootennany, Daisy Days, and Calicd Capu, all part of the
Basics in Reading Series, published by Scott, Poresman and Co. Most
of the supplementary materials are in English, with the exception of
a primer, which is printed in Laos in .Laotian. Mathematics materials
include Macmillan Mathematics, published. by the Macmillan. Publishing
Co., Mathematics Around Us, by Scott, P'oresman And Co.', and Working
With Numbers, published by Steck-Vaughn CO. All other mathematics
materials are id English although teaching reinforcement may be
provided in the native language. The primary social studie-s series
is "toilet Social Studies, published by the Follet Publishing Co.,
USA. All of the other social studies materials are in English, with
tranalwttaws-p-re*4444-as_mmmAed_bY the Native Language Instructors.
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IV. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING COMPONENT

Plans for staff development center around professional inservice
workshops and both professional and paraprofessionals form education
programs. As stated in the grant proposal, weekly workshops are held
for the teaching staff. In addition to staff development, cultUral
issues are often discussed at these workshops. As there are no state
teaching certification'requirements, the City Schools have adopted
certification requirements from other states for use as guidelines.
The formal educational opportunities for professional staff include
two programs at a local university. One of these programs provides
instruction in teaching English as a Second Language, with the
credits earned accruing towards Certification as ESL teachers. The
other program instructs the Native Language Instructors (NLI).

Formal education for paraprofessionals is conducted as a training
program at the local university. Workshops deal with such issues as
culture, teaching techniques, and the use of audio-visual equipment.
The aides upgrade their English skills while'learning techniques to
assist the LEP students. Aides evaluate each of the works ops and
suggest future topics. Credit is given for the workshops attended.

V. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT COMPONENT

Objectives of the 4itle VII Program Parent Advisory Committee (PAC/
include;

to ensure representation of all the various cultural /linguistic
groups on the PAC and at PAC,activities.

to provide -interpreters at all meetings.of the PAC.

to invite parents of all program children to these meetings.

to provide input on the training of ESL/NLI teach

e to have each language group representative inform his/her lang-
uage community of program progress and PAC meetings.

As this is the first year.of progrim operations, many of the plans
made for achieving the above objectivei have been modified. Most of
the modifications consist of adapting implementation plans to partic-
ular circumstances, with the exception of the aide training program.
Plans had to be developed for the entire program with the assistance
of district personnel.

The monthly PAC meetings are conducted in English. Each group
(Hmohg, Lao, Cambodian, Vietnamese) has a representative who speaks
English. After discussions, the representative translates the-prd.-
ceedings to his/her language group, then returns with suggestions or
comments. Due to the relatively close nature of the language group .

communities, and the strategy of using PP<Emembers to disseminate
informiETT$Tto these communitisys, the parh4lts of program-particieants
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are kept informed of program proceedings. Additional methods, such
as projedt newsletters with the minutes of previous meetings and
other project correspondence, are also used to inform parents.

The project director reports some degree of difficulty in encouraging
parental participation due to cultural conditioning. Parents prefer
to make suggestions to the PAC chairperson, who then presents them
to the profect director. Parental participation is also hindered by
the poor English communication skills of the parents and transporta-
tion problems. According to the PAC Chairperson, parents do not read
the native language notes sent home with students.

VI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Plans for project acatinistration have been formulated in the areas of
staffing, materials development, evaluation, and information dissent-.
ination. As the project is relatively new, efforts have been made to
locate and hire the staff necessary for program operations. Plans
for materials development include developing materials to teach Indo-
Chinese to American students and developing a text of "survival
English" for the classroom. Evaluation plans rely on receiving feed-
back from all project staff, particularly in terms of progress with
respect to the project's behavioral. objectives. Extensive plans for
information dissemination have been made both to inform the community
of the project and to prevent a potential "backlash" from the more
conservative sectors of the regional community. These plans involve
utilization of the formal schodl channels, informal project channels,
and the local media.

11

The project director has a .great deal of control over placement prac-
tices and criteria, the amount of recordkeeping time available, the
coordination of instructien,actoss classes and grades, direct project
supervision, materials and supplies, staff development and training,
parent and community involvement plans, information dissemination and
office operations. By sharing responsibility with the principals,
the project director maintains a great deal of control,over the
scheduling of classes and the amount of lesson planning time avail-
able. Also, with the input of the principals, the project director
exerts some control Over teacher evaluations% The Provision and
maintenance of instructional facilities is a responsibility of the
mayor, and student/teacher ratios are determined by outside convg.
tants.

The school. system /Superintendent is solely responsible-for instit4k-
ing external evaluations. The school -system provides a very high
level-of supOtvision of program operations and project' teaching
staff, and a' high level of supervision of the project administrative
staff and project evaluations.

A very high degree of involvement by OBEMLA was necessary to get the
program started. OBEMLA provided' the district with accurate informa-

and rovided technical
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assistance. A great level of effort in the form of the needs- assess-
ment, principal training,vand local funding support was provided by
the LEA. Some support, primarily limited to technical assistance,
was prOvided. by the SEA. The principals of the project schools were
-very deeply involved in program start -up by arranging for teaching
spa.ce, monitoring project development, participating in workshops,
and in helping to develop materials. After the program had begun
operating, additional support in the form of curriculum materials
and workshop development was provided by'the SEA.

Figure 1 on the following page presents a district organizational
chart. )

VII. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

In any new program, certain difficulties are bound to arise. Exten-
sive efforts have been made to minimize the effect of these difficul-
ties on program operations. Specifically, steps have been taken to
improve the levels of communication between project staff and non-
project staff in the sr.

Impediments to parental participation still exist: .younger parents
are unaware of the importance of education for their children, and
report cards are sent home in English. only.' Many parents'have no
idea of their childrep's progress. Although teachers report that
pa'rental a community involvement is attempted by community members
working as c assroom aides, their low level of English proficiency
hinders their effectiveness as aides.

The project-director reports that implementation of the program would
be somewhat easier if the objectives-were less specific. Currently,
funds are available to provide bilingual services to refugee children
only, preventing an equal level of services to non- refugee LEP child-
ren.
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CASE 18

AN EXAMPLE OF AN ESEA TITLE VII PROJECT
FITTING IN WiTa OTHER PROGRAMS

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Title VII Middle Eastern (M.E.) Project began in the 19j8 -79
school year and serves preschool and kindergarten students.

The Bilingual Education Program, supported by funds provided by the
City School Board, served grades 1 .through 12. This program, begun
in 1975, served Arabic, Chaldean, Yugoslavian, Albanian, Lao, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Italian students district-wide. While kindergarten
students could participate in this program after exiting the M.E.
Project, there was no ov)irlap of the Bilingual Education Program and
the M.E. Project.

The Middle and High School Comprehensive Multicultural Bilingual
Education Grant, awarded in September 1979$. provided the district
with $450,009.of Title VII funds. This program served approximately
750 students in grades 6 through 12 with computer-assisted dual
language instruction in five region 2 and 6 schools. Again, there
was no fzogram overlap with the M.E. Project.

There is an approximate population of 220,000 students IA the 270
schools of the city. The city itself is an urban industrial omple3
with a population' of-1.5 million. The major industry of this flat
area in the Great Lakes Region As clearly automobile production.
Unemployment in this region was at the time of the site visit 22%,
although the unemployment rate of the target ethnic-linguistic
population was roughly 30%. This differential was partially due to
the immigration status of some members of this population. The M.E.
Project was spread out among six sites: five schools and a
community hall.

Approximately 30% of the kindergarten students also received
materials funded from the Title I non-migrant program. Principals
reported some administrative difficulties caused by multiple funding
sources for the educational efforts, primarily difficulties
surrounding excessive requirementsrfor paperwork and meetings.
Coordination of the Title VII instruction with the regular classroom
program was accomplished primarily by informal communication between
teachers.

No externally developed education model was used for the M.E.
Project, although students who had not learned to read were taught
readinglreadiness in 'English; minimal use was made of the student's
native language, with oral translations provided by the bilingual,

22,5
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technicians only,, as needed. The primary instructional emphasis was
on developing conversational skills, with secondary emphasis on

-writing skills, to enable the learneir to achieve both spoken mastery
and writing skill.

At the district level, plans for bilingual education programs withbut
Title VII funding-calle for efforts to increase efficiency and a
review of strategies, bu%*maintaining the project basically as it
.currjently operates. 'The regional superintendent believed that the .

M.E. Project would have to function as a pull-out program with fewer
staff members and fewer materials if Title VII funding were discon-
tinued. Principals generally agreed with these predictions.

The M.E. Project served approximately 300 preschool and kindergarten
students, of whom 153 are LEP. The cultural/ethnic background of
the population served was Middle Eastern from Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon
and 'Yemen.

The overall academic achievement of the students in the city's public .

schools was somewhat lower than the national averag . Those students
in the M.E. Project, and particularly the LEP stude ts,-had academic
Achievement which was below the national average. P incipais
attributed this to the limiteI English knowledge of these students
and the inability.of their parents.to provide assistance in the
English langUage at home'.

The mobility rate of all s udentg served by the project schools was
less than 20% (both in- and out-migration). At the time of the site
visit, both in--and out7m.47ration of the M.E. Project students was'
less than 10%, although tJere had been -a large-An-migration of
students over thpast five years. This influx created some crowding
problems in ESL'classes in the past.

Project entry was determined in a fairly informal manner. All
students"With nonEnglish home languages were eligible, although the
,project' operates in only five - schools, and in all kindergarten
classes in these schools. Parents exercised some degree of choice
over the school their kindergarteners attended. If the project was
operating on a pull-out basis in a particular school (some schools
offer only incless instruction), the project teachers determined
which students should be project participants., Similarly, teacher
observations and ratings were used to determine exit from the pull-

. out instruction in some schools. In'other schools, students exited_
by enrolling in the first grade. The 14 Hillsdale Objective
Reference Test (HORT) objectives were used to measure student
progvss and determine promotion from kindergarten to the first
grade.,

M.E. Project s'taff included a Project Director, six Bilingual Techni-
cians, a__PreschoalCoordinator, and a Project Secretary. Under the-;-.
inittoT-grant, two Resource/Cultural Heritage Specialists were ed..
These positions were not included in the continuation grant- The
Resource /Cultural - Heritage Specialists-ere to develop erials for
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the cultural component and provide inservice training for the commun-
ity and staff. These activities had beeh accomplished, and respon-
sibility for any additional efforts in these areas resided with the
Project Director.

The most common teaching arrangement was ci teacher/technician team,
as the technicians were bi- or trilingual. However, the teacher did
not work with a technician if the students were pulled out.

II. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Key players in the.program's implementation were the Regional SUper-
intendent, the Regional Bilingual Coordinator, and the bilingual com-
munity. The Superintendent identified student need", mobilized the
staff to draft the grant proposal, and worked to secure School Board
approval for"the project. The Regional Bilingual Coordinator
mobilized community members, wrote the proposal, and implemented the
project. The bilingual community provided general support to the
proposed program. The.SchoOl Board retained primary-responsibility
for the selection of project teaching materials.

A 1979'needs assessment identified three areas in which'the project
could improve to meet student needs. First, a full-time Project
Director and Bilingual Department Head as well as additional techni-
cal staff were determined to be necessary. At. that time, the
Regional Bilingual Coordinator was also serving as Project Director.
A full-time Director was subsequently retained. Second, in the area
of materials and supplies, early childhood materials and the project
curriculum were found to be insufficient. A curriculum congruent.
With District and State objectives was developed, text and audio-
visual materials in the native language were developed, and a
preschool component was added. Finally, English language classes
for the adults were determined to be needed, and were subsequently
added to the Project.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL" COMPONENT BY GRADE LEVEL AND CONTENT AREA

The M.E. Project had twelve objectives centering around four major
areas: to provide intensive bilingual educational activities to
kindergarten students, serve limited English-speaking adults, develop
cultural instructional materials, and jovide in - service staff train-
ing. The project objectives are listed In Figure 1.

The N.E. Project kindergarten classrooms were located within five
schools and the preschool component was housed in a community .cent r.
In the kindergarten classes, a variety of reading readiness system
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Figure 1

Objective #1: Sixty percent of the preschool students at four
district schools will demonstrate achievement-et 75%
of the Head Start objetives appropriate to their ag'e
levels (three-year olds will master 27 objectiveai
and four -year alas will master 5'1. objectives) .

Objective #2: Seventy percent of the project participants in
kindergarten will achieve reading readiness based on
a first grade entry -level performance.

Objective #3: Given a test containing 10 items in English, 90% of
the students at the kindergarten level -of the target
grovp'wili demonstrate knowledge of English by
correAly responding to 8 of 10 items on an oral
concept test in English devisedby teachers.

Objective #4: Sevepty perCent ofthe pupils in-Grades 1-5 will
demonstrate a knowledge of their native and other
cultures by achieving a mean.score of at least 80
percent on cultural tests made by teachers.

Objective #5: At least 708 of the target adults in Regions 2 and 6
will have mastered at least 30% of all of the Prac-
ti'cal Life Skills contained in the High School APL
-Survey.

Objective #6: Seventy percent of the adults from the target school
communities will achieve high levels in basic skillb'
of the English Language, primarily through listening
and speaking ability. ,

Objective #7: Seventy percent of the adults from the target school
communities will achieve minimal Ievels(in the basic
skills of the English Language in Reading and Writ-

. ing.
Objective 49: Fifty percent of the target schools' staffs (admini-

strators, teachers, and paraprofessionals) will
acquire a knowledge of thd student's native culture.

Objective #9: At least six teachers and/or paraprofessionals in the
project schools' areas will be enrolled in college
course work leading toward State endorsement as
bilingual instructors for limited English-speaking
students.

Objective #10: At least twenty staff members from the target schools
will participate in at least four inservice training :

sessions related to bilingual/bicultural edu ation.
Objective #11:4 At least 70 percent of ;, the parents of parti ipaiing

\children will acquire an understanding of h v'to use
appropriate materials at home' with their'chilren.

Objective #12: Channels-of communication and understanding anicngAhe
project staff, pupils, parents and other community
members will be -open and continuously stressed.

0
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were used, although they were all in English. These systems included
.Cetting Ready to Read (Houghton Muffling USA), Make your' Mark
(Macmillan Co., USA) and Talking Alphabet (Scott, Foresman and Co.,
USA). Almost all of the math and social studies materials were' made
byteachers, although one teacher was using the Random House
Mathematics Program (Random House, USA). 0

IV. STAPP DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING COMPONENT

The M.E. Project had three staff development objectives:

To provide fifty percent of the target schools' staffs (admini-
strators, teachers, and p raprofessionals) with a knowledge of
the students' native Midd ( e Eastern culture.

To have at leapt six teachers/pa'raprofessionas in the project
schools' areas enrolled in college course work leading tc. State
endorsement as bilingual instructors for limited English-
speaking students.

To secure participation of at least twenty staff members from
the target schools in at least four in-service t aining sessions
related to bilingual /bicultural education.

Similarly, th Project Director reported formulating plans in the
areas of in-se vice training and formal. educational opportunities.
The in-servicaprogram for the professional staff stressed cultural
awareness, while plans for paraprofessional-in-service opportunities
focused on techniques for teaching LEP students. Plans to offer
.non-Middle Easterners opportunities to participate in formal
,cultural education were curtailed. The only remainjing formal
educational component was that for the paraprofessionals, Which
encouraged them to participate in classes leading to eventual
teaching certification.

V. PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT COMPONENT

The Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) of the Title VII Middle Eastern
- Project'-had formulated plans in two areas: inforMing parents and the
community of the project., and encouraging parent/t4tacher interaction.
The PAC and Project Director had worked together to develop plans in
both of these areas, includi the plan to use each PAC member as a
project representative. Due to he relatively close nature of the
target community, PAC members cou d disseminate information to
parents and other community member regarding the project in an
informal yet personal manner. Plans to encourage parent/teacher
interaction included outings to local parks and recreation areas.

Community attitudes had changed over the past few years. Speci-
fically, community members wanted to see the children learning
English as quickly as pOssible, with the native language being taught
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in the home or by.the church. The PAC concerned itself primarily
with parent and community involvement rather than the instructional
focus of the project.

PAC meetings were conducted primarily in English, although
translations were made into the native langu4ge of the parents as
needed. Of the twenty PAC members,. only those who could free them-
selves fiom other commitments attended the meetings.. Generally,
meeting attendance .ran from five to ten members. PAC 'meetings were
held roughly every six weeks.

Methods of obtaining parental involvement-in project activities
ineludedneuting's, meetings, and home visits. Also,.paxents and
community members were hired to work in the project schools.
Parents-were informed of meetings by messages sent home in both
English and the native language and by telephone calls as well as
informally through communitw networks. Other methods of
communication included school and project newsletters. The PAC

iparticpated in designing parts of the initial project, but has
since focused on communication of project progress and planning
project activities.

Parental participation was limited by the poor English communications
skills of some parents, the needs of their other children, and their
work schedules. Many parents had visited the schools to assess the
merits of the project and select a school in which to enroll their
kindergarteners. Another impediment to parental participation was a
low perceived need on the part of some parents. Many parents
assumed parental involvement. was unnecessary as.long as the program
was. operational.

VI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Plans for management of the M.E. Project included the area* of staff-
ing, materialsVevelopment, project evaluation, and information dis-
semination. The Project Director planned to reduce the number of
project staff members in order to free up funds for the preschool
project, even thOugh.one paraprofessional had been added this year.
Some materials had been developed, although plans called for .a few
workshops to develop more instructional materials. The central
School Board evaluates the project, while the Project Director
evaluates progress with respect to the objecti4es annually. Plans
had also been made for monthly progress reports by the Project
Director to the district.

Modifications were Wade in the M.E. Project approach,, as needed, to
meet the needs of the studont population. As the project operated
in two regions, the Project Director had to contact the Super-
intendent and Assistant Superintendent of both regions to inform
them of the intended change and secure their cooperation. Consent
had to then be obtained from the Program Development Staff, who
wrote_the initial grant proposal. Some degree of supervision of the
project operations, staff, and teaching staff was provided by the
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Director of the Department of Bilingual Education, who also had to
be consulted concerning any project modifications.

The Project Director iad a great deal of control over staff develop-
ment and training, parent and community involvement plans, and office
operations. Hehad some control over information dissemination,
student support services, materials Ad supplies, and the amount of
administrative and record keeping time available. He had a little.
control over the internal evaluation and direct project supervision.
Placement criteria were determined by state policy. The amount of
lesson planning time available and teacher/student ratios were deter-
mined by the school teachers union. The regional offices controlled
teacher evaluations, the coordination of instruction across classes,
and the mainteuance.of instructional facilities. The central School
Board controlled the external project evaluation.

The LEA and project school's staffs were very involved in the imple-
mentation of the project, and were still very involved in the
project's operations. Personnel in the schools worked to provide
support--to the teaching efforts, while district personnel provided
fund managepent and other administrative support. OBMELA provided a
great deal of initial planning and technical support prior to project
implementation, as did the SEA. Neither agency was involved to any
real extent at the time of the site visit.

The general attitudes of the school system personnel towards biling-
ual education differed to some extent. Among administrative
personnel, attitudes ranged from neutral to very positive, while the
curriculum and supervisory personnel had generally pgsitive
attitudes. On the average, the instructional personn1ki were
positiye, although some had strong negative attitudesihecause of the
services, and funds; provided to the LEP students.

1--

VII. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

Indications suggest that the Title VII Middle Eastern Project had
r,esulted in positive attendance effects on the target student popu-
lation, as well as an increase in parental participation in their
children's education. However, the program as implemented did not
yet enjoy the full support of non-project staff in the schools, par-
ticularly some principals and regular, classroom teachers.

J .

The inservice training.had been evaluated and reviewed to ensure
that it was appropriate and useful. Materials had been developed,
and the program.expanded,to meet the needs of prey- kindergarten LEP
children. Efforts have been made to meet all of the- needs identi-
fied in the needs assessment.
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CASE 12

STAFFING A BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROJECT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW
.

.

The Basic 'Program of Bilingual Education of the Community School
Corporation began in the 1978-79 school year. The program started
with kindergarten and anticipates adding one grade a year through
the fourth' grade. During the, current scheel year, it covers grades
K through 2. The program now operates in twc of the corporation's
44 schools which serve 25,564 students. ,The Hispanic school
population is 2.2% of the .total. The city 'which the school corpora-
tion serves has a population of 118,000 and is located in a Central.
Western state. It is an industrial, trade, and service center for
the northern part of the state and is the home of several colleges
and universities. Like other cities in this region, its unemployment
rate of 9% is higher than the national average. The rate among His-
panics is higher yet at 12%.

.

Prior to the_ evelopment Of the Title VII project, the only bilingual
program serving Hispanic students in the city was a Title I migrant
'program which the school corporation began implementing in 1968 as a
summer program. It became a full-year program in 1970 and has been
providing tutoring to limited English proficient Hispanic students
throujigh bilingual instructors in a pull-out arrangement. The
corpdration still operates the migrant program as well as an ESL pro-

f 4'gram 'for non-Spanish language limited English,proficient students in
addition to the Title VII project. According to the Title VII Coord-
inator, students in Title VII classes usually do not participate in
the migrant program or in other instructional programs such as Title
I reading. This was verified at one school where the only additional
program in which students were partlicipating was the Tit/e I Inven-
tory Developmental Test, an assessment of visual and auditory dis-
crimination routinely given'to all children in kindergarten. At the
second school, however, the principal stated that a few Title VII
students received additional reading instruction under Title I and
services from the migrant program such as tutoring in specific sub-
jects and assistance with social problems.

Concern in the Hispanic community about their children's educational
needs led the corporation to initiate a needs assessment in coopera-
tion with the state education agency in April 1977. This "Needs
Assessment Latino Education, An Assessment of Educational Experiences
of Spanish-Speaking Children in the State," was carried out by the

,

Department'of Education of a major university. That assessment found
that Hispanic children had depressed scores on verbal and math
skills, a gap which'widened with increasing grade levels. It further

,

found minimal screening of language needs and a limited number of
trained bilingual.personnel as: well as indications of lack of support
in 'the corporation and among School staff for the special needs of
Hispanic studeAts in favor of an assimilationist approach. The Study

4
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found no evidence of a cultural pluralistic or multicultural educa-
tion as an integral part of the school program even though the cor-
poration had written philosophies reflecting this ideal: The Study
made a number of recommendations for immediate steps to correct those
problems. Key recommendations were that a line administrator be
hired to coordinate*the recommended actions, an advisory committee
reflective of the heterogeneous Hispanic community be convened, a
staff devrlopment program for principals and other school personnel
serving Hispanic students be instAmtuted, that language screening be
undertaken, and appropriate programs be developed in each school.

TheTitle.VII project was developed in response to the needs out-
lined in the .NALE study.. The general approach to instruction was
flexible, depending, on the needs and learning style of the child.
Most of the children were not extremely limited in English profici-
ency. The problem was more likely to be that they lacked proficiency
in both Spanish and Englishtthat is, they mixed the two languages,
speaking neither well. Children were, therefore, taught to read
first in their dominant language. For other subject areas
(mathematics, science, social studies), content was taught in one
language, but could be previewed or reviewed in the other language
as heeded.

There were mixed feelings about the future of the bilingual program
if Title VII funding were reduced or discontinued. The superin-
tendent'felt the program would be expanded, 4t changed because there
woulddlt be as much money. That is, he foresaw a growth in the
number of'LEP students whose needs would have to be met somehow. One
principal felt the program would be dropped while the other,' and the
coordinator of federal programs, felt it would be reduced (fewer
bilingual teachers, aides, materials, inservice training, and hours
of-instruction in Spanish). Each felt this would be to the detri-
ment of the LEP students.

One hundred and Forty -five students were enrolled in the self- .

contained X through 2 bilingual classrooms in the two schools at the
time of the site visit. All classrooms contained some English-
dominant children as well as the Spanish-dominant ones. The great
majority (97%) of the 'latter were.of Mexican descent. The remainder
were from Central and South America, Puerto Rico, and Cuba. The
coordinator estimated that there was a 2029% mobility rate in this
project's enrollment. She stated that migrants go south in winter
add return in spring, but this is les's of a problem than it used to
be. One year the entire bilingual program, in one school had to be
discontinued because the number of LEP students in that school
dropped drastically. The principals in the current schools.
mentioned problems created by mobility of the LEP students.' One
stated it made planning difficult whin LEP children leave and return
months later. Some times the vacated slots in the bilingual
classrooms have to tuelfilled with English dominant students and the
returning LEP students have to be placed in regular classrooms where
there is.less assistance available to them. The other principal
pointed out that such movement creates discontinuity in the
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development of the child., They often get children who have been out
of school a month or more, and the student and teacher both have to
work hard to try to catch up. The coordinator said, however, that
the Hispanic population had become more stable and fewer families
are migrants. The project also tried to convince parents to leave
their children behind with relatives, if possible, so there would be
less disruption in the children's_education.

In one of the schools& the principal indicated that overall academic
achievement of non-Title VII students was about equal to national
standards, while that of LEP students was below national standards.
In the othcr'school, overall academic achievement was below national
standards. The principal, indicated that the K-2 students were not
tested in relation to national norms, but his opitio, based on
observations and teacher tests, was that the students in the Title
VII program were closer to national norms.

The first criterion for student's to enter the Title VII program was
that their parents must volunteer them to participate. Home language
was determined when children registered, and those whose home
language was Spanish were tested for English proficiency. The
Language Assessment Battery (LAB) was used to assess speaking and
writing skills while the Language Assessment Scales (LAS) was used
for comprehension in grades land 2. At these grades, students had
to be reading below grade level. Children who scored anywhere front
non-English ty bili4ual (Spanish dominant) on the scales were
accepted into the program. If a child scored as near fluent,
however, teacher observation was also used in making the decision on
whether to place the child in a Title VII class. A locally developed
test, the Analysers of Development Skills, had been translated into
Spanish for use in testing kindergarten children. The program had
not developed any exit criteria. It started with pre-K and F, had
been adding one grade a year, and was at the time of the site visit
at the second grade level. The project administrators were not
particularly satisfied with the assessment procedures which were
used, but had not found any methods that they felt would be better
although they had attended regional and national conferences on this
topic.

The project was administered by a central staff composed of a full-
time coordinator, curriculum specialist, and secretary as well as a
part-time staff coordinator. The coordinator was a native speaker
-of Spanish (Cuban) and the curriculum specialist was.a Philippino
who spoke Tagalog, English, and Spanish. In each of the two schdols,
there were three classroom teachers and three classroom aides in the
Title VII program. The coordinator indicated that the six teachers
that year were bilingual. During the first two years, the teachers
were monolingual. One of the teachers from the previous year did
study Spanish during the year and intensively over the summer and
was, therefore, retained in the program. None of the five classroom
teachers interviewed werercertified in bilingual education and only
one had previous teaching'experience in a bilingual classroom prior
to joining thii project.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES. INC.
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II. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The NALE study mentioned earlier served as the impetus for the
development of the Title VII program which was the first bilingual
education program id the system. TheHispanic community was seen as
the key factor in getting the program started. They instigated the
NALE study, participated in it, and lobbied for a bilingual education
program based on the needs uncovered. The superintendent at that
time was also described as very supportive of the project. The
materials adopted by the project were selected by the curriculum
specialist. The usual procedure was to review and test materials
prior to purchasing them.

The major change in the program as.originally planned and actually
implemented came in the first year when the project applied for funds
for bilingual teachers. They-,.of course, did not receive funds for
this purpose, but only for bilingual aides. They therefore used
monolingual teachers for the first two years. The school year
during which the project was visited was the first during which the
project had been able to hire bilinjual teachers.

.III. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

The curriculum in the bilingual project-paralleled that of the,
corporation's regular curriculum with extra attention given to
language development, self- concept development, add the Students'
culture and heritage. Instruction was guided by performance
objectives, segmAnced lists of behaviors related to concept N.

attainment. The 44verall pled was fOr instruction to begin in the
student's dominant language (English or Spanish). The second
language was introduced when the child was judged ready. The broad
instructional goals of.the project as'stated in the project's
brochure were:

1. To help Spanish-speaking students improve their overall aca-
demic abilities.

2. To reinforce the students' pride in their culture.

3. To involve the students' parents in school activities in
eorder to provide home support for:the students' work efforts.

4. To enable students to become fluent in both languages:
English and Spanish. Fluency is the ability to read, write,
speak, and understand a language.

Teacher interviews and classroom observation indicated that in actual
practice instruction in subjects other than Spanish language arts
was most often done in English with individual help given to those
LEP students who needed it. Classrooms Were arranged in such a way
as to facilitate .small group and individual work. The classrooms in
each school were mixed in with regular classrooms and were well
lit. One of the schools was a large complex with a couple of newer
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wings attached to the original building. Classrooms in those wings
had difficulty maintaining a comfortable temperature in the extremely
cold weather and some children kept their coats on. The other
building had tvi-gh ceilings and wood floors which created echo
problems. It was noted during classroom observations in this school
that everyone spoke in a low tone of voice. Classrooms had a variety
of cultural materials displayed and shelves of books. The majority
of the books were in English. Each room also had a System 80 for
individual work as well as recordplayers and headphones. .
The major texts used in the project for reading were: The Ginn
Series (Ginn and Company) in Eftglish and Spanish Reading Keys
(Economy Press) for Spanish. Kindergarten used PRS (Pre-Reading
Skills) (Encyclopedia Britanica) for English and Spanish reading

\
e readiness. All of these were published in the U.S. The IDEA list

in English and Spanish was usedfor ESL and SSL. This was published
by Ballard, Tighe, Inc., also in the U.S. The Heath series published
by D.D. Heath and Company was used for social studies and science.
Materials made by teachers were also being used for these subjects.
The proji.ct maintained a library of materials in the central office
which were available to teachers.

As mentioned earlier, English was used for ESL and English reading
instruction while Spanish was used almost exclusively for SSL and
Spanish language arts. Teachers reported using mostly English for
teaching mathematics, social studies and science. English'and
Spanish were both used during less formal interactions between
teacher and students,. between aide and students and among students ,

in the classrooms observed._ The choice of language seemed based on
the proficiency of the particular student and sometimes of the
teacher. Two students in one class switched readily from Spanish to
English to accommodate a third student joining them in a learning
center activity. Not all teachers were completely comfortable using
Spanish outside instructional situations. One teacher was observed
carrying on a conversation in English with the/parent of a newly
enrolled child even though it was obvious that he was having ''''

difficulty understandinq, and responding in English.

IV. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

The project assesses the needs for staff development, primarily
through self-reporting, at the beginning of the school year and
develops a plan which is modified as necessary throughout the year.
Both inservice and formal educational opportunities were provided to
professional and paraprofessional staff. All classroom teachers and
aides interviewed-except one who was newly hired--indicated they had
participated in some training that year. All teachers stated they
were either moderately or very satisfied with the workshops or mini-
courses,they had attended.

. .

Teachers are required by the corporation to obtain a master's degree
after five years of teaching and the project encouraged them to
obtain bilingual endorsement., A high priority with aides was to
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help them obtain a GED,. if needed. Arrangements had been made with
a local university so that aides could receive college credits while
working tdward a GED.. The coordinator was currently -working'on a
doctorate in school administration and the curriculum specialist was
completing requirements for a MEd. Several teachers and'aides were
also enrolled in formal course work. The project paid tuition and
related expenses.

In addition to ihservice workshops and courses on selected topics,
the curriculum specialist monitored classroom performance, ,offered
suggestions, and demonstrated teaching techniques. Sine she was
acting coordinator tor six months, she had limited time for this
activity. With the return of the coordinator, she planned to do
more work in the classrooms with the teachers apd aides. The-pro-
ject had also traded training services with other community organ-
izations in order to broaden the scope of inservice.

V. PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The Hispanic community was instrumental in having the HALE study
implemented and the development otthe Title VII.project as one of
the ways to meet the needs identified. The PAC grew out of the
advisory committee in the MALE study. The:PAC met Monthly to
discuss issues pertaining to the education of children in the Title
VII project and make recommendations to the bilingual., education
coordinator. The coordinator and PAC chairman indicated that PAC
recommendations that the corpor4tion recruit bilingual teachirs from.
outside the system were followed.

The PAC chairman described the current plan to be involvement in cul-
tural and educational activities (providing materials, monitoring
classes and making recommendations). The PAC's plans for expanding.
the program to ether areas of the city and to epher language groups
ere do hold at the present because there was no money to implement
hem. Communication in meetings had not been a problem thus far

because everyone was bilingual (Spanish and English). Communication
with parents was by mail and phone. The chairman indicated that any
use. of the media had to be cleared through the corporation, which 4

has been a problem because "the corporation has not seen the .

bilingual program as a real part.of the school system." The
coordinator indicated that the project also used school newsletters,
announcements and*word of mouth to communicate with parents and
others in the community. Project staff members also served on
committees or boards of various community organizations.

The two school principals felt that involvement of parents was an
important factor in getting the program and keeping it going. One
stated that the Title VII parents were better-than anyother parent
group in his building in keeping the school...alive. Neither school
had any real involvement of parents or volunteers. One school had -t

one volunteer who had just been hired as an aide and the other had
none. The PAC chairperson said that the provision of babysitting and'
transportation would increase parental involvement. One key area of
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involvement in the past and projected for the future was program
evaluation. Parents were trained in the use of classroom evaluation
'instruments and then visited classrooms in teams to evaluate the
:instructional process. Their findings and recommendations were
incorporated into the evaluation report.

Project relations with the Hispanic community were not entirely
problem-free, however., The superintendent described a split in the
community. -He stated that the more vocal members of the Cuban fac-
ion are strongly negative toward the project. This split gns one
of the factors in the corporation's decision to add a.director of

programs.or Hispanic and other non - English- speaking students. This
position reported directly to an assistant superintendent who was
instructed to become more involved in the project. One of the
school brincipals also mentioned a split in the community along
ethnic group lines.

-*;\

VI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Management objectives were to recruit bilingual staff as needed:
ultimately to develop materials such as Spanish spelling materials:
to hire an outside evaluator to conduct process evaluation in
classrooms.(to include parents) and to analyze_pre- and post-tests
of student performance; and to disseminate-project information to a
larger number of-audiences.

The bilingual educational coordinator who orted to the director
of elementary education had a great deal oeautonomy. She had a
great deal of control over many

was
the factors affecting project

wimplementation. One exception as tbe evaluation of teachers where
-she had informal-input, but no real involvement in formal teacher
evaluations. She had influence in the selection of bilingual
teachers, but reported that it was a real'battle reaching that point.

The superintendent indicated that he had not been very involved with
the project and was not well informed about project operations. He
was only in hii second year in the corporation and had been very pre-
occupied with desawregation issues during that tile. His assistant,
whom he ask-JO:Pt° be more involved in the project, was also new to
the'distrialk. The coordinator 'of federal programs had been with the
corporation,for two yearn, but in his current position, only.a couplpi
of months. The superint#ndent's attitude toward the needs of LEP
students leaned strongly toward'assimilAion and undoubtedly
reflected the attitudes of the broader communityin this respect.

The corporatio'n had funds for a-new position which would
report directly to the assistant superintendent--director,of programs
for Hispanic and other non-English-speakingsudents. Establishment
of such a position was one of the recommendations of the NALE study.
At the time of the site visit,, they were recruiting fox this
position. The superintendent stated that one reason they decided to
go ahead with this position was concern over the divided reactions
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* in the Hispanic community. The status of the bilingual coordinator
was unclear. She ,had returned on January 5 after a six-month leave,
just a short time before the site visit.

There was some ambiguity about the role of the SEA in these matters.
The curriculum specialist and coordinator had negative feelings about
the SEA/BE office, but the coordinator of federal program rated them
as very helpful: He stated that they served as the impetus to f011ow
the MALE study's recommendations'regarding the director position,
helped identify sources of funds for this, and were identifying
candidates for the position.

The major factor which hindered implementation of the project,
however, was the lack of bilingual teachers for the first two years.
in recruiting bilingual teachers for the third years -the project
also found it difficult to find teachers who were certified in BE.
Hiring of teachers from outside the system also posed a.threat to
the job security of other teachers and undoubtedly caused resentment
toward the program. The major factor which helped implementation
was the involvement of the Hispanic community in spite.of the dif-
ferences in that community which were previously described.

The climate in the Hispanic community wasStillifavorable to
bilingual education. The superintendent's atti-tude was lukewarm
even though he recognized the necessity, of meeting the needs of
Hispanic students. The corporation was alsefacing the requirement
to desegregate. Plans called for-closing some schools and busing
students. One of the two schools with Title VII classrooms was
scheduled to be closed under those planes.' The other school had a
much higher proportion of minority students than allowed, soothe
proposed-plan called for crossbusing with a predominantly white
school. The TitleyFI coordinator was apprehensive about the future'
of the bilingual program under these circumstances.

The attitudes of the staff in thetwo schools toward Illylingual educa-
tion were mixed. They were clearly influenced by .job security issues
in the face of school closings and consolidations as part of the
desegregation ,planning. There was evidence, though, that there was
inadequate sharing of information about the progfam which could lead
to misunderstanding and lack of support. The situation was not that
acute in the'second school which was the only elementary schobl
identified in the MALE study as demonstrating any real Concern for
the -needs Of Hispanic students. Most respondents felt that the
broader community also lacked understanding of bilingual education,
and therefore, could, not 'be expeCted to :support it.

Overall, many problems and needs identified in the MALE study
continued to exist: lack of understanding /support for bilingual..
education -in the school administratiop and community, the need to
recognize the heterogeneity in the Hispanic community and ensure
adequate representation in all aspects of the project, the lack of
bilingual professionals in the corporation.
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VII. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

The project had implemented its staff development plans based on
needs identified by staff, and the staff indicated satisfaction with
this component. Parents and other members of the Hispanic, community
were instrumental in getting the project started and in keeping it
going. Parents played a key role in evaluating the project and their
recommendations had been largely implemented in the past. Management
of the project was to undergo some changei with the addition of a
director-level position in the corporation. Staff within the
project rated leadership` high and were generally satisfied with
management. Teachers were able to implement their instructional
plans to a great extent without a great deal of modification. They
were particularly pleased with positive changes in self-image and
growth in Spanish language arts on: the part of LEP students and in
ESL and cross-cultural appreciation.on the part of the English
dominant students.

do.
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CASE 20

A GRASS ROOTS OPERATION

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

"Otro Paso Mas Adelante," the Independent School District's Title
VII/Bilingual Education Program, islocated in the Dolorosa
Eleientary School. The project began in 1978 and has continued
every year since then. The current, project for 1980-81 is due to
end in June of"I901. Another grant proposal has been submitted for .

continuation of the program next year.

Dolorosa Elementary School is one of four public schools in the
School district. The total number of students in the district is
1,596: the Dolorosa School serves grades 4-6.for a total enrollment
of 352. All of these students participate in the Title VII-program,
/with 62% identified in the town,, population 4,600. Approximately
-:98% of the town's population is Mexican- American. The city is an
isolated rural community of about1150. square miles, best described
as brush country or chaparral. The three largest employers are the
school district, the county courthouse and the town government..
There is no industry and very limited farming or ranching. A erage
yearly family income in the district is under $3,000. The
unemployment rate for the county is 5.716: exact figures for Hispanic
unemployment are unavailable.

The school district budget is supplemented by ,Title I Regular, Title
I Migrant, Follow Through Bilingual, Adult Basic 'Education, Youth
Service Program, and the Title I Free. Breakfast andsLunch Program.
More than 84% of the entire student population qualifies for Lree
breakfast and lunch. In the Dolorosa Elementary School, where the-
Title VII program .is implemented, Title I Migrant and Regular are
also utilized, by approximately 40% of the students, and the free
breakfast and lunch' programs by 85% of the students. All the stu-
dents participate in the state bilingual grogram, mthich contributes
$25 per' year per student. This money' is used to provide materials
for the students,.

The most recent needs assessment, which is part of the new-grart
application, summarized the most pressing needs of the target
population:

I. There is a need to raise the reading in English and in Spanish
6f LESA children who are from environments in which the
dominant language is other than English in glades 4 to 8.

II. there is a need to raise the'levellof oral sand written
language skills in English and in Spanish of target students
in grades.4 to 8.
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III. There is a need to raise the level of the self-image and pride.
of culture and history of target students in grades4 to 8.

IV. There is a goal to raise the competencies of the professional
.and non-professional staff'with an extensive and intensive
program of staff development which will include methodology,
techniques and evaluation in bilingual education.

V. There is aneed for parent and community involvement programs
to establish support and create interest in the school. '

VI. There is a need for program personnel to develop, coordinate,
and implement program activities'in readinTand mathematics in
grades 4 to 8.

This needs assessment reflects a new target population extending
beyond the current grades 4-6 to include grades 7 and 8. The' high
percentage of LEP students in the seventh and eighth grades-(67% and
75%, respectively) indicates a real need for additional instruction
in these grades. The even higher plfcentage of LEPs in the ninth
grade (83 %) suggests that more instruction prior to this grade could

. lower the number of students entering thebninth grade without
proficiency.

II. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND GOALS

The project utilized 04ndividualized.and small group instruction too
facilitate English and Spanish progress in the areas of language
arts, reading, mathematics and multi-cultural awareness. :A
combination of methods (i.e., phonics; see-say-write, and
kinesthetic's) were.utilized to develop the students' Vocabulary,
comprehension and oral expression. Such development was deemed
essential for acquiring reading skills in. Enqlieh and Spanish.

Reading in both languages was taught as a separate subject to allow
ample time for development ef a sound foundation each. Spanish
reading classes were-correlated with language arts by using the
Educacion Santillana Series. The culture/heritage component was
taught as part of the Spanish reading class. United States, state
and regional history instruction was facilitated through English and
Spanish reading activities-

The school has a departmentalized organization to facilitate the .

grouping instruction plan, and also to work in Title I classes
without, disrupting the pattern of classes. 'In the Spanish reading
clase,'..otherwise known as the Lectura, many teachers"felt that the
content which was to be taught in this period was too broad to be
consistently and effectively presented. Also, some teachers thought
thatthe book used was a very poor reference text.. According to-the
Project Director, and as it was observed in the classrooms, English
is taught in this project by using as much of it as possible, much
like a child has-to learn his/her first language.
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iy making associations of language and experience, the use of every-
day English is stressed. The focus is on, conversational skills with
the goal being to master the spoXem word. Generally speaking,
content is taught in only one language during any given period, and
it may be English or Spanis However, the writer observed some
switching back and forth when clarification was necessary. In the
reading classes, those LEP students with some.English background were
taught to read first in English. Those with no English background
were taught to read first in Spanish.

In the opinion of project administrative personnel, if the Title VII
project was not funded, the negative impact on the services provided.
to -.he LEP students and the bilingual education program would be
drastic. The administrators and teachers alike claim that without
these services, students-would lose'their desire to stay in school
and the drop-out rate at the junior and high school level.would
increase.

III. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

"Otro Paso mas Adelante" provided bilingual instruction to all 352
students who attend grades 4, 5 and 6 in the elementary school.
Approximately 98% of these students were Mexican-American. Spanish
was the native language. The overall academic achievement of the
students at Dolorosa Elementary'school was about equal to national
standards. This means that the students in the Title VII program,
who were all the students in the elementary school, were average in
relation to national standardi. ,Clearly in this school the project
was benefiting the student with respect to their learning
achievement.

The project's. student population had remained relatively stable over
the yeairz, It was pointed out by several project staff that the
effdrts of the project had increased the students' desire to stay in
School. In assessing the proficiency of students entering the
school, the LAS was used, and. students who scored at levels 1, 2 or
3 were categorized as LEP students. In order to 'exit the program, a
student had to score at or above the 40th percentile on the
California Achievement Test (CAT). Both of these assessment
measures test the studen.610 proficiency in reading, writing;
speaking and listening comprehension. In addition to the CAT test,
teacher observations and ratings, and self-reports were used to
determine when students should leave the project and enter an
all-English-speaking classroom. The project staff was moderately
satisfied with these approaches for judging a student's proficiency.
When students here exit from the project they also exit from the
school (into the junior high). Follow-up services were non-existent
there, and only at the high school were ESL classes offered. The
problem of dropout begins to occur at the junior high level.
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project staff consisted of the Project Director, his secretary,,
12 instructional aides, and one Parent Coordinator. In addition to
these positions) which were paid for by Title VII, the Principal and
all classroom teachers were very involved in the project. All staff
members spoke Spahish as their native language. The school staff as
a whole was totally behind bilingual education, and the teachers were
well qualified (several have their master's in Bilingual Education)
to teach it. There were four classes per grade, with one aide per
classroom. The aides advanced their own training through college
courses, and a few of them were just short of completing their

IV. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

when the Title VII project was first considered, the superintendent
and the target school principal were greatly responsible for getting

e project underway. To a lesser extent, the bilingual parents and
the bilingual.aides were actively involved once the project was
started. The selection of materials for the project was shared by
the school superintendent, the Project Director, the teachers and
aides, and the target 'school, principal. The proje'ct had several
long-standing and loyal staff members) the current Project Director
was a sixth-grade teacher in the target school for 22 years; his
sister taught in his place when he became Project Director. The
target school principal was, until the beginning of the school year,
the Project Director. This project was a good example of a grass
roots operations, and the general attitude of the school system
personnel toward the project was fiery positive. Since the beginning
of the school Dear, 'no changes had been made in the implementation
of the project. The project had been fiery successful in adapting to

'meet the local.community,features and student needs.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL COM'ONENT

The Title vII Bilingua1 Project had a great deal of positive impact
in several areas, i.e., spoken English, cultural awareness, academic
skills, English reading skills, native language skills, self-image,
and attitude toward school. However/it was felt that overall, the-.
project had only been slightly effective in accomplishing its goals,
and with more resources, it could be more effective. At this point,
the project staff was proposing to expand the population served to
include seventh and eighth grades, and hoped to be more effective by
doing so.

The goals of classroom instruction in "Otro Paso Mas Adelante".
centered around the goal to "provide limited English proficient
students with in4,(ructional activities in both Spanish and English
languages. The/five major areas to be taught in English and Spanish
were

1. Aural-Oral Language Development .

2. Reading and Writing
1
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3. Mathematics
4. Self-Concept
5. Culture and Heritage

Teachers reported that sometimes the objectives used ,with limited
English proficient students differed from those used 'iith English
proficient students, but in general the objectives were the same.
The objectives for all grades were the same in terms of anticipated
gains in reading achievement. The goal was to raise the reading
level of the student by having 75% of the students in Bach grade
gain one :,nth per month of instruction in Englishreaaing skills.
The other 25% would gain .5 month per month of instruction, as
measured by th'e SRA. The same objective was given for communicative
skills in English. For Spanish communicative skills the objective
was for 130% of the students to demonstrate a gain of.25%, as
measured by Pruebas Lecture de Nivel 3, Parte I, II, III, Forsia
CES. The same objectives for percentage gains in Communicative
skills were true for mathematics, for'all grades, with 90% of the
students in each grade successfully attaining specified activities.
The activities used to meet these objectives were clearly defined in
the proposal.

The Dolorosa School consisted of several buildings, but the regular
classroom instruction took place in one building. The Title I
instruction took place in portable buildings which were located two
blocks away at the Primary School. location. This caused some
problems for teachers and administrators; they sometimes could not
locate students, or did not know whether the student was absent from
school or actually in class down the street. The students had to
walk this distal:be in bad weather, which reduced teaching time. The
main building consisted of one long hallway with classrooms on either
'side. Classes were slightly overcrowded, and.the building had very
tall ceilings, thus creating problems with sound reverberation. All
instruction was in- class-except for those students who attended Title
I classes. As mentioned earlier, the school had a departmentalized
qzganization which facilitated the project's goal. to provide
individualized instruction:',,Most of the educational materials found
on bulletin boards in the clateks were made by'the teacher, and the
majority of the bulletin boards addressed different areas of English
language arts, e.g., vocabulary, vowels.

The key English language texts which were used (The writer did not
see the Spanish reading text) were:

A The Economy Company Readers, e.g. Mysterious Wisteria, USA

The Holt School Mathematics, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, USA

The Social Studies and Our Country, Laidlaw Brothers, USA

Ginn Science Program, Ginn and Company, USA.
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The Project Director and target school principal hoped to develop a
text which would cover topics such as the history and culture of the
Mexican Americans in this regiln of the country. They claimed that
the materials available for heritage and cultural readings were
sorely inadequate. In general, their materials were adopted from
the State Bilingual Education materials.

VI. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Training plans for teachers included both formal and informal
activities. COnsultants from Region II and a local agriculture and
industrial university presented a total of five workshops that year
for teachers, covering a variety of topics relating to bilingual
education. Aides benefited from thrhe-workshopz from the same
sources. This project also had sent teachers to the university to
receive training for their bilingual endorsement, and aides to
receive teaching certification. Four aides were scheduled to receive
their teaching certification that year. The project directOr was
"taking classes in evaluation/tests and measures and attended the
bilingual conference in Boston that spring. The PAC chairperson was
planned to attend' a Parent Involvement Conference. This project had
provided many opportunities for continuing career development to
personel in the project.

VII. PARENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

the project communicated with the local community through news-
letters, announcements, byr.t.elephone, by sending notes home with
children, and through thetpAC monthly meetings. The parent
coordinator was largely responsible for the coordipACion of PAC
activities.. Since it was first organized, the PAChad been active
in planning the project, disseminating information about the project
and decisions regarding instructional content and mateiials.to be
used. The community at large supported the transitional approach to
bilingual education, and the PAC succeeded in getting parents more
involved in their children's education.

Meetings were held once a month, and English was used to conduct the
meetings with Spanish translation for a few parents. Plans for
volunteering in the classroom were made at each meeting, and the
project had been very successful in following through with this
plan. Some parents wanted payment for their time, something that
the Title VII funds once provided. Other topics of discussion were
'Upcoming projects such as holiday fairs,-proper channels for parents
to go through when they want information about their child, and ."

reports on the progress of the projectin terms of reaching its
goals. There were some parents who felt that education was the
schools' job, hence they dienot want to get involved in school
activities: Other parents were reluctant to get involved in the
cltassroom because they were intimidited by the level of education
being taught (it was more advanced than their own level of
education). In general, however, the,PAC was satisfied with the
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successes of the project, and felt successful in regard to its own
activities. Seven to ten parents per week volunteered in the
classrooms for approximately two to four hours per volunteer.

VIM MANACEMENT

The project director had direct control over determining placement
criteria and practices% planning lesson time, the amount of
administrative/record-keeping time available, and the coordination
of instruction across classe's and grades. He also was responsible
for procuring materials and supplies, staff development and training,
the project.office operations, and program evaluation. The school
supervisor and principal shared supervisory respo'ibilities over
the teachers and aides. The parent coordinator's luties included
making home visits to get parents involved in the school, and
working with the PAC on various activities which the committee
selected. She also kept records related to the home visits, PAC
records and volunteer activities, and helped provide transportation
for volunteers. Issues of student discipline were handled by the
principal and the teachers.

The initial implementatiOn of the project was carried out for the
most part by the LEA, the Dolorosa school administrative staff, and
the local community, with-the SEA also involved and OBEMLA slightly
involved. Resources for, materials'continuad to be supplied mostly
from the SEA. Additional consulting help to evaluate the program
and to plan, and provide for staff development came from local
universities and the regional Title VII assistance center.

IX. INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

The project appeared to be achieving great success in implementing
its plans, but felt that limited funding impeded even greater suc-
cess. -On the whole the school and the project set very high
standards of achievement and worked very hard as a team to create a
challenging, stimulating and supportive learning environment. This
project seemed to be very successful in delivering benefits directly
from the top down to the classroom.

PA7
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CASE 21

DEVELOPING BILINGUALISM IN A SPANISH- DOMINANT BORDER TOWN

I. CONTEXT OF THE SERVICES tt

The school district in which this Title VII bilingual education
project was conducted had one of the highest proportions of limited
Engligh proficient students in relation to those fluent in English
nationwide. The town was, in fact, Spanish-speaking -- so much so
that a monoginual English speaker exp4rienced great difficulty in
carrying out the day-to-day functions of living. Indeed, anyone
expecting to earn -a livelihood there must strive fdr literacy in
Spanish, and biliteracyin the two languages was considered a
condition for success. These requirements set an unusual context
for the conduct of the Title VII activities.

II. THE STUDY SITE

The district was comprised'ora town of about 30,000 and a small
agricultural area with perhaps10,000 more. Agricultural pursuits
provided a great deal of employment for Mexicans and Mexican-
Americans both as semi-skilled field hands and'as.machine-operators.

The town was right on the American-Mexican border; only a fence
separated the two countries. The U.S. town provided basic services
to the agricultural endeavors, sold a variety of mostly low-cost dry
goods and groceries to Mexicans who crossed into the-border zone
frequently and easily, and furnished some facilities to a small
tourist industry. A few oil and gas wells existed in the area and
additional exploration was being conducted. Most of this work was
done by Anglo crews brought in from other sites by the companies.
The vast majority of homes in the town were small and, although
privately, owned, provided a low tax base for the schools and other
government entities. The majority of the'population was poor.
Underemployment was a serious problem because of the seasonal
agricultural work.

On the Mexican side, a city of about 750,000 adjoined the sample
district. It, too, depended heavily, on agriculture, with a mixture
of small farms, many of which were at subsistence level, and large-
scale, intensive operations similar to those on the U.S. side. That
city also enjoyed the benefits of some light industry, especially
the manufacture of clothing, shoes, ceramic building components, and
electronics parts. Tourism constituted a higher proportion of the
city's business than in the U.S. sector. A highly developed health
services business-was situated very close to the border, providing
less expensive prescription drugs', dental treatment, optometric
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examinations and glasses, and general medical treatment, including
hospitals, for U.S. residents. The economy in that part' of Mexico
had grown rapidly during the'last 20 years but poverty is still a
major problem.

The U.S. and Mexican populations had close interactions. Many
families had relatives on both sides of the border and visiting was
frequent. Nearly everyone in both groups purchased commodities on
whichever side of the border the items were most economical: Large
numbers of persons from each country crossed the border daily to go
to work. Other crossings were for education; some children from
mexico attended a Catholic elementary school in the U.S. or paid
tuition to attend the public schools, and a few U.S. residents
attended the Mexican public schools. University facilities on both
sides drew students from both countries.

\

In reality, the U.S. town and the Mexican city formed a single metro-
politan area. As would be expect4d, then, the language of commerce
and general communication was Spanish. The .language of the U.S.
population was estimated to be 5% monolingual English, 70% bilingual
Spanish/English, 20% monolingual Spanish, and about 5% trilingual
with the most frequent third languages being from China, India/
Pakistan, and the Middle East. The only third language education
was private, part-time Mandarin instruction on the Mexican. side.
Despite the bilingualism of the U.S. side, 90% of everyd'y
conservation outside the schools was in Spanish.

The immigration from Mexico was continuous with two patterns evident:
a group that entered via the U.S. town, stayed for a period of a few
days to a few months, and then moved elsewhere in the U.S. for
employment; and a group that came with the intention of residing in
the sample school district. Most of theie were legal entries. Some
illegal entries also came through the U.S. town but those persons
stayed there little or no time since the small town environment made
detection fairly easy.

Many residents of the U.S. town migrated to other partS of the U.S.
for seasonal employment, mostly in agriculture. Nearly 20% of the
district's students had official migrant classification and the
percentage of adults that migrated was estimated to be considerably
higher than that. There vas a definite trend away from taking the
children into the migrant stream, although the number that did go
was still quite high. ..

III. THE SCHOOLS

The sample school district had five elementary schools (K-6), one'
junior high (7-8) and two high schools (9-12). One of the high
schools was very small and served as a continuation opportunity for
those who had dropped out or had been expelled from school, or who
had to work part time. Preschool education was available but was not
administered through the school district. One Catholic elementary
school served a small group of students, more than half of whom were
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from Mexico. A large,state university had a branch campus in the
town that offered some undergraduate and graduate'courses. A junior
college was located 15 miles away in another, larger town, and was
operated by the county.

The K-12 program offered the'courses generally expefted from any
accredited system. In addition, there were two other focal areas of
instruction in most classrooms: concentrated work on the acquisition
or improvement of English, and bilingually, oriented instruction.
The district participated in many federal and state programs because
of the poverty of the area, the language problem, and the residency
variations of the population.

ESEA Title regular and migrant, .operated_ in all the schools. ESEA
Title VII bilingual was utilized ip seven classroomi in each of the
two elementary schools. .State bilingual funds were employed in all
the elementary schools and in the-junictarhighschool.

. Compensatory
education,' economic impaCt aid, and free/reduced lunch monies were
available to all eight` schools.' A special state school improvement
plan project was'restricted to one high school.

The regular program was finance from local taxes and the state
school allocations. The latter was apportioned via a complex formula
that in part utilized average daily attendance for the calculation
-- a serious limitation for this district since poverty, is
accompanied by absenteeism because of health problems, the need for
work or care for family, and the loss of g.shool time by children of .

migrant workers between moves.

The district did not provide all the auxiliary services by itself.
In the interest of better and more efficient delivery, the distriCt
coordinated with the county school superintendent's office for
certain services to special education students (in particular,
psychological testing and some treatment), the migrant program, and
some vocational offerings. It also participated in a federal
bilingual education service center arrangement that providecrsome of
the staff training, materials improvement, and internal evaluation
activities.

The teaching staff was relatively stable with only a 20% turnovexof
teachers during the last few years. The parapi'ofessional aide turn-
over was'somewhat larger than that for teachers but was more stable
than in many poor districts. The district promoted internally when
qualified staff was available. Two principals were former Title VII
directors.

The majority of the teachers were Mexican-American and an even higher
proportion were bilingual. All of the teachers held the regular
state teaching certificate. Most of the teachers in thebilingual
programs held the state bilingual certificate-and a few new employees
had a small amount of course work left to complete for that
certification. The administrators, counselors, and special service
personnel were appropriately certified.
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The district can be described as a fairly conservative small town
district. The buildings, although modest, were clean, well lighted,
and attractive. Air conditioning for the extreme heat of late spring
and early fall was available only in the recently constructed
buildings and in a few specialized areas. The students were polite
and generally well-behaved with good classroom discipline, and few
students were outside those rooms during class time. About 33% of ,

the students entered college, and although no actual research had
been done, the staff. stated that most of them graduate. In another
study, parents and other community members interviewed rated the
schools' performance as quite good and they expressed confidence in
the educational system. Most monolingual Spanish-speaking parents
disagreed with teaching only 11 Spanish., Some community members
thought too much Spanish was taught in the upper grades. Almost all
the interviewees opted for a 75% English, 25% Spanish mix and viewed
biliteracy, not just bilingualism, as an important product of the
schools.

A major problem of the district emanated from local conditions.
First, the pupil population was still growing; there was no sign
that it was even stablizing, much less declining as in many parts of
the state and nation. Second, a large portion of the increase each
year was limited and often non-English-speaking. Too, many of these
children had little, and a few had no, schooling prior to entry into
the district's educational system. Third, because of the migrants,
the district had to arrangerto educate:.

L-
80% of the highest enrollment for the year in fall;
100% in December - March,
90% in April - early Mays and
80% in late May - early June.

. The problem was exacerbated by the fact that federal and state.
assistance was ualculated on spring/early fall pupil counts when
attendance was lower because of the seasonal agricultural work.
There was nearly no adjustment mechanism included, thus, the already
strained resources had to be spread over more students at certain
periods than they were meant to cover. The classroom size, then,
.grew larger and larger, diminishing the potential ,impact of the
.education. The district had no financial reserves:, and therefore
could not provide' additional teachers, aides, materials, and other
services. .This condition represented a major weakness in federal
and state financiil assistance to education and the provision of
equal educational opportunities for all children.

'IV. THE PROJECT.

The Title VII project operated in only two of the elementary schools
(seven K-6 classrooms each) at the time of the research, although
during the preceding ten years Title VII had helped other schools
and other grades. Each classroom was staffed by a teacher (district-
funded) and an aide (full-time for primary and half-time for upper
elementary). Title VI/ furnished a.resource teacher for each school

es
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and the district provided another who assisted with the Title VII
classes and with other bilingual education. The director was paid
from Title VII funds. The state and district funded a federal
program coordinator and other necessary accounting,
and special services personnel.

The district had an officially adopted policy statement on bilingual
education and the Title VII component. Essentially, the district
policy stated that the most Important goal-of bilingual education was
to help the students "become fully literate in English. It recognized
two secondary goals, however, which were:

To provide at least some subject matter instruction in Spanish
until the student-is fluent enough in English so that continual
general educational progress is'possible; and

To offer a full range of literacy instruction in Spanish so
that those students who choose are prepared for a bilingual
economic life in the local or other setting.

To meet these goals, many of the district's course offerings were
bilingual, or sections of courses were available in Spanish or in
English. Strong, basic English language arts courses were provided
at every grade. IW almost ail cases, parents could choose mono
lingual English or bilingual 4nstruction for their children, K
through 12. Englith as a second language, remedial reading, and
special assistance with subject matters were available.

For those children who began their education in this district, three
tracks were offered:

Spanish-dominant children could be taught primarily in that
language, with oral/aural English instruction until they were
able to function in English and had reached certain performance
levels ie Spanish, usually in late second or early third grade:

Bilingual children could enroll in bilingual classrooms, and

English-dominant children and those whose parents refused
permission for enrollment in either of the first two tracks
could be taught exclusively in English.

The latter arrangement could be-handled in either of two ways: the
child could be part of the fluent English speaking component in a
bilingual cltss but be taught only in English, or the child could be
in a monolingual English instruction room.

Spanish-dominant children who entered in the second through sixth
grade could enroll in bilingual classes with special English
assistance. Spanish-dominant students who entered in grades 7
through 12 were enrolled in two-tour "beginning" English or English
as a Second Language instruction, depending on their knowledge of
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oral/aural English and English reading. They could choose bilingual,
English, or Spanish instruction for the other subjects. Furthermore,
high-level Spanish grammar, literature, and creative writing courses
were offered for those interested in full literacy in Spanish.

.

In essence, then, the district was attempting to offer that form of
education that would best further the progress of the children while
maintaining freedom of choice for pare,nts.l The complex'system was
expensive. The 'Title VII project formed an important .component in
the total program.

6.-

V. THE INSTRUCTION

A major characteristic of the'instruction in this project was the
high quality of the teachers. All of them yere Spanish/Encilish
biliterate and one was triliterate. They knew how to teach (one
exception for one subject will be dilcussed in a later section).
They had planned their lessons, and they carried them out well.
They had been trained well and it showed.

When compared to the aides in many other projects, those in this
project demonstrated good abilities io deal with the children and to
teach their assigned subjects. All of them were bilingual. Two were
not fully literate in Spanish: three were not fully literate in
English. Taken as a group, however, they demonstrated a considerable ,

Capability for doing their work.

Two other important facets of the instruction were the high degree
of assistance provided to the instructors and the supervision of the
project. Each project school had a resource teacher (plus another
who assisted when needed). Those personshelped a great deal with.'
finding and developing materials, assisting with testing so that it
minimally distracted from teaching., and helping to devise methods to
improve learning. The resource teachers provided positive technical
assistance to the project.

The other facet, that of supervision, was unusually strong in that
the project director was biliterate, and had many years of experience
in bilingual education generally and in this district specifically.
The project director managed to find time to supervise both the
resource teachers and the implementation of the program in the
classr000ms. That she placed a high priority on supervision was
evident in the work result. Both project school principals who were
former Title VII directors, demonstrated concrete knowledge of the
project design and its implementation in the classrooms.

VI. PULLOUT INSTRUCTION

The project classrooms were primarily self - contained, and most of
the assistance to students was done within -that arrangement.. A few
students were pulled out for short periods for assistance from
special education, Title I Migrant, end extra remedial reading
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help. When non-English-speaking students entered the upper
elementary grades, some ESL assistance was provided in addition to
that in the classroom. The pull-outs were minimal in number, used
only when absolutely necessary and for the good of the student.

VII. BILINGUAL CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

Most of the instruction was in-class bilingual lessons. In kinder-
garten and the first two grades, the general arrangement was three
days in English and two in Spanish. This was a departure from
previous years wheh alternate lessons by language within a day were
used. The new schedule was" instituted to substantially increase the
English exposure and to provide a modified immersion tactic to'help
foster thinking in English. Reading was taught only in Spanish in
K-2 unless a student in second grade showed unusual progress in
Spanish reading and simulataneously in oral/aural English. Beginning
in third grade, reading was taught in both languages.

The English instruction utilized the appropriate level English
language arts and subject matter texts prescribed in the district
curriculum. This aided the students as they progressed through the
grades since large gaps would not then occur in the sequence.
Similarly, Spanish instruction followed a sequenced Spanish
curriculum. This attention to curricula was stronger than in Most
bilingual programs and was a major attribute of the project; that
is, Title VII was an integral part of the district curriculum.

There were understandable differences between English and Spanish
language'arts materials. In one class, however, the teacher was
attempting to match the phonics approaches in both languages. After
six months, the students were still' drilling on Spanish phonetics,
'while in the same grade in the other school the studeints were reading
in appropriately advanced readers. The students in the two classes
appeared similar in ability: the slow progress of the first set -f
lessons could cause sequence problems'later.

The main materials difference was in the English and Spanish
mathematics series. Teachers reported that the Spanish text was
"too difficult" for most of the students. They 'Used a lower grade
level as a partial remedy, used same commercial supplementary
materials as another, and created other materials themselves. An
examination -of the two language texts did in fact show that the
Spanish text introduced optrations faster, furnished few practice
sets, and generally expected a higher level'of performance than was
evident in the students' work. The remedies used appeired to be
effective 'in keeping. the Mathematics performance at about comparable
levels in the two languages.

NO problems were ,reported for science and social studies. Many
enrichment and local materials were used in both. The Children
appeared to grasp the ochtent of these subjects.:
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In every project classroom, the principal direction of the
instruction was toward small groups. The recitations of the students
in the observed classes indicated that the groupings were accurate.
One upper elementary class had many small groups making coverage
difficult, but that room had receive several new students from
Mexico with varying performance in Spa ishland English that did not
mesh with the levels of those already i, the class. The situation'
was unfortunate but no viable remedy was t hand since all the.
classes were at peak load making transfer of a feasible alternative.

In general, then, the instruction waswell or anized, followed the
curritula, and sought performance goals for ea h grade. The modified
English/Spanish arrangement had substantially 'increased exposure to
English.

VIII. ENGLISH AS A SECOND. LANGUAGE

With the expection of the students who enter the upper elementary
grades directly from Mexico (who receive some outside help), the ESL
work is conducted by the teacher and aide as a part of the regular
classroom work. The ESL component utilized a modified version of an
approach developed elsewhere,' and it appeared to be functioning well.
A great deal of repetitidn was demanded, good modeling was given, and
the followup exercises were appropriate. Most of the teachers and
aides were quite proficient with the methods and they were receiving
followup instruction through inservice. An inservice session was
held during the' week. of the site visit and the teachers reported that
it was helpful. The work done with the upper elementary students in
the pullout situation was the same as the in-class.instruction.

An important strength of the program was that, except for K -2, the
ESL instruction closely paralleled the material taught in the general
English language arts and the content subjects. ESL and reading
were closely tied in grades 3-6, thus forming mutual supports to
each other. The combined system appeared to be functioning well.

IX.. REMEDIAL READING

The work with small groups by performance level in'the classroom
obivated much of the need for extra or pullout remedial reading.
However, that help was available when needed. The remedial lessons
comprised two facets.. First, after diagnostic testing, students,
wer:b aided in acquiring skills they had missed: word attack,
comprehension, sequence, definitions, and vocabulary. Second, the
remedial reading instructor kept in close contact with the classroom
teachers and provid:i reinforcement exercises for the regular class
lessons. The Title I Migrant teacher further increased the exposdre
to English language arts and also spent much of the time on
mathematics.

X. REGULAR ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

In grades 3-6 there were some fully English proficient students
(PEPs) in each room who were not studying Spanish. They, and some
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PEPS who were studying Spanish at their parents' express request
furnished the English modeling required by federal and state law.
The PEPs generally were subdivided into two groups by performance in
reading and/or mathematics and received the instruction from texts
prescribed by the district curriculum for that grade.

In teaching regular English reading, a great deal of attention was
paid to the expansion of vocabulary, meanings, sentence structure,
appropriate grammatical features, and comprehension. More emphasis
was.placed on English writing activities and at a higher level than
with the LEPs. Correct pronunciation and enunciation were demanded
in most rooms; a few teachers/aides seemed'to be loss concerned with
these, but they were in the minority.

There was no evidence that the regular English FEP students were
"dumped" in these rooms because of low performance. In fact, another
research report that included these same students showed theM to
perform - slightly above the level for all PEP students in the
district.

Finally, although this is a reiteration of a previous section, it
should be emphasized that the district attempted to install a single
English curriculum and adhere to it as nearly as possible. This
allowed for coverage of scope and sequence: Not teaching LEP
students English reading until late second or early third grades
partially upset the system but the district was going by theoretical
writings about transfer of reading skills from one language to
:another and expected the students to catch up in later grades. There
is, however, some evidence which suggests that this theory is faulty.
Further, the transiency of the students, and especially of the
migrants, together with some few parents removing their children from
that pattern, left gaps in the sequence. As noted earlier, some
reconsideration of the system, in light of recent research and the
real situations of the students, should be given.

XI. MOBILIZATION OP RESOURCES

Although partially a restatement, it should be pointed our that the
mobilization of resources must be viewed from some important
perspectives: I*

The circumstances of the community, overwhelmingly Spanish-
speaking, placed some unusual demands on the district;

The high'incidence of new students form Mexico and a large
proportion of migrants placed special burdens on the schools;

The district was poor -- its tax base was low;
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The federal categorical program assistance helped greatly, but.
seemed insufficient when compared with the funds some other
districts received: and

The state categorical and consolidated application funds were
also of enormous assistance but, in the case of bilingual
education, appeared to be disproportionately low.

3.,

The sum of these conditions was that the district had to provide
many expensive services with very restricted resources. The
organization of the services, then, reflected an'attempt to deliver
some assistance to every child who needed it through one or more of
the federal, state, and. district programs.

XII. LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

Three separate language instruction tracks were available within the
system; although none of the three was mutually exclusive from the
others. Some crossovers occurred through the grades,' primarily
because the students and/or their parents chose differing options.
Other changes were built into the system. .

Spanish:

K72: Spanish monolignuals and dominants .(Spanish literacy thrust
with ESL)

..:

3-6: Spanish monolinguals and those LEP students with continuing
severe. roblems (pullout assistance)

778: Spanish monolginuals and any student that chose to enter the
specific Spanish language arts or courses taught in Spanish.
(The "rest of classes had to include ESL and/or regular
English instruction. Some courses Were taught bilingually.
Remedial reading was alsc available.)

9-12: Spanish monolinguals and any student that chose to enter the
specific Spanish lar.guage arts or courses taught in Spanish.
(Spanish monolinguals also took a two-hour block in beginning
English skills. Spanish- dominants were placed in ESL. Both
groups could take courses taught bilingually and/or in

. English. )
..-

Bilingual:

K-6: LEP and FEP students who chose. this route received literacy
instruction in both languages and were taught subject matter
at least partially in both.

7-8: LEPs could enroll in bilingually taught subject matter courses
part of the day, usually chose a Spanish language arts course,
and had to-be in English language arts and/or ESL. Remedial

N
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reading was prescribed for those needing it. FEP students
were empected,to enroll in courses taught in English, English
language arts,, and some chose a Spanish language arts course.

9-12: Many subject matter courses were taught bilingually and chosen
by Spanish dominants and some Spanish monolinguals. They had
to enroll in the beginning English, ESL, or regular English
language arts depending on their ability and their choice.
PEP students were discouraged from enrolling in the bilingual
courses but some did enroll.

English;

K-6; Two provisions were available for monolingual English speakers
or any others whose parents chose English instruction only

1. There was at least one monolingual English room for each
grade, and

2. They could be taught as a subgroup in a bilingual
classroom.

In both cases they followed the regular English curriculum
with remedial reading available when needed.

7-12: English language arts and subject matter taught in English
were provided for every appropriate required course.
Remedial instruction was included when. necessary.

The K -2 students had to switch to the bilingual track when they
entered third grade. A few switched to the English track, by their.
own choice,'from that point on., Some students changed from the
bilingual to the English track at various points through the grades.
-A few in the English track entered 'the bilingual track at' ome
grade; usually in junior or high school.

Although students' progress was monitored fairly closely to guide
them toward greatet fluency in English, there were complaints that
some studentswith many years in the system still-did not speak
"good" English. Interviews with sdme.of these students resulted in.
the following reasons:

Several-said they didn't need English to "get along."

Others stated that they "did not want.to speak English."

A few said they could not learn English.

No one gave learning disabilitiei as a reason, but it was obvious to
the interviewers that the problem existed. For example, some did
not speak Spanish at the level expected for their age. Their
vocabularies, grammar, and general expression demonstrated
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deficiencies often associated'with low-ability students. (It should
be noted that in this state, a parent does not have to allow a child
to be placed in special education even though it is needed.)

Another portion of the group of low English proficient students was
the children of migrant workers. Despite a potentially sophisticated
tracking system for migrant students and efforts to enroll them in
school wherever they reside, the number of days they attend school
anywhere was said to be severely reduced. While some managed ,:to keep
up their academic standing, many more fell further behind. A good
example of the extent of academic deficiencies of these students
was that 8011 of those who fa5.led the high school graduation
competency examination were cifficially designated as migrants.

The district had used summer schools in the past to help remediate
some of the English and general performance problems (few migrants
were present to attend). The district and the community stated that
summer schools were of substantial assistance to those students who
,wanted to learn. Federal and state-funding for summer session had
become very difficult to obtain and the district did not have the
resources to keep it going. Some teachers, parents, and community
members recommended extended day and Saturday classes, but little
official 'interest in such alternatives was manifested.

Although so far this narrative has primarily dealt with important
problems. Nevertheless, the listing of them should not - detract from
the fact that substantial academic success has been achieved by many
students. Indeed, the standardized test scores showed the district
as a whole to be at about the same level as most others in that part
of the state, even when compared to some districts with more
resources and fewer problems. Improvement was needed -- urgently
for some students -- yet the district had been able to furnish many
of its students with opportunities for success in many fields.

XIII. MANAGEMENT OF FUNDING SOURCES

As much as possible, the district separated its services by classroom
or by special type of arrangement. While the following dascription
of program sites and functions is not absolute becaise of overlapping
students and program responsibilities, it indicates the direction of
the funding by source.

Title VII Bilingual: One bilingual classroom each in the X-6 grades
in two schools -- ful and part-time aides, some materials, a
resource' teacher, and art, of the director's salary.

Title I 'Regular: Remedial and other improvement help. to any Title I
eligible child in any school -- remedial teachers, materials.

Title I Migrant: Special instruction (generally tutoring) and coun-
seling to any eligible child, plus arrangements for health,
welfare, and other auxiliary services"-- a migrant - designated
teacher(s) in most schools, materials, counselors, service
assistants.
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State Bilingual: Bilingual classes in all elementary schools ---
aides, materials, some administrative salary contributions.

State-Economic Impact Aid:(other than bilingual): Remedial, assist-
ance and some contributions to special help program personnel.

State School improvement Plan: High school remedial and English
assistance -- special personnel, aides, and materials.

General State Allocations and Local Funds: All regular classroom
teachefs, principals, and their assistants, limited clerical,
district-administrators, regular texts, janitorial, building
construction and upkeep.

Most students, then, were in a program funded by one source (other
than the regular classroom teachers and regular administrators). A
few might benefit from more than-one funding source. Although rare,
a child might be in a state bilingual class, receive Title I Migrant
tutoring, and participate in remedial reading from Title I Regular.
Few Title VII children obtained benefits from other than state/local
fdnded programs.

The previously described sources/programs excluded free/reduced
lunch (almost all the students were eligible), special and
compensatory education (exclusively for officially designated
students), and the specialized assistance in career, pre-vocational
and vocational programs (determined by student interest). The
special education, Title I Migrant, and some vocational work was
accomplished via the county school superintendent's office, as
previously noted.

The system-was easily explained by administration staff. They knew
the programs, the combinations, and the rules and regulations
pertaining to each. Instructional personnel were not always sure of
the funding sources but they did not neee,3arily need that
information to carry out their responsibilities. Not surprisingly,
in view of the results of the other research, the parents and other
community members, including members of the Parent Advisory
Committee, knew little about funding sources. They often noted that
they expected the school board and administrators to seek and manage
all possible funding, therefore, the details were unimportant to
them,

In general, the management of,individual source funds and
combinations appeared to be well though out, rationally explained,
and functioning smoot41v. The amount of paper work for applications .

identification, documdntationi'evaluation, and accounting was
enormous. It occupied a large portion of the time. and energy of the
administrators. Even teachers had to spend time in accomplishing
some faCets of those tasks. /t was4the opinion of many of the: staff
members that most of the categorical_ programs did not allow
suffitient management costs. The money for instruction and other.
services was needed, therefore, the district and its personnel were
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pressured to perform the non-reimbursed administrative tasks which
relegated other assignments, notably supervision, to a subsidiary
role. These problems were not unique to this district, but they
seemed to affect it more because of its own low resource base.

XIV. ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PROJECT

Throughout this case study a great deal of infoTmation on attitudes
was included or implied because it helped explain the management-and
instruction. That information came from two sources: 'the present
Title VII study and a previously conducted study of client
satisfaction with the educational services to limited and non-
Englishspeaking students. The present section, then, recapitulates
the attitude data from both sources.

The attitudes of students, teachers, administrators, parents, and
other community members were generally favorable toward bilingual
education. Indeed, they saw biliteracy as a vital part of the
education for this community. Most monolingual Spanish-speaking
parents and someo.others stated dissatisfaction with "teaching only
in Spanish," "and some parents in all the respondent groups felt that
too much Spanish was used in the classes. The recent change to
alternate English/Spanish day instruction may ameliorate the
dissatisfaction, but it was too early to see the effects.

The Title VII project was viewed simply as part of bilingual
education by the general public and, therefore,' shared the attitudes
described in the previous paragraph. The school personnel viewed
Title VII quite positively and, in fact, saw it as superior to the
rest of the kAiingual education. That high regard derived from two
sources: (1)%the Title VII teachers were felt to be well prepared
and most had years of service in the district; (2) the director and
the resource teachers were considered to be experts in education
generally and bilingual education specifically; they were termed
helpfulli the school system in general and were held in high esteem
by the c munity. Two Title VII teachers were critized by a -few
interviewees. There was no criticism of the director or resource.
teachers. The attitudes toward the Title VII project Can then be
characterized as very favorable:

The elmentary schools in this district also enjoyed the general
approbation of the staff and the community. Questions about the'
junior high school brought Out some complaints, primarily related to
discipline. More complaints were voiced_ about the high school,
citing too much Spanish and not enough English and, as in the junior
high, too 14fItle discipline. The community was concerned that,
although stuent progress was "about what it should be" in elementary
school,that progress was not maintained thereafter. Since Title
VII was utilized only in the elementary schools, the positive
attitudes toward it were undiminished by concerns about the junior
and high schools.
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XV. SUMMARY

The Titlz VII bilingual project funds were only a small portion of
the services provided to the limited English proficient students in
the district. Title I Regular and Migrant, state categorical and
consolidated application, state allocation, and local funds were
utilized in concert with Title VII. The district and community were
poor; many residents suffered from unemployment and underemployment.
A high proportion of the students were classified as migrants, and
the district had the highest LEP/FEP student ratio in the state.

-Further, practically all the students and the community residents
were Spanish-speaking. The proximity to Mexico added more Spanish
emphasis.

The Title VIZ project in 14 classrooms emphasized Spanish literacy
with ESL in K-2 and Spanish/English biliteracy thereafter. The
small project staff of one director, two resource teachers, and 12
aides (the classroom teachers are district positions) provided
nearly all the supplemental services to the Title VII children.
Exra assistance for migrants and those in need of remedial
instruction or special education was available through other
programs.

Title VII was one method of delivering the needed services witin a
district-determined curriculum. Heavy emphasis was placed on the
acquisition of English and on general academic achievement. Some
children remained in the K-6 Title VII sequence; others changed into
the state bilingual or the English tracks. Because of the contin-
uous influx of children of all/ages from Mexico, those who left Title
VII were quickly replaced.

All the classrooms in the district were at the peak of their funded
student load in fall and spring, and overloaded in winter. The
several funding sources lacked the mechanisms for needed adjustment;
therefore, the existing staff had to handle more students than was
educationally functional.

The district separated most of the funding source uses by classroom,
function, and, when regulations demanded, by individual student
eligibility. The separations and combinations formed a reasonable
pattern and program management appeared to be efficient. The most
serious problem was that there simply wagitoenough money to pay for
all that needed to be done. The restrictions on the use of
categorical funds for administration left many functions related to
the programs non-reimbursable.

The attitudes toward the elementary schools, bilingual education,
and Title VII were very positive. Some criticism of teaching only
Spanish in some grades and too much Spanish in some others was
voiced by relatively small numbers of pirents and community members.
While not within the purview of Title VII, but since it fed into it,
the junior and senior high academic progress and discipline were
seen less positively.
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In summary, the Title VII project contributed a considerable, albeit
insufficient, help to the programs for limited English proficient
students in the district. The Title VII program was well planned,
mostly well executed, and well received by the community. The Title
VII and other program staff members worked closely together to
furnish the best services possible within the restricted resources.
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CASE 22

AN ASIAN MULTI-LANGUAGE PROJECT

I. CONTEXT 0' THE SERVICES

The district served a large, English-speaking city population
adjacent to a still larger, similar metropolitan area. More than a
decade ago, the Rom (Gypsy) residents were pretsured to send their
children to school more regularly. The Rom countered with complaints
thatftheir children spoke Romany and little English, and that schools
had no staff to help the children make the transition. Al- the time
when a determination was being made on the number of Rom cnildren who
were limited English proficiency, a Spanish language group (about
.evenly divided between Cubans and Mexican-Americans) began to enter
the schools. Separate projects were set up for the two languages.
"The Romany piojtct had many problems, including administrative
difficulties, and failed. The Spanish program, on the other hand,
succeeded and the children moved into the English mainstream rapidly
and well.

During the latter part of the Spanish program, a new language group,
Korean, became an important segment of the community. The early
Korean immigrants were mostly well educated in their own country;
many Korean university graduates were among them. They quickly
organized a Korean Society, still functioning well'at the time of
the Study, and they demanded fully biliterate Korean/English
programs. A nearby university became interested and developed
materials, Korean language courses, and trained teachers and Aides.
The Koreans continued to arrive in the,area and although the com-
position had changed more toward laborers,,the drive for a good
education did not diminish. The Korean/English program succeeded
extremely well in the schools and many of the children were among
the top achievers in the district. The program was still in full
force in 1981.

In September of 1979, the district identified 198 limited piglish-
speakingstudents, nearly all of whom were Koreans. .Ttee Indochinese
refugees began arriving that fall and by February 11, 1981, the LEP
student count had grown to 673 and showed no si4nsof decreasing (5
entered on Feb. 10, 4 more on Feb. 11). The refugees, in order of
the numbers enrolled, spoke the following languages: Khmer, Lao.,
Vietnamese, Akha, Hmong, and Thai. During the same period, others
arrived who spoke Spanish (Cuba and Central America), Farsi (Iran,
Iraq, and Afghanistan), Cantonese, Burmesei Arabic, Amharic
(Ethiop)a), Japanese and Niger-Congo languages.

II.- THE STUDY SITE

The sample district boundaries coincided with the limits of a city
having a large population sprawled across a peninsula with a very
large geographic area,:
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The central city area contained port facilities, businesses, service
institutions, and many old but well kept homes. Most of the recent
growth in housing consis ed of one-faMily dwellings on large lots or
small acreages.. About 2% of the. people had resided there for
generations: 50% moved here during World War II and the decade
thereafter: the remaini g 25% came in the last 15 years. The
population was predomin ntly White, English-speaking, middle- class,
with nearly, everyone hig school raduates 61....above. The second
largest group was the Kore s eking up about:*15% of the
inhabitants, most of whom worked in businesses and the professions.
Blacks and Spanish-speakers from several nations made up a high
proportion of the dock workers even though their percentage within
the entire city was low. The more recently arrived groups, the
Indochinese refugees, worked in a wide variety of laboring jobs; a
few that had acquired more English were penetrating clerical, work in-
businesses, industries, and especially the military bases. Many
recent arrivals,were still on.welfare.

III. THE SCHOOLS

The district could be described as taking a moderately conservative
stance toward education in that it was very concerned with academic
performance, but *it had shown willingness to innovate to achieve its
goals. Every school had solid language arts and matheinatics
programs, coupled with strong offerings in science, health, and
social studies, and yet had managed to ,keeR some study of art, music,
and crafts. It also had substantial courses in career, industrial,
business, and vocational education. The students were well behaved
in the classrooms and halls, and on the playgrounds: still, no JR
"oppressive" disciplinary.actions were observed, even in the high
schools..

The schools varied considerably in age, from turn of the century to
new construction. They were maintained well, attractively painted,
and very clean. The lighting was good to excellent. Heating was
satisfactory.

The district and school administrators were friendly, efficient, and
well versed on the major variations among the programs.. One notable
characteristic was their pride in the schools, teachers, and
students. They were unusually satisfied with the bilingual program:
the high success with the Korean students was frequently cited as
having built a favorable environment for working with limited English
proficiency students.

Most mf the teachers were fully certified, including those working
with the 'title VII students (in that state, the- bilingual certificate
was provisional and converted to a regular certificate after one
year of satisfactory classroom performance and passing the regular
examine ions and courses) All ESL teachers had been trained in
that dis spline. All the teachers mf Korean were fully certified,
and the teachers of Vietnamese; and the aides, were pursing courses
toward that goal. Teachers of Khmer and Lao were also working toward
certificates. A multilingual, fully certified Chinese teacher was
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available to help those students even though their languages were not
taught in the public schools (Private. part-time Mandarin instruction
was provided nearby). No Emong, Thai, or Burmese teachers had been
found but, community pe*sons came in to assist students who spoke
those languages, those languages were not taught.

Salaried aides worked in many programs, including bilingual educa-
tion. A few volunteers devoted a great deal, of time to the'classes;
others could help occasionally.

The board members were strong advocates of excellence in education.
The board member who was interviewed expressed pride in the schools.
confidence in their ability to educate the limited English proficient
students, and support for bilingual education.

IV. THE TITLE VII PROJECTS

The bilingual and ESL efforts were funded, by two Title'VII grants,
Indochinese Refugee At funds, state bilingual monies; and
contributions from district taxation amounting to more than 50% of
the costs. All of these were meshed together to form a continuous
progress system: thus all of them must be discussed in the case
study.

The Korean program, only partially funded by Title VII, was a
complete biliteracy system from kindergarten through high school.
Many of the Korean residents lived in the catchment area of one
school and it therefore offered a Korean/English program from
kindergarten through sixth grade. The other Koreans lived in the
oatchment areas of several elebentary schoolsi one of those was
designated as a cluster school for the Korean program and students
were bused there from the other schools. The combination of the two
made it possible, then, to have fully certified KOrean bilingual
teachers, as well as special assistance, available as needed. One
junior high and one senior high school were design'ated for the
Korean program and specialized courses in culture, language arts,
and literature were offered in both. Busing helped accomplish the
grouping necessary to fill the classes.

The Vietnamese program was organized in three formats. In one
school, a fully biliterate, nearly certified teachei taught
Vietnamese reading and writing to the students in that school and
any others who requested busing for attendance there. Second. those
Vietnamese speakers who were new to the U.S., and who spoke little
or no English, were bused Into a newcomer school. There they
received assistance through oral/aural Vietnamese and were in
intensive English as a second: language courses. Vietnameie culture
was taught to this group. They were expected to transfer back to
their regular schools as soon as they learned enough English. The
third track was comprised of those students who spoke some English.
Those children were given special English help in their regular
schools. as well as remedial instruction.
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The Khmer- and Lao-speaking elementary children who spoke no English
were also'bused to the same newcomer center as the Vietnamese.
There, several kinds of English assistance were given, oral/aural
Khmer and Lao were used, and the children in the upper grades who
knew some reading and writing in their languages ,were helped to
further those skills. Miny of the Khmer- and Lao-speaking children
had never been to school' previously, however, so that they had to be
taught not only English but the very basics. of being in a school.
For those students, reading and writing in Khmer and Lao was omitted.
University graduates, who did not yet possess the state teaching
certificate but who were working toward it, worked with the children
on subject matter courses and with those who were continuing reading
and writing in their languages. Khmer- and Lao-speaking aides were
with these students all day or were available to assist when an ESL
teacher needed it. The children in this center were expected to
transfer out to their regular schools as soon as they had learned
enough English so that they could profit from instruction in that
language. Many Khmer- and Lao - speaking elementary children we:.:e
already in their regular schools. There, they received special help
in reading, mathematics, and in ESL. Aides were used .for those
schools.

Only a few Hmong.-speaking children were enrolled in the district.
None of them had had previous schooling. Some spoke a small amount
of Vietnamese, Lao, or Khmer; thus the teachers and aides for those
languages could help them in most of the lessons. They were enrolled
primarily in ESL and beginning learning exercises. The district had
located one person that spoke 'some among, although not fluently.
That.person moved from school to school, helping as he could.

A few Burmese- and Thai-speaking students were attending the
district schools. If they spoke some English, they were included in
the regular classes and given assistance through ESL, and remedial.
reading and mathematics. The few who spoke no English at all were
sent to the newcomer center for the intensive ESL program there.
Those, too, wouldbe transferred back to their regular schools when
they had acquired enough English. The limited English proficient
students for all other languages were placed in regular blassrooms
where special ESL and remedial work were given.

A secondary-level newcomer center was also operated by the district
in one of its high schools. Students who did not know enough English
to be able to function in classes taught in English were bused to
that center. Vietnamese, Lao, and Khmer programs were maintained.
Some Rmong. Burmese, and Thai help was also available to the few from
those language groups. The students were of two distinct groups; a
few who had had some education in their own language and many'who
had not. Literate Vietnamese, Lao, and Khmer teachers taught
mathematics, science, and social studies in their langnager those'
who knew some reading and'writing were helped to progress in those
skills. Beginning ESL, slightly more advanced ESL, English reading
and writing, and "living skills in English" were taught intensively
by teachers, aides, a volunteer, and a practice teacher.
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Instruction was given in multiple-level classes rather than in grade -
by -grade groupings. Hmong, Burmese, and Thai speakers were given
some help in their own language. This help was minimal because
qualified aides could not be found. All the students took physical
education with'the regular high school students and some were
enrolled in vocational classes. It was expected that they would
move -into other English language classes as fast as they acquired a
functioning level of English. Vietnamese, Lao, and Khmer cultures
were taught separately to the a groups.

The speakers of other languages among the junior and high school
students were enrolled in regular English classes, ESL, and remedial
reading and mathematics. They also received some individual
assistance when that was needed.

Finally, specialized materials development was provided in Vietnamese
and Korean 'through two part-time central office staff. Both persons
were working on advanced degrees, were fully literate in their own
language and in English, and had served some time in the positions.
They had acquired materials from several sources and had developed
others themselves. AMid-West materials development center had ,

furnished many valuable instructional materials in Vietnamese, Lao,
and Khmer. The Korean government had contributed some useful items,
especially on culture. The part-time specialists served half of
each day as teachers in the several schools where not enough help
was available. This work schedule reduced the amount of materials
they could create but it allowed for the use of their teaching
skills where they were needed.

V. INSTRUCTION

As the discussion of the organization of the programs and schools
suggests, a wide variety of approaches to instruction were utilized.
These were necessitated by differing enrollments by language, the
state of the students' English and primary language' abilities, and
by the availability of qualified teachers and ,aides. Two other
factors were involved in the way the instruction was provided.
First, the target languages were sufficiently different that multiple
language groupings would have brought unnecessary complexities to
the instruction. Second, the term "Indochinese," although it has
some historical significance, is nearly meaningless as a grouping
strategy. Each of the Indochinese peoples is linguistically,
ethnically, and culturally distinct*from the others. Those
differences caused the students-to associate primarily- with their
own language group and to feel more confidence in their attempts at
learning when.they were not mixed, with those of other languages.
These factors, and the details of how the instruction was actually
carried out, demonstrate that the district, the schools,,and the
Title VII projects had sought several ways to accommodate the
implementation for the best possible results.
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VI. PULLOUT INSTRUCTION

In most of the schools in the district, there were too few children
to offer in-class bilingual instruction. Further, even though there
were several children that spoke the same language, they were in
different grades and at widely varying progress points in English
and their primary language. Small groups of students were pulled
out in those schools (excepting the newcomer center schools), for
the following instructions

Korean language arts;
Vietnamese language arts;
English as a second language;
Remedial reading and mathematics;
Help, including tutoring, with other subjects; and
Lessons on culture.

The pull-outs ranged from 35 minutes to two hours, depending upon
the needs of the students and the subjects to be taught. One group
of Koreans, for example, were taught Korean reading, calligraphy,
and mathematics in a two-hour session. Beginning ESL pull-outs were
also at least two periods in length. Remedial instruction tended to
be-for shorter lengths of time, as did tutoring in other subjects.
In the one school in which Vietnamese reading and writing were
taught, the students worked first with a bilingual teacher and then
with an ESL teacher without returning to their regular rooms. Even
in ESL, however, there were wide differences among the children and
some were able to receive help with mathematics, science, and social
studies vocabularies within the context of the lessons in their
regular classrooms. Thus the functions of the ESL program were
multiple: increase the acquisition of English and move the children
further in their specific subjects.

In other schools, the Vietnamese-, Lao-, and Khmer-speaking children
were pulled out fo'r more ESL, remedial reading, and assistance with
the other subjects. Most of those students had some 'grasp of English
and were pursuing the regular English curriculum. The pull-outs in
those schools were not limited to the Indochinese; any student that
needed ESL or remedial instruction was scheduled into the appropriate
pull-out grouping.

In the elementary and secondary newcomer centers, some out-of-class
groupings were used. When the aide who spoke some Hmong came to the,
center, for example, the students that spoke that language went tth
him for special learning exercises.. Similarly, students Who were
ahead.of theothers in their class in English or another subject, or
who were seriously behind, were sometimes taken elsewhere to receive
individual or small group help. These arrangements were not commoh
in the newcomer centers but they aided in the provision of the best
services the district could offer.

As with Many other sites in this national Title VII study, the
regulai teachers saw the advantages to pull-outs but were not
satisfied with their services to the youngsters when they were
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removed from their classes too many times or for too long a period,
or when various groups of children left at different times during
the day. They complained that such arrangements made it difficult
to progress logically through sequences and maintain the scope of
instruction, not only for those children pulled out but also. for
those remaining in the room. The problems were real and theL..district
and the Title VII projects attempted to minimize the out-of-Class
instruction.

While there was some variation in the quality of the pull-out
instruction, it generally could be judged as superior. The teachers
and the aides had been trained in ESL methods, had useful materials,
and carried out many kinds of practice exercises. The main
difference was in the de'lands on performance by the children: some
required exact pronunciation and enunciation, others allowed close
approximations. Unison recitation was preferred for the early ESL
students: those further along were involved i.n both unison and
individual recitation. A major characteristic of the pull-out ESL,
as well as that given inclass, was tying oral/aural lessons to the
written language. Additionally, concrete to abstract techniques
Oere used and when possible, definitions and translations from the
.tudent's language were also employed.

The researcher for the Study at this site spoke none of the target
languages. He therefore sought information about the fluency and
literacy in the primary languages utilized by the teachers and aides.
The Korean was uniformly rated very high except for one Korean-
speaking Anglo whose Korean was judged as very good. One pull-out
Vietnamese teacher was said to be fully literate in that .languages
most of the others in the elementary schools were described as
"fairly literate," but totally fluent. Some problems were noted with
the literacy levels,:of the Lao and Khmer aides in the elementary and
secondary schools, but the few teachers were judged as literate. No
Hmong, Thai, or Burmese literacy capability was available, and even
fluency was doubtful except with the volunteers.

The progress of the pupils in the pull-out instruction varied with
the level of the classes since they had, for the most part, been
grouped according to ability in the targeted subject. Generally
speaking, the Korean students' English was at or above the level
that would be expected from their exposure to the language. Their
mathematics skills were very high. The teachers reported that their
Korean students differed substantially within a grade,' mostly based
on the amount of schooling they had previously had in the language.
The performance of the Indochinese students was even more diverse.
Although a few were making good progress, the majority had had such
a short time in the district that they, had gained little proficiency
in English. Similarly, since few of them had systematic instruction
in their own language, their skills there were for the most part
weak: They were reported to be making better gains in science and
mathematics but all the instructors noted that these students had a
great deal of difficulty with social studies. They had.had little
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or no background in history and government previously, and many of
the concepts were beyond their comprehension at this stage. Viewing
a,11 the subjects, less than 20% of students were expected to complete
the work for the grade in which they were enrolled in 1980-1981.

VII. BILINGUAL CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

The in-class bilingual instruction was less-diverse than were the
pull-out lessons. The main differences lay between the regular
school bilingual program, entirely Korean, and the newcomer centers_
with the several Indochinese languages.

The bilingual Korean/English elementary program classes_all had
Korean teachers who were completely biliterate. Their English was
perfect or nearly so, and their Korean was said to be equally good.
All of them were fully certified/ in Zept, there were Korean teachers
teaching regular, monolingual English classes. During the same day,
classes were taught separately in English or Korean. Only
occasionally was it necessary for a teacher to use a few words in
Korean and that usually occurred in social studies. No English was
.spoken during the Korean classes except for one student in one class.
He had entered bilingual education after two:years in monolingual
English classes and he developed the same level vocabulary as the
other students. 'Korean calligraphy was taught, and some outstanding
student work was observed, even in some primary rooms.

At the secondary level, all subjects were departmentalized; thus
Korean and English were totally separated. °Korean language arts
were combined'with the teaching of culture.: The social studies
materials were used as the vehicle for the main work in language
arts. Grammar and calligraphy were taught;a part of each period.
Science and mathematics vocabularies were also introduced in the
language classes so the students could fundtion well in those
subjects in Korean should the need arise.

i

, Korean literature was
used in the language arts classes in junio high school, but were
separate subjects offered for two years in the high school. The
Korean language arts were conducted much as those in English,
concentrating on vocabulary expansion/ spelling, grammar, comprehen-
sion skills, and narrative writing. The students were reported to
be somewhat below where they would be in Korean language arts in
Korea but making excellent progress. They were observed functioning
at a very high performance level in the English and regular courses.
The teachers and the principals cited them as considerably above,
average in those courses.

Only a few bilingual Korean/English students were pulled out for
special instruction. Only a few relative newcomers in the elementary
school were receiving advanced ESL and still fewer were in remedial
reading. The in-class groupings generally took care of these
exceptions. Occasionally, a secondary student was being assisted in
these same materials. Most were reported to advance past that stage
rapidly.
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The bilingual instruction for those children who spoke the Indo-
chinese languages varied as much in the classrooms as it did in the
pull-outs, although multi-age grouping by performance level reduced
the differences somewhat. All of these classes were in the two
newcomer centers and their arrangements were predicated on near
immersion in English for a portion of each day and sufficient'
instruction in their own languages io they could advance in. the
subject matter. Learning skills in their own language arts were
definitely secondary to the other two objectives. Again, this was
partly due to the immediate need for English skills and in part to
the level of literacy in the languages by the teachers and aides
carrying out the instruction.

The course work observed included: reading, writing, and mathematics
in Lao; social studies in Vietnamese; mathematics in Vietnamese and
Khmer; number concepts in Hmong. Only two Vietnamese,, one Khmer, and
one Lao were said to have any appreciable knowledge of reading and
writing in those languages. They spent a part of each period
assisting other students with the work.

All of the English instruction in the newcomer centers had the
problem of too many levels. However there was no remedy available.
New students came into the classes on the observation days and most
of them had no English skills. As the teachers and the aides already
ad a heavy teaching load, no new classes could be, created for these
students. They had to be added to the already functioning classes
and in part handled by individual and small group assistance. The
*ESL work was generally the same as that described fox the pull-out
instruction. Only one teacher appeared deficient in her skills; she
repeated technical linguistic terms and explanations that would have
been difficult for monolingual English speaking students and could
not understand why the material wasn't being learned. The recitation
was held both in unison and individually, and wasfrequent. Student
pronunciation was expected to be quite close to that of a native
speaker.

Many materials had to be created for the secondary classes even
though some had been found and purchased from federal centers and
commercial sources. Eaci, teacher produced some practice exercises;
the specialists from the central office and the head teachers at the
newcomer centers developed others.

4

In summary, the Korean program had benefited from the several years
it had been in operation, from the certified and fully biliterate
teachers, and froM the strong family and Korean Society support for
that program. It was clear that whatever problems arose, they could
be dealt with quickly and well.

The Indochinese ptograms, of course, had few of the Korean resources.
Moreover, most of the students had arrived only recently in the
United States and they suffered not only from educational
deficiencies, but also from economic and psychological problems.
Years as refugees in their own country, in other countries, and in
the refugee camps in the U.S had denied them many developmental
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opportunities. Despite all these problems, the district had thought
through the possible alternatives to their education carefully, had
tried some old and new methods, and was pursuing-the tasks
diligently. It was clear that this 'dedication and hard work would
show results in a relatively short period of time.

VIII. Et GLISH AS A SECONDNLANGUAGE ..:5

The previous discussion of the project and the instruction
illustrated the major uses of ESL in the preparation of the limited
English proficient students. It was found in three forms that.
depended on the organization of the delivery of services: in-class
provision in self-contained classrooms; ,pull-outs from the regular
classrooms,' whether bilingual or 'monolingual/ and special classes in
the newcomer centers. The_duration and intensity of the ESL
instruction varied with the stage of English development of the
students.

The in-class provisions in self-contained classrooms were primarily
utilized when thestudents had gained a considerable amount of
English ability, but still needed additional assistance. The
teachers themselves carried out some of the activities and in other
cases the students'were grouped together in the class and helped by
an aide. Skill reviews, vocabulary exercises, tapes, and other
supplementary materials were used for this purpose. Accuracy of
pronunciation, enunciation, and general expression was monitored
closely. The modeling was careful, but not at the same intensity as
in the other ESL forms.

These students were in rooms with many fluent English speakers, were
pursuing the bilingual or monolingual curricula, and therefore were
subject to a high degree of English exposure throughout the day.

when several children at the same grade in the same school had
similar problems, and when ESL teachers or aides were avail7ble, the
district provided for pull-out instruction. Usually these pull-out
groups contained more than one grade since they were organized by
English ability. The instruction war from 35 to 50 minutes long and
Was conducted in a special room in illich a wide variety of.ESL
materials and aids was housed. Two separate efforts were discernible
in the lessons: systematized English development, and assistance
with the particular vocabularies of the lessons in the children's
regular classes. The systematic work included word attack skills,
vocabulary development, association of oral vocabulary with the
written form, sentence construction, substitution drills, and general
comprehension. The teachers and aides were skilled in the ESL work
and generally provided a high level of practice within'the lessons,
utilizing 'modeling followed by unison recitation and individual
responses. The students appeared to be grasping the materials and
to be progressing at a reasonable rate for their stage of English
acquisition. Most pull-outs had the problems of differing abilities
within the groups, despite the efforts of the personnel to group
students by ability. The subject matter assistance was keyed to the
in -class instruction. The ESL instructors consulted frequently with
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the regular teachers and worked with the specific materials needed
for advancement in the subjects. This facet, i.e. frequent
consultation with the regular teacherd, was cited by both the
`principals and the regular teachers an a very strong aspect of-the
ESL work.

The ESL work in the newcomer centers was in several formats and
delivered to differing groups of the students. As previously noted,
the students from the Vietnamese, Lao, and Xhmdr languages preferred
working in groups of their oyn ethnicity. The early elementary
children seemed to object less to multi-ethnic groupings and some of
that was done at that level. Older pupils, however, especially in
the high school, were 'reported to work much better when grouped
ethnically. Additionally, the newcomer centers were able to provide
some help in the separate languges; thus ethnic groupings lent
theiselves better to translations, explanations, discussions to
increase the understand4ng of the materials in the ,language of the
pupil. When large' numbirs of one group existed, subgroupings by
English ability were formed in order to concentrate on the skills
needed, although "beginni.ng" and "somewhat advanced" designations
were about all that could be managed within the teaching resources
of the centers. Students beyond those le.vels were transferred to
their regular schools.

Three instructional fOci were identified; life vocabulary skills,
systematic ESL lessons., and assiStain64 with,the vocabularies of the
subjects the students also studied in the centers (science, social
studies, mathematics). The life skills included the names of the
'parts of the body, clothing, foods, transpOrtation, and the city.
Colors; verb tenses, pronouns, adjectives, and numbers were intro-
duced and practiced first separately, and then,in substitution
drills. In general, this focus stressed.acqusition rather than
accuracy of pronunciation. Written vocabulary was utilized and some
sentences were provided through work sheets. Students were asked to
use complete sentences and questions'. The-"beginning",group, as
would be expected, had a'great deal of difficulty in recalling all
the material in a short span of time. But they were making progress.
The use of concrete to abstract ap;roachea_jactual articles,
pictures) apparently helped'. Wordipicture,cards, games, and work
sheets supplemented the oral/au-ral instruction.

The systematic lessons were in tOo formats; a commercial set of
materials and others designed by the teachers. Word attack skills
were stressed,,iut within whole word' nd sentence contexts beyond
the initial memorization of the sounds,* that is, absolute phonetic,
approaches were subordinated to.vocabulary acquisition.* This was
described as necessary since phonics drill tended to bore the
students and result in onlypartial learning (this was especially
true for the secondary students who had a, great deal of difficulty
in applying detailed work attackskills).' 'modeling was at a much
higher level within the systematic approach than it was in the life
skills work. Similarly, pronunciation and enunciation were expected'
to be more nearly correct. Both .unison and individual recitation
were used. Listening/reading centers were provided and students,
grouped by English ability, worked. there.
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During a portion of the ESL lessons, smaller subgroups were
instructed separately, allowing for individual needs and for
specialized assistance.

Some of the systematic ESL was conducted by specialized ESL teachers,
whose work included both centers, and some was done by the center
bilingual teachers and aides, and a practice teacher. Most of them
I- ' quite high capabilities in EEL; one lacked some comprehension of
ti,.: level of understanding by the students and two others had some
difficulties with English pronunciation. When the bilingual teachers
and aides performed the ESL work, they used translation:. from the
languages and explanations in those languages when necessary. They
obviously tried to minimize these in order to create an-immersion in
English atmosphere during the period.

The center teachers and aides also taught the regular subjects during
a part of each day, especially mathematics, social studies, and some
introductory science. While the majority of that instruction was in
the native language of the students, in every case English vocabulary
was added in to further the technical vlord acquir'tion that, of
course, was unlikely to be included in the syste, tic ESL work.
When the English vocabulary was included, the words were written on
the board and some practice in saying them was conducted. Social
studies English vocabularies were particularly common in the classes:
the teachers explained that many of the students had no equivalents
for them lin their own vocabularies and that is was necessary to
introduce the English term and explain it; translations were of
little use in those cases.

Although this is a reiteration, it is important to note at this point
that many of the students had little or no previous education.
Learning skills themselves had to be taught. Use of time, dedication
to, tasks, neatness, responsibility - all were needed. Students were
unused to sitting, to being confined tic) single tasks. Restlessness

awas
observed in many students within few m2.nutes after each task

was begun. The teachers allowed some/movement within the classroom
to help alleviate the problem; they also changed the type of activity
frequently so that the attention spanland the required time to
complete a job were not carried beyond what the students could
readily stand.

/

It must also be :toted that there was I some problems of the
"expectations" of the students. Many had suffered years of travel
and existence in refugee camps, at albject poverty levels, in order
to get to the United States. Even ?nee here, it took some time for
them to be placed and arrive at thetk locations. The very high
expectations, nurtured over the years of deprivation, for life in
the United States, were not yet fulifilled. Poverty still had to be
endured, jobs were hard to find, and communication, because of the
English deficiencies, was severely constrained. These factors
combined to create some sense of disappointment, of frustration,
with themselves and with the system, especially among the secondary
students. School personnel recognized the problem and combined a
great deal of counseling into the program. They also explained that
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much of the difficulty of integration into the economic life'of the
United States would depend on their acquisiton of English. The
pupils were able to state agreement with the explanations but their
feelings were still subject to depression. Desoite this aspect, the
students mostly worked hard; they seeme to e trying. It was a
major factor in the conduct of the prog am a d the initial success
of the students. The personnel hoped that he conditions, and thus
the students' emotional traumas, would be improved through the
efforts of the resettlement agency, the schools, and the community.

The discussion of this problem has been included in the English as a
second language section of this report because the adjustment
difficulties were particularly noticeable during those lessons.
Apparently the enormous tasks in the acquisition of English, and the
students' relatively low level of usage of English, increased their
feelings of frustration. Little emotional disturbance could be
perceived during the lessons in their own languages. The project and
other agencies were applying all their resources to the resolution
of the conditions that fostered the frustration. It appeared to the
researcher that there were few other alternatives. As a medium range
goal, the concentration on teaching English so that the students
could function better in the school and the community, while at the
same time helping them with some of the other academic skills, was
the only combination available to the district.

IX. REMEDIAL READING

Remedial reading assistance was available for all the students in
the district not just those in the Title VII projects. Specialized
teachers had been hired and their services scheduledJ to make maximum
use of their time, even when they had to move from s hool to school.
Their classes, mostly pull-outs as desdribed before, emphasized
individualized instruction and helping with the specific problems of
the students. The classes for the teaching of reading iu the
newcomer centers took both a "new reader" approach and remedial
approach. The work was closely tied to the ESL instruction, to the
regular curriculum level when applicable,, and to the general improve-
ment of reading. Writing was introduced as a part of the remediation
in order to give a more complete language al. approach. The
combination, especially for those that acquired some functioning
abilities in English, appeared to be improving their reading well.

Although equally applicable to the bilingual instruction, English as
a second language, remedial reading, and regular reading instruction,
observations during the remedial reading work emphasized another
problem that was not easy to quantify at the time, nor will it be
easy to solve for some time. The problem was that some children
appeared to the researcher to have learning disabilities that were
not associated solely with the lack of English proficiency.
Obviously children that have suffered severe physical deprivation
and enormous emotional upheavals may appear at the beginning to have
general learning disabilities. Those conditions make assessment,
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at this time, problematic at best. Too, the lack of previous
education clouds the issue. Nevertheless, even when taking these
into account, some of the Indochinese refugees' responses to the
instruction_ were minimal, almost negligible in a few cases. Even
one-to-one instruction of well delivered, simple lessons produced
nearly no learning. An official-designation of a number of the
students as special education was out of the question at the tim of
the observations. The state rules on assessment and processing
simply could not be applied yet. The problem existed, however, nd
the district and the project will necessarily have to deal with t
in some fashion soon. The inclusion of these children in the r, ular
classes diminished what could be accomplished with t'he others. oThey
needed special attention that the available funds and procedures
could not accommodate.

X. REGULAR ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

The Koreans, in schools and grades in which bilingual self-contained
teaching could not be done, were in regular curricula; they were
served in Korean via pull -outs. Observed in their regular English
classrooms, their performance was mostly at level with the other
students and in some cases above. The teachers reported them to be
particularly good in mathematics and that their hard work and
dedication often resulted in their receiving higher grades than
those that had no language problem.

In most of the schools, as noted earlier, the Indochinese children
were enrolled in regular English instruction for a part of the day
and in specialized assistance the rest. The district and the
project had attempted to place them in classes with at least their
approximate age groups. A few students were far enough along in
their English acquistion to be able to profit from some of the
activities with the regular students. Many others, however, could
not participate in anything except physical education - and even
that was difficult when organized activities demanded instructions
on how to carry them out. The final result was that these children
normally had to be organized in small groups and the teacher, or an
aide if one was available, had to teach them separately. In cases
where several levels of performance and English ability existed in
the same room, as was often the case, additional instructional
burdens were placed on the teachers. Remedies were difficult to
devise. The newcomer centers were designed primarily to help the
children get started. Segregation waz'seen as advisable only for
the shortest tine possible. While the "not to exceed one year" rule
was in keeping with that policy, it should be reconsidered in some
cases. Because of the extreme problems of the Indochinese refugee
children, a second year might reduce some of the frustration of the
children and at the same time, somewhat reduce the instructional
overload of the teachers. Since the newcomer centers are relatively
expensive to operate, such an arrangement would necessitate more
funds from the Indochinese Refugee Act and/or Title VII. The
reductions in local and state funds for such purposes would not
allow those monies to be stretched beyond already strained limits.
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XI. MOBILIZATION OF RESOURCES

A great deal of information about the mobilization of the resources
available to the district has already been included in the discus-
sions of several aspects of the implementation and organization of
instruction. Resources already described, resources, then, will
only be briefly reviewed here so that the other resources can be
highlighted. whether in restatement or as new material, 'the
mobilization of resources must be seen in light of the distr'ict's
determination. to offer full and excellent education to its children.
That, plus its willingness to innovate to achieve it, set the stage
for the activities of the Title VII' projects and of all the other
funded programs.

XII. LANGUAGE PERSPECTIVES

The district had mobilized several resources to achieve high English
proficiency in the pupils. At the same time, it offered some
opportunities for biliteracy when that was feasible. The. Korean
program had no major obstacles; biliterate certified teachers were
available, the elementary pull-out plus bilingual classrooms where
possible solved most of the numbers problems, and the K-12 emphasis
gave both scope and sequ--ce to the Korean instruction. The students
in the program were succ_..ding unusually well in English and they
were additionally gaining literacy in Korean.

English as a second language and other English acqusition approaches
were the main focus of instruction for the- Indochinese refugees.
Those that had been in the district for some time had responded
reasonably well to those approaches-. The relatively recent arrivals
appeared to be achieving some success. Vietnamese, Lao, and Khmer
were used in the instruction of some subject matter and to facilitate
the comprehension of the instruction in English for those students .4
still in the newcomer centers. Some Vietnamese, Khmer, and Lao were
taught in the centers also but the number was limited due to the
level of performance in those languages. Most .of the c4114.1dren'were
illiterate in any language. In one school, several children that
possessed some literacy skills in Vietnamese received-instruction-in
it. The combination, dictated by the circumstances, appeared to be
reasonable for the most rapid progress possible of the children.

Children who spoke Hmong, Thai, Burmese, and other languages were
very few in number. No among child had any literacy skills in this
language. No teacher had been found for any of these languages and
even aides were very difficult to locate. Some part-time assistance
with Hmong had been made available. The concentration on English
approaches, then, appeared to be the best alternative.

The language perspective must also take into account the K-12
/opportunities for improvement. The district, through mainly its own
funds, but also with some assistance from Title I funds, provided a
full range of remedial instruction at every level. The district had
a recognized scope and sequence for the language development of all
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pupils. The extra assistance furnished, then, was an adjunct to
that central thrust. As a system, the combined bilingual education,
English as a second language, and remedial instruction came together
with the regular instruction to provide a thcrough set of
opportunities. .

XIII. COMMUNITY RESOURCES

One of the unusual ways of mobilizing the community was the
utilization of the Korean Society as the parent advisory committee.
The district had initially organized the' usual type of parent
advisory committees for the Korean program. The Korean community
had already organized itself, however, to perform many of the
functions of such a committee. Selecting certain members of that
society as a committee did not operate well; the members felt
compelled to confer with their colleagues in the society before
making decisions or recommendations. The fragmentation of the
society's functions was seen as "foreign" to most of the members
unAsian" was the term applied to it. The district, then, tried
working directly with the Korean Society as a form of a parent
advisory committee. Both the district and the Korean community were .

much more satisfied with that arrangement and it had continued for
some time in that format.'

4

The question of how to incorpcirate members of the other language
communities into the advisory committee was a difficult one. Their
languages, of course, have no relation to Koreanj:their customs are
also quite different. In essence, neither the Koreans nor the other
language groups were interested in a multi-language advisory group.
Because of the success of the work with the Korean Society, the
district was.interested in helping other-language groups to organize
themselves in a similar wa-. There were severe problems, however,
that hampered such development. One of the major factors was the
low economic level of-the members of those groups. They had only
recently arrived and were dedicating their *faits to improving their
standards of living. They had little time or energy available to
involve themselves in forming such a society - or even a committee.
Second, .although a few had some education in their own country, most
had nearly none. They thus felt incompetent, to deal with details
about the educational program or the system. Further, ti4y said
thatJthey viewed their possible'participation as "interference" with
the authority of the schools. Consequently, the district had
experienced considerable-difficulty in setting up and operating
advisory committees for the several languages or for the Indochinese
group'as a whole. They were still, attempting to foster a society
for each, as well as trying to obtaining some participation in a
committee. But the persdinnel reported that they had by no mc!ar.s
been successful to date,. They, continued to exert efforts in behalf
of some sort

fg
of,adVisOry groUp.

The.district\and the projects had had considerably more success in
obtaining aid for individual and classroom instruction. Several
funds. helped pay for much of the assistance and.that, in turn, helped
the economically depressed lndochinese communities. Other community
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members, however, had been convinced that they could help as
volunteers. While that help was limited by available time, and
their educational level, it did make some important contributions.
Further, some members of the Anglo community were furnishing
volunteer help to the programs. That assistance, even though
relatively small in amount of time, was one additional resource to
the instruction.

The project personnel were also attempting to enlist assistance from
other agencies. For the older students, Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) opportunities had been used in a few cases,
although that source was expected to be reduced along with other
general governmental reductions. Contact with some other youth
employment /training activities had also been made and although they
had not yet produced concrete assistance, negotiations- were in
progress. Cooperation with church groups, civic organizations, and
some charitable entities had produced some specialized help for the
students, mainly clothing, school supplies, and health improvement
services. While none of these was great by itself, the combined
contributions had helped resolve some individual problems.

XIV. FUNDING SOURCES

The district had two Title VII projects. One covered, the operations
of the newcomer centers and the other was utilized for the other
activities. They were separate because the newcomer approach was
radically different from the Title VII project already in progress
when that approach was begun. They were, however, administered by a
single set of project personnel in order to gain the maximum coverage
et the lowest .averhead costs. T1 Lame personnel also managed the
Indochinese Lefugee Act educational program. The other benefits
from those funds were administered by the appropriate authorities.

ESEA Title I monies also accrued to the district in accordance'with
the regulations for that program. The students in the Title VII
projects received some services through Title I in the same way that
any other student qualified for the services. Similarly, federal
economic impact aid funds helped in the provision of many of the
general services to the district and its students; thus, the project
students benefited, at least indirectly, in that the restricted
resources of the district were augmented from those funds.

State bilingual education monies were also received by the district.
While they primarily served other groups of students, in particular
the Koreans, the additional and combined resources gave a further
-dimension to the assistance the district could give to the Title VII
programs. That source 'was threatened by bills in the state
legislature at the time of the research and the Korean Society had
organized a massive petition, letter writing, and vistt to the state
capitol to obtain continuation of those monies.
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The largest contributor to the education of the limited English
proficient students was the district itself. The board had
recognized the need to provide special assistance to those students
if they were to progress at even a reasonable rate within the system.
It therefore furnished more than fifty percent.of the monies utilized
in the program. That commitment and dedication, in a time of
economic difficulties, was especially laudable.

Other monies were available and were or would be used as the students
needed the help from those programs. Special and compensatory
education, vocational education,' and career development were seen as
useful already for the Korean students who qualified. They would be
used for the Indochinese students, also, when they could be assessed
as qualifying or had advanced sufficiently in their :.nitial English
acquisition to avail themselves of such programs. Already some
Indochinese students were participating in vocational education and
it was expected that more would be able to later on.

The combination of these resources, and their mobilization by the
district into a workable delivery of services, should not be taken
as an indication that the programs were adequately funded. The
district appeared to be doing the best-Tt could with its resources.
Nevertheless, the severe problems of the Indochinese refugees, and
their educational' problems were an unusually expensive undertaking.
more help could have been given, including much more indivudalized
instruction, if the funds had been available. Special materials were
needed beyond those already locates and/or developed. No specialist
time could be expended on development since those personnel were
already completely scheduled. Some training monies were used for
the teachers and aides but more funds were needed. The development
of specialized aide assistance to the speakers of Lao, Khmer, and
Hmong, for example, could have been increased if money had been
provided. Those assistance features could not be heightened beyond
those already provided within the seve_al resource budgets.

Finally, a pressing problem for the administration was the timing
and rules by which the district received its funding, both state and
federal. The regulations generally anticipate that a one-time count
of eligible students will suffice for the funding of programs. As
noted in the introduction, this district was experiencing unusually
heavy new enrollments throughout the year. In a system that was
already at peak load, the accommodation of new students into the
system on a daily basis caused substantial hardships. The major
effect of those hardships, since money was not available for more
teachers and aides, was that the size of the classes grew
continuously. While large classes are a disadvantage in providing
any kind of education, they are especially detrimental when the
students speak little or no English. The problem was acute in this
district. Some alternatives needed to be explored concerning how to
resolve the difficulties and thus provide the children with a better
chance to progress in the system.
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XV. ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PROJECT

While the failure of the Romany project could have left unfavorable
attitudes within the community, the understanding of the part that
administrative difficulties played .in that failure ameliorated the
impact. The considerable success with the earlier Spanish project
and the very great success of the Korean program influenced the
*thinking of district personnel and the general community. They
believed that bilingual education was a viable optio- for
incorporating limited English proficient students in-_o the generally
excellent educational system and subsequently into the economic life
of the community.

Another important factor in the positive attitudes about bilingual
education and, thus, the-Title VII projects was the commitment and
work of the Korean Society. The community had seen a new group come
into the area, organize itself to help education, and carry out many
activities to the benefit of their own and other children. That
experience was a continuing influence on how the schools and the
city felt about helping limited Enlgish proficient children.

The competency of the district, school, and project officials was
also a vital component in how bilingual education was viewed.
the interviewees praised the superintendent, the principals, an. he
project personnel for caring about the children', for the expertise
with which they Managed the resources,-and for the relationships
they had fostered with the several segments of tte community.

Those qualities materially aided the Title VII projects as a part of
the whole educational system.

The interviewees also cited another element as contributing to their
positive attitudes about the project: the teachers. District and
school officiald were proud of their teachers, of the fact that they
were certified and had received specialized training, and that they
worked hard to produce the best possible education. The community
members pretty much agreed with them. Occasionally an exception
would be mentioned, but the overall attitude toward the teachers'
ability to teach the children properly, including the limited Enlish
proficient students, was very favorable.

Elementary students expressed great satisfaction with their.
schogiling. Secondary students cited some exceptions, esp.:.cially
concelining certain teachers, but even they were overwhelmingly
positive about their learning. Even among the Indochinese refugee
students, some of-whose problems were enormous, the teachers, aides,
volunteers, and the programs were seen as effective. Many noted
that they had not yet made muc progress in English.but they almost
invariably blamed their own shortcomings for their stage of learning.

It must be noted that few students, parents, and other community
members would speak directly about attitudes toward the Title VII
projects. They saw the educational opportunities as a system, not a
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series of identifiable projects funded from different sources. Some
of the Korean community members addressed themselves to the earlier
Title VII programs, those that had helped fund the specific bilingual
education of their children. The funding combination was less .

complex at that time, however, and their involvement as the parent
advisory committee had given them greater detailed knowledge about
the sources for the educational programs.

tsx.,

The overall attitudes toward the schools and the project were
favorable - indeed, unusually positive. Few cases of such nearly
universal satisfaction have been seen by the case study researcher.
It must be noted, however, that the number of Indochinese refugees
coming into the community and the schools had begun to be a concern'
for some of the community. The depression in local industry,
together with the general economic difficulties being experienced at
the time, seemed to some to limit the assimilation of so many nearly
unskilled persons into the work force. That concern was also
translated into worries about the community's continuing support of-
the education to the limited English proficient students. At the
time of the Study, the state.was considering a reduction in the
assistance to bilingual education. The federal government was
eyeing many reductions that would affect the economy generally, and
the provision for educatiom specifically. Although the concerns had
not yet influenced the school and project attitudes t:., any great
extent, should the conditions worsen, more conservative views were
sure to be in evidence.

XVI. SUMMARY

The city in which the case study Title VII project was located was -'a
fairly large coastal site with multiple economic bases,, some of which
were severely dep-nssed. The district, however, had experienced
little reduction in tax revenues, but increases were unlikely for
some time. The mostly Anglo, English-speaking population had
supported the goal of excellence in education. At the same time, it
had allowed a number.of innovations in the schools, with 1 ingual,
education one of the most widespread. An earlier project . i had
two elements, one of which had failed chiefly bedausn of its
administration and the other of which had been successful, taking a
Spanish dominant population to English fluency. A later Korean
project,-strongly supported by an active Korean Society,.had also
been highly successful, not only in taking the children into English
fluency but also into Korean literacy. The bilingual Korean program
was 4 K-12 effort.

The district had two Titl, VII projects, one that mainly assisted the
pull-out programs for Ind...-...hinese refugee children in the several
schools: the other was a later addition, and had helped set up a
newcomer center for elementary children and another for secondary
students. Since the number of LEP `students 'lad grown from about 200
to almost 700 within about 18 months';, the newcomer centers were seen
as the only financially viable format for handling so many children.
Had it attempted to teach them in al ?. the different schools, the
costs would have been prohibi;tive anA the amount of assistance that
could be given would have beeM,mucg less.
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The instruction for all pupils focused on a high level of literacy in
English and the best Possible academic achievement. That was also
translated into the goals for the Title VII projects. In most of the
schools, the children were enrolled in a regular classroom and were
then pulled out for specialized instruction in ESL, remedial reading
and mathematics, assistance with their regular subjects, and some
assistance-in their language. Korean was taught in two elementary
schools, one junior, and one senior high school so that thcs:: who
elected Korean and English literacy had the opportunity. Vietnamese*
was taught to a small group in one elementary school and to some of
the students in both newcomer centers. Manyof the Vietnamese
children were illiterate in that language and thus they were served
primarily through the use of vietnamese to facilitate their general
education and throngn specialized English instr -:tion. Lao and Khmer
were also taught to a few students in the newcomer centers but again,
many of those students did not have a basic education in the language
and the demands of acquiring English and at the same time makAi-tg at
least some advancement in other subjects reduced the amount of
literacy education that could be done in those two languages. The
-speakers of other languages were few in total number and were
scattered across the!grades_and schools. Other than sc-ne volunteer
assistance, they were educated mainly through specialized English
instruction.

The teachers were all certified or in the final process of acquiring
that document. The ESL teachers were all trained in that specialized
methodology. Aides varied considerably in their previous preparation
all the way from some education in their own language to a few with
university degrees who had not yet been able to pass the examinations
for the teaching credential. The Korean program was staffed
completely by certified biliterate teachers. Only a few teachers of
Vietnamese were available; none had been found for 1,,do and Khmer,
although some were studying at the .university level so they could
eventually become certified teachers.

The quality,of the observed instruction was very high. In the
English classes, high intensity modeling and practice was universal.
Some variation was allowed in the accuracy of pronunciation and
enunciation, primarily at the high school level, but generally both
the teachers and the aides demanded quality responses. ESL combined
with beginning English reading activities to move students rapidly
toward integration into the system. The newcomer centers expected
to have students ready for regular English classroom enrollment after
one year but there was some evidence that the Indochinese refugee
problems might need more time. The newcomer center classes were
organized by language group and by English ability.. That combination
allowed for a considerable assistance to the children both in the
acquisition of English and in progress in the subjects of mathe-
matics, social studies, and science. These children participated
with the others in the school in at least physical education, and
some were also in vocational education classes.

I.
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The district had mobilized resources from several federal and state
acts: Title I, Title VII, Indochinese Refugee Act, and economic
impact aid from the federal government; general allocation to schools
and bilingual education funds from the state. Despite this seemingly
large amount of outside assistance, the district still provided more
than half the funds to defray the costs of the special programs for
the limited English proficient children. The several programs were
managed by administrators that were Seen as competent, helpful, and
efficient by the parents and the community, including the target
groups. The teachers were seen very positively by most of the inter-
viewees in the schools and in the community. The general attitude
toward bilingual education and other' special assistance to limited
English proficient students was found to be quite positive with no
substantial groups in disagreement.. Again, the high success of the
Korean/English bilingual. program and the contributions of the Korean
Society to the implementation of that program weighed heavily in
favor of bilingual education. Many, of the community people could
not distinguish the Title VII efforts from the others in the combined
services, but insofar as they could, they viewed it favorably.

Ai an overview, then, despite many very severe problems, including
heavy new enrollments of LEP students, the district had made an
unusually strong effort to provide education to the children. It

utilized several approaches to grouping them for the delivery of
services, and for the instruction itself. The quality of the Korean
program was very high. That for the other languages had not yet
developed to that level but the beginning efforts were dedicated to
resolving the problems and to furthering progress of the limited
English proficient children in Eniglish acqusition and in general
academic performance. Concerns for the future of state and federal
funds, within a somewhat depressed economy, were often expressed but
so far they had not affected the views toward bilingual education,,
the Title VII projects, or the desirability of providing an
excellent education to the childr 1.

L
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A-1

GUIDE FOR CASE STUDIES

Case Study investigations will be guided by the following outline.
The purpose of the case study is to provide information of a
contextual nature. It should also give a glimpse of the variot
processes which are present in certain bilingual education proje s.
The outline provided below is not intended to be followed rigcro::-ly
'f.or, the objeCt is not to constrain the investigator but to guide
him/her in thinking about some obviously relevant possibilities,

I. .trc6ect Background and History: How did theproject begin or
'get started? What were the major agencies or organizations
behind- the project? What was the climate at the time of the

start ?'.tart?'. What were/are the population characteristics?
How was the project initially seen by the community as a
whole? By the target population?

II. Language and Cultural Considerations: What were the Language
considerations at the time of the project's initiation ?' At the
present time? In what ways wore the target group's Language and
culture accomodated in the pr =oject? What role did the target
group or parents play in the formation and implementation of
the project? Given the community or school situation, what is
likely to happen in the near future to the way the target group
is given instruction?

III. Administration nd Im lementation of the Pro'ect: What arethe
salient characteristics of the project's administration? What
are the appropriate or relevant methods used to facilitate the
project's objectives? How do the personnel of the school/
district relate to the project? What barriers prevent growth
or further development of the project? .

a

IV. Instructional Concepts: Wh=- are the instructional ooncepts
used in the project? Now she teaching personnel relate to
these concepts? What is origin of these concepts or
practices? What are some apparent outcomes resulting from -the
use of these practices? Is there any attempt to adapt
instruction to the cultural learning modes- of the.students
(e.g., or are American educational models used)?

V. Resources and Materials: What are' the personnel, administrative
and budgetary resources available to the project? What
resources are in use? What kinds of materials or resources are
addressing the cultural needs of the students? 'What -is the
effect of the use of these materials or resources?

VI. Pro ect Interfaces or Liilagip What is the relationship of
the project to the other' school pro,rams? To. the community?
To the target population? What is the significance of the
project to the community? What does the project qtean to the
school/district/community?
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VII. Future of the Project: How is the project faring in the eyes
of instructors? The school personnel? The parents? The.
community? What seems to be the futureof the project in the
school?

1

VIII. Personn41: Were qualified (certified) bilingual instructional
personnel (in the language of the students) available at the

/ beginning of the project, or was it necessary to train and
recruit such individuals; are the Project DireCtor,
instructional personnel, and other project staff members of
the same language/cultural backgrouhd As the students? What
proportion are?

v,

...

1

1

.

I
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TOPIC OUTLIRE FOR CASE WJSTORIEt

I. Project' Overview

. Identification Information

1. Program title
2. Location name.
3. Year started and expected end date

. Background Information

1. Historical development
2. 4Context

a. Community demographics ' .

r-

r,.
b. Relationship of program to. -other programs for T7 students

S. Needs assessment: focus, methods, and prioritiei,
a. Extent used in meariipgful way vs. a kormalj.t.Y

Objectives and Procedures

1.- Primary program features
2. Plans for continuation after funding ceases

. Participants

1. Grade level,, number
2. Home language background
3. 'Cultural/ethnic group membership
4. Special characteristics
5. Student mobility
6. Selection/exit criteria (qualifications)
7. wSelecti.on/exit procedures (test, referral, screening panel)
8. Staff satisfaction with entry/exit criteria and procedures

E. Personnel - ProjeCt Director, Teachers, Aides, Other Staff

1. Categories and number
2. 'Qualifications and training
3. Role relationships (e.g., how many aides.per,teacher, role of

resource teacher)
3

II. Program Development

. Planning the Program (Pribr to Start)

1. Key persons/roles inmajor planning tasks
2. Selecting.materials

Impact of history on program development.

. Changes/Growth in Original Program

1: Major changes% any, and rationale for them
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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XII. Instructional Component by Grade Level and Content Area

A. Objectives

1. Annual
. .

2. Comparison of BE,and- regular student objectives
3. Objectives to meet special needs

. .

B. Particillar Information for Ea.ch Grade and Subject -- Reading,
ESL; Math, Cultural Component (If Separate) --* Within Grade '

1. Physical layout of instructional facilitys
a. Location (in/out of school/regular cl ss)
b. Features of plant that affect instruc on, e.g., adequacy

of light, heat anted ventilation, room a oustics, educational
charts, posters, cl;.ssroom library, educational games,
learning centers 4

2. 'Key materials and' equipment
a. List' of three key items (includenamw/country of publisher)
b. Cuktural reference/languages of key- materials

.3. Typicalschedule/timeline
a. Integration of language subgroAps for scheduled activities.

N..

IV. Staff Development and Training ,Component

Objectives
.

1

% Extent ,

C. Schedule

D, Activities:
ay.

V. Parent/dommunity Involvement Component
. , .

A. Rationale and Purposes

1, Intended outcomes (objectives)

S. Historical Perspective

1. Trends ip_participation and climate (parent knowledge of and
attitude toward program)

C. Structure of Advisory 'committee

1, Organization
2. Size-
3, Characterisr6s.of Committee a40,Chair

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES: INC.



-D. Specific Nature of Involvement

1. School-, and Class -based activities
a. Communication of information
b. PAC meeting (number, activities, languages)
c. Community liaison
d. Aides, volunteers, etc.

2. Involvement in program (objectives, application, curriculum) .

planning and review

E. Results

VI. Project Management

'. Objectives

%B. Management Strategies

1. HOw chain of command is mplemented on daily basis
2. Program administrator''s autonomy and authority at district and
:school levels (scheduling activities, facilities, coordinatiori
across prb-

, grams, discipline, evaluation, etc.)
3. Key management strategies and rationales.

4 4. Key,implementation strategies
a. Participation
b. 'Decision-making

fc. Type and use of feedback ti
d. Problem solving
e. Leadership
f. Resources 0

- 1/ OBEMLA
2/ EDAC 4

3/ BESC
4/ SEA
5/ LEA
6/ Community

5. Factors which helped/hindered implementation

C. Climate: Attitudes Toward Bilingual Education

VII. Intermediate Outcomes

A. Implemented Prggram

1. Staff development
2. Project manalement
3. Instructions
4. Parent involvement

4
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A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTION CCMPONENT OF THE ESEA

TITLE VIII BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
m

,itAM MEMBER SITE REPORT

Each evening each.lteam member should add to this site report ba ed on his/her
work that day.. You should record your reactions each day, to asItany items as
appropriate, based on your work that day: if ybu did not leara,ahything new in
a given area on a given day, leave that it !flank. Please do not collabotate
with your fellow team member in your response.' We rant each iadividual team
Member's individual responses. The team will use these data in preparing its
Casi*History for the site: we will also use this iaformally collected information
to temper our understanding and interpretation of the analyseet'of data collected
of the fbrmal instruments.

N

LEA: Cope: *

Team member:

29;3
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Areas of success in implementation

A. What is a major area in,which the project is having success in Lmplamenting
its program?

S. What is youi source .Of information?
C. What are ...;he major reasons 'for these successes? (e.g., The objectcyes are

very simplier the people are really gUng-ho and are working incessantly.)

(I) first area/basis/Malor reasons

(2) second area/basis/major reasons

O

4
-e,

(3) third area/basis/major reasons

.1

t.

(4) fourth area/basis/major reasons

(XERCX THIS SHEET IF MORE *SPACE NEEDED)

...
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0

2. Areas of difficulty in implementation

A. What is a major area in which the project is having di:f4 in implementing
its program?
What is your source of information?
What are the major reasons for these difficulties?`(e.g., the teachers way
they jut panst,do what the Plan says they should be doing and no consideration
has beet, given to revising it; the project director wants to pat the program
in placein six months and the teachers believe that it will take two years.)

By
C.

r

(1) first area/basis/major reasons

a

(2) second area/basis / major reasons

Al

(3) third area/basis/major reasons.

(4) fourth area/basis/mafbi.,reasons

(XERO*THIS ERE= :7. MORE SPACE NEEDED)
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3. Language used outside of classroom

a. Language used by tae children and the teachers-on the playground

b. Language used by office staff when communicating with each Other and with

students

c. Language of announcements, signs, displays, menus,' etc. ia e:
ti

-1- areas outside of class which are frequented by students (e.g. halls, lunch
and assembly 'rooms)

-2- areas outside of class which are Frequented by teaching staff (e.g. teachers
loungew, work etc. .

1

-3-. office .

-3-

. 296
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4. The attitude, of staff Legeneral and in particular e teacher, aide) toward
.

I.

a. bilingual education

7
S

5. bilingualism

4

c. .the. students' native language

d. English

e. the Title VI prograll

9

AI/

S. Amy other observations or comments that the team member wishes to make

r

I.

1 297
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e. .General/specific conclusions/comments (e.g., points that you want to emphasize,
that you think should be de- emphasized, that you found tdfbe contradictory)

-,
I-

all 0II..

a d MI = IM, IMMO

A'
4.

f.

I

.
4 - . 4

..)

0 t

J
I

..,

a
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-ILEA:

School:

Teacher:

Tea6 member:

A-13

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTION COMPONENT OF THE ESEA

TITLE VII BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM.

rNFORMAL OBSERVATION REPORT

Code:

ti

Time period of observation (e.g., 8-9 AM; Monday):

Code:

Code:

Student activity (e.g., half in math paperwork; half in reading aloud with
teacher):

Staff activity (e.g., aide working with individual child on math: teacher working
on reading with group):
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1. he type of children's materials on the wails

2; the learning "atmosphere"
a. "verbal" interivtion, e.g. no talking without permission; children talk quietly

with each other as they work

b.. "physical." environment, e'.g. chairs and desks in rows; tables and -chairs, no
desks; no central seating, learning clusters instead.

/- am,

c. "physical movement", e.g. cAildxen move freely throughout room: chidren move
from one learning cluster to another at end of learning sessions

01111=1M1MMIMIlll=MMMPI=

3. Language uslially used by teacher (and other staff) and students in struCstured
learning situations - note if this differs tq subject matter and how students
of different language backgrounds are ground

IMMINN=Im

=mv
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4. Language used by teacher and students during informal moments in class

3. Features of classrooms that may affect instruction

3. - laformation about texts and other materials:

a. Language(s),of materials on bulletin boards and walls of classroom:

b. Language(s) of "casual' written mateials available in room:

c. Reading Materials

)

Name:

Major Reading series:----,

Language:

Nblisher:

Country of oriin:

Cther reading materials:

Language (e.g., all/about half/none of the other reading books are in Spanish)
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6. (continued)

Math Materials

Major Math series:

Name: /-

Language

Publisher:

Country of origin:

Other Math materials:

Language (e.g., all/about half/none of the other math books are in w=ench)

e. Social Studies Materials

major Social Studies series:

Name:

Language:i'

Publisher:

1

Country of origin:.

Other Social Studies materials:

("rillrencr"""
all/about halfinone of the .ether Social Studies books are in

-1

V

-4-
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